REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
The Eighteenth Meeting of the First Session of the Fifth
House of Assembly held in the House of Assembly Chamber• on
Monday the 19th October, 1987, at 10.30 am.

The Hon the Minister for Health and Housing laid on the table
the following document:
The Housing Allocation Scheme (Revised 1987)
Ordered to lie.

PRESENT:
Mr Speaker
(The Hon A J Vasquez CBE, QC, MA)

(In the Chair)

The Hon the Minister for Tourism 'laid on the table the
following document:
The Hotel Occupancy Survey, 1986.

GOVERNMENT:

Ordered to lie.

The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan KCMG, CBE, LVO, QC, JP - Chief Minister
The Hon A J Canepa - Minister for Economic Development and Trade
The Hon M K Featherstone OBE - Minister for Health and Housing
The Hon H J Zammitt - Minister for TouriSm
The Hon Major•F J Dellipiani ED - Minister for Public Works
The Hon Dr R G Valarino - Minister for Labour and Social Security
The Hon J B Perez - Minister for MuniCipal SerVices
The Hon G Mascarenhas - Minister for Education, Sport and Postal
Services
The Hon E Thistlethwaite QC - Attorney-General
The Hon B Traynor - Financial and Development Secretary

The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary laid on the
table the following documents:

OPPOSITION:

.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J Bossano - Leader of the Opposition
J E Pilcher
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
J C Perez
J L Baldachino
R Nor

The Hon the Minister for Labour and Social Security laid
on the table the following document:
The Employment Survey Report, April 1987.
Ordered to lie.

(1) The Accounts of Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited for the year
ended 31st December, 1986, together with the Report
of the Principal Auditor thereon.

(2) The Accounts of the Gibraltar Museum for the period
ending on the 31st March, 1987, together with the
Chairman's Report thereon.
•
(3) Statement of Consolidated Fund Re-Allocations approved by
the Financial and Development Secretary (No.9 of 1986/87)

IN ATTENDANCE:

(4) Schedule of Supplementary Estimates No.2 of 1987/88.

P A Garbarino Esq, MBE, ED - Clerk of the House of Assembly

Ordered to lie.

PRAYER

ANSWERS. TO QUESTIONS

Mr Speaker recited the prayer.
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
The Minutes of the Meeting held on the 6th July, 1987, having
been previously circulated, were taken as read and confirmed.
DOCUMENTS LAID
The Hon the Minister for. Economic Development. and Trade laid
on the table the following document:

The House recessed at 1.05 nm.
The House resumed at 3.25 pm.
Answers to Questions continued.
The House recessed at 5.15 pm.
The House resumed at 5.45 pm.
Answers to Questions continued.
The House recessed at 8.15 um.

The Gibraltar Register of Building Societies Annual
Report, 1986.
Ordered to lie.
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TUESDAY THE 20TH OCTOBER, 1987
The House resumed at 10.55 am.
Answers to Questions continued.
MOTIONS
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:.
Mr Speaker, I move that: "This House takes note of the
Accounts of Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited for the year ended
31st December, 1986". Mr Speaker, in moving this motion I
feel rather like the poet Keats, on sitting down or rather
standing up, to read King Lear once again-and once more to
assay what he 'described as . "This fierce dispute betwixt
damnation and impassioned clay". However, as it falls to
me to make bricks if not poetry out of impassioned clay,
I will begin with the straws contained in the Annual Report
and Accounts for 1986 and the Principal Auditor's Report
thereon, although I do not propose to say a great deal about
the latter's comments; these being of an incidental nature,
and not 'perhaps germane to the question of . the company's
future viability which will be the main thrust of my contribution to this debate. I will also provide the House with some
further information in response to the Questions which were
asked by Members of the Opposition yesterday. It may be helpful if I take as a reference point the various projections
in the 1983 - Project Study of the proposed commercial dockyard,
prepared by A & P Appledore, as Hon Members are familiar
with this,' and make some. comparisons between the forecast
for the second year of operations contained therein and the
accounts for 1986 now laid before the House. In the second
year of operation A & P Appledore forecast a loss before
tax of E2.3m compared with a loss of £3.3m reported by the
comoany for 1986. The 1983 projections were for sales of
E9.9m and the company in fact achieved sales of £12m. The
reasons why the company achieved higher sales, though with
a smaller workforce, will repay closer analysis which I hope
to attempt to give. I must emphasise that in all these matters
I am, of course, dependent on information which has been
river to me by the company. I have circulated to Hon Membprs
a note providing the best analysis I have been able to make
Wit. assistance from the company of the variances between
the original forecast and the results achieved. There are
some difficulties in making such a comparison because of
a large number of changes in definition and some considerable
areas of doubt but I think it is a reasonably fair comparison
aiven that qualification. The different mix of sales
compriting RFA and MOD-related on the one hand and commercial
work on the other, is fairly straightforward 'but very little
else is quite so straightforward. The company's cost- structure
has, in the event, been quite different from that proposed
at the time the 1983 projections were made. A & P Appledore
assumed E12.4m for cost-of-sales 'in the second year making
a net figure of E11.7m. The actual result for 1986 reveal

a cost-of-sales figure of £17.5m less £1.7m work-in-progress
and capitalised work making a total of E15.8m net. If Hon
Members were to look at page 6 of the company's accounts
and add the figures of cost-of-sales and administration
together, they will arrive at £15.8m in round terms, the
work-in-progress and capitalised element having been lifted
from the profit and loss account and charged to capital in
the balance sheet. Of course, the depreciation charge is
also higher than originally assumed partly as a result of
this and for other reasons. In the company's accounts there
is a figure of £0.5m called 'Overheads Recovery' which must
be netted against the cost-of-sales figure before arriving
at the net loss of £3.3m. I will deal in some more detail
with the cost-of-sales figures, including manpower,
administration and other costs because the accounts themselves
are insufficiently informative. In the notes to the accounts,
that is on page 11, under Note 7, the total number of
employees is aiven as 817 on the balance sheet 'date and the
total costs incurred in respect of all employees is given
as E7.6m or E7.7m including Directors' remuneration. Bearing
in mind that the APA project study in 1983 assumed a workforce
of 910 employees in the second year, a hundred more in round
figures, with total manpower costs of £7.3m, the unwary might
be led into thinking that the achievement of sales at a higher
level than originally assumed was a pretty remarkable achievement. And bearing in mind that wage and salary increases
since 1984 have been greater than originally assumed, they
might argue that this showed that the workforce had earned
those increases through higher productivity, a superior sales
to labour ratio than Brian Abbott had thought possible.
Unfortunately that figure of £7.3m does not tell the whole
story. As a measure of total manpower input relative to
output, that is, relative to sales income, the figure of
E7.7m is misleading. It does not include subcontracted labour
amounting to approximately E3m which is included in the
cost-of-sales figure on page 6 of the company's accounts.
I am assured that the figure of £10.3m Which I have shc:m
in the note I have circulated to Hon Members, should he
compared with the original Appledore projection of manpower
costs for the second year of operation to produce a reasonable
comparison. The APA assumptions about subcontracting work
were not entirely clear from their projections. A total of
£1.4m was assumed for labour and subcontract works and a
further assumption was made in the project study that subcontract work would be about 5% of sales which would mean
about Elm relative to the sales figure for 1986. In other
words, their assumption is substantially less than has, in
fact been the case. Hence the 'original forecast for subcontract, labour and materials of £1.4m becomes one of
.approximately E4.2m or thereabouts. To complete the
-:arithmetic, expenses and depreciation must be added. Expenses
in 1986 according to the note I have circulated, were E5.3m
compared with the original' forecast of E3.3m. Depreciation
was E0.7m compared with the earlier forecast of E0.4m making
a grand total of £17.5m froth which, as I explained earlier,
work-in-progress and capitalised work must be deducted to
arrive at the cost-of-sales figure of E15.8m as, again, in

the note I have circulated to Hon Members. The expenses figure
is-a far more difficult one for me to compare satisfactorily
for a number of reasons. The first of these is that the
company accounts and internal management accounts employ
rather different conventions. The second reason is that a
4reat deal was left out of the APA projections either because
they did not know or they underestimated because of shortage
of information or for other reasons. Some items, such as
rates, were clearly overestimated in their projections. I
am'not here to pass judgement, Mr Speaker, simply to present
en analysis as best I can on the available information. If
one were to consider the original projection item by item
as set out in Table 9.3 of the 1983 projections, not all
Hon Members will have that with them but if the Hon Leader
of the Opposition has that.
HON J BOSSANO:
9.5, surely?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
.9„3Expenses.
A7-'HON J SOSSANO:

.`.HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
:47s it? Well, if you say so. Anyway, we are talking. about
!--Erbe-expenses, certainly. It is possible to make comparisons
.iftrespect of most of these and the actual expenditure on
the APA items listed in that Table, the actual expenditure
in 1986 I mean, has been something like E1.7m compared with
the £3.3m which was projected. And the reason for that is
that expenditure on rates, superannuation, insurance and
a-number of other items was substantially below expectations,
this is clearly in the case of rates but it has also been.
so with other items. On the other hand a substantial number
of other non-staff overheads was not included in the original
projection, namely, and the list is quite a long one - general
office costs; stationery, printing and publications; vehicle
running costs; courier and postal services; legal, audit
and consultancy costs; protective clothing; carriage and
freight costs; equipment rental; and the largest single item
of 'all, consumables. In total these non-staff costs, not
included in the original projections, add up to about E1.2m
so one can regard those as
The House recessed at 12.15 pm (due to a power cut).
The House resumed at 3.15 pm.
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPEMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I had reached the point, when the lights went
out and we had to adjourn, at which I described the total
of non-staff costs' which were not included in the original
projections by A & P Appledore as adding up to about £1 .2m.
Ignoring those items which, for accounting reasons, cannot
be included on either side of the comparison such as the
contingency provisions, the projected expenditure and the
actual expenditure inclusive of those items I had just
mentioned before the lights went out, nevertheless fairly
close at about E3m or thereabouts and that leaves a further
E2m to be explained. I have circulated to Hon Members at
this stage some additional information which, in fact, is
taken from an annex to the company's own accounts. This
information is not published with the accounts and, in fact,
I ought to say that when I suggested last year to the Chairman
that some further information of this nature might be made
available for the purposes of the annual motion on the GSL
Accounts in the House, the Chairman was very strongly of
the view that to do this could be damaging to the companv's
competitive position. I remember the Hon Leader of the
Opposition challenging that view at the time. Be that as
it may, at this particular juncture in view-of the comments
made by the Leader of the Opposition amongst other things
and having regard to the public interest generally and the
present situation in the yard, I feel that the arguments
advanced by the Chairman last year have, perhaps, lost a
little of their erstwhile force. I have therefore circulated
this information. I should explain, of course, that this
cannot be compared precisely with the original 1983
projections by A & P Appledore and this harks back to my
point about different accounting conventions in the preparation of the information. It may, however, help to elucidate
or illuminate some of the points which I will be making in
reply to questions which Hon Members raised yesterday.
However, dealing briefly with the explanation for the difference between E5.3m and E3.3m on expenses which is where we
left off, I believe, this morning when the lights went out,
the explanation insofar as I have been able to piece it
together lies mainly in two further substantial items. In
the first place, the company has charged as indirect
expenditure a further Elm of non-productive labour and this
can be seen in the note which I have circulated on appendix
2 under indirect costs. Secondly, in addition to the
capitalisation of E1.7m already mentioned, the company has
written off a further substantial amount of direct costs
and overheads which were allocated to the construction of
the slop barge. As Hon Members will know from the accounts,
this is shown in the balance sheet as having a value of just
over E2m net of this write-off. I should also draw the
attention of the House in this connection to the Auditor's
Report on page 5, also to Note 3 forming part of the accounts
referring to certain unresolved accounting differences written
off against cost-of-sales and, indeed, to the similar comments
made by the Principal Auditor on page 1 of his Report on
accounting differences and write-offs.
6.

HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. Could I ask him to clarify
for me, he has mentioned the Elm non-productive labour in
indirect costs and given the impression that, in fact, that
Elm is included in the £5.3m expenses then how does. he arrive
at the £10.3m manpower given that the manpower costs in the
audited accounts s'£7.3m to which he added £3m presumably
for subcontract labour and if there was Elm in indirect labour
that would come to E11.3m which is in excess of that shown
in the audited accounts.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, I agree with the Hon Member. He has asked me how I arrive
at it and, quite frankly, I don't arrive at it. I think now
this might be a convenient moment, Mr Speaker, if I were
to attempt to answer some of the points whiCh were raised
by Hon Members yesterday in connection with various points
raised during supplementary questions. I think 'the first
and the major one was in connection with expatriate allowances
and the cost of expatriates. I should mention incidentally
that the figures I gave for total costs were not, of course,
the current annual costs, they were the costs since the
company started operation. I think I ought to make that point.
The second •point I should make was that there would appear
to have been some slight inaccuracies in what I said inasmuch
as certain .figures have .since been revised or rather further
information has been provided to me by the company. The figure
I; would like to put forward, first of all, is the figure
of E1.2m•ss being the cost of expatriates in 1986, £1.230,000,
and- I -can give a breakdown of
figure for Hon Members,
They will pardon me if in the detailed arithmetic there may
be the o.j
- d thousand or so lost in the roundings. The basic
salaries of expatriates in 1986 - £417,000; inducement allowances which excludes the electricity, water and rent, the
figure I have now been given is £384,000. I think there was
so7:e misunderstanding about what was meant by inducement
allowances to be fair to. the company and they gave this figure
to me and I gave it to the House. Rent, that is to say,
accommodation - £103,000, slightly different from the figure
of E101,000 but I think that may be roundings. Then there
is a figure of air fares - £82,000, these are part of the
expatriates' contracts of employment. Electricity is £33,000
and water £16,000, they amount to £49,000 which is the figure
I gave yesterday for 1986. Maintenance of buildings, that
is in connection with the accommodation of the expatriates,
is £3,000. There is a figure here of £48,000 which is the
provision for the Managing Director's salary and bonuses
for Messrs Abbott and Thompson, two senior employees of the
ccmpanv who have since left. There is also a figure of
£1 23,000 for terminal bonuses, that is in 1986. The figure
for 1985 was a very small one, as I thought it would be,
T think it is about £2,000. The final figure is other costs
which is quite small at £21,000 and this includes, in fact,
telephones, travel and subsistence on company 'business;
employer's social insurance; various recruitment costs and

other items. As regards telephones the reason why this was
omitted from the figures which I gave Hon Members yesterday
was that, I think I am right in saying, that the question
related to allowances and the actual allowance as, indeed,
the Principal Auditor explained in his Report, is for the
telephone rental only. What the Principal Auditor quoted
was the cost of the bills which are presented which, of
course, will include charges for telephone calls and those
telephone calls if the individuals claimed on the company
would, it is assumed, to have been made on official business
hence the allowance is only related to the rental and is
a matter of approximately £2,000 a year, it is a monthly
rental multiplied by the number of expatriates. That, I think,
explains telephones. The figure, for the benefit of Hon
Members, the figure of £1.23m is, broadly speaking, £35,000
per expatriate employee, that is a broad figure and we are,
in fact, talking of approximately 40% of the staff costs.
If Hon Members will refer to the two appendices I have
recently .provided we are talking about E1.2m as a percentage
of £3m for 1986 or to put it slightly differently, my understanding is that we are talking about 20% of the staff numbers
but 40% of the cost and I think this figure corresponds to
what we know about the average salary of the non-expatriate
staff which is in the order of £15,000/£16,000, this is staff
costs so I have been informed. The other main question which
the Hon Leader of the Opposition asked me to pursue was the
question of the Chairman's fees and the arrangements which
have been made with Welbeck. I think I did explain yesterday
that Welbeck were, in fact, instrumental in head hunting
for a Chairman in 1984. Hon Members may remember that I was
rather anxious to relinquish this post myself at the time
and I think we were very fortunate in getting Mr Simonis.
At that particular time I did have some say in the arrangements which led up to the determination of the Chairman's
salary and I am bound to say that the fee which was suggested
then by Welbeck was higher than £10,000, they thought that
an appropriate fee for a non-executive Chairman would be
nearer £15,000 or even £20,000, that was their view tnen
but Mr Simonis agreed to a fee of £10,000 subject, as I have
said, to further consideration in the light of movements
in remuneration generally. They were not appointed by the
Government as consultants as such but I mean they were
approached in 1987 and asked for a view as to what would
be an appropriate level of remuneration and they recommended
a fee of £30,000.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, why? Was it that Mr Simonis complained that he
wasn't getting enough?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
No, Sir, I don't think it is fair to say he complained but
there was this arrangement which we agreed in 1984/85 at
the time of his appointment that his remuneration would be

.;.reviewed. and he left 'it throughout 1985 but - reminded us
.--subsequently of ,this matter which I think is perfectly reason,w-able under the circumstances. I am sure I would have done
=-the same myself. As I said, Welbeck recommended' a fee of
'-£30,000 'or £400.:per day. Mr Simonis agreed to accept a fee
41of. £20,000 in April, 1987, after the matter had been
4jdonsidered by the Government but at that stage it hadn't
;_;:peen formalised by the Board. The Board considered the matter
-on'the 21st May, 1987, I now have established, and agreed
..the fee which although included in the 1986 accounts had
not, in fact, been paid in that year so my assumption that
this was, in fact, an accrued figure, the assumption I made
yesterday was correct. This decision was taken before the
company had decided on a wage offer for the 1987 pay review . and, indeed, was considered at the .time when there was, it
says here, 'clear improvement in the financial performance
of GSL' but I think what that means is the situation during
:,the first part of the year was a satisfactoxl, one or was
'so considered by the Board at the time in financial terms.
Certainly there was no industrial unrest at the time. The
;"Board felt that the additional £10,000 was reasonable and
could be met from the company's resources. As far as other
i-'')Rirectors
are concerned, I think the House will know that
.
mi.:pray two receive fees,, namely, Mr Francis Isola who has .since
Wretigned, and recently 'Mr -John Steel at a rate of E5,000
per annum and this also was agreed in 1985 follOwing advice
from Welbeck when they were head hunting for the Chairman.
I think that is all I want to say on the detail of the
,- - _accounts for 1986, Mr Speaker. What I now have to say is
in rather more general terms, a more general analysis of
the company's progress in 1987 although I should add that .
the main elements of the company's cost structure in the
::q1987 Business .Plan‘ And,- indeed, in reality, very little
.Afferent from those encountered in 1.986.. The company's sales
'
,
.31,2"'fbrecast for 1987 prepared. in January of this year was for
a. total of nearly £18m compared with a figure of P.151m in
:the original projections and with commercial work representing
'about E9m of this. The company assumed direct labour costs
of £4.5m, materials and subcontract just over £5m, overheads
•
Of £6.5m, all of these in round figures, and had the cost
structure been as forecast and, of course, the sales as forecast, it would have broken even. But their forecasts assumed
that the yard would be working to full• capacity virtually
tlirouahout the year and that the problem of idle and
unproductive' time would not reappear, let alone the
possibility of industrial action. As the'House will be aware,
the company was guaranteed no further RFA work beyond the
end of the Bayleaf contract. Implicit in this was the prospect
'that unless commercial work could be obtained in sufficient
;Olume to compensate for the lack of RFA work, the company
would be unable to generate sufficient income to cover its
fixed costs during the second half of the year. This prospect
;:was maanified by the different profile of RFA work experienced
by the yard. The GSL budget was based on RFA turnover of
.s.:9;r1 spread over five vessels but approximately £6m in fact
'came from two vessels, Brambleleaf and.Blue Rover with Bayleaf
as possibly the last. During the' first six months when the

,

yard was accommodating both MOD and commercial work the
company was, indeed, close to break even. Compared with the
first quarter of 1986 the company sold 65% . more manhours
and had 10% less unproductive.manhours. Activity in the yard
achieved 68% or 69% of manpower. utilisation. Nevertheless
the fundamental structural problems of the. company were
apparent as, indeed, they were during 1986. These problems
are and they have been now for some time: a high level of
direct labour cost because of heavy overtime and use of
contract labour; not generating sufficient sales income to
feed the high level of overheads - higher than in the original
projections; and with the ending of guaranteed RFA work,
the reappearance in even more acute form of the problem of
idle and unproductive time. The fact is that with its present
cost structure the company cannot in a highly competitive
and volatile market generate sufficient profit in the good
months when the yard is fully occupied, to ride the lean
months when the yard is not fully occupied. That, as briefly
as I can express it, is the fundamental problem in commercial
and . financial terms. For example,. manhour utilisation in
June when the Blue Rover was completed and the work-to-rule
by non-industrial staff began, fell to 54%. It has, of course,
fallen much further since. But I think it is- most likely
that .even without industrial -action .and:- eNYS/1.--Witti' no '.gay
'increase, the company would have struggled to break even.
In the aftermath of recent events this prospect has disappeared entirely and losses of up to £3m if not more are
expected this year. I think it is reasonable to'give-the
'company some credit for trying to sell their way out of
difficulty. The manager's sales arm and network of agencies
is generally recognised as highly effective and Gibrepair's
location gives the company an enormous advantage in this
respect assuming that othet factor's• are also faYbui-able:
Nevertheless it is disappointing to have to note that; despite
two years of full trading when the adverse effect of the
local cost structure should have become anparent of both
unions and management, and notwithstanding intimations by
Price Waterhouse, amongst others, to this effect, there has
been no serious attempt to develop an alternative operational
strategy. It would be unfair to say that the company tried
simply to forecast its way out of difficulty. Moreover the
company was again diverted by industrial action from its
business plan and strategy. Nevertheless it was a one-way
only strategy, highly sales orientated. I think it reasonable
to suggest that the company should have had an alternative
strategy in order to cope with the endemic problem of idle
and unproductive time and that action should have been taken
at an earlier stage to tackle the problem of the very high
level 'of fixed costs. Even the prospect of industrial action
might have been foreseen and should have formed D
_ art of the
contingency planning of the company. In saying that I am,
of course, aware of the political factors on which it would
be inappropriate for me to make any comment. with the ending
of RFA work, continued industrial action and the prospect'
of no substantial commercial work until the comcanv dap
re-establish itself in the market as capable of repairing
ships without the risk of disruption and delay, the comnanv

has urgently addressed itself to the problem of restructuring
the yard and is currently exploring a number of options which
will involve the use of, a smaller workforce. The Government
as sole shareholder in the company has invited the Board
to consider this as an alternative to closure and has given
the company the necessary guarantees to enable it to continue
trading during the remainder of 1987. Without such guarantees
the Directors would have no option but to cease trading and/or
go into voluntary liquidation immediately. As the House is
aware the GovernMent has already provided £2m of equity
capital this year. The Government does not propose making
any further financial arrangements of a long7term nature
until it receives a further report from the Board in November.
Nevertheless, the company's cash flow position, with minimal
sales income recently and little expected in the near future,
is critical. To enable the company to continue paying its
workforce and meet its obligations to creditors, the
Government is prepared, subject to the agreement of this
House, to provide the necessary guarantees to enable the
company to obtain short-term loan facilities from a local
bank, amounting to Elm. As Hon Members will know, I cannot
give such a guarantee without a resolution of the House to
this effect, as provided for by Section 9 of the Public
Finance (Control and Audit) Ordinance. I therefore propose,
Mr Speaker, at the conclusion of the debate on this motion,
to propose. the ':suspension of Standing Orders and to move
accordingly in the,terms of the resolution-of which I believe
you have been given notice and which I am now'arranging for
Hon Members to have a copy.

Mr Speaker, when the 1985 Accounts were brought earlier this
year to this House I went into the matter in some depth and
got very little information back from the Government or,
indeed, from the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister who said
he. would sleep on everything I had said and probably come
back with nothing and was as good as his word. I am grateful

to the Hon Financial and Development Secretary for the details
which he has provided to the House which, quite clearly,
the House should have had this kind of information from the
beginning as was promised, in fact, when the-Gibraltar Shiprepair Bill was brought to this Hduse and a Special Fund
was set up. It was one of the early- interventions of the
Hon Financial and Development Secretary shortly after his
arrival here and we were told then, before the last election,
that we would have ample opportunity to go into everything
in detail when the time came to approve the accounts and,
of course, it has not happened until now when all that we
can do is a post mortem on the. money that is gone because
there is no longer anything to decide now. except whether
we give a guarantee so that Barclays Bank can 'make a profit
out of lending money to GSL. Since it is manifest that GSL
is in .no position to pay back' the Eim loan, as they are
already predicted to have a E3m•loss, I cannot for the life
of me understand why the Government prefers to give a bank
guarantee rather than provide the loan themselves and at
least save the interest. Certainly, I am aware that Barclays
Bank refused to provide the company with a loan a considerable
time ago without the guarantee from the Government so
obviously they didn't haVe the confidence in A & P. Appledore,
Mr Simonis, the business plan and the rest of it that the
Financial andDevelopment Secretary has. I am going first,
of course, to answer some of the.points made bythe Hon Member
and:then I am going to draw the .attention of "MemberS to the
accounts and then I shall make some: references to. .the
situation as we see it from the point of view of the options
open to Gibraltar and the.political-responsibility: that lies
with the Government primarily and with:this liouse.in. dealing
with the options. I think the Hon Financial and Development
Secretary has come as close as I suppose he .can to being
critical, of the lack of prepareness on the part of the.company
to face the ,situation that it faces today as it is 'possible
for him to do in the position that he is. I ran afford, of
course, to be more critical than he has. Bald I also
I can provide, perhaps, first-hand information which :loesn't
require, as it is in his case, that I should ha've. to introduce
the caveat every two minutes of saying: "This is what I have
been told by the managers" and I understand that he is
providing the House with the information that he has obtained
in order to satisfy the questions that we have put to him
and to the Government. I think he knows from experience in
this House that generally when he gets a question from us
we have got a fair idea of what the answer is and we are
trying to establish, in fact, what the Government is doinc
about a situation and we often find that they have less of
an idea of the answer than we have ourselves. Let 'me just
deal with the latest point on which I asked the Hon Member
to give an explanation to the House which is the question
of the chairman of the company and his fees. The Chairman
that, according to him, we are.very fortunate to-have still,
presumably, although, of course, Mr Simonis is responsible
for the performance of the company and any company Chairman
of any' public company that I know of would not get .any
plaudits for telling its shareholders that they were now
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Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
as moved by the.. Hon the_Financial and Development Secretary.
MR SPEAKER:
Needless to say the motion which has just been circulated
for the authorisation of the guarantee will be a separate
motion.
HON J BOSSANO:
It will have to be moved and debated.
MR SPEAKER:
Most certainly, yes.
HON J BOSSANO:

going to be facing a E3m loss and that the company was- on
the%-point of liquidation. He would stand the risk of being
sa4ed...but, of course, in our, case the sacking starts at .
trio' bottom in Gibraltar, the ones at the top are sacrosanct.
ScPWfiet7"do we learn? That Mr Simonis, of course, was engaged
fcc, £10,000 a year and that he had that throughout 1985.
'.so did everybody else. Everybody else was engaged in
19- 4:' and started in 1985 and had no pay increase in 1985,
it'l'iSn't Only Mr Simonis who had nothing until 1986, so did
ev4tiribody else in the company. We learn that in April the
recommendation to raise the salary to £30,000 by Welbeck
was considered by the Government. Well, by some people in
the Government, Mr Speaker, because the Minister for Economic
Development didn't know anything about it in July this year.
when' I asked in July this year why Mr Simonis was earning
E20A00 and I pressed him on it, the Minister for Economic
DeVelopment said he could give a categorical assurance to
this'House that he and the majority of his colleagues knew
nothing about it. So the Government presumably means the
Chief Minister, no? Well, then it means the Financial
SeCretary or perhaps at that stage it was the Financial Secretary
and'the erstwhile new party, leader of the embryonic party
whosqms still at- the Government at the time. I don't know
N.711t'fwes but whoever it.was that thought that.Mr Simonis
:was misinformed'if they
s. '''±d: get. '100%
w..,,,e'working on the' premise, as. the Hon Financial and
DeVelopment Secretary has said, that wage negotiations had
not` taken place because, in fact, the pay claim for the
salaried staff in GSL was submitted to the company on the
2nd or the 3rd of January and in April the company had already
Offered 4% for the:salaried staff. So when 'the Government
thought that the company was doing so well in April and when
the Board considered- that the perforMance was so satisfactory
-'1-.May that the company could afford to double the salary
,,itS Chairman,'at that same time they thought the situation
was:- so bad that the rest could only get 4% simultaneously,
'Speaker. I invite the Hon Member to ask for a copy of
Mr-,
the:correspondence, he will find the dates are April and
May: I accept that he is working on information 'provided,
I am working on information at first-hand, Mr Speaker. We
then go to the other important point made by the Hon Member
in answer to the questions and in answer to the point made
when we were discussing the 1985 accounts and when I spoke,
Mr .Speaker. In the context of the 1985 accounts I argued
that the company in the 1983 study, the one from which the
Hon Member quoted the expenses table to which I made reference
when we were debating in June this year, I think it was,
the 1985 accounts, or March this year, I was saying then
inn 7reference to the first year of operation, the company
predicted that they would do £6m of work and they have done
E6eof work. So there isn't an argument to say 'the reason
why _1985 is worse than predicted', as in fact the audited
accounts said and as Mr Simonis said. Mr Simonis as Chairman
signed the accounts saying 'if it hadn't been for all the
work we lost we would have done much better in 1985'. So
then'!.,.we look for all the work we have lost and we find we
haven't lost any in terms of what they predicted. Clearly,
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.we might have done 'better than predicted but .if. you., are
arguing-that we have done less well• than predicted you' have
got- to demonstrate what is the effect below. what you.predicted
and .you predicted £6m of work in 1985 and you.did- E6m.
work in 1985. • There was no doubt. that there was:industrial
•
disruption. in 1985' but it-iSn't%enough toe. the- Government
to- say: 'That is fantastic, there has been' industrial
disruption in 1985, we can blame .the union, we can. blame
the. workers so that 'is fine, that means we can save our
political name and that is the end of the story'. Their
.responsibility as owners is that if they have got people
managing their business' and there is disruption affecting
their business; is to find out. what is the cause of the
disruption and I told them last year, Mr Speaker, in relation
to' 1985 and I will tell them again in relation to these
accounts because it is materially important to 'the arguments
'of the performance. The first dispute in May,. 1995, in GSL
was a- dispute over the use of illegal Spanish labour on 'the
slop barge and here we are being told the cost of the slop
barge is too high and subcontract is too high. We had workers
protesting in May, 1985, quite legitimately, in my view,
saying: "If the slop barge is here as part of the training
programme" and we have 'just reallocated costs, Mr Speaker,
.this reallocation of costs- that .we.have.- done-froMinvestMent
to. cost-of-sales
1-986'%accduntthe.referencebv tEia
Hon Financial and Development Secretary to the comments of
the Auditor where the Auditor says: "Some of the cost of
.the slop 'barge"•
which was there as capital investment "has now been taken away from the capital- investment"will see it at the back of the accounts where the value of
the assets are - "and has been allocated as cost-of-sales".
And the reason why it has been reallocated as cost-of-sales
is because it is not really investment at all, it is part
of the retraining -of. the old MOD workforce. But howcen it
be part of the retraining of the old MOD workforad when'they
were using subcontract Spanish labour to do the work? How
can that be? And that is precisely what caused the dispute.
People said: 'If this money is here to train us-on new skills
what are they doing bringing in Spanish workers?" who cn
top of it in 1985, Mr Spea k er, before they went into the
EEC, on top of it had no contracts, no PAYE and no insurance
and no work permits and what happens? Because the workers
protest about a company' owned by the Government breaking
the laws of Gibraltar and stealing from the Government by
not making proper deductions of income tax and social
insurance, what happens? 'The Workers get threatened with
the sack. And what does the Government do, the owner? Instead
of being grateful 'to the workers for stopping tne fiddling
they say they are an irresponsible lot who are going to bring
the yard to a halt and no ships are going to come here. That
is the first dispute in May, 1985, and I can tell the
Government, Mr Speaker, and I can tell the people of Gibraltar
with a hand on my heart that the elimination 'by A & P
Appledore and by Mr Abbott and the people who surrounded
him'of the commitment and the goodwill of the workers that
went from .the Royal Navy to the GSL outfit in the first four.
months of the life of • the yard is unforgivable. The 'first
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four Months of that yard, I can tell Hon Members here from
personal experience, people were working there with stuff
that had been pinched in the Naval Base and pushed over the
fence, Mn Speaker; because. there was no equipment for them
to work with. People were being told by so-called experts
on eXpatriate allowance with free rents, free this, free
the other, how to do things the wrong way round. They started
doing the slop barge. and they started building it from
separate ends in the docks and it was not going to meet in
the middle, Mr Speaker. When the shop steward of the steel
workers went to complain he was told by the supervisor who
was a Dutchman, 'who Subsequently got sacked for being in
a punch-up with the shop steward, he was told by the Dutchman
that he was there to obey.orders not to question whether
the slop barge would meet in the end. So he went back to
the union and they said: "If that is what thev told you,
you carry. on with the slop barge. Eventually some way will
be found to bridge the gap, no doubt". That history is something that the Government should not have stayed aloof from
because at the end of the day because we are talking about
something that is important for Gibraltar, because we are
talking about hundreds of families who depend on their livelihood in the place, at the end of the day we will have to
pay. the bill' of the Abbotts and the Dutch and all the people
who. have come in. and gone, we have to pick up the bill. There.fore it was• important .that the Government instead'of taking
it for. granted that it was just the nasty old union making
'trouble,. should have .gone in and found out what was wrong.
I am not saying that every single-time there was a confrontation or a conflict or an' argument between a-manager and a
.worker it was always the manager's' fault and never the
worker's, that wouldn't be true in GSL or in .the Gibraltar
GoVernment or anywhere in the world, never mind anywhere
in,*Gibraltar. There is always right and wrong to some extent
on one side or the other but there were clearcut, verifiable
examples which I have. given in the House before which required
investigation and we have only skimmed the surface with what
we have heard so far, Mr Speaker. But we finished the year
and in spite of all those problems, we finished the year,
a number of disputes involving attempts by Mr Abbott to
increase enormously the workforce, resisted all along, if
it hadn't been for Abbott we wouldn't he facing now an 800
workforce, we would now be facing a 1,200 workforce having
to be cut by half if there had : not been a number of disputes
to stop him employing people. But resisted all along; at
the end of the year we finished with £6m of work and a wage
bill of E6m. Therefore when we come to the second year I
am sure the. Financial and Development Secretary expected
me to put forward that same line of argument having put it
in the:context of the 1985 accounts and I am sure that that
must have been part of the reason why he pre-empted the
argument, if you like, Mr Speaker, by pointing out the element
. of subcontract in the figures that he has given us. I think
there is, of course, a very important matter that we need
to consider in looking at the cost-of-sales and looking at
the A & P Appledore projections. And let me say that although
it is true to say that one cannot expect a projection made

in May, 1983, to hold absolutely accurate in 1984 and 1985
and 1986 and 1987, that is true, the importance is not that
we expect the thing to be rigidly true but that we see whether
the different variables had changed by the same. amounts,
that is the importance. That is to say, if A".& P Appledore
had said 'We are going to do £9.8m of sales in 1986', in
the second year of operation, then whether it is £9.8m or
£10m or £11m, the important thing is to say 'Is the relationship sales/labour costs more or less the same?' or 'Have
we, in fact, found that we have sold £9.8m but we have had
to spend twice as much on labour' as was envisaged by A &
P Appledore. The reality of it is, of course, that the sales
were £12m in the 1986 year as the figures in the accounts
and in the paper prepared by the Financial and Development
Secretary says. I think the £9.8m on the other column, for
example, the Hon Member then shows a minus element of
commission and fees. The fees being the £300,000 that GSL
gets and the commission being the £100,000 shown in this
sheet where the background of the breakdown is. Therefore,
if we are looking at the £12m the comparable figure is the
£9.7m after the £100,000 fee because, in fact, the £12m shown
by' the Auditor is net of commission to agents. The £9,8n.
shown in the original was the gross figure beforee;the pay
ment of commission. In fact, the increase in sales'-is ifroM
E9'.7m to £12m. 'If, in fact, we then say, out of that .£12m
let us take out £3m of sales because the £3m of sales is
the £3m we paid the subcontractor .so effectively it.is net
money' that has come in ' to the' company, 'we will' charge the
customer'£3m, we.. have. paid the subcontractor £3m: so.really
the income to. the company is £9m'. Then-,we'.are comparing i9M
with £9.7m. However, the £9.7m did contain an undisclosed
amount for subcontract because that was included in-the £1.4M
of materials' in the original 'projections. The £1.4m.was
materials and subcontractors and I think the figure might
have been of the order of Era for subcontract in the original
projection. So what we are talking about is after we make
all kinds of allowances to make the thing look less good
we are still left with the situation where at the end of
the year E9m of work was done, after taking out subcontractors, as opposed to £9.2m. So all the disputes and
all the loss of sales and all the loss of goodwill and all
the people' we frightened off cost us a loss of sales of
£200,000, of sales not of profits. We cannot compete with
Appledore on knowing how to lose money, Mr Speaker, because
they inaugurated No.1 Dock by putting in the Beaujolais and
losing £600,000 on one ship. So that we produced £200,000
less in turnover in one year when Abbott lost, by a miscalculation £600,000 on one ship seems to me a forgiveable
omission on the part of the 800 workers. Of course, when
Mr Abbott was challenged on this in television at the time
he said: -"Well, you win some and you lose some".
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
If the Hon Member will give way. I think, if he is making
the point about subcontract he ought to net it from the sales
and'the manpower, I think so because otherwise it is not
a 'comparison. I am .pretty sure it is included in the gross
income and therefore it is netted. If he is making the
comparison.
HON J BOSSANO:
I have, in fact, netted it from both, Mr Speaker. I am talking
about the sales figure which is at the bottom so at the moment
I am netting it from sales and I will now come up to the
top where I assume he has included it in the £10.3m. Therefore
if we take it out of the £10.3m then we are left with £7.3m
as manpower costs at the top and £9m as sales at the bottom.
And what I am saying is that if we take the subcontract and
the -,commission out of the £9.8m then the figures would look
that the manpower cost at the top in cost-of-sales would
be £7.3m and £7.3m, no change, and that at the bottom the
figure would look £9.2M and £9m. So, in fact, after all the
dig*ptions we:finish .up with a comparison that is £200,000
lass_;-"than Originally. projected by A 4, P Appledore,with• one
. q:MTant element, of course, that in the manpower cost of
the £7.3m we are including all the expatriates and all their
telephones and all their water and all their electricity
and... all their rents and their flowers and their fares and
the lot. That is an important difference. I don't know how
much of that was included in the original £7.3m but it
•
certainly wasn't spelt out at the time. It is included in
the 'second 27.3m..end, of course, let me say, Mr Speaker,
thge.when -we come to 'the subcontract the Hen Member does
.know_something about the cost of subcontractors. That is
firaay, he knows what the global figure is and that is £2.98m.
But..what the Hon Member may not know is what is a typical
pay . packet of onesparticular individual worker employed by'
one'subcontractor earlier on this year. We have a.situation
where we have got one of these subcontractors working in
GSL on a ship side by side with out people, getting £225
basic wage, a mere 260, £70 or £80 more, but after all he
is a subcontractor that comes out from UK one has to make
allowances for these kind of things. He then gets £223 in
overtime which brings it to £458 and, of course, he 'has to
have £48 for his digs and £50 for travelling in from La Linea
every day which gives him £556 and no deductions, no tax,
no insurance £556 net per week for an industrial worker,
for . a fitter on an RFA employed by a subcontractor. It is
no iiZmiler that they come to £3m. Clearly, the cost per unit
of output and this worker is working side by side with ours
and he is getting four times what ours gets, either 'we are
impoiting supermen as subcontractors who churn out four times
as much work or else what they produce costs four times as
'much and you have to deduct what they cost and you are then
left. with the net figure of which the Hon Member talks. So
when we receive £12m in sales we have to take out £3m of
those sales so that we can pay somebody £556.75 a week and

not tax him and then.we find, of courser.that 'we are left
with £9m. Then from our £9m we have to pay our management,
our Simonis, the inducement allowances, 'the rent, the water,
the electricity. Small wonder, Mr Speaker, 'there. is no .money
surprised there is any
left for giving pay, incr eases.
money left to pay wages. That is the reality of the situation
and it .is a reality that the Government could have found
by going down there and putting on a blue overall and spending
half an afternoon. walking round and .talking to the people
on the shop' floor. They didn't need me to tell them, they
could have found that out for themselves if they had been
interested in finding out.. They preferred not to know, they
preferred to look the•other way. I think, mr Speaker, that
that, in fact, redresses the balance from the kind of
impression the Hon Financial and Development Secretary might
have had created for him. by the information provided by the
management when he said: 'It might look as if the workforce
was performing very well, alas' this is not so because of
the subcontract'. Alas, it is so precisely because of the
subcontract. The subcontract does'not,destroy the argument,
it enhances the argument because of the expenSiveness- of
the subcontract. The subcontract has been resisted every
inch of the way by the local workforce who claimed that they
were able_ to. do the .work and,who .suspected. hat,somebody.
was getting a backhander, that is the reality of the situation
when people argued 'why do we need subcontracts? Why do we
need to bring people in?' The most cost effective measure
introduced in the company in the. three.yeara of its existence
has been the wholly owned labour only subcontractor which
displaced Technoship, which used to import labour from
Portugal and used to be run by a Swedish gentleman and that
was on the initiative of the union, not on the initiative
of the Board or. Simonis or anybody getting £20,000. '•It was
a union proposal that instead of getting.somebody%from• outside
it should be a local firm and a joint venture was set uz,
first of all, with GIBUNCO and Pegasus and they went in and
did the work and the company said they were no.good, they
didn't know how to do it. GIBUNCO claimed to have been doing
it for years but the company said that they were no good,
we had to bring Technoship. So then the union said: "If the
local firm are no good we'll run it, we'll show you how to
do it" and that has been one of the few success stories of
all the initiatives that have been taken to reduce costs
in GSL since it started in January, 1985. Let us not talk
about the union wanting or failing to. come up with initiatives
or ideas. The reality of it is that most of the ideas have
got nowhere because there is an in-built disincentive in
the system the Government has created. Doesn't the Government
understand that if they bring people from. UK many of whom
were on the dole over there although they had to be headhunted, I wouldn't have thought you would have . to be much
of a head-hunter to hunt one head in three, million .but still
they did a head-hunting. We don't know.what.it cost to the
head-hunters, depends how big the head is, I suppose. The
expatriates come here, they have got a contract, on top of
the contract they get perks which, quite .frankly, shook me
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yesterday when I discovered . it • because I hadn't realised
the extent to which we were giving these people all these
tax free extras. - Then they have to say when a local man has
reached the necessary level of competence so that they go
back on the dole in England. You are-asking the impossible.
If you ask any expatriate manager they will tell you the
yard wouldn't work without him and that you have got to keep
on giving. him £35,000 a year. But the Government has got
to 'explain how it defends the situation where we have got
virtually in GSL thirty-odd managers earning more than the
Chief Minister' of Gibraltar and more than the Financial
Secretary. What is there so special about losing £3m a year
that you need to employ thirty-five people at a higher rate
of pay than the Chief Minister to be able to do it? In any
case, if the Chief Minister does the job on his own and does
an equally bad job in .running the Gibraltar Government, I
would have thought he could do it.eaually well all by hiffself
without the thirty-five expatriates, I am sure he is quite
capable of losing £3m a year in GSL. The•Gavernment has got
to address itself to its problem and the answer isn't for
the Hon Financial and Development Secretary to say that the
company has failed to come up with an alternative, they
haven't made a serious attempt. No, it is the Government
that has got to find the alternative - not the company. I will
tell the Government what the company's alternative will be,
sack the natives and keep me, that will be the company's
alternative.• You go and ask any expatriate whether the company
can function without them and they will tell you that it.
can Et • and you ask them whether the company can function
without the people further down the line and.the answer will
be that it can, of course. And then you .go.and ask the people
at the bottom •and they will tell .you the opposite. The
Government has got to exercise the responsibility of .saying:
'We had. a serious difference of opinion on this operation
and we tested that in the last election', the Government
cot the benefit of the doubt from the people of Gibraltar,
the Government deposited its faith in the Appledore manageMent, the answer isn't to give them a default notice in
September,. 1986, and to appoint Michael Casey in September,
1997, to renegotiate the contract. That is a nonsense, that
is another palliative, Mr - Speaker, that is the patch-up work
that the Government and that the AACR have been doing year
after year and that is why we have got every building falling
down and every school leaking. You 'cannot keep on putting
off the evil day by saying: . "Let's get another expert. and
another consultant", they all dome from the same school,
they are all equally expensive and they all cover each other
up. When are we going to learn that lesson? We get told by
the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister that he has appointed
Michael Casey and he won't tell- us with what terms of
reference. Two or three -months before the end of his term
of office . he has •got the audacity to say he iS going to use
public money to appoint somebody to make some recommendation's'
to change Appledore's contract. Well, I can tell him .one
thing. If that situation is still.in - train when he decides
finally to call an election we'll sack' them both,' Appledore
and Casey;
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HON A J CANEPA:
If you get into power.
HON J BOSSANO:
If we get into power and if we don't get into power and the
Hon Member opposite succeeds the Chief Minister instead of
Mr Joe Pitaluga succeeding the Chief Minister in the AACR,
then the Hon Member will have to face the problem with the
people of Gibraltar, the workforce and the £3m bill that
we have to vote of taxpayers money.. Because if the Hon Member
wants to defend Appledore even at this stage then, auite
frankly, I credit him with more intelligence. I would have
thought at this stage of the day what he would want to do
would be to distance himself from this crowd. They have taken
us to the cleaners, Mr Speaker, they have treated us as if
we lived in the Belgian Congo instead of in Europe and here
we have got the Government of Gibraltar sticking up for then,
it is indefensible. The people of Gibraltar and the people
in the yard are not looking for that kind of leadership from
the Government. What they are looking for is a recognition
that the thing is a total mess and what they .ere:
. looking•
for is a responSe from the Government of what'the.- proPOse'.
to do to clear up the mess and people have had enough' of
consultants, Mr Speaker, that is what' we were told with Price
Waterhouse. Doesn't-the Government learn? When we had the
major:dispute what did the Government .offer the people who
went on strike? 'Go back because we are going to bring • in
a consultant'. That won't wash anymore and the Hon-Members
opposite must understand that they. cannot run away from the
problem because- the reality. of it is that we have been told
by the Financial and Development' Secretary -that- the' -loss
for 1987 is going to be £3m plus which means the Government
of Gibraltar will have to give the company over 83m. Clearly,
the 8,1,m guarantee is just to keep their head above water
on a week-to-week basis. When the accounts close what wi7 1
happen will be what happened before in 1985, when the accounts
were closed in 1985 that the Auditor said they couldn't
certify that the company was a going concern unless the
Government was prepared to come in and say: "We'll foot the
bill" and that is where the 82m came from. All this nonsense
of saying, the company comes out with a press release in
April or March, I think it was, this year, saying: "Because
of the increased turnover and because work-in-progress is
going up, the Government of Gibraltar is going to put in
£2m of extra money in shares so that we can finance the higher
volume of work". The- company, obviously, that takes us all
in Gibraltar for a lot of idiots says: "Everybody knows that,
of course, with a higher turnover you need more money to
maintain your owrk-in-progress and so forth". Well, everybody
may know it but the Auditors apparently don't because
according to the audited accounts for 1986 the work-in-progress doesn't show that kind of increase although the
turnover has gone from 86m to £12m. Where is the work-in-progress doubling in 1986 as opposed to 1,985 with the sales
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up.frour £6m to £1'2m? And if, 'in fact, the argument
is,that they needed E2m because of the higher turnover of
1987,' if their turnover is now going down why don't they
giye the £2m back? It was a lot of nonsense, Mr Speaker.
Thereality of it was that it sounded good on paper like
everything else they' bring out. In 1986 what did they say,
in January, 1986? We are looking now at the end of the year.
f.7.suppose nobody on that side has bothered to look at what
they',said at the beginning of the year but I suppose the
peOple:on that side know that I will have done it; GSL may
not know that but anybody that has been in this House with
me for the last fifteen years knows that if somebody says
at the beginning of the year: "This is going to happen" and
then at the end of the year they say: 'This is what happened"
I go back to see how it compares with what they said at the
beginning, it seems- a reasonable. thing. for me to do. What
did the Mr Simonis we are still fortunate to have - this
was put out on the 14th January, 1986, Mr Speaker, and signed
by Peter Simonis and Brian Abbott, that is., the Simonis we
are still fortunate to have and the Abbott we are still
fortunate not to have, so that we don't get the two confused.
We may be fortunate to be without both of them before very
1-6,ngone hopes,.but still that is a pleasure vet to come.
4at711ill they tell us?.I:Will ,tell you what-they told us,
"
*iPe.aker,. they told us that they expedted the work-for
1986 to involve a number of increases in the different
Components, in Gun . Wharf, in the RFA programme and in the
Ppmthercial work and .the total was.going to be .£12.4m. That. .
..:/a.Sthe prediction at the beginning of the year without any
anticipated disruptions of industrial action or anything. •
This is not the 1983 proposals I am talking about, this is
January, 1986, and .at the end of 1986, after a three-weeks'
r-ke in May and after major- disruption.according to' the
nleMrSimonis, we have £.12m of work. But, of course, the
ihtefegting thing is that they told .us at the beginning of
the year that in order to be able to do the extra work they
predicted that we were going to 'do just over £12m instead
of:'£6m an.l . they asked themselves the question, because they
are so sophisticated, Mr'Speaker, when they bring out this
comptnv newsletter they ask themselves rhetorical questions,
and they ask the question and they provide an answer. So
they asked themselves: "Won't all this extra work need more
people to do it?" '!Yes it will",. they answer. They are.
ta3kina, obviously, to fairly subnormal natives on the Rock,
above the intelligence. of: the 'Rock ape so Simonis
and 'Abbott talk down to the proletariat and they put the
proletariats' question and they answer it. And they said:
"Won't this extra work need.more people. to do it?" - "Yes .
it. will". Of 'course, we expect to do more because of improved .
productivity but we still need an extra 150 to 200 people
just - to increase output. Well, we did it without the 150
to 200 people. He h'ave done the. £12m without taking the 200
peop/e, we stopped him otherwise we would' have to be. making
than - redundant now.' This is in print, this one. In 1985 he
wanted to bring in. 300 or 400 and he ,was stopped in 1985
andlia'was back again at it in' 1986 wanting to bring in an
extra 150 to'200 people to do £12m of work. In fact, we have
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done the £12m nothwithstanding the fact_ that there was a
three-weeks strike and notwithstanding the fact that we didn't
bring the 200 people. If the argument that I put earlier,
Mr Speaker, in analysing the component of subcontract work
in the_manpower cost and in the sales figure and theargument
of £500 a week fitter6 'didn't clinch it, this should clinch
it. The performance has been there, the people believe the
performance has been there and I believe the performance
has been there and I think the Government should he saving
to Appledore: "There is overwhelming evidence that the targets
that you laid down in 1983 and in 1984 and as recently as
January, 1986, and ',in January, 1987", they have been issuing
press releases during the first half of 1987 saving how well
we were doing, then the targets have been met. So why is
it that we are not performing? If we come to 1987, Mr Speaker,
because we are talking about 1986 and we have to keep this
other myth of the.success that there was in 1987 until the
thing got sour in July. In 1987 when the company was doing
so well. that it could increase the salary of its Chairman
by 100% and so badly that it couldn't afford 4% for the rest,
the company announced that it had done £10m of work in six
months. £10m in six months was the target in the first half
of the fourth year, that is to say, in the May, 1983,
Appledore proposals the company 'was- supposed:toreach--£20m
in year. four so obviOusly-in the' first' 'six month's. of year
four it would have reached £10m. So we could say that in
the first six months of year three we had reached a volume
of sales predicted for the first six months of year four.
'We were doing between January and June what we should have
been doing in 1987, that would justify the increase for the
Chairman not the 4% for the rest. However, although the Hon
Member opposite has said that had it stayed like that for
the rest of the year, that is, had we -done. another ETOm in.
the second half presumably with the .same, costs as we..had
in the first half, we were expecting to break even. .In fact,
the Chief Minister said in July to the press that we had
lost £600,000 in the first six months. He said in a public
statement which was printed in the Chronicle, I haven't cot
it here although I have got a lot of other things but I do
remember it and I am sure that if he checks it back he will
find that I am right, he said that, in fact, the cost in
the first six months had been £10.6m and he gave a breakdown
and the income had been £10m and that therefore it wasn't
true that because the workers had said: "Where are the £10m
that we have made in the first six months and why is there
no money for pay increase?" He said: "Well, there isn't more::
for pay increase because, in fact, the cost had been £10.6m,
the sales had been £10m so you really lost ,£600,000". So
we were losing £100,000 a month in the first'six months of
the year when we were one year ahead of target in our sales
figure, when we had reached a voluthe of £10m in six months
in the third year and the prediction was a volume of £10m
in six months in the fourth year with 1,200 people.. An
enormous disparity between the predicted result. The same
volume of work, a year ahead of time and two-thirds Of the
labour force and "we. were losing £100,000 a month. Clearly,
anybody looking at that would come to the conclusion, without
the expertise of being a head-hunter or the expertise of

Price' Waterhouse' or anything else, would come to the
conclusion that if we didn't make a profit in the first six
months of 1987 we'll never make a profit on the basis of
repairing ships at. that level and consequently the ground
rules need to be' re-examined: I think the responsibility
must be on the' part of, the Government because the Government
has to take a pinch. of salt with what people say to it who
happen to have a vested interest in the . thing continuing
or not continuing. And however impartial they think that
people can be, at the end of the day people cannot avoid
colouring the picture in a way that puts them in a better
light. I think the Government has got to ask itself some
fundamental questions and I think 'the workforce in the yard
with the memorandum that they have submitted to the Chief
Minister, what they are really saying to the Chief Minister
is they have had an experience since leaving the Naval
Dockyard of constant uncertainty. I remember a letter from
somebody in the Chronicle saying that in addition to all
the other.ills affecting GSL they appeared to be schizophrenic
because they came out with alternating glowing and gloomy
press releases about the future. The people who 'are there
don't know from one day to the other whether we are booming
or whether we are going bust and they are saying to the
Governeent: "We want the Government to take the responsibility
am going to come clean, I am going to tell
'of *saying:
you "either it 'is impossible to run a commercial.- shipyard
in Gibraltar and- consequently we'll have to find other ways
of providing the—people there with-an opportunity of earning
a living or it- is pbssible to do it but it requires drastic
changes because the thing as it is put together today is
ill conceived and will not work". I. understand that todiv
that the Managing Director of the company
the
has now'announced 210 redundancies. It is certainly news
to ee, I have discovered it on arrival at the House, I don't
know whether this was cleared with the Board or the Government
or the Chief Minister.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way. I think that that statement
was completely unwarranted and unauthorised and I will explain
later why.
HON 3 BCSSANO:
T am grateful to the Hon and Learned MeMber for that piece
of information, I am sure people will be glad to hear that,
in fact, the need for redundancy or the level of redundancy
has not yet been decided or cleared.' The . thing I think that
the Government must have some indication of and I don't think
we can shy away from.that is that the position in. the yard
will be that. the unions there will obviously make a etand
in defence of all their members irrespective of origine But
the Government and the House taking a lOok at the situation
from the point of view of 'a political responsibility to
Gibraltar as a community cannot stand by and say: 'This is

a .commercial business and we cannot interfere with commercialdecisions so if the commercial managers decide that the best
thing to make a success of shiprepairing is to sack all the
Gibraltarians and keep everybody else then we have to go
home because we mustn't interfere with managementedecisions,'
this is the day-to-day running of the yard and consequently
what we will do is, we accept that they create •a yard for
themselves and send us a bill every year for £3m so.that
we tax. the Gibraltarians to keep people repairing foreign
Ships at a loss for evermore". I know that I am drawing an
exaggerated picture but let me tell the Government that I
am doing that deliberately because I don't want to put the
thing in the serious light in which it can get into and there
are lots of ramifications. If we get one particular national
group at loggerheads with another one and with the frontier
on our doorstep. I am sure the Government can work out the
implications for itself and therefore this is a highly
sensitive situation that we are facing. Not only is it
important economically because it can have a destabilisina
effect on the rest of the economy. The fact that the GSLP
never believed in the Appledore scenario and would nct have
supported it in Government en 1984 doesn't mean that we are
not stuck with it now and doesn't mean that if tomorrow.. you
suddenly .close the yard you don't leave a huge hole in. 'the'
economy because it is occupying that hole now: 'So it has
serious, economic implications whichmeans you -cannot just
say,. as I- understand the President of the Chamber.of-Commerce
has said - on some. occasions, "Well, yoiajust lock the 'place
"tip and that's 'it, throw-away'the key and 'put up • blockt - Of
fiats or sweet stores".•I am sure he won't want any perfumery
shops but still. We cannot take that 'kind of stand and we
have got to be sensitive. as' well 'to the primary objective
of a yard. It isn't that the' Government' decided. in 1983,when
they did the package with the United Kingdom Government to'
go into a commercial shipyard because it had been their aim
in life to own a commercial shipyard, it was because they
were persuaded, presumably, that that was the best alternative
fter the people who were going to be made redundant by the
Naval Dockyard. One of the things, of course, that happened
in 1985 and in the first part of 1986 and less so in the
second half of 1986 and 1987 has been an exodus of many of
the original workers in GSL that came from the Naval yard.
The Price Waterhouse Report mentioned as one of the factors
impeding efficiency and impeding the growth of productivity
was the fact that there was this huge turnover which at one
stage was 40%. If you don't want to believe what other people
tell you the figures themselves tell you something. If. you
have got a business in which people are living at the rate
of 40% there must be something wrong with it,.no wonder they
have got to give them all these inducement allowances to
come. into the yard. I suppose if they had offered all the
locals rents and electricity and water and telephone the
40% wouldn't have left. There is still a big chunk of skills
from the Naval Dockyard particularly in the steel shop and
in the fitters shop and the electrical shop but we_have lost
a lot of good people because, frankly, the place became
intolerable, it was impossible, the atmosphere was so bad.

this House. However, we are noting the accounts for 1986
and we have' already..been,told• that in .1987 -the.,Situati6n
is that we are with. a loss .of S3m. The Government-has in
the past said they would not provide subsidies to meet the
running cost of the yard or the wages of the yard or whatever.
And when they were Saying . it. recently• they quoted their
inability to 'do it; even. had they 'wished it., by virtue of
the 'prohibition of the EEC Directive which my. colleague
mentioned'at Question Time and on which'we have been ,told
that in the opinion of the Department of Trade and Industry
and the Foreign Office; .nothind that has been done so far
Conflicts with the requirements of this Directive.

I think it is true to say that that part of the negative
climate was, in fact, altered. when Torsten Andersson came
dOn't think the fact that we don't agree with A & P
Aporedore and we don't agree with the way the yard is being
run'br has been run till now doesn't mean that .one should
detl'act- from the personal qualities of the man and the fact
thgE.. he 'introduced a. much better atmosphere in terms of the
working environment and -the flow of people out of the yard
declined after he came and therefore it meant that really
that- has had an element of the improvement in output and
in';;'efficiency in 1986 and in 1987 because, of course, if
yo keep on getting new people in and by the time you have
trained them to use particular pieces of eauipment or even
to 'find their way about the yard, there is a loss of
efficiency in newcomers just until they get used to going
to stores and knowing when to get in and so forth and if
by the time they are really familiar with the place they.
go and you start all over again, clearly, there is a penalty
to be paid. That which was an element before is now gone
and'E'therefore, Mr Speaker, it seems to me that the indications
that I have given by reference to the accounts, the cases
that. I have given by reference to the original proposals,
the` improvement in the climate that has already taken place.
and.the figures for the first six months of 1987 when every-.
thig :was supposed to be ticking over well, all indicate
tOOthe 'reality that' the, yard:ls' incapable of sustaining A.
14*kload and a Workforce" of the size that was originally
envisaged certainly and possibly of the size that exists
today, That is a reality, I think we all have to face that
reality and I think we must, in fact, say to the people there.
that it's a reality which whether we like it or not is there.
Put it isn't enough to say that to them and it isn't enough
to• say to them: "It is the management who will decide what
is. going to happen next" and certainly it would not be enough
t say:-"We are :going to start cutting costs at the bottom
a .c.we are going 'to leave behind all these people with all
theSe extras and inducements". Logically, if you are going
to:reduce costs then you start reducing costs by localising
and.: replacing your most expensive people which are the
eXoatriates and doing it with local people. We have no doubt
that there is still a potential for those skills to exist
in the yard. We have, of course, suffered I think in the
yard from two elements. One is that the tendency to stay
today 'particularly from people who can progress up the manage,
ment - ladder is seriously negatively affected by the
uncertainty. That is, if people sav: "I have got prospects
of promotion in GSL but how long is GSL going to be in
existence?" Therefore they tend to go elsewhere and you lose
potential management people that way. The other thing is,
of course, the point that I made earlier that the expatriates
themselves have done very little to pass on those skills
because, in fact, it is in their interest to demonstrate
that,.,-5.they are indispensable. Those two elements are there
and have to be recognised and may create problems. Therefore,
Mr Speaker, the situation is what is going to happen in 1988
that7-at the end of the day, certainly the people working
in the yard will be expecting to have an indication of from

If the Hon Member checks back when Hansard is published he
will find that I had, in fact, not said what he thought I
had said. I had said that even had'they wished it it would
Appear that they couldn't do it but they didn't say they
Were not doing it because they were prohibited. What I said
was even had they wished it, it did not appear to be possible
according to this.pirective. In fact, the Directive requires
'seeking of approval and 'it says 'the circumstances..under',...
which aid may be granted for shiprepairing'. And in terms
of investment aid, I don't know whether what we have done
in cranes and docks and so on are investment aid or not,
I don't know that, but I know that under this Directive it
would seem to me.prima facie that if one wanted to give GSL
money to buy a new crane now or to do a new slop barge though why should anybody want them to have another slop
barge I wouldn't imagine - but if we wanted to do it then
it would seem to me that we couldn't do it because it says:
'Investment aid may not be granted for shiprepairing unless
linked to a restructuring plan. which results in an overall
reduction in shiprepairing capacity'. That. is to say, we
are not just talking about people being made,redundant because
that doesn't reduce the capacity of the facility, Mr Speaker.
What we are saying is the Government of Gibraltar provided
84m of ODA money so that the capacity of No.1 Dock could
be increased. That is what we have been told in the House,
bigger ships, panamac size ships could be taken in now which
could not be taken in before by lifting the floor and removing
the shoulders of the docks and that increased the capacity'
of the dock. According to this Directive what you have to
do is to give money to fill in the dock and reduce capacity.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
..
if the Hon Member'will give way. In that paper that he was
referring to, we did not and I said, I. think, anite clearly
here, we were not hiding behind the EEC Directive for our
decision. It was an additional reason that was given. We
were not saving: "We wish we could give you money but the
EEC won't let us". We haven't said that because the day we
decide, if it' is necessary, to give money we will seek the
approval of the EEC if it is necessary.
••

HON - J-BOSSANO:',

So-. this-is *intended as, indeed, other derogations froM the
Treaty are' intended. and that is the importance, of course,
the 'Treaty* Prohibits• subsidies because it interferes with
competition, but it' recognises that . there is over capacity
in Europe% There is over capacity -in steel and there is over
capacity in shipyards so it says 'because there is over
capacity' we will allow people to derogate from their
obligation and give subsidies in order to reduce capacity'
arid that was done in 1981. This Directive passed in.January,
1987, was to continue that derogation because the derogation
was about to expire and 'there is still over capacity. So
what we had was a situation in the European' Community where
in 1981 the European Community said 'Community partners may
actually give subsidies to dockyards to help them convert
out of shiprepairing and into - doing other things and they
may be allowed to do that for six years and then in six years'
time we will find out whether supply and demand in shiprepairing capacity in the Community has more or less
balanced'. And what they ' find in 1987 is that it is still
out of balance, that although there has been a shrinkage
in Europe the demand has also declined and therefore they
are extending the period during which Governments may provide
money to. shiprepairing and shipbuilding facilities within
their national frontiers in order to close down shipyards.
The extraordinary thing is that the Government discovered
this in 1987, presumably, because we discovered it when they
brought public attention to it but it was in '1981. In 1981
when everybody. in Europe was conscious of the fact that there
were too many shipyards and that you had to give subsidies
;to close them, we decided' in Gibraltar to have a subsidy
to open one. I suppose it is symptomatic of how we are
constantly trying . to catch tip with the rest of the world
and- .never making it. When everybody had got round in the
1980's to closing down shipyards, we got round to doing what
they were.doing in the 1950's, opening them and we went into
a programme of investing money in a facility publicly defended
as eventually intended to do more ships and -employ more people
than the Naval Dockyard had ever done, that was the programme
althouch everybody else was closing them and the Directive
of the EEC said 'You are not'allowed to spend taxpayers money
in opening new ones when' other .people are closing them'.
Of course, the Board of Trade may be satisfied that we have
done nothing which is in conflict with EEC requirements.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:.
If the Hon Member will givs'way. I don't think it is as simple
as that. First of all, it wasn'.t done here, it was done in
England with ODA• money. and the matter was well cleared for
obVious reasons. and for the reason that there' was going to
be £14m worth of naval work and the Directive does not apply
for as long as work of a defence nature is. taken.

HON J BOSSANO:
I am grateful to the Hon and Learned Member because in thiS
particular Directive of which I was provided with a copy
by the Office of the Deputy Governor, there 'is no mention.
of military work or naval work at all but I shall check the
original because, of course, this Directive replaces the
1981 Directive and it may be in the 1981 Directive. But in
this one it is very clear that it says, for example: 'Aid .
for closures', the kind of situation we have got now.
'Expenditure incurred for the redevelopment of the yard,
its buildings, installatiOns and infrastructure for use other
than shiprepairing'. So, in fact, what the Government is
permitted to do now is to say: "If we are going to have a
factory producing containers or whatever but, in fact, there
is going to be investment to diversify from shiprepairing
into something else, this Directive specifically mentions
that as. a condition in cases of closure cr reductions of
capacity". Therefore we now have a situation where what we
may want to do with the yard, which we still don't know,
or what we may be able to do it would seem to me may have
additionally to go through this hurdle now that we ,have
discovered that it exists, of having to be reported to the
Commission and having to get the approval of the,Gommission.
and I don't know whether our fellow Europeans 'on the-other
side are able to influence any decision that the Commission
may have to take in relation.to any. investment, we want: to
do in GSL like they seem to be able to influence every other
Community decision when it comes to Gibraltar, but no doubt
they will be able to say: "Just a minute, there is something
very important about the situation in Gibraltar". Spain and
Portugal under Chapter 4 of the Directive. have gdt derogations
specifically. which we haven't got. They. are allowed to do
what we are not allowed to do during the transition period
and therefore it would be very odd if they didn't immediately
pick up that anything we are doing here must not be something
that interferes with what they are doing there in Puerto
Real or in Cadiz or wherever, they are entitled to raise
the matter under Chapter 4; Article 9 because it says that
they have got special consideration as part of the entry
into the Common Market and as part of their transitional
provisions like they have in other areas like the common
external tariff and so forth. Clearly, Mr Speaker, we are
in a situation where matters that we raised in the ea-dli.=part of the House at Question Time have a direct bearing
in looking at the accounts of GSL .for 1986 and at the
situation of GSL in 1987 and the somewhat cloudy future for:
the company and its employee's for 1.988. And it is quite
obvious that the idea of saying: "Fine, a motion will be
brought to - the House which the Hon Financial and Development
Secretary has already circulated saving 'We approve a
guarantee to Barclays Bank that they should lend GSL Sim'
and it means, of course, that if GSL goes bust the Government
has to pay, presumably if there isn't enough money. left to
meet all the creditors if the company were to be out into
liquidation. I must say that the audited accounts of the
company, of course, do show that the company has got very
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substantial assets by the standards of Gibraltar, companies
to"my knowledge. They have got in their balance sheet, Mr
Speaker, total assets of E12m at the end of December of which
fixed assets are 6104m and no debt, no loan capital other
than.the Ellmloan that they owe the Government which everybody
Ii!.Til*s' they are., never going to repay. Om is due...to be
converted into shares at some stage but we don't know when.
In looking at the accounts for 1986 which we are being invited
to-note, Mr Speaker, I would submit that this is not a weak
balance sheet in commercial terms. If Barclays Bank does
net' feel confident that it can grant a Eim overdraft to a
coMpany with net assets of E12m how do they manage to lend
money to anybody in Gibraltar? Who else has got net assets
of'. £12m in Gibraltar? What, the local tobacconist? It is
certainly very odd that the company should require,to have
its overdraft facility guaranteed by the Governmeht. That
is:-to say, in spite of the fact that we are in the middle
•a banking boom with eighteen banks already in operation
of :
not-one of them will lend GSL money. All I can is they must
sceptical of the accuracy of the audited accounts
.we
be are being asked to note.
SON:CHIEF MINISTER:
•
•
that'the 'perfOrmance'of'the yard will not justify
the payment and having to mortgage the assets or levy
execution on the assets which is something that the banks
don't like to do ihtheir normal business..,
EON J BOSSANO:
I._ know they don't like to do that but I am sure the Hon and
J'ined Member who know8' much more about the business
than I do, must know professionally that three—
-J88ilitunity
,- •
aharters of the business community is precisely in that
situation with their assets mortgaged to their eyebrows..
They may not like to do it to GSL but they seem to be prepared
to'do it to everybody else.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
But producing benefits.
EON J BOSSANO:
Yes Mr Speaker, but you have got a situation where you have
gotLa. company which is 100% Government owned. The Government
has.._,already given an extraordinary example of beneficence
by Raying off the debts of its other Government owned company
even,:..Wi.thout guaranteeing them. It gave a subsidy of E+m
to.,Athe. Gibraltar Quarry Company to pay off its creditors
after the thing had been closed down and the process of
liquidation had already started. That seems to me to be an
indication that with such generosity on the part of the owners

of a limited company a bank is on safe, ground airq . We are
talking about a company, okay; we may be:saying that It might
mean having a charge on the assets but after all it is not
unknown for companies to be able to raise. money on, fixed
assets very. near- the ,cost of the. asset. What. I- am .saying,
Mr Speaker, is%that'itritn't just a question of the Government
being pushed into the giving of. a. guarantee. to Barclays Bank
but if GSL doesn't repay the E4M lOan the people of Gibraltar
will, the Government will and therefore the people . of
'Gibraltar will. Has the Government asked the company whether
they have gone to any other bank? what I am saying is if
we are going to note the 1.986 accounts and we are going to
take the job seriously then I would say, 'quite fraetkly, the
1986 accounts show a :company making an operating loss which
is Elm higher than anticipated but it also shows a company
'being on target in terms of its labour cost, certainly its
domestic labour costs, it shows the company being on target
in its sales and it .does show, of course, that the company
has got a level of overheads which Price Waterhouse pointed
out and which, of course, is. the direct result of the miscalculation on the part of the company about the size of
the operation: If you build up a company which is intended
to have 1,200 people And it is going tohave E20.m. then,
clearly, you have an element of-overheads which, you then
say you are going to share' over that operation.. If the
operation shrinks to half then proportionately your'overheads
per unit of output doubles and that is part of the problem
that they have got. Let me say,. Mr Speaker,:in. looking and
noting these accounts, that there is 'another element ,which
needs explanation and which the Financial • and Development
Secretary has not mentioned in his introduction which is
the question of depreciation. Although the charge for
depreciation is shown at £700,000 as opposed to a predicted
£400,000 and part- of the reason for that is, .of course,. the
overrun'on the costs of things, that 'is to say, since the
slop barge has cost much more the depreciation on the Slop
barge is that much higher because you are depreciating it
over the intended number of years. But what was also mentione71
in the A & P Appledore May, 1983, study and' which has not
been mentioned since and which is very important because
it is an indication of an understatement of the true cost
of the operation and which would indicate thabthe performance
is even worse than the accounts shown, is the depreciation
tor assets that were either gifted by the MOD or purchased
by the Gibraltar Government without being part of the
company's share capital. That is to say,' if we look at the
accounts and we look at the last page, the supplementary
estimates, we have-a breakdown of expenditure' on Government
owned assets. You will recall, Mr Speaker; that when' We• had
the original Bill here we had a situation where there' was
a clear anomaly in that although the Government was going
to, own some assets and spend money on them, they. had 'to make
every disbursement from the Special Fund 'applicable for the
purchase of shares and I think it was the Hon Mr Hull, who
was the Attorney-General at the time, who actually recognised
that and amended the legislation to Correct 'it so that it
would do what they said they were doing. We then have a
situation which is shown there where we.have got,-for example,
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the cassoon hauling equipment where the Government has
purchased' that for £106,000. If the company had purchased
that for £106,000 and if that has got a ten year life that
would have shown £10,000 more of depreciation and depreciation
instead of being £0.7m would be £0.8m and the loss instead
of being £3.3m would be £3.4m. But, of course, the fact that
it isn't being depreciated doesn't mean it is not
depreciating, it is being used up and therefore A & P
Appledore said that although some equipment would be bought
by the Government and not by the company and some equipment
was being gifted by the MOD and would not show up in their
balance sheet, nevertheless provision for its replacement
would have to be made obviously. If you have got a situation
where you have got a crane or tools or whatever that were
given by the MOD and had a certain value they don 't appear
on the balance sheet, they don't exist. Had they been put
in the balance sheet the using up of that value in the course
of the business is part of the cost of sales and would show
up as additional loss. It would not mean a problem of cash
flow, there would not be any movement of funds but at the
end of the day, in fact, the position would look worse
because, in fact, you could decide not to depreciate anything and then instead of having made a £3.3m loss you would
have made a £2.6m. The reason why you have to depreciate
is so that eventually you have got enough money in the kitty
. tO be• able to buy.the crane when the crane stops working
or the lorry or whatever. That is an important unquantified
element which is not reflected in the 1986 accounts, was
- not reflected in the 1985. accounts and I did mention it in
my contribution to the. 1985 accounts, was mentioned in the
May, 1983, A & P Appledore proposals and requires an answer.
Because. if we are aoing to take a look into the future then
we need to know, Mr Speaker, that the next projection made
is a projection that leaves no loose ends. I think the last
thine that people want to go through in GSL is the experience
of being told today: "We have now got a new business plan,
a new project, provided you cooperate in these changes and
those changes", there is going to be so much of a loss of
jobs and then in three months' time we are back'to square
one, another crisis, more uncertainty and another new
restructuring. I think people don't want that and therefore
the thing has got to be done very, very thoroughly and the
work has got to be done of going back and checking and if
something is said today which is in conflict with something
that was.said yesterday then somebody has got to explain
which of the two is wrong, they cannot both be right. And
I would submit to the Government and to the House, Mr Speaker,
that in fact the GSL accounts understate the level of loss
although not in a way that will affect the cash position
of the company but in the way it would affect the real cost
of production of the work that has been done. And, of course,
if that has happened with E12m of work in 1986 then we have
to say to ourselves if, in fact, in 1986 the yard lost £3lm
and we must not forget points that I made in relation to
the 1985 accounts which, again, the Hon Financial and
Development Secretary drew. our attention to table 9(5) as
I said earlier, which showed the company's projection for

expenses and gave us • a table showing the expenses. today.
The Hon Member gave us a breakdown of expenses and drew the
comparisons between the, original ones and now where he
mentioned, for example, the fact that' there was a Elm in
indirect labour which hadn't been. there before: Of• course,
if we look .at table 9(5).in the original A & P Appledore
proposals, which I don't suppose many people• have, Mr Speaker,
there 'is a situation where rates,• for example, should have
cost the company according to GSL's projections, £m - a year
from year one. In practice what.we have is a situation where,
I think nothing was paid in 1995 and £53,000 was paid in
1986. By now the rates would have cost them Elm, not by now
rather by last December, by now it would have cost them Elim.
That was built into the projection of expenses. So what we
find is that it isn't a question simply of saying the expenses
are £5.3m and they were projected to be. £3.3m and we have
to explain E2m, no, we have to explain much more than E2m
because the £3.3m assumed that we would pay Elm in rates
and we ha'.en't paid Elm in rates in GSL, we have paid E60,000.
They assumed that we would have a• tug the fuel of which would
cost £200,000 and we haven't got a 'tug, they also assumed
we would have spent Elm in buying it and we haven't bought
it, of course. There Was a sum of money of £400,000 for
employees' welfare costs which was the provident -fund. That'
means that by the end of this year the original projection
was that the cost of the provident fund:to the company would
have been £1.1m and .we have been told. in.a question yesterday
that elm is going to be put in, a discrepancy of £600,000.
What we have is a situation where identifiable elements of
cost of the order of Elm can be eliminated from the.A & P
Appledore projection of 1983. ConseqUently, on that basis
the expenses should not be E2m but Elm less so the difference
that needs explaining is the £3m, not. the. £2m: All- this
indicates, Mr Speaker, that, in fact, the least variable
elements in all their projections and—there. are' hundreds
of figures and we can go through them one by one .and keep
on ravelling them but what sticks out a mile,' and that is
the important point that cannot be forgotten and the point
that I thought the Hon Financial and Development Secretary
might be trying to get us away from with his opening remarks
and his comparison of labour costs and his comparison of
subcontract, the closest approximation of all the figures
that we have got in all this volume put up by A & P Appledore
in May, 1983, is sale and labour costs. That is where the
least deviation is and the two crucial elements but, of
course, with the added safeguard that the labour cost is
everybody's cost, from the Chairman of the company to the
office cleaner, we are including everybody there in labour
costs and clearly there are things there' that we disagree
with very violently included in - that elemeht. But even then,
forgetting • that, the real nigger in the wood pile .is outside
because even if we forgave them the rates and 'the telephone
and the inducement allowance and the rents apdothe air fares
and the postage stamps and all the other thing's that the
thirty-odd expatriate managers have been given.all of which
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-comes .within the, manpower cost of 87.-3m,. -it is all covered
by -.that and the important figure is in. a. comparison we'have
been.. given, Mr Speaker, is that we are netting out E3m from
manpower costs and E3m- from sales and forgetting subcon,trpctors and .forgetting the sales generated .by subcontractors, we then have 87.3m and £7.3m. Even then we have
got-; in .the £7.3m shown in this year's accounts, we are
including the money of the Pension Fund, in the 87.3m in
the. Appledore projection we are not including the money of
the:,,Pension Fund which is included as part as the expenses
It means that really the loss way above the
of
projected figure has to be explained by reference to
non-labour costs. Although we have got these facts that we
can tackle in terms of an unnecessarily large number of
expatriates with very generous conditions, before-even we
tackle that, it is the rest that needs to be explained. Why
it is that non-labour costs were more than sufficient to
swallow up the difference in extra sales generated over and
above the projected figure. No explanation has been made
by'..,the Financial and Development Secretary to try and explain
that auite legitimate conclusion from analysing the accounts
foe` 1936. It was pointed out in relation to the accounts
fOri1985 and therefore I would submit, Mr Speaker, that if
the,r,Government,cannot explain it for 1986, did not explain
....vtfor 19E5 and are not going to be able to explain it for
1987, what chance `have they got of getting it right in 1988
it. they are not even looking in the right direction? Unless.
the Government is, able to tell us why this huge discrepancy
in-non.-labour .coOfs . exists and what is the explanation for
it, frankly it is :A waste of time asking the House to note
the. accounts. I am grateful to the Hon Member because he
has given us a lot of detailed breakdown of figures which
%.4,1.1 be very, helpful to- us. end which we will clearly need
t'65,1devote some time to. Having just had them when he was
gpeAkina I am not able to give him my reaction to the detailed
bredkdown of figures that he has given me this is why I have
had-to make my contribution somewhat short and superficial,
Mr Speaker. However, no doubt we may have another opportunity
between now and the end of the year to come back to tackle
the problem once we have digested the figures that he has
provided me with and then I would perhaps try and do justice
to'his contribution. Thank you, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
We will now recess for tea.
The House recessed at 5.15 pm.
The House resumed at 5.50 pm.

HON A J CANEPA:
Mr Speaker, during his intervention the Financial and Development Secretary has concentrated more on -what I would term
the fundamental problems as seen in 'commercial and financial
terms which underlie the picture that is presented by the
1986 accounts for GSL. I propose myself, Mi Speaker, to
concentrate more on what I would term as the political and
industrial relations aspects of these problems. ..Sir, it is
only right and proper that there should be serious debate
in this House whenever we consider the annual accounts of
GSL and its overall perfOrmance, both past and projected.
And the reasons are obvious given the prominence which the
shipyard acquired politically during the last general election
and the.major contribution which in spite of all the problems
and difficulties it makes to the economy as a whole. It is
also natural, Mr Speaker, that the House should wish to pose,
discuss and debate the major issues which surround the affairs
of the company. For its part the Government has spelt out
what it considers are its responsibilities having retard
to the commercial nature of the operation. The Opposition
prefers a more interventionist line and that, in essence,
summarises what the approach or the background to this debate
should be. I say should be, Mr Speaker,:because I do have
and, therefore, I must express doubts about the politiCal
- . motive or objectivity of the Opposition every time that we
discusS GSL. The record of the proceedings of this House
clearly shows that the Government is constantly bombarded
with questions on GSL which range from the relevant such
as, for example, the question of naval work, commercial. sales,
employment levels, etc, unfortunately to what one might term
the ridiculous with questions as to whether GSL, for instance;
shOuld or should not purchase a portable electricity'
generator, something very much -a recuireMent these days.
To add spice, I suppose we have the regular tirade of
questions on what I would call the running sore points which
usually centre on the issue of expatriates and their
remuneration, singling out from time to time and depending
on• populist appeal either the Managing Director or the
Chairman. Today with the unpopular Brian Abbott having left
and a much more human down-to-earth Torsten Andersson having
taken his place and therefore not being the same object of
personal 'criticism as his predecessor, it is the Chairman
who is having to bear a.great deal of the brunt of the attack
I want at this'stage, therefore, to say'a little hit about
the figures, the question of costs which were the subject
of a number of questions yesterday morning and to which the
Financial and Development Secretary has referred later on
this afternoon' where he has provided, the relevant figures
for 1986. But- I think that what emerged from the questions
yesterday, and this is evidenced by-press reports this morning,
is the impression given perhaps inadvertently or gathered
in answer to questions, that the figures relate to annual
cost rather than in fact, the 'proper context which is that
the figures relate to costs over a three-year period from
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near 'the end of 1984 when the yard first started operations,
in late 1984,*up to September, 1987. Therefore the figure
for expatriate' allowances in respect of rent, electricity
and water of. £418,000, I think one has got to stress that
this is the figure.for three years and not the figure for
one year. These benefits are not part of the inducement allowances. Technically they are benefits in kind, they were never
envisaged and nor .are they exempt from payment of income
tax and it is therefore up to the Commissioner of Income
Tax to pursue this with the company and/or the individuals.
Insofar as the inducement allowances which amount to £955,000,
aaain, this relates to a three-year period and I think that
it is important that, for the record, that should be said
because otherwise it is very easy to go away with' the wrong
impression. Let me make it clear at this juncture, Mr Speaker,
that I share much of the criticism that is laid at the door
of GSL and its management and I have, on numerous occasions
here in the Hauge and publicly, made reference to that. I
have made such criticism, 'perhaps in more strident terms
than the majority of my colleagues with the notable exception
perhaps .of. Major Dellipiani who is even more forthright and
more blunt than even I am wont. to be. But I do not pursue
this as a vendetta, it is not for me an obsession or what
could _virtually be termed a political witch-hunt. GSL may
be and'is, no doubt, riddled with problems and deficiencies
hut, surely, there has to be some respite, there has to be
some concern'for building - a future in that yard. There has
to be some constructive thinking, some genuine regard for
the welfare of those.who work there and, ultimately, whose
liVelihood is at stake. If the company..attracts a high level
of commercial sales against all the odds as it has done not
just the period under review but from about the middle of
1985 onwardsa it is accused of bringing in ships at below
profit. If it doesn't bring in the ships it is accused of
failure; ofwanting to run down the •yard and to cut employment. If it employs BOO persons, as it does now, it 'is
criticised 'for having .too much of a large scale operation.
And when it announces, that there are plans to reduce numbers
it is attacked for not meeting targets and it is faced
immediately with blacking action and a strangle over its
income and hence its solvency. And .if the yard doesn't have
income and if. the yard becomes insolvent, it is that which
becomes the immediate cause for closure which was the
situation we were faced with during the summer. If there
is a claim for a .pay 'settlement' it has been set at 40% as
it was recently and it is then pushed to the ground, to the
very edge of closure and the.company is told to go to the
Government for money and then when untold damage has been
caused and a settlement has been struck the yard is pilloried
for -not bringing ships back- into the yard in spite of the
adverse publicity and in spite of the bad reputation which
it has acquired in recent months in international shipping
circles. No sooner was. the pay settlement 'agreed and signed
that within week6 the company is once again thrown into
industrial unrest.. And whatever the cause, 'whatever the
reason, the fact is how can any commercial entity operate

let alone survive under that kind of sustained' attack and
pressure? I repeat that I do not exonerate management from
blame but if we are told to sack the managers we must ask
ourselves 'Is that going to solve the problem?'. If we are'
told that the Government is to blame, that we do not care,
as Mr Bossano said, we do not don the blue overalls and go
down there to see for ourselves, well, let us hit the
Government and let us sack the Government if necessary. But
what remains to be seen is whether that also is going to
solve the problem. Whether that is going to bring in the
ships, whether that will cure the managerial problem, whether
that will restore peace and stability in the yard. Let no
one delude themselves into thinking that without industrial
peace there can be a shiprepair operation. And who gains
from all this? Is it the workforce that gains, is it Appledore
that gain, is it the Government that gains, is it the union
that gains? No, Mr Speaker, this is industrial suicide and
the only winners are the Portuguese, the Maltese and the
Spanish yards which are getting the business which rightly
ought to be going to Gibrepair. It begs the question, 'Br
Speaker, and after a lot of careful thought and deliberation
I have to pose this question. Can we be certain that there
is no fifth column within that yard, be it within management
and/or the workforce that is put there, possibly' paid -to
be there to ensure that GSL faces instant turmoil? A lot
of people in Gibraltar are asking themselves that questiOn.
Mr Bossano said that the people of Gibraltar and,the workforce
look for 'certain answers from Government. There are a lot
of people that also ask themselves that question.' What is
wrong with that yard and they no longer look and they no
longer think .that the answer is' a straightforward one' ofy
a neocolonialist expatriate
management which treats.
Gibraltarians as if they were natives in the Belgian . Conco.
We don't all move in the same circles in Gibraltar but public
opinion in Gibraltar is not monolithic. There' are various
facets of public opinion and Hon Members opposite should
also ponder on the reality of what I am stating because it
is not something that I am making up or that I have dreamt
about, it is a question that a lot of serious minded people
are asking themselves in Gibraltar because that shiprepair
yard is important, because it has got strategic importance
moreso in a situation in which last Year there was turmoil
in international tension in the Mediterranean and in a
situation this year in which there is also international
tension in the Persian Gulf and that yard is important to
repair the ships of the Royal Navy. I am not looking for
chimeras, for skeletons in any cupboard, I am pointing to
the reality of international power politics as it can affect
a base as strategically important as Gibraltar is today.
Turning to, perhaps, the more mundane matters, one glance
at the results for the first half of 1987 shows that the
yard can handle a reasonably high level of turnover. It shows
that the yard can wrestle and overcome day-to-day problems
between the management and the workforce. That it can break
even or even produce some profit, that productivity is good
and that it improved. In short, Mr Speaker, I think the lesson
of the first half of 1987 is that there is real hope that
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.yard.can.have a viable future. Admittedly, .during' that
-period there was a large input of naval. work but it was,
nevertheless, still a test of the company's ability and of
capacity to produce results. And the results were good,
-iihere is no question of that and they showed that the managementand the workforce together could deliver it. It showed
that there was a sense of realism and faith in.a yard that
_with all its faults, nevertheless, does have promise. But
I wonder whether that suited those who perhaps are hellbent
on: destruction or in proving that GSL cannot work. At the
'end of the day, Mr Speaker, the important issue is to keep
the shipyard alive, the important issue is to keep as many
People as possible employed to run a commercial operation
for the benefit of those in the yard and for Gibraltar as
a whole for, in the final analysis, what is the alternative,
Mr Speaker? If we don't want closure of the yard what is
the alternative? Or if the yard were to close what is the
alternative? What do we do with the facilities there? We
sell the cranes and the equipment, we use the docks as what,
. as a marina, perhaps, or do we fill them up? Having been
hewn out seventy or eighty years ago and once again enlarged,
do we fill up the docks? Is that the alternative and .use
.Ahe land for what, for a tourist complex? Is that what we
'tipught to, do . with a facility .that is so well situated
,,,..;_oaraphically and which to acauire would require' such huge.
','.capital expenditure? I don't think so and I don't think that
:We can expect in that scenario of an alternative user - which
As not a shiprepair facility, we can expect that the labour
lorce.should be'retrained in order to get employment in• a'
new venture, in a new enterprise of a completely and radically
,different nature. I don't think that that is the solution
to the problem. Therefore, Mr Speaker, I think that the yard
,,has to continue as a shiprepair yard. a notice a certain
;.d emount of realism on the part of Mr Bossano nearer, I - would
- .say, in the. last quarter of his speech when he did speak
about certain realities, about talking together and discussing
:tne problem and in the context of these realities. The reality
As that the yard cannot be kept operating at any price as
it is structured at the moment, that there may have to be
adjustments, some may be painful involving perhaps less people
employed but it doesn't have to be 180 or 200. Regardless
Of what Torsten Andersson has said and, incidentally, Torsten
Andersson I don't think has got much authority, at this stage,
to quote those figures because what Torsten Andersson and
management have got to do is to produce a business plan to
go into a restructuring exercise for referral to the Board.
Tf- is the Board that has got to consider the matter and take
a policy decision and then come and discuss the matter with
Government. The timing of the statement could hardly have
been worse, it shows I think that even someone as with all
the. . goodwill of Torsten Andersson perhaps doesn't realise
the political sensitivities which the matter has. I think
i;t was most unfortunate that that kind of statement should
.be -.made without proper backing and without the proper
authority but then one of the problems which GSL has As that
it :has, what I would term, a management with too little
responsibility and too much power and. perhaps a Board with

too much responsibility and not enough -power.-and. that is.
why we get statements of that nature being . made this morning
and. reported' in the lundh time news. Whatever is done in
any restructuring exercise has to be carefully planned,
distussed and properly negotiated but I think-that if those
negotiations which are not going to be short, I'don't think ,they can be carried out in a day or two, if they are going
to lead to the optimum solution they, have to be free from
the. threat or.'from the reality, from the presence of
industrial action. There -may be ...a need, Mr Speaker, for..
further Government :funding and I think the Government would
be prepared to 'consider .that. What the Government cannot
do simply is to give a blank cheque. The Government can and
will respond to sensible or realistic business targets that
will consolidate the company's prospects for a viable future.
That, in essence, was what the Price Waterhouse spoke about,
that is what prompted the Government into agreeing to
contribute Elm to GSL this year but above all there must
be a real commitment to make that yard work. As I have said
already, Mr Speaker, I was encouraged by the proof earlier
this year, the commitment and the results appear to be there.
I am convinced that management and the workforce during that
period showed real evidence of that commitment and we in
the Government have that commitment- too and:I am. glad to.
hear that the Opposition-today' accept -that- GSU-is:or ()tight
td be here to stay and that even if there were to be a change
of Government and in spite of the stand which the GSLP has
taken in.the past on the matter,.they would. not go on a wildgoose chase looking for alternatives to make alternative
use of the facilities in the shiprepair yard. We may disagree
about .the way in which that commitment is put into practice
and what it may be costing the pub] is purse. Thar is the
sort of thing that is- a reasonable basis for debate a:id .fcr
discussion but I have serious misgivings• about the extent_
to which the commitment exists on the part of e7eryhody
concerned with the yard and I am very much afraid from the-evidence of the last six or seven weeks, Mr Speaker, that
there are some who virtually at the drop of a hat thrive
on resorting to industrial action and to the serious damage
which it is doing to their own employment prospects and to
their own means of livelihood in the context of, a company
which had only barely started to establish itself in the
market..Gibrepair, Mr Speaker, has been a political footbal
for far too long. It, requires a breathing space if it is
to survive and if it is to develop and the wellbeing and
the livelihood of many Gibraltarians 'who depend directly
on it and indirectly on it as well, I'think require that
we should not put that at risk for political end's. Political
,.will has to be exercised to provide the means for Gibrepair
to have ,a future and not to prove the• rights or the wrongs
of an economic theory. of .you or, indeed, of a particular
political philosophy.
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HON. M A FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker, I was not going to address the House on this
issue. I was going to leave it to my colleagues, the Leader
of the Opposition and Joe Pilcher who deals with GSL matters
but'having heard what I consider to be a very disappointing •;.
delivery from the Hon Member, Mr Canepa, I feel obliged to
stand up and answer some of the points that he has made
because, clearly, his delivery is completely out of touch
with the realities of the situation. In fact, he hasn't
addressed. himself to the problems which exist today but has
contrived a speech which I think is based more on a party
political address to the electorate, to the electorate which
is going to be there in a few months time in the hope that
he can gain something out of the complete fracas of the
politics of the AACR Government. He started off by saying,
Mr Speaker, that he was going to devote himself to the
political and industrial problems and quite rightly so because
we are fortunate in the House to have such a capable Member
with such great capacity fcr the economic factors involved
in the problems of Gibraltar, as my colleague Joe Bossano
and we have also got a Financial Secretary with whom I differ
on many, many occasions but today he has been very honest
in giving us the economic situaticn of GSL based on the
projections of Appledore and that sort of comparison is what
we should be dedicating ourselves to today and leave it to
the people who understand the problems and then try from.
there- to come to political conclusions. We have Mr Canepa
coming out_ with all sorts of nonsense about, for example,
fifth columnists being in the Dockyard. I ask Mr Canepaand
I challenge MraCanepa to tell this House who is being paid
in the Dockyard.tosabotage. the Dockyard? Otherwise if it
is•just a red herring he should not say that sort of thing
because that is implanting, in the minds of the people of
Gibraltar that there are people paid inside the Dockyard
to sabotage the future economic wellbeing of the people of
Gibraltar and that is irresponsible of Mr Canepa. Mr.Speaker,
let me remind Mr Canepa of the political considerations insofar as the Gibraltar Shiprepair Company is concerned because
that is what he wanted to start off with, he said. 'I want
to devote myself to the political aspect' and it is a
political aspect because the whole thing, and this is what
he fails to understand, is that the Opposition is responsible
for monitoring the policies of the Government and for seeing
that the Government is adhering to what they were saying
was going to be their policy in respect of GSL and it just
happens that GSL and the projections which have been there
have failed and it is as simple as that and the Government
have to understand that A & P Appledore's projections have
failed completely and miserably. And, secondly, the management
which they appointed have clearly failed in their functions
as managers and the result of that is that we have to make
a political decision and decide what is the best future for
Gibrepair now because it has to redress its efforts. But
what Mr Canepa will not recognise because politically it
doesn't suit him to recognise, is that, in fact, what the

GSLP'were saying at the time that'Ehey accepted the package.'
as being a generous package in itself insofar as Appledore
and the future . shiprepair company. was concerned, that we
were saying -what was needed was a smaller type of operation
taking in the ex-Dockyard employees . who were already trained,
who were already experts half of which •are•not there anymore
because they have left and we have lost them and restructure
the expenditure in' that company to meet specialised work
and the realities are that that is' what they have to do
tomorrow. That side has got to start doing' that nowi Mr
Speaker. That is what Mr Canepa, Mr Speaker, has to admit
now. If he.were to admit that which he is not going to admit,
then perhaps we could begin to look at the problems because,
clearly, Mr Speaker, my colleague has 'come out with all the
facts point by 'point insofar. as the efforts of the workforce
is concerned and the issues surrounding the industrial
disputes which has not affected the performance of the
company. On the contrary productivity is up, the performance
is up and my colleague, no doubt, will have plenty to say
about that. If these things are recognised I believe, as
I have always believed and maintained from the word 'Go'
there is a future for the Gibraltar Shiprepair Company but
it has to he based on a more rational approach to the problem
which they did not accept from the very beginning, Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker, if there is this need now, which is what. Mr Canepa
.is. emphasising which, incidentally, as :I 'am reminded by my
colleague, we have been saying so from. the •very' beginning,
if there. is a need to we accept but it has to be a genuine
recognition. of .the,total.tailure of the.AACR in setting :up
the company under the existing .structure as a pillar bf•their
economic. policy which has. miserably .failed and the moMent
they accept. that reality I am sure that we can forward on
both 'sides of the House to save the-jobs of .athose peopl,a
because it would be criminal, totally irrespondible of the
Government at this stage to accept redundancieS because of
their failure and they have to resolve the problems, Yr
Speakek, of those people who at the moment are facing
redundancy in the yard.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well, after that. impassioned and irrelevant address by the
Hon Mr Teetham, I would like to address myself to one or
two matters of substance and, let me say that I will not go
into the question of the accounts, I think as, in fact, the
Leader of the Opposition has accepted, the information given
by the Financial and Development Secretary has been very
full and there are quite a number of matters that have'been;
cleared up since then. I would like to address myself to
the main issues which will determine'the•Way ahead for GSL.
I think that, as' far as I. am concerned, is the proper way
which we should consider this matter and how we ourselves
see the situation. Unfortunately, Mr Speaker, once again
this year GSL emerges' battered from another costly and
damaging industrial dispute over wages, surviving the poor
state of communication and understanding between management

and workforce. As shareholders of GSL the Government cannot
..hide its fruStrationan'seeing . such'amajor'andusty caught
up in a continuous -stop-go situation': It is almoSt as if
the fierceness •of -competition . ofthe' market within which
GSL has to operate increasingly is- dwarfed by the fierceness
of disruption inside - the company itself.- That is -no recipe
for survival let alone success. Mostly, if notall'the time,
we. are all overcome by the heat• and'paSsion of, arguments
about who is paying what, who said such and such `to. so and
so and who should go and who should stay and'so on and yet
we . fail to recognise or understand that none of this will
help build or strengthen the stability and. reputation, of
the yard that perforce has to look to' the outside world for
its real bread and butter. The shipping market'does not stand
still waiting for all of us 'to argue out our differences,
eager to forgive and forget. I say'this because.collectiVely,
and I include the Government, of course, we musthave 7 a sense
of realism and perspective if we are to secure'a - future for
the yard and for those who depend on it'for-their liVelihood.
I would like to say that the thought's I am expressing now
are the thoughts that I 'had before the petitionvaspresented
and whilst I will deal with the substance'of'the petition
at a later stage, I would like to-draw the'aftention that
the thoughts that I have now are very much 'on the lines of
what I will reply to the petition but -these' notes were
lirepared:before the petition was presented a feww -hoUrs ago
at half past ten this morning. Let me therefore deaI, first
.dff all, with the GOvernment's view on the internal'problems
Sat GSL and '1 will then' go on to say something about what
. we consider to be: the approach it is. facing, the external
:factors which are crucial to the viability of 'the yard. The
.lessons 'of the past two and a- half years are clear, the
-.Government is seized of the difficulties which the'management
,need to overcome. It is also well-aware of the . probIems and
frustrations which have beset the• workforce. The relationship
between the Board, the managers and the' workforce . is
fragmented, attitudes have hardened. 'Looking at it coldly
and objectively the Government considers that the situation
can only be redressed and improved if there is -- a -fundamental
change in the terms of the management agreement.'The GSL
Board must be given teeth and greater control over the overall
operation of the yard. Admittedly, the Government' accepted
the existing management agreement at the. • time of
commercialisation on the advice of experts in the field drawn
from the shiprepairing and commercial world and economic
world. The Board of'GSL-as my colleague haasaid„ - Mr.Canepa,
has in effect too little authority and too much responsibility
and the management hag got too. much Authority-and Very,little
responsibility.'I think that is the crux of the difficulties
that have been encountered and that is why we feel thatthe
best way ahead is the procedure that we have . adopted.' I was
very saddened, in a way, to hear the rather, ,not offensive
but remarks'that were not, I think, in keeping with the facts
that I said at the beginning who we have entrusted with. the
renegotiation, Michael Casey, because looking back.at the
time when we had the first problems, Michael Casey's assessment which was an assessment accepted after all the agreements
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had been made, and 'let me • also' .say-, becausecutilthink' this is
very • important, we .hold,- no •brief :at all for the managers
.of
.V.erY .rnuch. tha-opposite,!.we- are very critical.
But ,let me say,- as I think •I . have
beforetri this House,
that the. • British ...0ovetrnment a ndficthis
: a • 'judgement that
•I` have. drawn and It. has not • been -toldJ ,:to:-'mer•In =so itany • words
: *but.. I ha,:iafrom the:highest; authority' in: thli 'matter that
• bhe money., available. •for the:--development' of-:'.the Yaid would
not have been: - forthcoming. from ':'the Zritish '.:Governmenc if
'
...anybody _else; had been. appointed...nianagers;of the"-yard.
' H9N•J•BOSSANO:. •

'•

'

,..is • the • Hon
MeMber 'then '•Say_ing,. that, _tpit',,,,te,ndei.seieption was
.
a `farce? "
•
HQN,CHIEFMINISTBR.

. •

• '

NO; of cpursq,it wasnit-but,oncethe:tender-'selectIons•Were
looked. at:I can, say and u,- Ithirik,• my.t:011eague'irill bear
• '_With Me,-thatat the very topone-ofthe,Ygreitest essurances
given to us On the baSia.of thaAlelp:'thatwag -going' to be
• 'given was, that we .had the,top• manageretorwri. 'a `yard.' It
may be .1Aughable- matter now :.but it,wasnitlat-the titre -When
*pie '9k us knewwhatwould,happeni..• it.is.Very easy•-riow and
I aninot saying let it_belAguite'clearilest:Ini i language' is
,misunderatood elsewherer
.saying'that'-'-that"ia a
'correct- Assessment, ZArrisayingverytMucItthepOilte but
:I gin saying that at, the .time-:whea-.--thel money4aebegoming
available that. was..my > judgement-s-of .what.wasaid.',to us a
• very important tagtOr-aud .L'?.;thinX 1:11bave. 'saithia-before
when, the'
Leader:of-the'Opposition-haeaaid4•IU. this House
£28m wawould :taveltIdoneWs. • br' the
,4 had'we been.given
First
al4 th%T.A.ritish:-GovernmeWddegri't -give
;politicians any inOneY.441pd, &segioadlythey:;- Would-labCure or
so4ld'.want
. to.-.11re egnitaaagrancga be-forerfthey:maent - and,
•, •, •.
many ap.*.tmarwegwerga looked: forf‘that 4 id the end
je'7fact , .
found ourselves in 'the '99S4.ftiorv, that ;;wer.'..:•are' today: ':the
change: in managing directorilaet:year r ays:'myfriend has said,
'was 'a significant ..turniTlg
. the running -'of the yard
and we have eXriressed our views ."•about: ' theme importance also
-of trading: and upgrading -Pibpaltarians4ntheyaWe "nay
nothave all- the :Akills and:,ate m4av:hav*Atoptr.tport ::some • or
expertise. /ocallY tom :fill all -gbe -.pasts
;;.we are- not far
short of It'Ana. I am, .gat4sied'-'
corn': Min& that ' tree f.''the
coming year'
arek4iven -7the'.- hance
-charige
•' we- shall be geeing ,plositiyel;s.tepseim thatJidireOtidd':at: the
expatriate: q0Mplement; as I, will 'when. ' I' deal
with
T .Wt40F1
ttie ;#0.ew.oqf ,tt hef managementz greemant ,
reduces `in
with: the' loriginal, plans- p4itlni„:3us at the
tilne
:,Comi*Cialisation . and. Possibly. ••7speeded-iip and
I" am' glad- to ...-pay 'that the:JlW
?
recently agreecito make" a
" further. -modest - contribution
easuring that .the ,comliany's
trading ' plan is . implemented auccessful
igbi-oUr"part-and
during the recent
nagotiatigRk4-we -decided to-'tike rover
'
the running' of the apprentices training ;centre ' to ''ensure

•
i
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•
• •• , • continuity of industrial training in theicer-area• of skilled
,.. 7 ...,.trade for the' yard. We have.also intervened when necessary
, • -to try and bring management and-union together in_an effort
... to-'harmonite,andrationalise-diacussion- and communication.
the...appointment of- the controller, has also proved
..terbe.'ari.:Affective..monitor..and check and hasped to
strengthen, to some,extent,_not Satisfactorily-but-'to some
BOard's supervision over some of-the operations.
Many. of the recommendations of the Price Waterhouse Report
▪
which weCommissioned-have..also beerrioushed along particularly
in improving the financial machinery so we are far from
satisfied how that functions now and, unfortunately, It is
evident from everything that has .been said that industrial
.relations in the yard have,not.been as stable as they, have
• to- be. I-.know that:the vast' majority of those 'who work . in
the yard have a strong sense of commitment, I have seen it
myself, and the Government has impressed upon. the Board and,
particularly, the managers the need to Improve the process
of consultation and communication. I think that it is fair
to say, that this has been happening and that there is more
open, dialogue to some extent 'but it is still, as My colleague
has said,. bedevilled and very little is-required.to flare
Vi3 into problems -that could well be avoided. But in order
. to evolve a spirit of cooperation there must be Anopportunity
.of being able to work and-not under the threat of induitrial
.. r .•action. There is. an open letter to 'Which 1 will refer -later
•
..',..from-I.PCSwhich.I‘thinkyis very relevant but iiindethat came
aa-the petition l'-shall - deal. with both of
t#em.kat,the :aime:time.'lk company Such. as' GSL has to cope
, -wi6&-enough-unceriainty • about - the state of the' market which
t.feeds.;0,rithout 'havinli - to-gobe with even more 'uncertainty
•Pbsition or solvanby every •tiMp:the'yard 1 .
aboutpis:-throwni,into a• state. dispute. The majci . qteition s now
•..,:":,:l.'i:-therestructUre- of the. yard. This may well...Involve
,redundancietand 1,'-understand' that some progress has been
MarlarOver,•theopast°fAwAayt towards an agreement. on.redundancy
..proCedu:rea-, but ihe.4bvernment'
proposals from
.the• company regarding -the - -options Ahead 'in 'achieving a
•
restructuring of - operations and it it therefore still early
•
before commenting on the nature•Of the adjustments that will
be necessary. I will have.something-furtherto say, on that
.wherr.I come to.dtal with the petition.
•
take some
time,and-it-will'cost money. The GOVernMent' is once. again,
. •• •as.:mv.
colleague has said, qirepared to cOnsider_providing
-further funding -for this once it is satisfied .that there
todnd- basis,for. the:futUre. It will naturally do so
,.,!!•*-havinclr-regard also to'' the requirement of the EEC Directive
i,t.;. - .,grat-'161lernw.theapplichtiOn'of public funds.towards.a shipI j think theChairman of GSL,has..stated,
restructuring- of -operations'to beIMplemented.after proper
tht union And
is. herd that,X,.;appeal
to- both sides' when it comes 'to considering the:restruaturing,
exercise discretion- anct-400dwilI.
„this,,cOnnedtion I
regrettable,- that a Man oftheCalibre
AZ:; - -‘of:Mr-Pezer Simohis WhO has Put-in considerable efforts since
'as-Chairman,.thouid be vilified and
-i4,A.--targeted :for-:.1Crersdnal.attacks ,because he felt it was fair

•

.

and prOper to explain the situation which the company has
to.fabe,over the coming year. Together with the rest of the
'Board he,has.an.unenviable task of reshaping the managerial
structure on the one hand and the employment structure on
the other. We have every confidence that he will be able,
with the help of those concerned, to carry out the necessary
exercise. The question of a stable yard even throughout the
restructuring probess involving redundancies is- critical
if Closure is to be averted I think the Hon Leader of the
Opposition' did not believe. .during the last crisis, that
cloture •was imminent. until perhaps-at the last moment and
it Was a very. sad reality and not just a bluff ; nothing of
the importance of the employment of so many people can be
the subject of bluff by anybody, it would be the acme of
immorality to be in Government bluffing the life of people
away. That was perfectly true and perfectly sincere. We were
glad that we were able to avoid it but, unfortunately, the
honeytoon lasted a very little time and despite the fact
that there is, I think, provision in the agreement for proper
proabdures to deal with cla..ms, no sooner had the agreement
been .signed that signs were up again of industrial unrest
and.attempts at not allowing matters to flow in the way that
it had been. expected when, the agreement was signed. Mr
Speaker,. the Shop, Stewards at GSL presented a petition or
a memorandum; I would call. it, this morning before we started
theMseting. There will, of course, be more time to look
at •the matter in. more detail but it would not be proper,
despite the fact that it was only a few hours ago, if I did
-not refer to that. It is not,, if I may say so, very difficult,
in a' way, because it is predictable and one knows exactly
hOw.one side thinks and the other side has to react to that
in the way-that it has done all the time because the matter
is sufficiently serious and I think that people deserve a
statement, at least a preliminary statement, in rePly. Let
Me Say that any redundancy measures at GSL will have to be
cleared with the Government in the °first instance. The
Chairman of. GSL during-his last -visit undertook to submit
proposals showing a range. of .options for a restructure of
operations., The. Government, therefore, will wish to be
sat'i'sfied that :before any redundancies•are proceeded with,
that. these will have been properlyconsidered and prepared.
We Will also wish-.to..ba-zatisfied that thecommany will have
taken parallel steps to-reduce the general level of overheads
including _the . company!a .proposed managerial complement,
notably exPatriates..I .therefore wish.to make it abundantly
••
clear that,no,redundanciea,will-proceed at GSL without prior
ConstiltatiOn with-. the -Government- and that any statements
made except for . by the managing director should be considered
in the light cf • the statement that I have made now. We are
the-cmners,...me. are the
and we -will be putting
in the money..-at the end of tha:day. Naturally, there will
have .t.o. be .dacisions which are-commerciallv •sound.but we
will,wanttb have regard for the planned redundancy nix and
the eXtent to Which the impact , should.r 'should not be
thoulderedbyGibraltarians, -particularly those-Gibraltarians
with the necessary, skills. We will-also want.to'see the effect
which this may or may not have- on the training plan and
localisation of expatriate posts to which I referred

/.'realise that the uncertainty of redundancy'-*11' have a
negative effect on people's expectations for the future and
that,thers.4s,a,seriouS risk ofa- drain df the more:proffliding
iocalskilis,,:.but...Ido . ask . fora measure of patience, even
at this„..,:staget : having 'regard :to the manner in which-, the
GOvernmefit -proposes to monitor_ any :redundancy Progratme.'
ItL.may.,,-in,,the 7 end, be-asmall-sCale.or it may rise to the .
kinit,of , :numbera -being .mooted.:It is early to'sky-nything'
untili,rwe .„have•the facts beforeus.'I would like- to: repeat
theadsurancealteady gave that we• will expect GSL Management to,00ndultr!the unions-properly and fully: I must, again,
appealnotmal.working.im,the:yard whilst;the process,
of.';dn*..Consultation .and--negotiation is under way..That, in
:seduce the. extent' to which
redUndanCiesty: Or-may: not.; be-neceSsary so -I think that ,
thereshoUld„:.been. misunderstanding or misrepresentation;
. .have to be cleared and-planned
AnirtsgdUndandy
prbiie*lY,and,Sensibly.. It .is. too:seribus a matter to be.
allowidttO„:be.handled.otherwise and I ask everyone to•ignote
whO0ermaave c .beeirisaid.%in„around or:outSide - the.yard.
aaPA!s7.own-:tuture is cbncerned,. I. 'have
tii..;te,.As4:4r
i5#
alieadt;ieXPlainsd thesteps which:the Board is taking ont:4i.,.:Aanigement Agreement. Ws,shall have to wait and. see
whetlier:thereVidedtetms -of the'new Agteement will prove
to:.be..16cePtable,ornot K„:to.us-and.:to them. To.us, -of:CourSe;'
td-beacceptable tefcre!they.ard-put 'forward,
whethetz;:(acceptable to.thenvor7.not is another. matter'
Caii,„adeUre Members ,that,the :intention is fdr a.real
reVitionOhe'flanagement.Agreement , and .it is: trte - that
exideriehde,:,14iOddat : Wilde..once saidvzis-when'you'lose but'
with_the,eXPetience that we have of .the.operatiOn and the
diffiCultieS .,..that we have, had,. :I think that.any revision
that.id Madsacceptable:and..bomes out of any•renegotiation
of.the Agreement is bound'to be“one which will be acceptable
and which will work.ptoperlY. I don't think I. need say mote
.want td.leave our
ahoUt,that,because:it .isthere-where ye
muscle to be able,to,neaotiate-and-I donthink'that-I would
be helping . ...with..a ,tirade: again,„management-at this' stage. '
aisd
In stating 'that and in making, the appeaL,I
to echo :, the appealmade_in.an,-open. letterhich'was.an my
dedk when I returned to the officeffrom:IPCSFfthe.:Institiftion
of:Professional. Ciyil ,geryantv,,-.:because :they say liv.very ,.
cleat:terMS:,mthat,..We,lbeLt .which is ,'Weefirmly-believe that '
we exptess.oUr.meMberamiews.an stating7: that.with:,goodwill
on ell:frantS,GSL ban,be„s.success. We do-notAntend'to'weste
time, to, analyashe analysis! of-historical-Mistakes, mis-'
management or tradeUnicin disputes4-.Our.Concern•iS to preserve
jobs andto.,ensure. the fullviability,of the' yard not only
for those eMPloyed,: in the yard but .also for' the -benefit of •
the community_as: laWhole,,Ws do not believe- thatredundancies
.
are a sOlutiOncbut-instead weconsider.that this' represents :
the thin end.of:,the.yed4e an a,slow-nainful closure of the•
yard. ige_iMplOre.-both, ttadeJmnions .and GSL. management. to'
their :differences-..and to.work towards a. single
•.
objective ;of. ensuring,-the *liability of the . yard!.'-I think
that thaLleeling.AS:,.not . just:a feeling-fromthe 'Government
but it is a_feeling.Which.l. am-sure is. shared not: only by
IPCS but is also shared by the other unions concerned.

HON J BOSSANOI
.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well, I can only go, as much, as I give credit to any letrer
from the Transport and General Workers Union, I will tall
you what the heading says and that may or may not help' you.
It says 'Institution of Professional Civil Servants, PO Box
.212, Gibraltar'.

HON J BOSSANO:
It doesn't say whether it is on behalf of the Branch or on
behalf of-the people in GSL?

HON. CHIEF. MINISTER:
•
No-, it says. .'Open Letter'. I didn't read the beginning becausq
I thought it would be unquestionable but- since there arc
auestions being .put I will open up at the opening paragraph:
"Open Letter -.It is evident that GSL. is facing an imnInent
crisis of major proportion. It .is our firm view that th.is
crisis ;is avoidable. but only if all parties concern.
concentrate their energy and objective in averting such a
crisis". So I don't think that there can be any qualification
put' to the source of this paper unless it.has been put throl:gh
the post anonimously but I do not believe that because they
then challenge the Government, they challenge everybody.

HON J BOSSANO:
Including themselves.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
"We challenge Mr Torsten Andersson to state that he guarantees
the viability of .the . yard provided he.is assured industrial
peace. We challenge the. Government to underwrite this
guarantee thereby showing conviction in the viability of
the yard. We ask all trade unions concerned to guarantee
a period of industrial peace under the following general
conditions: the negotiation of a state pay claim to cover
the period up to 1990 correlating with the local rate of
inflation. A dispute procedure agreement dealing to binding
or non-binding arbitration instead of instant induscriai
action. No enforced redundancy other than through specific
agreement with the trade union.' Economic assistance from
46.
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Can I ask the Hon Member, is that on behalf of the IPCS
members in the yard or is that the IPCS,Branch•Committee
which represents really mainly Gibraltar Government people
because my underStanding is, in fact, that the overtime ban
was.started by IPCS members in July, the one that they are
imploring shouldn't happen.

ROM •

Golterenent -,t0•44efildra,:that.t'guarantees -! are :effective?-:
. a LI. „aspects of- -Operations. With ."
eloiSikeratiOn,
iseriOuslyk.tionirlde.e•
• •••tlial.;:ihavi,:aiiiii4Iffbr.',44ratily
Letters.,!whicit- wez time'
will at ' .teitiViitsiegYitt,ea„.#4-ounc.Inf.abit-:4conterence'lerWith'#.•ativ
pliititT4L-140&1&•-rfitor
is
serious,,;,-•,--remalizperhitpa,ns.buts:
•:,Profesaional .,•PeorpleI..and
slitiiridfliziiiie'Lthe :greatest • respect.:i 'And zli.only: quOtet
it beekuie it..',.coincides with the view ."-.that. T• have • been
*advocating ift this and that. is .that•i•unless,..eVerybOdy.,pulla,
together and we db 'away with this instant resort` to indtatrial
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my stbmiadian, ../
'7
Mr:.7 8Pittaker,..- first: Of a1.3.4:! bef•orlt start'
think. tit .is. only right 'to saythat the motion goes beyond
,just**the • noting of the 1986 Accounts. I
what 'lei.
thitik•that- the.--reality of . the sittiatibn hat been expounded
think that the' parameters have
by :all:, the: contribtitors and
beenleOpened• up •muth.....more.extensively to in • overall debate
paetf:.LpreSerit: and . future. •I think, therefore, before
T. z.,start getting..:..into :,the meat Of ' the Stitinission, I think
lay‘;,• the- scenario • that, hae brought about, Mr
we::have
Speaker". the= position In which we .are today: We Cannot forget,
Mr Soeaker, rthat,:it: was just-_4over three yeare• ago that the
people of. Gibraltar .1Sterits•to•-•:ary eleCtion end in that election
depidetInta-giver.the-AACR- Government the' right to . manage what
•theyi zthoughttotaaf:a. perfectly- valid' andviable' operation and
whichthey. -ha&therittelves. decided was the beit and, certainly,
the most•-• ,-3tiablev. of :!the. '.alternativet open to the people of
Gi.braltar r • ,There'-iwere • two; main :-eleMente, Mr Speaker, in
deciding: whi-ch._:•Ishould ',be: the rpreferted oPerator. Those :two
elements, , Mr:!-Speaker; ' if - I' remember correctly, were the fact
that ;the r.,Project :•Sttidy 'of r A ' &" P ApPledore Would produce at
the,!..end :of -the day many Mote -jobi thaii any' -of thd other submissione. and alsothat the: level -Of itiPeentiCeihip . a.nd managefdtt ' tern :the .,yard . round from. being
ment--; training r would, r•
full ;!.oft- -expatrivite •nranagare :to a .dsiindling situation whereby
at-.:the-.-.end- Cf.,. year four.'•beeitallY all • the Workforce would
•ltidal and the loCal rienei.dement which
ber.,:trained;! wOuld,
carle-..4overt.lfrorii the NOD Would' have, • in faet, taken over from
thee eXpatriate•rrananagersi:FThe*i•-'tWo elenik.ffe, Mr Speaker,
the general
were well publ'ici'sed acid adverteed* at the time
election.. not .7.as4:..an' exonte Lbut ' as :,6114,. Of- the main. reasons
a•.--P. rAppledofm, travintaketr un- the .cant ract .. Today,
f
..:Spakeri we riciW-realise :7thaf•-neither of those_ two elements
haver . in ;tact,: worked;. Ther'1'; 2'00 ToBe ,Idyei. in fact, dwindled
to ,,.800..•and,
;Speaker, 'Wel•-• beige ' hea'rd front the managers of
the ucompany froin- `the • •Bbaid:'rtild; • "I think', and I Will touch
upon -.that:. later r-orti:•-s from the:'
the Chief Miniiter hiMself
that •.a:restructuring
.,
:will hem. to :take:. ,Pla*ce in order for
the. level-,-,of•-i--eintalOymeht iffi••-the.. .conipanY'''to • be.. .brought down.
Weit.,,:liave also- ;`heard
1.61i1
that. the
Government ,'of'. Gibra lta-r r•ifitenT to ttike oiler ` the apprentices
trainingvcentre
therefore take 'on sttiemeOv.ie. 'the training
of.: thecAocal: young'ptettile!4-3f, :Gibraltar • in' order to' jilirOduce
for; piGSI,r...whatt••:GSLi :need- in •the *future:4nd 'certainly On the
management :•loV,ithelottrpiAiy2the,
expatriate
'managers
..
from ,37.-.th
dWindled-tc0.1;soUt':32.
about'
at,, the,...moliiefit; Mr, Speaker,
those- reasoner•that" were •43cpOtincledA at the tithe: as, being. the
main g•xeasos
ri • for.:-i the' stibMiegfOit !Of ApPledOre , and the
contractingof.:!ApPiedore'lleft.,'
`'fart "collapsed. I think
onelilias.7..to-i look at;•)1towAittaIlbtrd oirt..7predigtiOns Were .When
youl are .-..,lookingrat :therrts,: ndt • now, Mr Speaker;
bettef it
ofAhindsightr,':, 'b
• 'do` -riot want:
butt
into.:the .
argument
by, MU' colleaaue
a
friend , r!mr:'--tFeifhalTri; •fest4idErdir Of Whit .
a itersia tive • .
being•rofferedv; to'-"the '.'peep3.4 •bf- ‘Gibrartar by .. ;the. GSLP was
at that time': blitin'T
"the' reality is' that. what we are
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going to get for 1988 is, in fact, what the GSLP were saying.
in 1984, Mr Speaker. It is important, Mr Speaker, to look
at why A & P Appledore were the preferred operator. I want.
to read an article in the.Gibraltar Chronicle published on
the 12th February this year following the statement in' the
House-of Assembly by the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
in the debate that ensued where the Chronicle states and,
in fact, the Chief Minister did state that'here in the House:
"He stated clearly that the E28m from Britain would probably
not have been forthcoming if Appledore had not been accepted
with it". This, Mr Speaker, was repeated yesterday by the
Hon and Learned the Chief Minister where he said that had
we not accepted A & P Appledore the reality might have been
that the British Government might not have been happy to
go down the path of giving Gibraltar E28m.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will aive way because it is very important
and I just want to be quite sure that we get the scene right
on this matter- I think, perhaps, a fairer way of putting
it is that the fact that they had been selected the preferred
operators did help to get the money. It certainly wasn't
a condition but a lot of stress was laid on the satisfaction
at that level about the fact that people like that were
getting the contract.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I think that that certainly clarifies that. The
reality, Mr Speaker, is that the pressure on the Government
of Gibraltar to accent A & P Appledore as the preferred
operator because the UK Government wanted A & P Appledore
to be the operator of the yard causes, in fact, a farcical
situation where we were being told in Gibraltar that certain
submissions had been handed in, that it was up to whoever
produced the best submission, where behind the scenes, Mr
Speaker, the pressures were on the fact that the. contract
had to be awarded to A & P Appledore and that they were the
preferred operators and that the Gibraltar Government went
along with the British Government to give A & P Appledore
the blank cheque that the UK Government wanted them to have.
What has happened, Mr Speaker, is that as a result of that
we now come to the situation today where the UK Government
have, and I think tongue in cheek, said to us: "We gave you
£28m for the converting of the Naval Dockyard into a
commercial dockyard and therefore irrespective of the reasons
why it is failing we are not going to give you any more
money". Mr Speaker, this decision taken by the Government
then and I think the history of the AACR clearly shows that
although they believe that the UK Government, and I think
we all believe, all the penple of Gibraltar belieVe that
the UK Government are the friends of the people of Gibraltar
but notwithstanding that, the AACR Government do not want
to have a quibble or an argument.with the UK Government:and

as a result of that they accepted whitwe, knew and Michael
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situation where the yard would fail becaUSe.'ityas impossible
for the- managers to produce. and to keep within the submission
and the projections that they had made. Today it is the people
of Gibraltar who are suffering because of that" decision,
Mr Speaker, because we can no danger go back to the British
Government to sayt "It was you who decided who the preferred
operator should` be. It was you who led us down the path and
told us 'There are £28m' and it is you who have now got the
responsibility to get Gibraltar out of the fracas in which
GSL has been". The Gibraltar Government, Mr Speaker, is not
in a position today to be able to do that because they went
along with the British Government and accepted that As P
Appledore were the preferred operators because of certain
political maneouvrings behind the scenes, Mr Speaker. I would
like to read also a comment made by the Managing Director
of A & P Appledore which seems to cast a little bit of doubt
as to whether the E28m was in fact as generous a deal az
the people of Gibraltar were led to understand from the AACR
Government. In an article in the Chronicle of the 14th March,
1987, Mr Torsten Andersson said: "Dubai yard, where ;ir
Andersson worked before coning to Gibraltar, saw an investment
Of . E260 million. That yard employed a similar.number of. men
as Gibraltar, near 800". •Loaically we are not askina that
the British Government should have aiven Gibraltar iE2Fem
but it certainly is by far a long way away from the El:im
that they gave us to virtually convert an old'MOD Naval yard
into a commercial modern yard, Mr Speaker. I cannot understand
the problems when the • company said that they had to take
on a yard which was defective and old, wall, everybody knew
that, Mr Speaker, but it was being sold as a very genercps
package at the time. But that, I thick, Mr Speaker, sets
the scenario under which the people of Gibraltar •have to
look at the performance of the company and lock at the
performance of the Government because it was tnree year's
ago, Mr Speaker, and I am a firm believer and advocate that
the Government of the day, be it who they may, have to wake
themselves responsible for what they say during an election
campaign and what they say in their own manifesto and are
responsible those four years for what they say they are going
to do and it is not a question of coming back to the House
now and saying: 'Well, let's forget about the past, we have
got to think about the future'. I accept we have got to think
about the future but, politically, they have to be responsible
for the past, Mr Speaker. Having set the scenario, I will
now come to the opening of the motion where the Hon Financial
and Development Secretary, and this was mentioned yesterday
by my colleague and leader, was, in fact, saying that in
commercial and financial terms even without industrial unrest
in the yard it would be very, very difficult for .the yard
to break even at the end of the year because of the overheads
that the yard had. I think that. is a fair assumption. Also
we heard,- Mr Speaker, the Hon Leader of the Opposition saying,
in his intimate knowledge of GSL, that for the first six
months of this year where the company supposedly was running
at full sales projections, was having many ships in the yard
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and had RFA's and had. no industrial unrest although behind
the scenes there was movement on wage claims etc, the. yard
was losing £100,000 a month, eventually £1.2m.at the end
of the year. That, Mr Speaker, was the scenario, painted by
the Financial' and Development Secretary of the Government
and the Leader of the Opposition in his intimate knowledge
of the workings of GSL. And what happened? The Hon Mr Canepa,
Mr.Speaker, gets up and in his contribution totally ignores
everything that has been said by his own Financial and
Development Secretary, by the Leader of the Opposition and
by the many reports like, for example, the Price Waterhouse
Report which the Government themselves commissioned and starts
talking about the problems related to industrial action and,
therefore, apportioning, although indirectly, blame. on the
unions saying he would not exonerate the company, therefore,
again, indirectly apportioning blame to the company, talking
about the political undertones of the ridiculous questions
of the Oppositions, therefore indirectly apportioning blame
for the failure of GSL on the political undertones of the
Opposition and, eventually, talks about the fifth column
working within GSL which produces this total fracas of the
company. Well: I do not like to delve in literary memories
because' that is the Hon Financial and Development Secretary's
privilege but I was reminded, Mr Speaker, of Don Quixote
de.La . Mantha. .had mental pictures of the Hon Adolfo fighting
the'cranes' at the dockyard trying to lead all the fifth column
out of,the doOkvard,.Mr Speaker. Mell,othat is utter nonsense,
what. he- was - doing 'in• his submission, Mr Speaker, was trying
to apportion blame all over the 'place except in the laps
of. the .people whose responsibility it is and was, the AACR
Government, Mr. Speaker: Although I normally listen. carefully
and attentively to what the Hon Mr Canepa has to say, I think
that slight mention of his contribution is enough because,
certainly, .he .did not mention anything worth commenting on
this 'side of the House. I think he is living in a world of
his own, Mr Speaker, perhaps because he has other problems
related to political future within the AACR and has no time
to talk about the Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited. Then, Mr
Speaker, we get the contribution of the Hon and Learned the
Chief Minister who, first of all, starts trying to excuse
the Hon Mr Canepa for the comment on the fifth column saying
that it has to he seen in the military strategic position
of Gibraltar. I was lost, I didn't know, Mr Speaker, whether
the Hon and. Learned Chief Minister was casting aspersions
as to Iranians being in the yard or. KGB or the Communists
or the ?.nericans but what did, again, come to my mind was
Sancho Panza trying to excuse his loony master on the comments
that he had made, Mr Speaker. Certainly, the analogy is not
correct but everybody knows that the Hon Mr Canepa is not
the master of the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister although
he would like to be but if he were he wouldn't allow him
to . give political platform to a person who is trying to fight
him against in the next elections, Mr Speaker, but enough
said about that. We now come, Mr Speaker, to the main thrust
of the contribution of the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
which was basically, and I think I will talk about a couple

of other aspects later on when I talk about the
responsibilities of the Government, basically was one
following the line of.the Hon Mr Canepa in casting aspersions
at the industrial unrest in the yard and the fact that would
it not perhaps be that the yard was failing because of this
industrial unrest and because of the fact that the workers,
although he at one stage praised them for their total commitment, but he left it in the air whether it wasn't, in fact,
because of industrial unrest and because of
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way. I was particularly careful
not to apportion blame, I was particularly careful and
referred all the time to the element in its workforce and.
management and, indeed, somewhat to the surprise of Hon
Members when I read the IPCS letter it was exactly that that
I used in aid of my arguments and they were just for
conciliation and that was the gist of my argument. I didn't
apportion blame at all but I said that these were the elements
that prevented the thing from working and I did not go to
the extent, if necessary I will go whenever it is reauired
but for the purposes of my appeal yesterday to people-to
go back and to bear with the Government in looking-at the
restructuring and to giving assurances' that there would be
.no redundancies without the Government looking at it and
taking away the natural annoyance that was caused, in fact,
that created the demonstration arising out of remarks which
were out of place, I was trying to be perfectly balanced .
in everything I'said in that respect. I don't think the. Hon
Member is fair in.describing it that way. I took particular
care yesterday to stand neutral and appeal to all. parties ,
in order to get on with the yard.
HON J E PILCHER:
Perhaps, Mr Speaker, that is the problem related to the
failure of GSL, the neutral position of the Government since
Day 1 of the operations. I have heard what the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister had to say but the impression obtained
on this side of the House and I am not saving that this is'
or is not what he tried to do, the impression obtained by
us on this side of the House was that he was, not apportioning
blame as, in fact, I said about the intervention of the Hon
Mr Canepa, but indirectly putting a auestion mark on the
industrial .problems and on the work related measures,
productivity, etc, of the workforce. I would like, Mr Speaker,
to reinforce again the point made by the Hon the Leader of
the Opposition which I won't delve into at length because
I think he covered them more than amply yesterday but just
to impress on the people of Gibraltar that as far as the
turnover has failed and as far as the projections on the
project study by A & P Npaledore, the workforce in the yard,'
Mr Speaker, have met- those projections amply. In' fact, in
1985 the turnover was around E6m and the projected turnover
was E6m, the cost of wages was £6m and the projected cost
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.6if . wages and salaries was £6m. In 1986 the turnover of sales
.E12m and the projected turnover was £9.7m, the. labour
-cost- was £7.7m as opposed to £7.7m in the project . study of
& P Appledore. 'I think that proves quite clearly, Mr
i:.:81peakee, that as far as the workforce at GSL is concerned
'',they have, in fact, met the targets set on them by A & P
.:Appledore and the failure of the yard must be looked at else''-where. I will be commenting quite frequently on the Price
--.. Waterhouse Report. I think in the Price Waterhouse Report,
Mr Speaker, it does mention that the problems related with
the industrial problems in the yard in 1986 actually meant
that the yard was only operational for about nine months
of the year which, in fact, makes it even more to the point
that the workforce of the yard in nine months did what they
were supposed to have done in a year, Mr Speaker, and that
is contained in the Price Waterhouse Report. Also, I would
like to look at the Price Waterhouse Report where it talks
-about because I think sometimes the Government's mistake
-is that they commission reports and don't look at them and
:.therefore as a consequence they don't really know what is
going on, but in the Price Waterhouse Report page 22, it
is Price Waterhouse trying to gauge how the company and how
'the .workforce were performing. In page 22' it says: .."The
opinion of- the-local MOD•staff to GSL's'performance•was sought
j.. and the following general verbal comments were made: RNAS
. excellent quality, weeks ahead of schedule; other vessels,
military specification work good particularly on electronics;
civilian specification work quality as good as any other
commerical repair yard. HMS Glasgow damage repairs, GSL's
reputation was enhanced by the speed and quality of workman, ship. Commercial customers, the 'Jacob' was towed away from
-GSL in December, 1985,. during an industrial dispute,.a• majOr
1. 'embarrasment for the •shiprepair yard. However, the owners'
I:-tonmicence in the GSL workforce was demonstrated when her
sister ship came into GSL in July, 1986. 'Joanna' visited
.GSL for collision damage repairs, the oriainal GSL estimate
„to complete the work was 29 days yet the actual duration
was 27 days. This performance merited a bonus payment from
.the owners and it was reported in the press that a yard in
Cadiz had quoted 90 days for this job". I think, Mr Speaker,
if. there is ample proof in their own report, in the accounts
to prove that the workforce have met the targets and the
commitment of the workforce has been there to produce everything that A & P Appledore had wanted that the workforce
produce. I think the red herring of industrial action, the
red herring of disturbances within the yard is, in fact,
that, Mr Speaker, a red herring brought out every couple
Of months by the company, by the Government to try and find
e4 excuse for the failure of the yard. But, of course, it
is-- to a point true and I think the Hon Leader of the
Opposition did mention s-that yesterday,-that there are problems
related to industrial unrest in the yard but if one looks,
Mr Speaker, at a situation where promises made by the company
in,the past have not been met, things like the pension scheme
wiliCh was supposed to start operating-the moment that the
yard started operating and we_have just heard that it has

been started• now- with £Zm, not of the company' but- of the
Government. Then, Mr Speaker, if we talk abott. the fact that
Government believes • there-. is . a -moral
the
although
responsibility to pay redundancy. the company .do not want
to enter into any redundancy agreement; the 'fact. that there.
are contract workers getting paid 6500 and £600 'working beSide
them, the fact .that expatriate'managers are getting two and
'three-times what they are . getting, these are the things that
cause industrial unrest.'Is the Government blind as to the
reasons why the workforce at GSL are committed to industrial
unrest? Do you think it is a fair situation for the yard
to have been plunged into industrial unrest and plunged. into
strikes and overtime bans,- etc and at the and of the day
to settle for 9% which cost the company £200,000 when we
have just heard that the inducement allowance of the managers
only is £1m? Mr Speaker, of course there is industrial unrest
because people, I think, have a desire to work and have a
commitment to the company but they don't want to be treated
like second class citizens. mr Speaker, a lot of the., went
from an MOD yard which had already inherent a colonial aspect
and mentality in it, in that it was very difficult to, go
above a certain line because those lines 'were occupied by
UK. managers„ into -a commercial. operation- 100% owned :.h the
Government .where the sameTroblem'wase being -seen . in —:feet;
a much worse problem than that because in any case*.in the
UK Departments the pay cheque at the end of the year comes
from the UK Government. In GSL the pay .c.heque'at the end
of the year now is coming 'from' the Gibraltar. Government:.
There is natural annoyance by the people there and it is
not a question of saying, 'well, we are going: to do - a
restructuring exercise and get 100 people out and that'will
lower the overheads'. No, Mr Speaker, GSL needs a complete
and thorough restructuring and as complete and 'ettrorciugh
investigation so that at the end.of the day when we do prcduee
the' restructuring we will also produce the confidence :f
the workforce which will, in itself, produce an indus:rial
action free zone at GSL. But that will only be earned when
we earn the confidence of the people workin= there, Mr
Speaker. I would like, just before I turn away from the
industrial element of GSL which I think has been mentacned
at length, to mention the fact that yesterday • whether the
Hon and Learned the Chief Minister thinks he did or not and,
in fact, he has just said it when he got up, he used the
IPCS statement or bulletin or whatever in aid of his argument.
At the end what he was trying to produce am it certainly
appeared to us on this side of the House and = know for a
fact because afterwards I have had certain meetings, it
appeared to the rest of Gibraltar as if the Government were
saying 'Here is IPCS, the good union, saying how badly the
other unions were - behaving and therefore whyedon't the'Other
unions and management get together'. Well, this was not,
Mr Speaker, and I did, up to a point, explode yesterday and
mentioned the enquiry which I wish I hadn't because obviously
the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister like the very . able
lawyer that he is, twisted my words and said that what I
was doing was showing my hate fdr the IPCS and the problem
between ACTSS and .IPCS, nothing furthest away from my mind,

Mr Speaker, in fact, I have very good relations with IPCS.
The point that I was trying to make was that a union like,
for example, IPCS in GSL who have 34 members out of something
in the regiqn of 800 workers, has to before they make a • Tmblic
statement, put in perspective the number of members they
have so that.the people that are hearing the statement will
not confuse the issues and.believe that it is half the workforceragainst the other half of the workforce. In any case,
having spoken at length last night to Mr John Licudi, the
Secretary of IPCS, he has told me quite clearly that if the
statement was used to that end he is very, very sorry that
he issued it in' the first place. I think it was a genuine
attempt on his part given a misapprehension by IPCS. The
misapprehension was that apparently they had had a meeting
With Torsten Andersson and in the ,meeting it was reported
that Torsten Andersson believed that with Government backing
the operation could be viable. IpCS understood viable to
mean that if Government backed the operation financially
there wouldn't be any redundancies. That is what IPCS understood and therefore their plea to the Government was to put
money behind the operation so that there wouldn't be any
redundancies. That, Mr Speaker, I can understand but I still
maintain that-the subject should have been cleared up first
by explaining the number of people that IPCS represent. That
mentioned the. enquiry, not because I want to delve
•
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inta.the. enquiry, that. is a situation between IPCS and the
Government and it would be unfair if ACTSS, Mr Speaker, the
other - non-industrial, union who. has maybe a few members in
both arades, suddenly sent .a letter tomorrow, and that was
used.by us in the. House of Assembly to say .'Here is ACTSS
asking.. IPCS and•the Government to• get together for the good
ed Gibraltar so that we can start repainting buildings and
start cetting on with works at Bayside etc'. That is why,
Mr „Speaker, I .lost my coql for a second because I thought
that what the Government
well, I knew that the Government
ware using IPCS's statement to back up their argument - but
I thought that IPCS had, in fact, issued the bulletin without
realising what' they were doing because I hadn't seen it,
but having seen the bulletin, having read it carefully I
can understand that really all that it was was'34 members
of the dockyard saying, in the misapprehension that all that
GEL . needs is mere money, saying 'Well, put more money in
and don't sack anybody'. we know, Mr SPeeker, quite clearly
atter the intervention of the Financial and Development
5:acretarv, the intervention of the Hen Leader of the
OppositIon and in studying the accounts and more basically
in looking at . the Gibraltar Shiprepair review carried out
by price Waterhouse, that there is much more than just pumping
money into the operation to keep it afloat. I will go into
it later, the Chief Minister himself in the comments made
on the 2nd February, said - that that was the last thing in
his mind to continue to pump money in an operation that was
coins to die even if we were allowed to do it by the EEC
which I am not sure if we are. That takes care of that, Mr
Speaker, and I think we have cleared up the fact that the
industrial workforce and the non-industrial workforce have
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a commitment to the yard, have accomplished that commitment
as far as the projections of A & P Appledore are concerned
and'have taken very, very low wage settlements in the interim
in order-to help the company out. What, Mr Speaker, .are the
reasons for . the failure of the company? As far as I am
concerned the reasons are diverse. I made several notes of
what I consider to be the reasons for failure of the company.
(1)Board control; the control of the company by the Board;
(2)an overrun on capital expenditure; (3) A k P App.ledore's
involvement, and (4) the inefficiency and lack of control
of the Government. And I intend, Mr Speaker, briefly to go
through those% I mentioned Board control. Again, we all heard
the Hon Mr Canepa yesterday and I may misauote him but I
think what I am going to say is more or less right. He said
something about the company with very little responsibility
or very little work and a lot of power and the Board with
a lot of responsibility and very little power, something
on those lines. Well, Mr Speaker, I don't understand how
the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister and the Hon Mr Caneca
can use that argument. It is their Government that sianed
the Management contract with A & P Appledore that gave them
the right to run the yard as they so wished.
HON A J CANEPA:
If the Hon. Member- will give way.. The Chief Minister later
on went on to explain that thate Management contract was.
accepted because it was backed by speclalist advice :from
specialist lawyers in the - shipping industry and other
commercial advice efrom- experts in the 'shipping industry.
It. was the best advice that we .had .available recardinc that
Management contract, that is why it was accepted: •• •
•
HON J E PILCHER:
Aaain, Mr Speaker, every time they get up to make an
explanation I think they get deeper into .it because that
proves what the Hon the Leader of the Opposition was savEna
yesterday 'so much for experts'. Shipping experts, experts
that tell us what we should pay our managers, excerts that
tell us•what we should pay our directors, experts that tell
us what is wrong with the yard, experts that tell us what
is wrong with the Management Contract, experts that told
us what is the Management Contract we should have signed
with A & P Appledore at a very high cost.
HON A J CANEPA:
If the Hon Member will give way. I know that he didn't
interrupt me• yesterday but then I don't have' any right to
speak later on .in the debate. The Government has a legal
adviser who is the Attorney-General, he is not a specialist.
It is quite a common practice for Governments and all sorts
of bodies to engage' specialist legal advice. Thei.e are lawyers
that specialise in very many fields and that is how they
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make a living. In London there are lawyers who work' entirely
on shipping registry matters, for instance, and I have visited
some :.
- bf the Chambers myself. They only deal with that so
comolpx is the. field and you cannot get the Attorney-General
to advise on every aspect of .the matter. He. is the
Govenment's adviser on very many matters but you cannot
expect him on a specialist field like that.to be able to
give:•the right sort of advice so you have to go for that
advi6e. somewhere. 'I don't think that we politicians are
experts either. I am quite happy to take decisions on many
matters -on'which I feel confident but I think angels would
fear to tread where we just aren't in that sort of ball game.
I think this is what has to be realised or is the Hon Member
saying that if they get into Government they are not going'
to take any specialist advice? They are going to take all
the.decisions without the benefit of advice?
HON J.E PILCEER:
Mr Speaker, angels fear to tread where lawyers have been.
MR.SpEARER:
You*T.be surprised.
HOt; J E PILCH'ER:
I;ate sorry, Mr Speaker. The Opposition is not saying that
if we Get into Government, and I am glad to see that in this
House the fact that we are going to get into Government is
more and more prominent, Mr Speaker.
HON J CANEPA:
I used the word 'if'.
MR SPEAKER:
Let us not have a debate on that by any means.
•

EON J E PILCHER:
No, it is not that we are not going to use specialist advice,
Mr Speaker, but I who am a layman saw the contract between
A & P Appledore and the Government on a confidential basis
and therefore I am bound by that confidentiality, but I can
say fbr free to the Hon Mr Canepa that the moment I read
that Management Agreement I knew that there .was something
drastically wrong with it and he has taken three years to
find that out, Mr Speaker. I am not an expert in the
techniCalities but what was. absolutely clear was that every
single' item was given over to the company - industrial
relatiOns, employment, salaries, wages, policy decisions
- everything, Mr Speaker, was passed on to A & P Appledore.
•
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It. is a.,fact, I. am not saying' somethihg "that :1.s now-.'
confidential on .that —aspect • because it" has 'already been
mentioned- by the . Hon Member himself When he was speaking
about the problems encountered by the Board on the first
two years of operation of trying to get any information,What
soever. I .was surprised to hear."the'. Hon Member saying' 'and
who is Torsten Andersson to say' this or that?' Well, - who
was Brian Abbott and he dictated- to the Board, to the
Government and to . everybody and until be. left, Mr . Speaker;.
nobody on that side of the House- had the •temerity to talk
against him until he left. When he left then all the problems
were' associated with Mr Brian Abbott, all the industrial
problems, everything - was the fault of Mr Brian Abbott,
obviously because it .suited the Government at that stage
to 'be able. to put the blame on Mr Abbott who had gone and.
I am glad to say he is. no longer. even working for A & 'P
Appledore, he has been sacked as well. Mr Speakev,- of course
that is one of the main problems. and one of the main reasons
related to the failure of the company. The Board were not
able to control the company. The Chairman - and I won't cet
involved whether the Chairman is getting £10,000, £20,000
- the Chairman was not able to control the company, the Board
In
was not able. to control' the company. The proof,
Price Waterhouse, Mr Speaker,- page 42 talks*about -computer,,
systems and control. And we--have .heard and we have seen frcr
the 1986 accounts and, in fact, from everything that is said .•
in Price Waterhouse, that the accounting system used by A
& P Appledore was abysmal. There were no two sets of accounts •
that matched. I'am not going' to say that the money was stolen
or not stolen but as far as accounting purposes are concerned,
the Auditor had subsequently and in 1985 to make the same statement relating to the substantial differences between
sub-ledgers, nominal. ledgers and all-kinds. In fact, althouch-'considerable resources were devoted to••investgatinc and
correcting errors, substantial .differences'had''to be written'
off and something like £80,000/E90,000 had to be written
off this year because it was impossible to match a set 'of
accounts. How could the Board work if the information that
they were getting on financial information, the.most important
aspect of the Board was all wrong. Mr Speaker, another comment
from the Auditor on page '4 'the figure of £121,633 quoted
in paragraph 11 above was provided by the Stores Section.
However, recorded expenditure on protective clothing in the
main books of account during the same period was only.
£80,000". Well, there is only £40,000 difference, it is only
out on 50%. Mr Speaker, how could the Board operate without
proper financial and sound systems? Again, page 45 of the
Price, Waterhouse Report - management information .and
reporting. The Board were working without balance sheets,
profit and loss accounts, cash flow projections, contract
summaries, outturn and work-in-progress, statement. of capital
expenses by project against budget. •I don't know why we needed - •
a Board in the first two years of the operation, Mr Speaker,
because I don't see how any "Board in the world can operate
if it 'is not allowed to by having proper information presented to them. What. happens,- Mr Speaker? Well,- what happens is
very clear, that the only mistake, they are so useless that,
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having got a.. Management contract which virtually gave the
Government no way out they make the only mistake possible
and that is that the computer system which they create doesn't
give the company adegkiate financial information. Therefore,
Mr Speaker, the Board see the light at the end of the tunnel
and give the company a default notice because, obviously,
there was something drastically wrong with the finances of
thecompany and as a• consequence of that late in 1986 the
directors. of the Board decided to serve upon Appledore a
default notice of sixty days. At that staae, Mr Speaker,
what the Hon Mr Canepa is saying about the fact that they
had. difficulties and the expert advice which they were given,
I think the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister said that
yesterday, was in fact wrong at.the time and I accept that
perhaps it was done in good faith but they have a' golden
opportunity to terminate the Management Agreement because
they have served a default notice on the company and, again,
I at not a legal man and if I am wrong in what I am saying
I stand to be corrected, but as far as my information is
concerned, if a default notice is served on a company and
the default notice lapses and nothing has been done about
it, the GovernMent would have a right to take that company
to ccurt and to. terminate their Management Agreement. The
Goyerneent didn't do this. What the Government have done
is the Government have 'commissioned vet another expert,
Michael Casev,etoecome-and look at the. Management Agreement
and to. make . another report for the Government to tell them
hat. is wrong with the Management Aureement. Mr Speaker,
I accept.. that • Governments need expert advice but CSL on
owmissioned 'reports and on experts is nearly •costing us
anc;ther Elm. if we start adding' E100;000 for this, 8100,000
fnr that where do w_.stop, Mr Sneaker? We .need now to bring
Michael Casey. whc, by the way, was the person who in 1983/84
and .we cannot completely be' sure of this because, again,
the Michael Casey Report is a confidential report, but I
think it is the same Michael Casey - the Hon FDS said 'could
there be two Michael Caeovs' sc obviously there is only the
one - the same ,Michael Casey who told the Government in
lee=3/E4 that the Appledore projections would not work. The
report wee then marked confidential and it is still
confidential. We :hope at some time to be able to see that
report to see whether or not that is a fact but certainly
everything seems to.point to that. In fact, I think the Hon
and Learned the Chief Minister himself yesterday intimated
that after having had that report it. was perhaps too late
to go back and say to the British Government 'Michael Casey
is sayinc that your submission on your preferred operator
is wrong'. But it is the same Michael Casey so he is back
now• for another expert report. To do what, Mr Speaker? To
gather dust in- one of the files and one of the dockets of
the Treastry, because that is what the AACR Government do
with• all their reports. Secondly, Mr Speaker, having finished
with' the Board control which I think has .a great amount to
do with the failure of the company because 'there was no
centrol for the' first two years of. the company, the second
is the overrun on capital expenditure; I. think, Mr Speaker,

again, this is a point that we were at loggerheads with the
GovernMent in the very early stages of the life of the.
Government and the Opposition, early in 1984, as-regards
the share capital of the compary and who should have what,
very legal arguments and very 1:echnical arguments which,
at the end of the day, we did - not lose but we had to see
it because the Hon Financial and Development Secretary-found
a clause in one of the Bills to be able to get the'authority
to do what he was doing. Certainly, one thing that we pointed
out to the Government and 'which the Government •did not heed
was the fact that when the E28m was given to Gibraltar it
was given for two totally different things. An element of
that was given to the Gibraltar Government for capital
expenditure on assets that would belong' to the Government,
ie, No.1 Dock and 'assets that belonged to the Gibraltar
Government, buildings etc, which did not, in reality, belong
to the company because they be Longed to the Government of
Gibraltar, and capital expenditure on the company and running
capital for. the company. Mr Speaker, if we look at page 35
of the Price Waterhouse Report wu see that - 'in the oricinal
ODA funding of 828m some £15.5m was allocated for capital
expenditure. The total ODA funding has subsequently increased
to E30.4m of which the capital element now amounts to
E17.659m'. So there was an overrun of capital. expenditure
of somewhere in the region of E2.1m. On top of that it says:
'When reviewing the. likely total funding. requirements . for
the project we identified that the capital expenditure element
of the project had exceeded the revised estimate by
approximately. -E5111'. What Price'-• Waterhouse was saying, Mr
.Speaker, was. thatthe,capital expenditure element'had exceeded.
what was thought by -A .& P Appledore. by .'some 87m of which
a proportion of that belonged to.the Government of Gibraltar.
How, having read that, do I then say that that is the reason
for the failure of the company? Well, it is very easy, Mr
Speaker. The company had to Pay out of its own money for.
caoital expenditure on behalf of the Gibraltar 'Government
and if the company had E5mor should have had E5m at the
start of 1.936 to pay for wage increases, pensions,
redundancies or whatever, the money was no longer there
because the company had spent that money on behalf of the
Gibraltar Government and on behalf of capital expenditure
on behalf.of the company. The money was no loncer there but
apart from the other problems of overruns on turnover, they
also had a major problem of overrun on capital expenditure
which took away from the company the running capital which
they needed in order to be able to meet pay claims, wage
claims, etc. That, Mr Speaker, is very important and it has
never been answered by the Government although I have
continuously made the point since 1984. .In fact, when' we
discussed the E*m loan,' Mr Speaker,. I argued that it was
immoral for the Government to lend E*m to the company when
the Government really owed the company E2m because it -was
capital expenditure overrun from their assets. And, of course,
at the same time, Mr Speaker, what the capital expenditure
overrun also does is it produces more depreciation- costs
for the company 'so it'- also 'oroduces a burden on the running

expenses 'of the company. That, Mr Speaker, is. another factor
why the 'company has- failed. Then,. Mr Speaker, we come to
A & P Appledore's involvement. I think on the Management
kgreement side of it, we have covered that already. Again,
we have to lcok at the capital . expenditure and the working
?Capital. If we are able to take the' working capital out of
;the capital expenditure we are only left with about £7M or
:Eft* that A & P Appledore had for running expenses of the
:yard. If on top of that we take away management fees for
'Appledore, round about Elm, £300,000 a year irrespective
-eof profit; expatriate fees of some £3m; benefits in kind
. of some Sim and services to GSL - commission of sales,
computer operations, etc - we come up with something in the
reaion of E5m that we have paid Appledore over and above
all the other problems related, £5m out of basically the
E7m that they had. Can anybody after having gone through
those three think that the company could work? But the reality
is what did we get for the E5m that we have paid Appledore?
..Brian Abbott, is that what we got? Mr Speaker, we have got
. absolutely nothing from Appledore but a total ineffiency
.and lack of administration of that yard. All that Appledore
`have been doing, Mr Speaker, is creating industrial problems
c,:in that yard and mismanaging the yard. Is it surprising that
-1;f'e
Eton all that. the company has failed, Mr Speaker? It is
„.z.-not, as_far-as we .areeconcerned, it is not surprising,' it
.7coesn't surprite us. We don't want to say to the Goyerntent
.. -"Re told you so' and we are not happy to tell the Government
'We told you so' because we could be in Government in a couple
cf month's time and.inheritthe fracas of GSL frot'the-•AACR,
Mr Speaker, so we. cannot be happy. Then I come to what I
think is the gTeatest problem related to Appledore's
submission and GSL's life since its inception and that is
:
.Government inefficiency and. lack of control, Mr Speaker,
In the first meeting- of this House, in fact, in the Ceremonial
:itOpening of the House, my colleague the Hon Joe Bossano said
the Government that although he accepted that they 'had
'won the election and although we had accepted that they had
a mandate from the people to go ahead with GSL, we were not
convinced that it was goina to be a successful' operation
but that what we would do would be to question the Government
ad nauseam in order to try and get answers to our questions
in order to look at the Project Study. We have done that,
Mr Speaker, but what they have not done is take heed of the
questions that we. were posing to them because our questions
were based on two different elements. One was trying to get
information in order to compare that information with the
Project Study. The other thing, Mr Speaker, was trying to
advise the Government of things that were being done wrong
in GSL, we brought it up at Question Time in order to give
the Government, as the 100% owners, which I think the Hon
and; Learned Chief Minister said yesterday 'I am the owner'.
Itfis a pity he didn't say it four year's ago.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I didn't say that,- I said the Government is the owner.
61.

-HON J E PILCHER:

•
Well,- sorry, the Government is -the 'owner: It it a pity he
didn't say that four -year's ago. - Today, .two months- or - three
months before an election after three years - nine' 'limptht-of
total inefficiency and ladk-of control he has the audacity
-to say 'The .Government is the owner'., Mr Speaker. I will
prove after my intervention that the Government, if they
are-- the- owners, have given - up their' responsibility
tremendously. In -my first contribution as a. new Member to
this House, on the 13th March, 1954, I gave the Government
one word of advice 'Government is the owner of the Gibraltar
Shiprepair Limited and as -such is responsible to the 'people
of Gibraltar.- It is alright to aive Appledore a free hand
in negotiations but when problems occur then it is one
Government's responsibility to step in and ensure that this
free hand does• not work against the people .of Gibraltar'
- page 260 of Hansard of. the 13th March, 1984. That was,
Mr Speaker, a warning to the Government that they were to
expect us to make sure that they took up their
responsibilities as owners of the yard and they didn't do
it. In the first House, Mr Speaker, the Chief Minister
answered my questions'on GSL, in March, 1984. When.he- realised
the kind of questions that were going 'to •come. frotthi's. .side
of the .House, he obviously - thought 'to himialf''it.
'hot in this kitchen' so what he did is he left the kitchen
and threw into the kitchen. the Financial and Development
Secretary who. has been the .person answering .on behalf of
GSL in this House since March, 1984...At no timei'exceptfor
a few debates, that we have had, has the 'Government taken
up political responsibility for the company, Mr Speaker,
although we said to them that we didn't want them to get
involved in the day-to-day running of the. company. That-is
not what .owners should do but what - they should .do *is• get.
.involved in the policy decisions and in the problems related
to the running of what is their. operation. What do we aet,
Mr Speaker? I have already mentioned the two types .of
questions that we have asked and we have been asking questions
and I will give you a brief resume. We asked questions in
1984 about the way that GSL were buying furniture and things
like that which seemed to us that the 628m was actually coin;
back to UK and very little was being left in the economy
of Gibraltar. We asked questions about the Controller ad
nauseam through 1984 and 1985, eventually in 1985 a Controller
was appointed. A Controller that the Government said in 1983
would be the main control that the Government would have
over the company. They didn't appoint him until two years
after the company was running. We told them, Mr Speaker,
of the decline through 1985, of the decline in. the
Gibraltarian element of . workers in the company which should
have shown them that .something was drastically wrong with
the company.. If we have a skilled person, a craftsman, who
suddenly decides to go from GSL where he is getting craftsman
wages and goes to work as caretaker for 'the Gibraltar
Government, there is something drastically wrong in that
because a craftsman who is committed to the craft and proud
of his craft wouldn't do that, Mr Speaker,• unless there is
•
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something drastically wrong. Although they didn't believe
us, they 'didn't want to do anything about it, in page 13
of Price Waterhouse, at the end of June, 1986; a total of
120 leavers for a six months. period represented an annualised
figure of .40% turnover in the yard, Mr Speaker. In 1985 a
total of 155 representing 35% of the yard, Mr Speaker,
•
. incredible. figures and yet the Government weren't feeling
very interested. We questioned them on berthing fees which
should be' fees that should go to the Government but were
coin° to the company, they weren't really very interested.
And the famous question, Mr Speaker, which I think shows
the lack of resoensibilitv of the AACR Government sitting
across the Way. Question No.117 of 1986 which I think will
- go down in history as an epitaph of the failure of the
Government to act on behalf of their own company. Question
•
No.117, Mr Speaker, was: "Can Government state how much money
was paid from the GSL Special Fund for the demolition and
disposal of the former MOD cranes?" A very simple question,
Mr. Speaker. We wanted to know what arrangements and how much
money had been paid. for demolishing and taking away the MOD
cranes .as scrap. The Hon Financial and Development Secretary
said that a contract had been given and that the original
contract sum allowed for just over £100,000 for this purpose.
. -rthen said • to the Hon Member who was,. in fact, as I have
jest .said, answering ,at- this stage everything for the
'Government. whether political •or...otherwise: The heat was
•
cietting very, 'very high, in the kitchen, Mr Speaker,' but the
HoneFinancial ..and.Development Secretary continued to.sweat
there and looked around to try and get somebody to pour a
beckttof. cold water. over him hut. every time he looked across
'the way all the
of the Government looked. away because
-nobody wanted —to be related to the .FDS when he was talking
of GSL because it was a hot potato so the only one who was
getting burned. was the FDS.. But the FDS, Mr Speaker; is able
to take it' because at the end of the day when the Government
decides that somebody has to shoulder the responsibility
.they can shoulder it on his shoulders and send him back to
UK; There is no problem, they did it with Brian Abbott so
they can do it - and I am not for a moment comparing the
*Hon Financial Secretary with Mr Brian Abbott. But to follow
this, Mr. Speaker, because it is very interesting, I then
said: "Mr Speaker, it has come to our knowledge that the
contract was given for the demolition and disposal of the
former MOD cranes and that this was subcontracted to a Spanish
firm which, in• fact, did the demolition and disposal for
free in exchange for the scrap metal value of the old MOD
cranes". So the company Was going to pay £100,000 for the
disposal of the cranes. and they were subcontracting a company
who would take' the thing for free so what happened to the
-2100,000' of GSL money? That is what we were asking. And the
Hon.Financial and Development Secretary said: "No, Mr Speaker,
I have given the Hon .Gentleman the information which was
provided to me by the company and the figure which I quoted,
£100,000, is I understand,.fairly close to the expected out-.
turn". I then said: "Surely, could the Hon Financial'Secretary
therefore. undertake to look into the situation?" The answer

use'£100,000
is: "The Government is quite happy that we should,
of UK money to pay somebody". The answer was 'No, Sir', he
wouldn't look at it. A terrible argument ensued where it
was the Financial and Development Secretary - although this
.was a political question at that stage, Mr Speaker, it wasonly the poor Financial and Development Secretary who got
up and tried to do his best to placate the .Opposition. But
at the end of the day nothing at all, the Government said
quite clearly, the Government through the FDS .because the
FDS is answering for the Government in this House, Mr Sneaker,
although he is, supposedly, not the political arm of the
AACR Government. But the reality is that the Government said
no, they were not prepared to look into it, 8.7.86. in
January, 1987, Mr Speaker, two years after the start of the
operation the company do a study themselves on scrap in the
yard. Obviously, because at some stage somebody must have
said 'what is happening?' It is not a confidential report
but it is a report we have been able to obtain which I think
clearly 'spells out the inefficiency and *lack of control of
Government 'because having told them what was happening they
wouldn't even be prepared to look at it and the study says
quite clearly: 'The initial study in the removal of scrap
from the yard has highlighted the inexistence •of any fixed method or .policy. • The fundamental starting point to take-'
any thorough investigation would require information regarding the amount of scrap •actually•.available within the Yard after
the MOD• hand-over to. the, company The old cranes' belonging
to' the MOD' seem. to be.. the'enain amount of scrap available
on hand-over.. It should be possible even to establish..."
- I wont go- into- it.. The. reality • ISt-hat the .report says:
that on the 1st•Januarv,.1967, the,
/ wouldhave to start. again
because the department had quoted astronomical -figures of
scrap and there wasn't a single receipt until September,
1986, when there was .a receipt for £1,200. For two years
where. the dockyard were selling most of the old scrap of
the MOD, the cranes, an astronomical amount of scrap in
hundreds of thousands of tons, Mr Speaker, and not a single
receipt. Looking through the report and looking at the amount
of tons of scrap there must have been at least £200,000 or
£300,000, if not more, of scrap which the company should
have got paid for but which they never did. Where the money
went, Mr Speaker, the report said 'it is better to start
afresh, forget about the past'. Another £200,000 which could
have paid for the 9% nay increase of the workers in 19E7,
Mr Speaker. Is this the Government that wants us today no
accept that they have said that they are the owners? why
weren't they the owners then on the 8th July, 1986, Mr
Speaker, or through 1984 or through 1985? All that the Chief
Minister said in a statement on the 11th December, 19E4,
was that he would take responsibility of Government for tie
long-term viability of the company.- -Progress of tht - company
towards financial and commercial viability. Mr Speaker,
obviously, like everything else, meaningless words becaus=
at the end of the day this certainly is something which will
affect the long-term viability of the company. It just wasn't
taken up, Mr Speaker. All that the Government wanted us to
do was to hold out and discuss GSL when they presented the

accounts to the House. Through 1984 and 1985 we weren't
,allowed, in fact, we had tremendous battles in the House
.trying to get information and you may remember, Mr Speaker,
4ou.had many a time to stop because at the end of the day
,.nobody wculd answer but the Opposition continued to want
.answers and you had to intervene many a time. In June, 1985; '
:we discussed the accounts of 1984. In March, 1987, this year,..
we discussed the accounts of 1985 and today we are discussing
..
,;.the accounts of 1986. How can any House of Assembly, :1-iow
can any commercial entity have control over the thing that;
has happened a year and a half back?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
'We don't have control.
.HON J E PILCHER:
AY"es, of course, you don't have control, that is the absolute
+--truth. But, nevertheless, we were always able to come back
_::,:hecause we used Budget times, we used the arguments on the
working
at:g.in loan. we -used the E2m that was
4rcapital..and,then. wasn't -and . we came -to the
I am getting
worse than the Hon Leader of the Opposition, Mr Speaker,
I cannot find anything - we get to the famous Price Watersi,;, house Report and.the statement by the Chief Minister in the
'-- House of AsseMblYOn the 10th February, 1987. By- this time;
Mr Speaker, the GoVernment had had the Price Waterhouse Report
maybe for a month, or two, certainly they had the inital
summary late in 1986. And the Chief Minister as always, Mr
Speaker, read a prepared text - prepared certainly by somebody
in the know - which gave what had to be the sequence of'events
-0.4in
sorting out the problems of GSL. It is a long statement,
I won't go into it, but the reality is here is the statement
February, 1987, today it is October, 1987 - if I am not
mistaken. and nothing has been done, Mr Speaker, .absolutely
nothing. We .have heard from the Hon the Financial and
.Development Secretary: "No serious attempt has been made
to find an alternative strategy of operating". That is the
reality, Mr Speaker. Those are not my words, not the words
of .the Leader of the Opposition, they are the words of the
Financial and Development Secretary - 'no serious attempt
has been made to find an alternative strategy of operating'.
Yesterday, the Hon and Learned Chief Minister gets up and
basically repeats what he said on the 10th February, not
obviously word for word but he was talking about the
restructuring which is the same thing he was talking about
on the 10th February. If he would like to be reminded, Price
Waterhouse said that the only way that the yard could work
was' with a smaller workforce. Of course, I-agree with' the
Bon and Learned the Chief Minister that the managers should
not .be allowed to say anythihg without it going through the
Board and the company. But they have tolerated that for three
years. Why should Torsten Andersson now think it is going
to. be different? Why, because there is an election in three
month's time? Torsten Andersson is not going to run for
election, the Government is. Yesterday the Hon and Learned

the Chief Minister said the same as he Itaa'been saying for
the' past three years. He . tried to pour:oil:over trdbbred
waters-and, Mr Speaker, again played 'for time. ./' think he
is again-giving'false hope because he said yesterday i forgdt
the 210 redundancies, fotget aboUt redundancies. We are going
to do a study that is going to look at the operatIon't.hraugh
the Board through the Government'. Mr Speaker, what the unions
ask for, both unions I think, although he used the IPCS statement wrongly, what. the unions have'-asked him to do' is' to
give a statement of the way forward for the company:. They
didn't want a repetition of all, this time-holding exercises,
holding up for what, Mr Speaker? Is the AACR Government now
so convinced that they are going to lose the next election
that what they want to do is lumber us with the problem of
GSL in four month's time? Mr Speaker, the time for acting
is now. To give the company, and I won't go into it because
we have another debate, another E-;-m is only to prolong it
for another six or seven weeks. I accept that we have to
do that but at the same time we should be acting on the
information that we have in order to produce a proper
restructuring similar to the one that I spoke about before
that will in conjunction with the Trade Union Movement provide
for the .people of Gibraltar and the wOrkforce,the -peaCe of
mind that 'they .need. That'is the only thinq'that the workers
in the yard want, peace of mind, security for the"futdre.
How can they be told, like the Hon Leader of the Opposition
said yesterday, one moment 'you' are doing excellently' and
the next .moment 'you - are- 'doing— rubbish', the next moment
'you are fantastic in your work output', the next moment
'you are a lot of industrial problems in the - yard'. . Mr
Speaker, we have to be able to tackle the problem, The
Government other than by saying -that they were the -owners
and -were going to look at .the restructuring; that-'
That was said quite clearly 'by the Hon and Learned' the,Chisf
Minister six or seven month's ago. And he said: "The
Government's decision to make a further financial contribution
to the company by way of increased equity participation does
not imply Government acquiescence in the view that GSL will
need subsidy in the long-term". The Hon Mr Canepa said that
the Government will put money there to keep the operation.
running. He • contradicts himself but he doesn't explain why.
He said: "The Government's contribution is to meet GSL
essential working capital and capital expenditure requirements
for 1987". The company have used that for the pension scheme.
Is that working capital and capital expenditure? They'll
probably use it to pay up the wages of the people working
there. I think, Mr Speaker, there is very
'else' to
say because I think it is a proven fact. that •of all the
problems facing the yard which have caused its.faiihre there
is one major factor involved in that' failure, Government
inefficiency - and lack of control and lack of respOnsibility
over the company. I would just like to round'off, Mr'Speaker,.
by -reading to. the Hon and. Learned the Chief - Minister his
words at-the Ceremonial Opening of the Fifth House of Assembly
held on the 22nd February, 1984: "In a 'recent communique
the Gibraltar Socialist Labour Party recognised.that we are
now in a position. to try and implement the commercialisation

package but that the responsibility for this and for its
inevitable -eventual failure" - We were saying 1#' in 1984,
Mr Speaker -e"as they say, lies solely on my shoulderS and
on those. of my Government. Whilst we on this side of the
Houie certainly do not accept the inevitability of failure"
- that is what they said then - "nor even the prospect of
failure". In 1984 they weren't even looking at the prospect
of failure - "we .do accept fully the responsibility for
commercialisation". M Speaker, the Government in 1984 -said
they accepted fully the responsibility for commercialisation.
Mr Speaker, after the total fracas which GSL has become I
think the only moral righteous thing that the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister and his Government should do would be
to resign.
MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Mr. Speaker, the Hon Mr Pilcher last night said he would be
about half 'an' hour and he has taken one and a half hours.
I.Promise to be very short, I will need not more than five
minutes .but I think--there is one facet which has not. been
mentioned by. anybody and•which does bear some mention. A
& P Appledore, and I hold no- brief for A & P Appledore, have
done .two things. One was their management, and their management, unfortunately, has been, perhaps, the worst management
that we Could have had for some considerable time. We had
the very brash and very abrasive Mr Abbott who did nothing
_whatever to mget'the sensibilities of the Gibraltarian labour
force 'and I think it was a happy day when he left Gibraltar.
The latest Managing Director has done much to put things
on a better footing but the overall management still leaves
much to be desired. But.the other side of A & P Appledore's
operations are something which I think we have not mentioned
and which should be mentioned and that is their marketing.
They promised that they would aet the ships to be repaired.
That is something that they have actually done and done to
an extent even greater than their promises. In the year that
we are reviewing at the moment, 1986, they projected .69.8m
of sales and they actually got E12m. This year, from January
to June, they produced ,some E10m-of sales. Their marketing
has been more than adequate, it has been excellent and if
we are going to hear pleas and' cries from the Opposition
and from leaders of the trade .unions, I think we heard last
night. on .television that the only way forward was to sack
Appledore, we should remember that in removing Appledore
we are removing- the marketing facility that theY provide.
We may be right in reneaotiating the Management Agreement
with Appledore but we want to keep their marketing facility
otherwise we may be- left with a vacuum which we cannot fill.
It is no use having a wonderful management and no ships to
service. Thank you, Sir.

HON J C PEREZ:
Mr• Speaker, I am certainly not going - to go over anything
that my colleagues have mentioned today, I am just standing
up to answer the Hon .Mr Featherstone in his last comment
and only to say that perhaps the marketing policy of'A &
P Appledore has been very aggressive but we have to look
at it in the context of everything else, at what cost? If
to have Appledore here because it is an excellent company
that markets the dockyard very well means that we have to
spend so much money and that we have to incur losses every
year of 63m, well, the reasoning of everybody else that we
need to sack Appledore as a package, looking at it as a
package is quite reasonable. Of course, there is the other
option of giving Appledore a marketing contract only. There
are options open to the Government but what the Government
cannot do is defend the whole of the operation of the last
three years, the whole failure of Appledore by saying they
market the, dockyard very well and that the ships have been
coming. The ships have been coming but the losses are still
there notwithstanding that the workforce have done all the
ships that have come, that the productivity levels have been
met and that the situation, as far as- the workforce 'is
concerned, is much better than what was projected:- so
looking at Appledore as the package that 'it was,''dne hai"
to say 'that- Appledore has failed and that the Government
has failed for allowing Appledore. to continue as the' did:
You could actually have a contract• for marketing with
Appledore and nothing else.- Thank you, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors? .
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
Mr Speaker, I can well remember and I don't claim to have
the memory of Members opposite, .but I can remember when
Appledore were making their presentation on the viability
of the Gibraltar Shiprepair, I was very impressed by the
presentation and with the glowing figures of the future but
being a simple man I told them 'why don't you put your money
where your mouth is?' meaning, of course, if they thought
so highly of the future projections of Gibraltar Shiprepair
then they would be willing to mut in money. to share this
great opportunity of making money, of course they didn't.
But I did not look at Gibraltar Shiprepair as the basis of
using the profits to build the coffers of the Government
of Gibraltar. I looked towards Gibraltar- Shiprepair as the
means of providing employment to Gibraltarians.and to other
people who are.committed to Gibraltar as a means of finding
decent employment for them and the Government making a profit
-from the income tax that- these people who are emp.loved would
contribute towards' the coffers. I never looked at it as a
profit making business. I don't want to look at. it.. as a
business which will. be subsidised for ever and ever by the

Government. I am not prepared to go on giving money- to a
loss making operation because that is not my way of thinking.
I. agree with what has been said both by my Hon colleague,
Mr.. Featherstone, and the Hon Member about the suggestions
and•I don't know how to do it, certainly Appledore have been
g9od at marketing and we might have a lot of expertise in
Gibraltar about managing, about the steel shop, about the....
HON J C PEREZ:
Would the Hon Member give way? It is something I forgot to
mention but which is relevant to what he is saying now. We
are all saying that Appledore has been good at marketing
but we have to understand as well that they have been selling
at a loss so we have to look at the context of marketing
When they start selling at a profit. On many occasions they
have been selling at a loss.

attached .to anyone .else..If we. accept that logic then,
•
we must accept that logic to the future generating
of the electricity because since I have . been a
here
•

surely,
powers
Member
•

MR. SPEAKER: .

•
•
•
No, with respect, 'we must not expand: In other Words, you
Can make a general statement but let us not go beyond that.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:

*r, I am not qualified to judge how the marketing is done.
-144iet I. am saying, Sir, is that whatever skills we might have
'
and. within the-dockyard, and -I ' mean -technical
''Gibraltar
Agills and management-skills,••wa certainly haven't got the
::.infrastructure that is required all over the world to be
able to market the yard.

With respect, Mr Speaker, the Gibrepair operations will depend
also not only on the water supply about which the Hon Member
showed concern yesterday ' because he asked me what the
projections were but also on the electricity capacity of
Gibraltar to serve Gibrepair and this is why I brought it
up. Yesterday he talked about water projections and today
are talking of Gibrepair, I am talking of the present
situation of today and the. future of the - Generating Station
situation
and since they have been in the Opposition they haven't asked
for a projection of what the future requirements .are and .
what the Government is doing, because •they.know -full , wil.
there is a generating set there capable of producing 5 megawatts and it has been blacked for over a year and• they say
nothing about it and that is my contribution, Mr Speaker.

''"HON J BOSSANO:

HON J BOSSANO:

'Mr Speaker, will the Hon Member give way? Is, in fact, the
Government aware that the Blands Shiprepair Yard,. if they
•
.40.00k • in their own published statistics at ships calling for
-repairs in Gibraltar, are they aware that before it was put
'cant of business by the competition from GSL that took all
the work that was available and if we go back a few years,
there was a stage when Blands was doing 150 ships a year
according to published Government statistics? How . did they
do their marketing?

If the Hon Member will give way I will say something to him
now,. He is bringing in something which has nothing . to..do
with the motion. I'll tell him what-I think of. him and the
Generating Station.

HON

MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
Mr Speaker, I am not aware of Blands operations, what I am
aware is that certainly Blands did not employ the labour
force that we now employ in Gibrepair so it could be that
they had 150 ships which only required one hundred hours
each. I am not here, Sir, to talk about technicalities, I
aML.here to talk about how I feel about Gibrepair. And if .
we2.follow the logic of the arguments of the Opposition on
shiPrecair, I think that logic should be approached to other
things. If we accept that-what the Opposition have said today
and yesterday that the blame for everything in Gibrepair
.i.s.laid•squarely on the shoulders of management - and. by
management I mean Appledore and the Government - let us accept
that statement, the blame for everything that has gone wrong
is on management and the Gibraltar Government-, no blame is

.MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors?
HON R MOR:
Mr Speaker, the Opposition accepts some of the comments which
have been made about the poor performance of Appledore's
management and that, is a fact which we have been bringing
to this House for the past four years. What the Government
is pointing to is the fact that to a certain extent the
Appledore management have been successful in acquiring
business for the yard. This is not surpriSing because they
are getting ,a 5% -commission on- all the work that they. 'are
bringing. to the yard but what the Government 'is' not.jsaYing
and. it hasn't said so during this debate, is the fact that
to obtain. this work the sales managers of A. & P . Appledore
have been going on trips, to New York on Concorde, staying
at five start hotels, spending tremendous amounts - of money
and have been charging that money to GSL. That was a matter

which the Board, in fact, was very concerned about and nothing
has been said during this debate about this. The other thing,
Mr Speaker, is that as is pointed out in the Price Waterhouse
Report, I am quoting paragraph 92, on page 22, it says: "In
some-instances GSL has adopted the deliberate policy of
deciding to bid for work at a lower cost than its competitors
and its own operating costs. In this case, commercial
decisions were made to obtain business for the yard to keep
the workforce employed, to give the workforce experience
of a specific type of repair task or to cultivate a particular
sector of the shipping market. This practice corresponds
to that adopted by shiprepairing concerns worldwide
particularly those who are in the process of seeking to
develop a reputation whilst simultaneously developing therd
through the skills of its workforce". But the effect that
this has had on GSL, Mr Speaker, is that the greater the
work that had been brought in the greater the loss that the
company had made because most of this work has been at a
lower market-price. The only reason why the losses are not
that much greater is the fact that we have been having RFA
work here because otherwise the losses would have been
substantially more. Thank you, Mr Speaker.

'Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and. Standing Orders Nos:2(.2) and 19(1) were
accordingly suspended.
•
HON.FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
I don't propose, in fact, to say More than two or three words,
Mr Speaker, as I explained the background to the moving of
this particular motion in my main speech on the motion which
the House has just been debating. There is uncertainty about
sources of income for Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited in-the
immediate future to enable the ,company to pay its wages and
salary bill in the short-term and also to pay any creditors,
and the Government feels that it is necessary for the company
to be given the guarantee in order to enable it to Obtain
overdraft facilities. As I have said, the Government will,
of course, keep closely in touch with the company's financial
situation on a continuing basis. There will be a freeze on
all items of a longer-term commitment including capital
expenditure, of course, and indeed until the further report
by the Board which the Hon the Chief Minister referred to
in his contribution to the debate is obtained when .the
Government will consider the situation-more fully once more.

MR SPEAKER:
,Are there any other contributors? I will then call on the
.Mover to reply. Do you wish to reply?

Mr Speaker .proposed the question ineethe terms of the Hon
the Financial and Development Secretary's motion.
HON J BOSSANO:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
No, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:

As I stated at the beginning of the debate, this is a debate
to note the Accounts of GSL for the year ending 31st December,
19S6,.and therefore there is no vote to be taken;
SUSPENSION CF STANDING ORDERS
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, in accordance with the notice which I have given
to the House I move the suspension of Standing Orders Nos.2(2)
and 19(1) to allow me to move the following resolution: "This
House resolves that the Financial and Development Secretary
9e authorised under the provisions of Section 9 of the Public
Finance-(Control and Audit) Ordinance (No.9 of 1977) to give
ih writing in the name and on behalf of the Government a
guarantee to Barclays Bank - PLC of 217 Main Street, Gibraltar
for an amount not exceeding £500,000 to secure any overdraft
facilities given by the said Barclays Bank PLC'to Gibraltar
Shiprepair Limited".

We do not.support, Mr Speaker,-the motion that the GoVernment
has brought. Obviously, we do not want the company to stdp
paying the wages of their workers and, clearly, the only.
way that that would happen if they were to stop the waves,
they would have to close down because nobody was going t_
carry on working without being paid. However, I did make
a reference to this in my contribution on the motion noting
the 1986 accounts and the Hon the Financial and Development
Secretary, in moving the motion now before the House, has
made no attempt to answer the points that I have alread-:raised I asked, why is it that Barclays Bank doesn't want
to lend a company money that has got, according to the 1926
accounts, £12m of assets in its balance sheet when there
are many, many companies, to my knowledge, in Gibraltar with
weaker balance sheets than that getting overdrafts from their
hankers? It seems to me very peculiar that at no stage since
1985, apparently; because in none of the accounts is there
an indication of overdraft facilities that I have seen, what
is the situation? Does the company already have an overdraft
limit' and they want to increase that overdraft limit by Om
and Barclays is saying that the overdrafts limit they have
got today is what is commercially sensible for that size
of operation? Do they owe Barclays Bank any Money already?
-We • don't know. Is it that .the Government is guaranteeing
their existing debts or debts that they haven't yet contracted
and that they are going. to guarantee what they borrow after
today? Or doesn't the Government know how much money the

company owes already? The Hon Member has said that this Elm
Will enable the company to pay its wages and to pay its
creditors. Well, that indicates that the company has got
a:-.cash flow problem, what is the size of the cash flow
problem? How long will Elm last them? At what rate have they
dot.a negative cash flow at the moment, what is it, £10,000
a7:day or £10,000 a week or £10,000 a month? We have not been
given any information to assess the necessity for the Elm
Or what the Elm is supposed to do or how long it is supposed
to last. We have. not been told if the Government is prepared
provide the guarantee, -why it is not prepared to provide
the loan itself rather than the guarantee because, surely,
what will happen is that the company's cash flow situation
will be adversely affected further by the overdraft interest
on. Elm which, I would imagine, could come to £60.,000 or
£70,000 more. So, in fact, they are going to have now an
additional cost on their overheads, £70,000 of overdraft
interest. Why have they chosen that road because, surely,
if. they are giving the guarantee to Barclays Bank all that
they are doing is giving Barclays Bank an opportunity to
earn money on a commercial loan of what is a gilt edged
:investment. Barclays is not going to lend the money to the
;company on the rates it would lend the Government and yet
is lending:the money on a secured-loan which is not secured
the assets'of the. company-as is normal commercial' practice
"'for which the risk is reflected in the interest rate, it
is secured on the assets of the Government of Gibraltar which
eis underwriting the loan. Will the interest that Barclays
Bank charge be the interest that would be charged On a loan'
to the Government or the normal commercial interest on an
overdraft? Does the Government know? Has it investigated
that possibility? It is not enough to come here and say "We
'suspend Standing Orders, we move a motion, this is what we
:*"Would like to do" and the House is not given any explanation
iof the questions that need to be answered if a rational
analysis of the decision is going to be made and therefore
We cannot support this on the basis of all these unanswered
questions simply because it is what the Government want to
do: If they want to do it then it is their responsibility.
If at the end of the year we then find that GSL has got
another minus £70,000 and then GSL says to its employees
'I cannot give you a pay increase in January because I have
got no money because I have had to pay the overdraft interest
for Barclays Bank', I suppose the Government will then turn
and say 'Well, you see with the industrial climate the ships
won't come'. All is interlinked. If you have got a situation
where there is no Money for something because you are doing
something else then the repercussions of there not being
menev'must be traced back to the source, the point we have
been making in relation to the accounts. If you spend money
dn''
.ethe slop barge then you haven't got money for the wage
increase. If people go on strike then the problem is not
the - strike, the problem is the slop barge which we didn't
.need in the first place. And the same will happen with this
exa cost. There is also no word of explanation about the
E3m plus loss for this year.. We are now in the middle of
October, the company closes its account at the end of the

t.fni.' week's. time
year, if it is already predicting that. i:n :
it will finish up with a loss in excess of. .E3m,what is the
level,Of loss. today? How much money does it expect. to lose
in that projection between now and.the end' of the. year? And.
if .it has already. lostE2lm then how is that.being covered,
how is that E2lm being covered because, presumably, .when
the Government agreed initially to provide. the £2m. in
additional share. capital supposedly because of increased
work-in-progress, that was the statement issued at the time
by the company and this is what the money was' for; is it
that because it hasn't been required for work-in-progress
it. is now being used to meet. losses? Is .there anything in
the EEC Directive to which' we have already referred about
which nobody on the Government side really has made any
attempt to answer the points in the 'other debate,' is there
anything in the EEC birective that will prevent the Government
from doing what they did last year and give them an interest
free loan? Is that why they need to go to the bank because
the GOvernment can help them through the bank but cannot
help them directly because it would be in conflict with the
EEC Directive? I really think, Mr Speaker, that. an attempt
should be made to answer all these points. As far as we ere
concerned, - it seems to us that all that we are being told
is 'the Elm will buy us a little bit of time-whife :the'
Government decides what'to do next'. Well, how Much time
is it going to buy us? What is the relationship between the
Elm and the £3m predicted loss and.what are the existing
overdraft facilities? Is it that •they don't .oWe. 'anything
at all and they are going to owe Elm or is .that they already
have exhausted what they were'permitted to owe by their own
arrangements and this is going to be upped by Elm on the
back of the Government's guarantee?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I don't think that the matter should he looked at. as only.
money from what the company has. You have to bear in mind
the amount of money that is due to the company which is to
be collected and therefore it is the cash flow, really, that
has been cut short. I think that subject to certain clearances, a certain considerable amount of money due from
the previous RFA work which is being cleared up before the
Ministry of Defence authorise the payment thereof and this
is the best assessment, as I understand it, of one thing
linking up with the other. It is not that this is the only
money that the company is going to have and it has no other
money. The company has assets not only in their assets but
it has net assets, that is, money. owed to them for work
performed which is pending payment and that has been taken
into account in assessing the extent. of the amount that is
required now to tie over until the. payments.are -made. My-.
understanding is that there is no overdraft'due.to.or rather;..
my understanding is that the company has not obtained, eubjedt
to correction, any overdraft on their own and, that this one
is being obtained with the guarantee of the Government becatse
these are the conditions that are laid down. The point made

.yesterday by the Leader of the Opposition whether other banks
will provide better terms is a good one. On the other hand,
if the company is banking with that particular bank it is
more likely that the arrangements that can be made are more
convenient if the same bank is dealing with both the assets
and the liabilities.
MR SPEAKER:.
Anv other contributors?
HON J E FILCHER:
Mr Speaker, it is very difficult to contribute anything when.
none of the questions being asked have been answered. I accept
that what the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister has said
is one aspect which.he has cleared up as far as his understanding is concerned. Time will tell whether the Elm
anarantee is just a guarantee or that the Government will
Save to pay it as well but that is just one minor astect.
The other aspects have not been answered.
MR SPEAKER:
Dees the Mover wish. to reply?
HON: FINANCIAL ^ AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, Mr. Speaker, I think in- reply to the points made by the
Hon Leader of the Opposition, as • best I can, what I think
I would describe as the starting points he made. First of
all, the Chief Minister has, in fact, explained that the
company does not have an overdraft facility at the moment.
: should also explain that there has been a history of
discussions between the company and this particular bank
and elso, in fact, with other banks in connection with
possible sources of finance of a short-term or temporary
nature in what
might call the happier days. That is to
say, it is not uncommon for a company, as Hon Members will
know, to seek short-term overdraft facilities to finance,
for example, an increase in stocks or an increase in activity.
company has explored with commercial banks the
possibilities of, for example, overdraft facilities being
obtained acainst.receivables and also it has explored, again
with commercial banks, the possibility of financial advances
being made secure3 against a mortgage on the assets. It has
to be borne in mind that the company itself only owns a
limited number of assets and while we are not talking
exclusively of cranes and other items of equipment, we are
certainly not talking about the land and the buildings and
dnrina the course of their neaotiations'it did not become
eossible for the company to.obtain fihance in this way, ie
from the security of the equipment in the yard. That is really
all I can say on this particular point except that during
informal discussions, again, between the bank and the 'company

in more recent and 'perhaps I should say less happier days,
the bank made it quite clear, both banks in this country
and also in the UK, that there was no question of any
overdraft facilities or loan being made other than after
the Government had given a firm guarantee. That is. really
the position on that. As regards the company's 'cash flow
position, the company has given the Government its cash flow
forecast. I have received these but I am not prepared tc
make these available to the House. For one thing any position
which I gave at any particular point in time might be
falsified by events in the near future. What I can say, and
this is really all I can say, is that I have discussed the
matter closely with the company's Finance Director, and we
are satisfied as well we can• be that £500,000 will be enough
to carry the company forward to the end of this financiaL
year but beyond that I really cannot say any more: As tc
the choice of this particular arrangement rather than a formal
Government loan or, indeed, Government voting funds, I think
I would merely say that it is seen by the Government as the
most appropriate step in the circumstances. I accept than
there will, of course, be interest charges. I do not think
they will be as much as £70,000, which I think was the figure
the Hon Leader of the Opposition quoted, and it will not
necessarily be £500,000. If it.is for three months itYcOu13. only be £70,000 anyway and I would imagine the :overdraft
figure will be. a fluctuating amount. This is really all =
can say, Mr Speaker.
Mr' Speaker then put the question and on a vote being'taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Filcher

The motion was accordingly passed.
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT. SECRETARY.:
Mr Speaker, there are two motions, the first one is, in fact,
th, Licensing and Fees (Amendment of Schedule) (No.3). Notice
and, I hereby beg to move the motion in the form in which
.has been circulated and, with your permission and the
permission of the House I do not propose to read it out in
full. I beg to move.
-There being no debate Mr Speaker then put the question which
Was resolved in the affirmative and the motion was accordingly
•
passed.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
.Ibeg leave now to move, Mr Speaker, the resolution standing
,in my name: "Be it resolved that this House do approve the

.giving by the Financial and Development Secretary of the
following Notice - In exercise of his powers under section
-4: of the Penalty Rates Remission Ordinance, 1986, the
..Financial and Development Secretary, with the approval of
. ..the House of Assembly, has extended the period of remission
prescribed. in section 2 of that'Ordinance by a further period
-i-'from 1 April; 1987, to 31 July, 1988vincluSive". Mr Speaker,
'the effect of this resolution will be to extend from the
1st April, 1987, until the 31st July, 1988, the moratorium
on the imposition of the 5% penalty on rates accounts which
are not settled within the stipulated period. Hon Members
.will recall that this moratorium was introduced at the meeting
•
held in NovemberY.":1986, with retrospective effect to the
1st April, 1986..•:It was implemented initially for one year
a trial basis as•-part of a package of measures'but designed
!o reduce the high level of rates arrears in due course.
•
tlie moratorium lapsed on the 31st March, 1987, and I must
therefore apologise to the House for the oversight in not
ptesenting this resolution earlier. The intention was to'introduce it either at Budget time or when the annual accounts
of the Government were debated. However,, the period from
November, 1986, when it was introduced until March, 1987,
would, I think, have been too short for the effect of the
measures to have been properly assessed. I am not using that
particular point as an excuse for my failure to bring it
to the House but, perhaps, in mitigation, Mr Speaker. I can
report to the House that since September, 1986, there has
been a small but, nonetheless, perceptible decrease in the
arrears, namely, for the September, 1986, quarter, the figure
of 'arrears stood at £1,093,000. It reduced gradually until
at' June, 1987, it stood at £981,000 that is a reduction from
£1,.093,000 to £981,000 during the period in question. I am
proposing that the moratorium be extended to the 31st July,
1968, rather than to the 31st March as this should provide
the House in due course with rather more information about
' the impact of the measures over a two-year period quo terminus
with the period of ranging rebates. Referring again to the
figures which I just gave the House, I naturally tried myself

to determine to what extent the reduction in-the-5% penalty
had .had a real effect on reducing arrears, that is to say,
the extent to which more people had paid their.rates as a
result of the whole package of measures including, of course,
the need to pay arrears of .rates. before receiving, the rebate.
This I found rather a difficult question to establith to'
my satisfaction Or for that • matter, I .thinky to the
satisfaction of the House. What I'-can say is that looking
at the information in the Government's accounts, if the House
will recall, they may•recall, they may•not have the accounts
here so I will mention . the figure. myself. The arrears position
of rates at the 31st March, 1985, was £838,000. At the 31st
Match, 1986, the arrears .poSition had deteriorated, still
further, it was then £1,025,000 so one had had a deterioration
during that period of £200,000 and this, of course, was partly
my concern, that the situation was getting worse.'• As I
mentioned briefly a short while ago,. by September, 1966,
it was £1,093,000. Well, it has.nov come down, we calculated.
that'if th,,a penalty remission had not taken place there would
have been a further increase . of.£200,000 so the fact that
there has been 'a reduction of £100,000 may give the: House
some.fugitive 'information about the effects of the measure.
I cannot really say more - than that at this stage, Mr Speaker.
HON J BOSSANO:•
But when the Hon Member is saying there would have been a
further £200,000, is he saying that that is..what.the.oenalty
would have been?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Broadly speaking, yes. If .the 5% quarterly ,penaltV—hed
continued to be levied during the period the 1st, April, 1966,
to date, 'the additional sum collectable in rates is estimated
at £290,000 using previous years figures as a basis,
approximately £70,000 or thereabouts of these penalties wou:d
have been recovered so the current rates Of' arrears would
have been increased by about £200,000 in round figures. In
fact, we have had a reduction of about £100,000 in round
figures. That is, however, transient and uncertain, that
is the arithmetic of the -calculation. That is really all
I 'can say on the. subject, Mr Speaker, except that I do think
that a further extension to allow the House at least two
years in which to consider .the' impact of this particular
measure would be desirable and I so recommend to the House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before you do, could I be clear in my mindy is, it the 31st
•
July, 1988, or is it the 30th June, 1988? . .
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:- •
The 31st July, 1988, yes, Sir._

MR. SPEAKER:' ,
It isJulyand ndt June?
HON FINAN6IAL.ARD,DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
•• •
..••
Yes,
•
Mr 'Speaker . proposed the question in the. terms of the Hon
the Financial and Development Secretary.'s'motion.
HON J BOSSANO:
We are opposed to the motion, Mr Speaker. Nothing that the
Financial Secretary has said in support of it has any logic.
In fact, he has given very sound arguments for .not doing
what he wants. to do. It is quite extraordinary that he should
come here and. say 'There are people Who owe the Government
money, if the Government charges them interest on the money
that they owe they don't pay the interest and therefore the
money they owe us gets bigger so in order to reduce how much
they'owe us we dori!t put interest'. Well, I am sure that
'if Barclays Bank doesn't put interest on the overdraft to
GSL, GSL will owe Barclays Bank less money so why doesn't
the Financial Secretary take his motion to Barclays Bank
and see if he can persuade them to .follow his philosophy?
If that is the way they want to run the shop, Mr Speaker,
they have to fake the responsibility for it but as far as
I' am concerned they' are giving good money away, that is what
they are doing with. this motion. I made the point the last
time when it was gbing to be done for a long period, I don't
know if it is the same.period he is bringing now or not,
we were not happy with the arguments, but okay, we gave him
the benefit of the doubt although .we couldn't see what it
was that he was trying to achieve. It seemed to me a
contradiction, let us .put it in simple terms. that the average
person can understand.'If' I owe somebody money and I don't
pay when they. are charging me' interest I am less likely to
pay when they stop charging me interest I would have thought,
why does the Government think they are going to have more
success in collecting arrears if 'they don't charge people
interest than if they do? It baffles me and the Hon Member
in his reply to the point that I raised about whether the
fact that the 'arrears have gone down by £200,000 is due to
the fact that we haven't charged interest has just confirmed
it. Ile has said had they not 'done it they would have charged
£290,000 interest of ,which they would have collected £70,000
and they would be owed £200,000.. So 'they are not owed the
£200,000 which• is a good .thing according to him and, of
course, .they haYen't collected the £70,000 which must be
a bad thing. according .to him, I would have thought so they
are out of pocket by £70,000 due to the measure having been
introduced in the first -place and now they want to extend
it until next year.'The-other point, of course, is that in.
July, 1988, there could be a different Government and therefore I am not happy with situations where this Government
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is taking policies into the future. What happens. if there
is an eledtion at the end of the year and we are' there and
we want to change this? Will the Hon and Learned AttorneyGeneral come and say that these people have got'an acquired.
'right not to pay interest which I cannot take away from them
or provided that it' is not walkie-talkies it doesn't matter,
we can take everything else except the walkie-talkies?
Because, certainly, I am going to have to watch everything
that we do now to find that whether we are creating acquired
rights which then become sacrosanct under our Constitution,
a very dangerous situation we are in these days. I think
on the point that you yourself made of clarification which
the Hon Member has just confirmed that he does want the 31st
July, am I not correct in thinking that rates are charged
quarterly and, if so, what is he saying, that in the quarter
July/August/September interest will be charged in the second
month of the quarter and not in the first month of the
quarter? What is the incentive there and what is it, that
he expects people to rush in before the end of July and pay
all their arrears so that they don't pay interest in August?
Well, then that is an argument for not taking it away. I
don't really think they have done their homework at all on
this one and therefore we certainly will vote against it.
I would certainly like clarification on whether; in fact,
if they go ahead and pass it, a future administration din'
come back and say 'We don't agree with this and we are going
to change it'.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I think we have .got to look at the history of this matter
in simple terms in order to appreciate. what has-happened.
First of all, no penalty is charged on the non-payment of
all the other services of the Government, that is.to say,
arrears in telephone, electricity and water but, of course,
in that case the Government has got the power to cut off
the supply. In the famous IWBP administration, they proposed
a law which they wanted so that people who did not pay rates
should have their electricity and their water or their
telephone cut. We fought against that very hard because it
is improper to use one law to impose another law. Then when
the arrears started to become high it was thought as there
was this relic of'a proposed penalty on non-payment of rates,
we are not putting the blame on the previous administration
but there was this relic and there was, something in it to
say my view is the opposite, my view is that there should
be a remission for quick payment. One other way of collecting
money and that is instead of charging more giving a 5%
reduction if you pay within a certain time. Anyhow, that
was passed and I assumed responsibility with the other people
who thought that this might make people pay. It came,
unfortunately, not at the time when people were in the best
condition to pay and, in any case, people are always reluctant
to pay, particularly traders wait until the very last moment.
But there isn't that threat of the man with the pliers to
cut off the electricity' saying '.He is going' and then he
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..,Just a moment, I'll pay my. debts'.. But . then . it. was
..,,,considered when we were looking at the arrears that the
arrears of rates were being distorted in .a way because we
were including in the arrears the penalties. So, really,
we were not getting either the money or the penalties and
--;,_the thing, as I recollect it, became disproportionate and
it did not give a good picture of the actual rates that were
being owed because a .lot of it, as he has said already, a
lot of it was arrears so it was obvious'them that the imposing
of the arrears didn't have the effect that was intended which
is to make people pay before they pay the arrears and people
were just owing the rates and the arrears together. The idea
of allowing that, whether it is the 31st July or whatever
date, as far as we are concerned it is purely an
:. administrative matter,• it .is not a political matter, but
it has to be for a specified period for the purposes of the
rate book and so on. I don't know why it says the 31st July
,when, in fact, the quarter finishes at the end of June and,
- _ perhaps, the Financial Secretary will explain, this is not
a matter of policy, it's a matter of administration. But
i the idea is that if we are making an effort to try and collect
the arrears of rates in themselves, we will be in a better
position to make a crack at that, get people to pay them
.....rather than to pay. them with the penalties and, in fact,
the not very reliable,but'the best estimate that the•Financial
Secretary has made is that it might have that effect, it
might have the .effect of people paying it. I don't understand
why but it is likely to be the case and that, apparently,
has been the result of 'the period during 'which it has. been
removed. This is purely a matter of administration_and•to
see what is besti As I say, my own view is that .we should
give people remission for paying quickly but that, at this
stage, is too late.to. introduce. Anyhow, T thought. I'would
.11& . explain, .as-I See the problem, and I have,. if 'I may say.so,
,..vv,the experience of the City Council and so on where 'we have
tried that before.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
As long as I am not the only one.
MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors? Does the Hon Mover wish to reply?
•
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
No, I don,'t think I need. The Chief Minister has really said
everything that I would have said. The only point outstanding
is the question of why the 31st Juiy. Clearly, this would
cover the rates that were sent out on the 1st July so they
will continue to attract the moratorium,. that is to say,
the remission of the penalty. The reason why it is July is
that we wanted to arrange it at a time when. the House was
likely, to meet subsequent to the Budget meeting and that
is purely for administrative convenience.• Well, not purely
but mainly for administrative convenience because there is
such a lot going on at the Budget meeting and if the House
were then to consider it and decide, assuming that f'there
is a July meeting, whether there should be any further
remission or extension, Mr Speaker. That is really the
rationale of that.
HON J HOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, we haven't had an answer on the point about
whether this can be changed which I thought the AttorneyGeneral might answer, it is a serious point. The 'Government
may think it is an administrative matter. We obvionsleve
a policy on it.. We want to know what is the situation. IS
it that once this is passed the 31st July is immutable?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

J BOSSANO:
I was asking him to giveWay.before he sat down becaUse there
are a couple of points I want to make which I omitted 'to
do before, Mr Speaker, which has been triggered off by some-thing that he said. The Financial and DeVelopment Secretary
said that the decision not to charge the penalty run.out
in March, 1987, Is it the case. then that •from March, 1987,
until now they have not been charging the penalty and that
they have. not been doing so'illegally without authority?
•
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, guilty.
HON J BOSSANO:

No, of course not, that can be changed.

•
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
.
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

Guilty, so then I. think 'he' should be hung, drawn and
quartered.
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The following Hon Membert voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino

J Bossano
'M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The motion was accordingly passed.
The House recessed at 1.00 pm.
The Route resumed at 3.25 pm.
BILLS
FIRST AND SECOND READINGS
THE GIBRALTAR REGIMENT ORDINANCE,

1987

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to provide, for the organisation, duties and discipline of
The Gibraltar Regiment, and for matters incidental thereto
be read a first time.
•
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Sneaker, I beg to move that the Bill be now read a second
time. The Gibraltar Regiment Ordinance was passed in February,
1974, and there have been quite a number of changes both
within the Regiment and also insofar as some of the
Regulations of the Army Act and so on, apply to Gibraltar..
Therefore it has been a matter of study for a considerable
time, particularly. I think, since March, 1979, when it was
realised that some parts of the legislation were out-of-date
and other parts required bringing into line with Queen's

Regulations which have been changing all the time. Over the
years several alternatives have been discussed and finally
it was possible to produce a Bill which was acceptable to
both the Commanding Officer and the Regiment and, of course,
to Fortress Headquarters who are directly responsible and
that is the reason for this Bill. The explanatory memorandum
is rather a longish one because it sets out the purpose of
each of the clauses and if I may go, for the record, through

them and clarify, any points that may be required, later.Aan.
Clauses, 3, 6 and .7 . of the Bill replace Section 3 of the
Ordinance which provided the establishment and command of
the Regiment. Sir, it is rather a biggish one but it is set
out. in.much clearer. • language than before. Claute% 6 .provides
that the Regiment shall be under the .Supreme.command of the
Governor. Well, I 'don't think there might have been much
doubt but it is 'necessary to:do so, and that the Governor
shall appoint a:Commander of the Regiment, who ,shall be
responsible to the Governor for .the duties, organisation,
training, discipline. and efficiency of the Regiment, and
the Governor shall appoint a Commanding Officer who shall
be responsible 'to the'Comtander 'for the matters specifie.
Clause 7 provides .for: the placing of the Regiment under the
command of the.Defence Council. Clauses 4.and 5 of the Bill
.replace Section 17 of the old Ordinance, that is the requirement of an officer and the years of service that he has to
do' for the purposes of pension. Clause 4 provides that the
Army Act 1955 of the United Kingdom shall apply to members
of the Permanent Cadre at all times and to members of the
Volunteer Force when on• peace-time training or when called
out' by proclamation under section 26. Clause 5 provides that
the regulations, manuals, 'warrants listed in Schedule 1 shall
apply to the Regiment and these are the current one in use
in' the United Kingdom. Unlike HMS Calpe, the :Regiment- is
regulated. by local legislation and it is specific. Clauses
8- and 9 deal. -with the ,composition: and strength of the
Regiment. Clause 10 replaces Section.13 of the. old Ordinance
which deals with ,the _disbandment of the Regiment. Clause
11.. updates the existing Section. 7(1)' which deals'with' the
eligibility • for entry into the Regiment. Clause - 12. which
replaces Section 6 of .the .old, .Ordinance -deals with the
Governor's Commission.. I would-like .to says here that in the
time of General Jackson there was 'a real attempt to try and
make .the officers of the Regiment have 'a Royal Commission
but because of other limitations in the body of tne Ordinance
that has not been possible. Clause 13 makes provision for
the. Commission Selection Board. Clause 14 . provi:les for the
Commanding Officer's term of appointment, ie 'not exceeding
three years which may in exceptional circumstances be extended
for a period or periods of up to one year. Clause 15.deals
with the promotion of officers. Clause 16 deals with the
transfers of officerS between the Permanent Cadre and the
Volunteer Force and'vice versa. A lot of the people who go
in initially are volunteers and' if there are vacancies whilst
they are volunteers they opt to. bedome members of the
Permanent Cadre. ClauSes 18 and .23 replace Section. 14 of
the old Ordinance. Section 14 of the old Ordinance dealt
with the appointment of the Commanding Officer which has
already been dealt .with before. Clause 17 deals with the
retirement age of officers of •the Volunteer Force, that is,
42 years which may in exceptional circumstances he extended
for a period not exceeding three years. And the old Section
14 which was the appointment of the Commanding Officer has
been dealt with already in .Clauses 18 and: 23 which replace
Section 14 of the old Ordinance. Clause 18 provides for the
revocation of appointment of officers and Clause 19 provides
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.for- the discharge of soldiers. Clauses 19 and 20 replace
..the existing Section 12 which provides for the enlistment
and re-engagement of soldiers. Section 12 is a little more
-elaborate than this one, soldiers service and discharges,
'which is a bit out of date now. Clause 21 deals with transfers
:;.-,of soldiers between the Permanent Cadre'and Volunteer Force
and vice versa. Clause 22 deals with the Governor's Warrant.
Clause 24 replaces Section 4 of the old Ordinance.' Section
4(1) charges the Regiment 'with the defence of Gibraltar
and with such other duties within Gibraltar as may from time
to time be defined by the Governor'. I think this has always
been understood and, in fact, that has been reflected in'
many other ways in that when there was conscription, the
conscription was limited to service within Gibraltar. When
conscription came to an end and the Volunteer Regiment was •
set up, the same thing prevailed but it seems it is necessary
.to make it quite clear. Clause 24 replaces Section 4 and
.
- 4 Section 4(2) enacts 'save as may be necessary for the local: defence of Gibraltar no member of the Regiment shall be liable
to serve or proceed on duty outside or beyond Gibraltar'
:.,without his consent'. The new Clause 24 renders every member
-.'.of the Permanent Cadre liable for service within or, if the
*Governor considers it necessary, outside Gibraltar. Clause
025 replaces-Section 9 of the old Ordinance that members of
-& the Volunteer Force shall undergo' such peace-time training
• as may be prescribed. That is well known, a lot of them go
across to the United Kingdom because there are no facilities
here. Clause 26 replaces with amendment the existing Section
15. And the amendments are mainly the avoidance of the somewhat imprecise term 'actual military service' and the removal
of the words limiting the exercise of the Governor's power
to issue a proclamation, ie 'invasion, war or danger of any
r7,'-of them or by reason of any internal emergency threatening
security' of life or property to quell which the available
• civil force is deemed by him inadequate'. Section 15 provides
: for actual military service - 'the Governor may, by
-4promlamation, call out the part-time element for actual
.-military service whenever it appears to him advisable so
.to do by reason of invasion, war or danger of any of them
or by reason of any internal emergency threatening the
'security of life or property to quell with the available
civil force is deemed by him inadequate and when so called
out the members thereof shall be held to that service until
.such time as the Governor may by proclamation declare that
they are relieved from that service'. That has been deleted
and, therefore, it reads only 'to quell which the available
civil force is deemed by him inadequate'. Clause 27 ensures
that offences against the Ordinance or against the Army Act
committed at any time by members of the Permanent Cadre or
committed by members of the Volunteer Force when on peace-time
training or when called out by proclamation under the previous
section are dealt with- under military law. The new clause
replaces and clarifies Sections 18 and 19 and that is to
make it easier for the having of Court Martial, fortunately,
we....don't have many of those. Clause 28 makes it a criminal
offence for.an employer of a'member of the Volunteer Force
to .penalise such member for or prevent or hinder such member

from serving as a member'. of the Regiment. Clause 28(2)—and
(3) defines the word 'penalise'. Clause 29 which replaces
Sections 20 and 21 of the old,Ordinence - deals with assaults
on and 'obstrdction of members 'of the Regiment.- Clause 30
provides for notice to be given in:the Gazette of certain
happenings and events. Clause 31 enables the Governor to
make regulations which do not Conflict with the regulations
contained in Schedule' 1. This is• a modernisation of the
Charter. upon which The Gibraltar' Regiment exists. It 'has
been seen and considered by the Commanding Officer and what
I think is called the Council of .Colonels or whatever it
may be, I hope they don't have a'Colonel -riot one of these
days, they are getting .a bit ancient some of them. But it
really puts the:law up-to-date and makes it much easier for
those dealing with' matters', particularly disciplinary and
otherwise, • to know that the regulations equate to those
prevalent subject-to the limitation of the Regiment and those
prevalent in the United Kingdom. I commend-the Bill to the
House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does-any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles'and merits of the
Bill?
,HON MA FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker, just briefly to say that we will 'be supporting
the Bill. I think, in essence, what it does is to bring in
line the existing legislation of the Gibraltar Regiment but
there are a couple of queries that come to mind 'and" that
is that there is a fundamental shift although it may haVe
been understood, but there is a fundamental departure from
the previous legislation insofar as the Gibraltar Regiment
was set up to defend Gibraltar and for the first time in
legal terms the Governor has• got the power to send the
Regiment outside Gibraltar. The question I pose to the House
is that if those who are enlisted in the Regiment have done
so on the understanding that they are' enlisting for the
defence of. Gibraltar they-can now say: "I am not prepared
to be'a member of the Regiment under these• conditions and
I would like to ask for a report". I am just thinking aloud.
I can see the necessity of bringing the Regiment in line
with Queen's Regulations so .as to avoid misunderstandings
and' misinterpretations on the role of the- Regiment but I
hope that that, in fact, also means.that: the Regiment will
be subject to full equality with British Regiments in all
aspects of the role they have to play in- the .military
structure of Her Majesty's Forces../ think' 'that is a..-point
that has to be made. There-are, forexamPlei societies such
as SSAFA which do not apply to the. Gibraltar Regiment but
presumably they'will have a right, to the- services provided
by that body. One of the things. that'haa.always concerned
somebody who happens to 'be in publi.c. life for a long time
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is. the problems that.we face in Gibraltar where as a ColOny
we are subjected• to pressures at times because there are
differences, betWeen the—may we see the future of Gibraltar
and perhaps the *way the British Government would see the
future of Gibraltar and whilst it will always be understood,
I wish to. make. this point because it is the first time that
we have had an opportunity to discuss the Gibraltar Regiment,
certainly since we have been in office, is that whilst we
have always understood and it should continue to be the *case,
that the Governor should ba the overall Commanding Officer
of Her Majesty's Forces on the Rock, the difference is the
powers to call out the Regiment to quell civil disorder and
I think that we have to be very careful, at least, those
that believe they have to say what they have to I say,• to say
so at this point in time that civil disorder can mean a host
of things 'and that it would be a very difficult position
that the Regiment should be placed in civil disorder in a
case where any understanding that could arise in the future
puts the people of Gibraltar at variance with - and let us
hope it doesn't. but I think at the time of passing legislation
one has to say these things - at variance with Her Majesty's
Government and the Governor is called to quell civil disorder
that it shouldn't be the Regiment that should be put in that
position. I think that in conscience one has to say that
at this point in' time. Mr Speaker, I don't think there is
anything else that we need to' say because we understand the
spirit and necessity of bringing the Bill up-to-date but
I think the points about the conditions of the soldierS having
now changed from defending Gibraltar to being able to Jbe
sent out from Gibraltal- and whether the Regiment will now
be considered on a par with the Regiments of Her Majesty's
Forces need•an answer, Mr Speaker. •
•
MR SPEAKER:

HON R MOR:
But- in any case 'how can it be then under the command of the
Governor and under the command of the Defence Council?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
. The Defence Council commands the Governor.
HON R MOR:
The other thing is, Mr Speaker, that since the Regiment now
seems to come under the Army Act 1955 then, presumably, all
that is applicable to the British Army is applicable to the
Gibraltar Regiment. Is that, in fact, what we are savina?
As I understand it, Mr Speaker, during the crisis in the
South Atlantic. when the Falklands War was on, I think there
was an attempt to have some volunteers from Gibraltar and
when they' looked at the legislation they found that they
could not do it and this presumably was one of the reasons
why this legislation has come here. What worries me, Mr
Speaker, is whether the volunteers in the Regiment are aware
that once this Bill is introduced they can now be posted
out anywhere such as the Gulf or any similar area where there
is a crisis on. Another thing, Mr Speaker, is that presumably
parity of pay and conditions of service will apply in their
entirety now that this Bill is introduced.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
If I could take the last point first, Mr Speaker.. Clause:,
24: "Every member of the Regiment in. the Permanent Cadre
shall at all times be liable for service in the performance
of the duties of the Regiment within or, if the Governor
considers it necessary, outside Gibraltar". The liability
to be sent outside Gibraltar if the Governor considers it
necessary is on the Permanent Cadre and not on the part-time
element or the Volunteer Force.

Are there any other contributors?
HON R MOR:
Mr Speaker,. my. contribdtion is not going .to be very much
different to' what my' Hon Colleague has just said. I think
he has covered most of the points that we were looking at.
But just as a point of ;clarification, Clause 7 provides for
the'placing of the Regiment under the command of the Defence
Council. As far as I know we do not have a Defence Council
in Gibraltar, presumably that refers to the
MR SPEAKER:
• •
I think the Defence Council is defined in the Ordinance,
isn't it?
•

MR SPEAKER:
May I perhaps refer the Hon the Attorney-General to subclause
(3) of Section 26.
•
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Yes, that is the liability. If this Bill is passed it is
the Permanent Cadre who can be sent outside. Once there is
.a proclamation under Section 26: "The Governor may, if he
considers that the circumstances require it, by proclamation
call out for service the whole or any part of the Volunteer
Force". So you have the Gibraltar Regiment split up into
the . Permanent Cadre which is liable to be sent abroad if
the Governor considers it necessary. Then you have the
Volunteer Force. If the security situation or whatever it
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is ,is such the Governor can issue a proclamation calling
out' the Volunteer. Force and then, of course, the Volunteer
Force become almost as if they were members of the Permanent
Cadre and can then, subject to the complete rules, be sent
out.' So if we need them we can have them and that is the
pdsition insofar as the Volunteer Force is concerned. The
1-long Mr Feetham asked about does •this.give full equality in
all respects.to the-Gibraltar Regiment with the British Army.
Well-, I can say. this, insofar as all those regulations,
manuals,' and warrants as contained in Schedule 1 are
cObderned, - yes, most certainly and, of course; if you have
a look at what they cover, there is the Queen's Regulations,
the Manual . of Army Security, the Regulations for Army
Employments, the Army Commissioning Regulations, the
Regulations for Army Allowances *and Charges, the Pay Warrant,
the-..Army Pensions Warrant, the Pay Services Regulations,
the„Manual of Army Pay Duties, the, material regulations,
and all these various regulations which apply to the British
Army .now apply, if this Bill is passed, to the Gibraltar.
Regiment. And, of course, as a quid pro quo for equating
The. Gibraltar Regiment with the British Army, the Permanent
Cadre are liable to be sent overseas and that, you' might
say,. is a quid pro quo point - You have got the full rights
of ;.the British Army and therefore you have the full
Oligations of the British Army.
. .
RO!.; M A FEETHAM:

•

understand that now that you have explained it in much
'more detail and it clarifies a couple of the points. What'
i'wes saying was, if,somebody signs on in the Regiment knowing
that these are the conditions as a member of the Permanent'
Cadre and. we pass the legislation which now says 'you can
gi,sent out of Gibraltar', somebody may want to change his
riii.nd and whether his conditions have, teen changed without
hlibeing in .aareement.

HON M A FEETHAM:'
Mr. Speaker,
MR SPEAKER:

•

With respect, this is the debate on the Second Reading,
perhaps this is a matter which can be clarified at the
Committee Stage but we are not going to have a ding-dong
now.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The only other point I wanted to raise for the Hon Mr Feetham
was the question of the power to call out the Regiment fcit
civil disorder. We haven't changed that at all, it was just
what does 'actual military service' mean? I don't know what
it means, it was inprecise and the Ordinance. limited the
Governor's powers to issue a proclamation for all those
things, civil disorder, etc, etc. Now what' we are saying
is the Governor 'may issue a proclamation if he thinks it
is proper, regardless. But, anyway, without this if there
was a situation as such in Gibraltar that we neededto'call
out the Regiment to deal with civil disorder -itprobably
wouldn't be done under the Gibraltar Regiment Ordinance,
it would be done under the Emergency Powers Order in Council
:where. you declare a state of emergency and then the Governor
is free to act more or less as he wants under the Emergency
Powers Order in Council. I don't think this is changed in
the slightest.
MR SPEAKER:
•Are there any other contributors2 Does the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister wish to reply?

HON-ATTCRNEY-GENERAL:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

If- he wants to change his mind I am sure the Commanding
officer will allow him to opt out, if he only wants to stay
in Gibraltar, if he doesn't want to be,, dare-I say it, a
real soldier should be liable to orders to be sent abroad,
if he is not prepared to do that his terms and conditions
are governed by the present Section 4: "Save -as may be
necessary for the local defence of Gibraltar no member of
the Regiment shall be liable to serve or proceed on duty
outside or beyond Gibraltar without his consent". Well, if
he. wants to stick to that then there is no place for him
in the Regiment now and certainly in the Permanent Cadre.
In the Volunteer Force, yes, unless it is an emergehcy. I
think I know the Gibraltar Regiment well enough - to say, each,
and 'every one of them will want to be equated, as soldiers
to serve as their CommanderLin-Chief wishes them to serve •
be it within Gibraltar or without Gibraltar and if they don't
want-to do that then they can 'opt cut.

Yes, I want to deal with the two matters which have been
raised which I think are the only matters,- really, of
substance. In the first place, from my knowledge of this
and I have been answerable here for some time on the Gibraltar
Regiment, in fact, we had a nominated Member at one time,
I think it was Charlie Piccone who used to answer on the
Gibraltar Regiment and then the Chief Minister took it over.
First of al]., I can say with all authority that the Gibraltar
Regiment is considered by the Army Council, by the Chief
of the Defence Staff and by everybody in the hierarchy of
power as a great contribution to the defence of Gibraltar
primarily and for no other purpose. To some extent, the same'
as HMS Calpe is considered of great importance for the
Communications Centre. What would happen in an emergency
and everybody was called, the bulk of them are employed in
the Government, I don't know how the Government would run
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with all . the people in the Volunteer Force being called'out
in en ' emergency; perhaps some arrangement could be found
for that. I don't think there is any change about that, I
think it is just a reiteration. The second thing is r of
course, in a proClamation being, able to call the Army for
civil disorder. That, I think, is because it happens in the
rest of the Army Act and so on. First'of all, one is reluctant
to have soldiers even who are not local, let alone local
soldiers being called out for civil unrest and I don't. think
is anybody's intention.. In .1968, the one and only Black
Saturday, I stuck.my neck out to stop the Army from coming
out and in the morning we avoided it but later on another
group came and. it was impossible to contol it. So it is
certainly not the intention of the Government or anybody
having anything to do with the amendment 'of this 'Bill to
think in terms of the Army for civilian unrest, I hope it
never happens and I hope that if it- happens that our Police
Force is adequately trained to cope with any situation like
that. With rega.rd to the other one, it is interesting that
I was telling the Attorney-General that the last time I had
recollection of this matter regarding the conditions of
service is when they were, I think, assimilated becauSe at
one stage I remember the pensions of officers had an 'X'
element reduction from the normal UK pensions because they
did not have the duty to serve abroad. and they fought hard.
to get their ecuality and, naturally, they got it but equality
means eqtality all along the line.
Mr Speaker-then- put the. question• which was resolved in the
affirmative•and.the Bill was read.a second time.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I wish to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in
the meeting.
This was agreed to.

SECOND READING
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I have.the honour to move that the Bill be now
read a second time. .It is. the second shortest Bill that Ihave ever brought before this House, the other one being
the amendment of one section. This is the amendment of two
sections. It has been done, of course, in consultation with
the Opposition and that is that the present -allowance of
£400 per candidate for an election 'be increased to £750.
There have been comments in the' press about the fact, in
fact, we had one particular, eternal independent candidate
who always complains that he hasn't got enough money'to run
an election campaign and that it gives an unfair advantage
to those who stand in' a List because the amount can be
multiplied by the list consisting of eight, seven, six, or
whatever it is. But, anyhow, it is quite clear that printing
costs, distribution costs and postal costs have gone up and
we felt that £750 strikes a fair balance. If you put up the
amount too high then you give an advantage to a person with
a lot of money to be elected as against a person of modest
means yet if you put it too.low you don't give persons with
reasonable means sufficient money to project themselves in
order to be elected and tnat is the first amendment, by
amending section 4(1) by emitting ''£400' and substitutina
.it with the expression '£750'. The second one is 'an advantage'
which we-have been able to take to further extend the'right
oto vote by postal vote and that -is, we are taking away the
words' 'on courses of study, or for health reasons or
recreational purposes, or for purposes connected with . their
employment or business within Gibraltar! which really means
that anybody who registers himself beforehand' because.- he
is not going to be here for an election, hasn't got to qualify
other than the fact that he is in the Register and he won't
be here and I think this is a good move because it will
increase the number of people who would not otherwise be
able to vote. In fact, we are ahead of UK on this in that
respect because they are still limited in some extent as
to the way in which they vote. I commend the Bill to the
House.

THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
MR SPEAKER:
MON CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir, F have the honour- to move that a'Billfor an Ordinance
to amend the House of Assembly Ordinance be read a first
time.

Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
:t:t:ZO'.1b:,:k4• •
HON M A FEETHAM:

Mr Speaker :put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
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Briefly to say, Mr Speaker, that we are supporting this Bill.
We have already agreed beforehand that we would be doing
so. But in passing just to say that I hope that now that
we have increased the expenditure allowance for people to
stand for election, that we will have loads of independents
.coming forward, - standing for election and telling us how
they are going to resolve the problems of Gibraltar, Mr
Speaker. I hope that there will be plenty of candidates.

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now
read a second time. Mr Speaker, I want to mention right at
the outset what the intention is, in fact, regarding the
Committee Stage of this" Bill. I believe the Chief Minister
has' already indicated to the Hon the Leader of the Opposition
What the intentions are. When Hon Members see on the Agenda
Paper that the Committee Stage of the Bill is being taken
at- this meeting that does not mean that the Committee Stage
isgoing to be taken today or tomorrow. The intention is
to 'adjourn the House to a convenient date in November when,
nottonly will the Committee Stage of the Bill now before
the' House be taken, but when substantial amendments will
also be introduced then and they will be circulated well
beforehand, in time to give Hon Members opposite enough time
to consider their import, amendments in order to enable the
incorporation of open-ended investment companies. But coming
to the Bill at the moment before the House, Sir, I think
the House will recall that during the last Opening of the
Leaal Year, the Leader of the Ear expressed the tar's dissatksfaction at the delays at the Companies Registry over
the registration of companies. The Finance Centre Group have
on various occasions, particularly in the financial sector
think tank, raised their grave concern at these delays which
are not only inhibiting the growth of Finance Centre
activities, but causing the loss of clients to other
jurisdictions. The Gibraltar Lawyers' Association have also
made, strong representations on this matter. It should'also

be said, Mr. Speaker,: that -the staff at the - Registry have
been- Praised for their. goodwill- and for their :dedication
in a difficult environment but the problem as of late been
worsening ,rather than improving as .the volume of business
has'increased, The nub of the problem is the time which is
taken for vetting the proposed names .of 'companies' as• required
by the. Companies Ordinance. At present the computer is taking
an*.average of forty minutes to search through its memory
and print out lists of what it identifies as identical or
similar L-mes. These lists are then manually 'checked. as,
apart from -not 'being visually identical, a name must not
be phonetically identical. This 'procedure is employed for
every - company name which, is submitted for approval. The
following statistics, Mr Speaker, show the growth in the
number of names which are submitted for approval and in the
number of companies being incorporated. Durina'1985 the number
of names submitted for approval was. 5,161. This has grown
in 1986 to 10,219 and up to the end of July, 1987, the
correspOnding figure is 8,893. Insofar as the number of
companies incorporated is concerned, the figures are 1955
- 1,999; during 1986 - 3,820; and during the first seven
months of this year - 2,872. The number of companies on file
during 1985 was 10,611; during 1986 14,431 and the first
seven months of the year 17,3C3. Mr Speaker, I think eHon
Members also probably saw an article on the :front page-of
the Chronicle, I think, of this Monday: What measures . have
we adopted and are we adopting in order to try and correct
the situation? Let me say, first of all, Mr Speaker, that
on the 23rd September the Government, that is, Council. of
Ministers in this case, gave the go ahead for the appropriation
of funds for the purchase of a new computer. Secondly, we
instructed the Establishment Division to submit a paper to
Council of Ministers by the third week in October - -skint
provision for the employment of additional staff. hat paper
would have gone to Council of Ministers today had we been
meeting, I saw it in draft on Monday and
dare say 'that
it will be considered by Council of Ministers at ".e next
meeting: The third measure is the legislation, the Bill now
before the House. It is considered to be a significant step
towards a solution in an area which is in dire need of
recision. The Ordinance, Mr Speaker, prohibits a company
from being registered by. a name which is identical with that
of a company registered in Gibraltar or, from information
available. to the Registrar, to that of a company registered
in some other country or which so merely resembles those
names as to be .calculated to deceive. However, this is, in
fact, placing an intolerable burden on the Registrar since
he has to satisfy himself that a proposed name does not offend
against these 'requirements before aporoving it. And given
the Registrar's.,scant resources, we don't think that he should
have to. concern himself with protecting- companies elsewhere
when mo reciprOcity exists for Gibraltar companies. The United
Kingdom Companies Act 1985 simplifies the arranaements for
the approval of company names and what we are recommending
is that similar arrangements should be introduced in
Gibraltar. Under such arrangements the Registrar of Companies
would keep an index of the names of existing companies to
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Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the'
afflrmative and_the Bill was.read a second time.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I Wish to give' notice, Mr Speaker, that the COmmittee Stage
and:',Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in
the...meeting.
This was agreed to.
THE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON A J CANEPA:
Mr,Speaker, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an
Ordinance to amend the Companies Ordinance be read a first

MrgSpeaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
••
SECOND READING
HON A J CANEPA:

enable promoters of a company to select its name by comparison
with 'the index: and thus.. approval' before registration will
not be required. 'When choosing a name, the promoters would
be expected to -satisflethemselves in advance as to the acceptability of the proposecLname bearing in mind that an objection
could be reeeived:end• that could result in the company ,being
directed to ,change its' name. Broadly speaking, a company
would not be'registered if: (a) it is the same as a name
already appearing on the index, and phonetically identical
names Would be allowed as not being the same, they would
ii81.4e- regarded as being the same (b) if .it contains the
word Limited or an abbreviation of the word except at the
end of the name, and .(c) if in the opinion of the Registrar
it is offengive or its use would constitute a criminal
offence. The Reaistrar will not 'be required to give
provisional name approval except in cases where the prior
approval .of the 'Governor .is specifically required, for
example, where it contains the words Royal or Crown. The
Registrar would have'certain powers to direct a company within
a period of twelve months of its registration to change its
name if it is the same as or, in his opinion, too like a
name appearing in . the index at the time of registration.
Such names would normally be brought to the Registrar's
.attention by objections being lodged by any person who may
feel that the name is the same as or too like that of a
previously registered company. Redress would continue to
be available.to an existing company by means of legal action,
for example, by seeking an injunction to restrain another
from carrying on business under a name.,likely to'cause the
public' to• believe that. the business of'the company is that
of .the existing company. Mr Speaker, the measures which I
have referred to, namely, in respect of an increase in staff,
in respeCt of the, provision of a new computer and in respect
of the Bill now before the House, are considered to be
important and urgent in order to tackle this problem and
the urgency of that is, in fact, reflected in the fact that
we are not postponing the-Committee Stage to the next meeting.
.of the House :which could• be, say, in December, but.that we
are desirous to take the Bill through Committee as early
as possible. The.Bill has been seen and vetted by the Finance
Centre Group who have expressed -themselves content with its
proposals. Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.
•
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the HoUse does any Hon Memberwish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON M A FEETHAM: •
Mr Speaker, we shall be voting.against this Bill as a matter
of orinciple because I, think it is deplorable• to find
ourselves today discussing - an amendment. to the Companies
Ordinance which no doubt let me say that the' Opposition
supports.fully the development of.the Finance Centre, indeed,
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the arguments being put over by the Government to assist
the streamlining of the activities of the Finance Centre.
Indeed, the boom in the Finance Centre is reflected by the
figures which have been given to us by the Hon Member
opposition which shows that the legal profession are easily
making increased earnings. Fine, nobody should decry anybody
increased prosperity and consequently it is not that that
puts us against this amendment. Why we are going against
the amendment, of course, is that for a considerable time
we have been pressing the Government to include in the
Companies Ordinance Directive No.4 on the disclosure of
company-accounts. And whilst we support that more money should
be made in the Finance Centre and that more companies should
be registered, and that more banks should come to Gibraltar,
there is the other responsibility in that industry to their
employees and to consumers and to the rest of the people
interested in knowing exactly what the accounts of that
company is all about. Whilst we have been told very clearly
by the European Community that we have to comply with that
Directive,. the Government is still dragging its feet and,.
quite frankly, it reflects on the Government's will to resolve
that problem. We cannot continue to put the day off. At the
last meeting of the House, I think it was, the Hon Member
said in response to a question that I put, that the Companies
Ordinance streamlining was not imminent. In other words,
it was going to take time and I said at the lastmeeting.
that it was not acceptable and consequently we are- going
to vote against the 'Bill and I wanted.to make it:quite clear
why. It is one thing for an inspired story to come out in
the,Gibraltar Chronicle saying: 'The Finance Centre is having
difficulties with this, difficulties with-that' at the sametime that this Bill is in the House and, no doubt,..to
influence - everybody does it - to influence the people who
are going to pass legislation
HON•A'J CANEPA:
If the Hon Member will give way. I don't know whether everybody does it but the Mover of this Bill, that is myself,
has got nothing whatsoever, I declare most solemnly, to do
with that inspired story in Monday's Chronicle. Nothing whatsoever, I haven't said a word to any journalist about.it.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Let me say one thing, I agree with the story, I have said
we are in support but what I am saying is it happens all
the time, Mr Speaker. People do lobby and People want to
get their business through as quickly as possible and I accept
this question that people want to register a name of a firm
.and before the name is approved they have to look through
all the list and so on and I think it is an outdated piece
of legislation insofar as that is concerned, probably going
back to 1927 or whatever, as there are lots of legislation
in Gibraltar which are outdated and it 'is only when ne
pressure is there that we begin to update it but we must
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.
not lose sight that there are other responsibilities to every•
„body else in Gibraltar so far as the Government is concerned
in updating the Companies Ordina.nce because it is deplorable.
..bast'year
the Government brought a Bill to the House on the
.
.emPlovment side, the Employment (Amendment) Ordinance for
`1986, it is still.there, you are bringing one now for 1987
and it is still there. We have got the Sex Discrimination
_Bill which was brought in the first meeting of this House
:in 1984, it is still there and I am sure if I carry on I
remember other Bills. Things which are important to
. Forking people in Gibraltar and they are still there and
all of a sudden we are told we want to update the Companies
.:Ordinance, we want to bring it up-to-date, we want to
incorporate this part of the companies disclosure of accounts
•
;which has still not been done and then we get legislation
;being pushed through because they are, under pressure from
a particular sector and we tend to forget the rest. As a
..Matter of principle, Mr Speaker, having cleared- our position
...of supporting the Finance Centre activites we have to vote
:.(against this Bill on the basis of the arguments I have put.

I am -completely and utterly and entirely in ''the 'hands` of
the draftsman in the 'United Kingdom and she is being pushed
by. the Department of Trade and Industry because Her Majesty's
Government want it, so please it is .not the Government
dragging its feet. If anybody is .dragging' its .feet
perhaps, the Attorney-General because he cannot prod the
draftsman in London, hard enough to get us the legislation.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, its.is very generous of the Hon and Learned Member
to gallop* gallantly on' the scene to try and give the
Government a cover-up operation, it won't* work.
HON A J CANEPA:
He has stated the facts.
HON J BOSSANO:
It is not stating the facts, Mr Speaker

*f MR SPEAKER:

Are there any other contributors?

HON A J CANEPA:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

It is.

40:

•

Could I just make one point and I think I must make it'in
all fairness to the Government. The Government is not dragging
its feet on the implementation'of the legislation implementing
the second and fourth' Directives on company law. It is with
:0 a draftsman in the United Kingdom, the last meeting I had
with this draftsman and with the DTI was, I think, at the
''.;,'end of May and specific instructions were giveri. There is
flnobody more anxious to implement this legislation implementing
; the Second and Fourth Company Directives than Her Majesty's
"government in the United Kingdom but the amendments are
:,considerable and one of the problems in getting these
'amendments is we are putting highly sophisticated legislation
'onto the framework of a 1929 piece of legislation. This is.
much easier in that it is simply two clauses. The
'implementation of the Fourth Directive needs much more
legislative amendment and it seems, I think the whole of
the first draft of the legislation implementing the
Directives, we sent it back to the United Kingdom with many
comments and this was post-May this year and the draftsman
is now drafting in accordance with the comments that we made.
I:originally asked the draftsman if she would include these
Particular amendments in this Bill. I didn't want to hold
up the legislation implementing the Second and Fourth
Directives so I did this one myself so as not to hold the
implementation of the Second and Fourth Directives. And the
present position is, as I stated at the Opening of the Legal
Year, I am hoping that we will have a completed draft for
circulation by the end of this year, and in the Opening of
the . Legal Year I said this year, the 'calendar year 1987.

MR SPEAKER:
Order.
HON J BOSSANO:
We joined the EEC
. HON A J CANEPA:
We know the facts, you don't know them.
MR SPEAKER:
Order'.
HON J BOSSANO:
The Hon Member may know the facts and I have been long enough
in this House to know that they twist the facti on that side
of the House and they come out with press releases saying
one thing about GSL one day and the, opposite the next day
because they are
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HON J BOSSANO:

HON A J CANEPA:
We have had enough of GSL for two days.
MR SPEAKER:
Order.
HON J BOSSANO:
The Hon Member has had his say and'if he wants to have another
say I will.give way..
HON A J CANEPA:
I do and I st4ll when I exercise my right of reply.
YR SRARER:
Order.
HON J BOSSANO:
Then he should shut up and wait until then, that is what
he ought to do. What the Attorney-General has done is an
obvious and transparent attempt to provide a cover-up for
the Government and the reason, Mr Speaker, is that we joined
the EEC in 1973 and the First Directive was passed .in 1968
and it isn't since May that we have been waiting for the
application' of the First Directive on company law requiring
publication of accounts:it is since 1973, fourteen years.
Where was the Hon and Learned Member in those fourteen years,
talking to his counterpart in the Foreign Office? The reality
of it is that there is pressure from certain areas of the
business community to keep their accounts under wraps and
those pressures operate through the machinery of the. AACR
and that is hy it is a political issue, nothing to do with
the Attorney-General, nothing to do with the Foreign Office.
Of course, when it comes to company accounts would the Hon
Member like to spell out how they compare the new registration
in between Chambers or has that nothing to do with it? No,
well, I think it is very fair. What is fair, the kind of
innuendos they throw at us from the other side? That is fair,
Mr Speaker. The rush to do this is because there is money,
a lot of money, and it is not•money that is coming in through
the Income Tax Ordinance or money that is coming in through
the exempt companies, it is a lot of money being made by
a lot of people. If 2,000 companies' were registered in 1985.
and 4,000 were registered in 1986 somebody did twice as much
business.
•
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

Well, then forty-five lawyers shared 100% increase in their
turnover or maybe .somebody had 10% and somebody had 500%
and the average was 100% increase in turnover in 1986 and
another 100% increase in 1987. I would like to know what
Hon Members would say if they had been faced in GSL or in
any other area with union claims of 100% per annum compound
increases in income. What would they do, throw their hands
in horror? But when it is a question of bringing legislation
in if we have to meet in two weeks time to get it through
then we do because we must have a unit trust, we won't make
the end of the year without the unit trust, without the open
investments. The average person in the street won't know
that there are'unit trusts or no unit trusts. The average
person in the street is interested about how it is that all
this boom and all this money and all this wonderful Finance
Centre, how that is improving their life, the average person
that works and lives in Gibraltar. Of course, there is no
reason why we shouldn't welcome prosperity' in one quarter
provided it is even-handed, as my colleague has said. We
certainly are not prepared to support any amendments of the
Companies Ordinance designed to encourage more companies
to register in Gibraltar who are in breach of Community
Directives like the ones that are already registered are
and that is what you are doing. What you are doing is, you
say it is not enough that we have got . 17,333 companies
breaching the Directives, we want to make it easier for 30,000
companies to come in and breach the Directives: If one of
the . arguments about • not wanting..to publish accounts is that
they are all going to go away; then theyare'going: to pass.a law now to let them all come 'in and then by the end of
the year when we make it• compulsory tb publish
accounts they
all go, so what are we doing it for?
Because' that is one
•
of the arguments that has been said if not here• it has
certainly been said in more than one cocktail round. They
are all going to disappear in fear, privacy and secrecy is
very important and therefore they come here because they
have got something to hide, presumably, that is why they
don't want to publish their accounts and other people require
them to publish their accounts. What is the mystery about
the publication of the accounts? Why cannot we have a two-line
amendment in the law that says that the information you have
to give to your shareholders should be available to anybody
that writes in to the company and gets it? If i want to find
out, Mr Speaker, what is happening in a business activity
here I cannot but I can write to the company secretary in
London and I can get the annual reports of what they are
doing everywhere else but I cannot find out what they are
doing in Gibraltar where I may be affected as a customer
or I may be affected as an employee or I may be looking after
the interests of the employees of that enterprise. Well,
it is not on, certainly they will come back to the House
but they will have to vote against an amendment that we shall
bring disclosing company information.

There are forty-five lawyers.
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,LMR SPEAKER:

with the Bill now before the House. I took over the.Chairmanship of the Finance Centre : Think Tank.a yearsago, it has
taken me some.Months to begin to familiarise myself with
the problems and. with the aspirations of the people concerned
and I'give them.my support and my ,help as I would .give any
group of' people. in.Gibraltar who are desirous of improving
the economy and dOip.g things for the.general"good. That is
why this Bill is before the HoPse and that is why at Committee.
be another important piece of
Stage there As. going
legislation brought to the. Housa'also for 'the benefit of
-the ,'economy in Gibraltar, The legislation for the Fourth
Directive is in London, .it As being . drafted by a person
specially engaged and - paid' for by ODA to produce that
• .legislationand - when• it is ready we will bring it to the
House. We certainly are .not gOing to lorifig a piece of
.legislation to the House which sis going to stultify
Gibraltar's -development as a'Finance•Centre. I will say to
London that if they cut off development did to Gibraltar,
if we are expected to pay the bill for Gibrepair in the future
and so on, then we also have a right to determine what
bring to the House and to ensure that that
legislationwe.
:
legislation. does not work against the economic interest of
Gibraltar. That I will tell London. •

1,1,A;e there any other contributors? Then I will call 'on the

9,ver to reply..

AIIEN-- A J CANEPA:

,
/Ir- Speaker, the Hon the Leader of the Opposition has, of
Aptrse, in hiS intervention given the lie fully and entirely
-to- the lip service which the Hon Mr Feetham pays to the
{development of the Finance Centre. They are not really
;interested in the development of the Finance - Centre. Perhaps
they are grateful- and welcome the additional jobs that are
*provided,
yes, but they are not' really interested.. They are
-interested. because as we have' seen here this afternoon
•
'they
rthey consider that the Finance Centre is just an opportunity
iqer. Iawyers in Gibraltar to'make more and more money, that
'''04.5-all, - lawyerS and accountants and the Hon Mr. Bossano has
• .:said that in the House. For political reasons and for .
F:electoral reasons they try. to pretend that .they care and
- fthey are interested and they try to pretend that'they are
Y"not, in fact, antagbnistic to the aspirations of people that'
..i,
tv.york in the Centre. But by their attitude 'here this after-._1';noon-and by their voting against this amendment the .message'
tithat is going to go out of this House to people in the Finance
•
:,.::.
_-.0;entre
is that the Opposition doesn't care and that if Hon
_ ::;Members opposite get into Government then heaven help the
t.'
_people
in the Finance Centre and I will predict that.the
.-s-:growth that we have seen in the last six months will be a
•:'''thina 'of the . past.- Capital will flee from Gibraltar-because
. --;rof- the attitude of Members oppOsite and. jobs will be' lost.
, :I - am glad to see that their protective clothing is off this
.!"-afternoon and that - people are going to see exactly'where
:,Members opposite stand on this important growth area. of the
tFeconomv of Gibraltar. Why on earth is the OppositiOn so
-interested, why haVe we had question after: question in this
, house about the implementation of the Fourth Directive? What
As the• real motive.' behind the Opposition? Why do they ,want
':that information? I have my own view as to that and' to say
'that they are voting against. as a matter of principle, to
' filsay that the Attorhey-General is covering-up. Do':' we' need
the Attorney-General to cover up for anything? And I myself
'least of all, I push the Attorney-General incessantly to
get legislation ready and to bring matters to the House as
expeditiously as possible. To say that there is more urgent
legislation affecting working people that we have ignored,'
my record in this House over the last fifteen years is second
to none when it comes to bringing legislation to the' House
and no Member' of this House in the past has brought more
legislation on labour matters and more legislation on social
, .matters than I have done:. The same attitude . and, the same
.- effort and interest that I put into my work as Minister. for
' Labouri I also put" into'other matters. Some are more complex
and more difficult but I'try to do my duty "and to do my job
and that is why I continue to bring, at every opportunity,
important legislation to the House. That is what has happened
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• : koNM A FEETHAM:
•

You are wrong.
MR SPEAKER:
••
•
Order, I will not have interruptions and
your attention.

••

have to call

'HON A J CANEPA:
'And I am sure that if .they get into poser in,respect,of the
'implementation of the Fourth' Directive they will be. the
'darling. boys' of thejDepartmentofTrade and Industry and
-doPbt. But 'let Hon. Members
ofthe ,Foreigd -Office
not forgetthatthe'averagerent'in:Gibialtarli also.-very
grateful that their 'sons and .daughters can look to secure
employment because At is the most secure employment that
there IA. in Gibraltar...in,,the present circumstances. Over
IOU jobs` .were; created in • ti:iis,area.in'the -sixmonth period
from'October, '1986, to April,- 1967, in&thatis a very .real
' achievement. What I think irked - Hon rMembers-opposite- is•that
we are the ones who are in office, I haVe'been in _office
during the last.two and a' half years. of dramatic growth in
it;because it
this sector. "I expec - that they'doet
"is a real political success. As I - say,'I am.sure the. message
Will get loud - and 'clear to- people from outside that the lip
service of the Opposition 'tcy•the growth of the Finance Centre
has .just been mere- words-.aucl that there iS -no'substance to
•
that at all.'

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The Bill was read a second time.
HON A J CANEPA:.
Mr Speaker, I beg, to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of• the Bill will be taken at a later stage in the
proceedings when the House resumes on the 10th November.
THE LANDLORD AND TENANT (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
..: HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

granting his consent to an assignment of a tenancy of business
premises.
Under the existing section 2(3) of the Ordinance
`unless a court of competent jurisdiction otherwise determines,
any transfer or change in the legal or beneficial ownership of
any share in a tenant company or any change of the membership of
a tenant company constitutes an assignment of the tenancy or a
cesser of occupation of the premises and consequently every time
a person buys or sells shares in a company whose shares are
traded in on a recognised stock exchange, the company is deemed
by section 2(3) to have assigned the tenancy of any property
which it rents in Gibraltar or to have ceased to occupy such
properties* and thus giving the landlord the right to charge a
premium of up to two years rent. Mr Speaker, this is clearly
wrong and it was not intended by the draftsman or by this House
when it enacted section 2(3) of the Ordinance and this Bill
corrects the position and I commend it to the House, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member wish
•
to speak on the general principles and merits of the Bill?
HON J L BALDACHINO:
Mr Speaker, this Ordinance has always been a controversial
Ordinance even when it was brought initially. I won't refer to
Part III of the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance which applies to
dwelling houses but it appears that Part IV which applies to
business premises is receiving the same treatment. Even though
we are amending section 2(3) it still has a bearing indirectly to
section 69 of the Ordinance Section 69 of the Ordinance, Mr
Speaker, has up to date received two or three amendments already.
As•a matter of fact there is still one which was brought by the
Hon Member on the 27th November, 1986, which he withdrew on the
First Reading saying that he would bring it at a later date and
we still haven't heard anything about that amendment.

Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance to
amend the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance be read'a first time.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Mr Speaker then put, the question which was resolved in the

That Bill is not being proceeded with.

affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
HON J L BALDACHINO:
SECOND READING
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read a
second time. Mr Speaker, the object of this Bill is to
remove another difficulty which has arisen in the
Under
interpretation of the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance.
section 69 of the Ordinance the Landlord has the right to
charge a premium not exceeding two years rent as a condition for
103.

I am' grateful to the Hon Member for clarifying that point.
Anyway, Mr Speaker, my reservation on Part III was that landlords
had really all the advantages when it came to finances and as a
matter of fact the last amendment to section 69, Mr Speaker, when
the
initial
the Government brought
this
amendment,
provision in the Ordinance was that if you had a
business and if you sold that business and whoever bought
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that business was going to carry on with the same business
then there was no premium whatsoever to be paid and my Hon
Colleague, the Leader of the Opposition, at the time objected
to this. What is happening now is precisely the contrary
to the spirit of what they have been doing to the Landlord
and Tenants Ordinance. In other words, whereas before it was
all the time protecting the landlord, now we have the tenant
being protected against the landlord and it is a question
of how strong or how wealthy the tenant LI. That is really
what they are doing. If a tenant has shares in the stock
market it must be quite a powerful business and company,
a bank or something like that. And what are they doing? If
those shares are sold so long as it is in the stock exchange
they don't have to pay a premium to the landlord. And yet
if Somebody'has a small business and he sells his business
to, somebody else he has to pay a premium of two years rent.
That is what the Government is doing. If they want to do
that for the powerful why don't they do that for everybody?
Another query I wanted to raise, Mr Speaker, is what happens
if:there is a company with shares and the person passes away
and• the shares have to be passed to somebody else in the
fatally - I hope the Hon Member is listening, Mr Speaker,
because I expect him 'to answer that - a company which is'
not on the stock exchange which has shareholders, a local
one, is owned by shares by the family and one of the share-holders dies and if the shares have passed to somebody else
within the family then they have to pay a premium because
of that. And why is it for one and 'not for the other, Mr
Speaker? It is• an injustice. It was an injustice on Part..
III of the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance for dwellings and
now the, same injustice is happening on Part IV of business
premises. I hope the Hon Member considers what I am saying
and most certainly, Mr Speaker, we are not prepared to vote
in favour of any amendment on this piece of legislation or
on this Ordinance because I think it is an injustice. They
did it in Part III and now they are doing it in Part IV,
Mr Speaker. There are no more than six companies involved
in this at the moment. We are not prepared to support this
on those grounds, Mr Speaker. Thank you very much.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors? Does the Mover wish to
reply?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, it is not a auestion of trying to help the
powerful or the strong and not doing anything for the weak,
it is simply really a matter of commonsense. Let's take
Barclays Bank - I wish I could have thought of another example
but that was the only one I could think of - but Barclays
Bank, their shares are quoted on the London Stock Exchange.
Barclays Bank are tenants of many properties in Gibraltar.
Barclays Bank shares are dealt with every day on the stock
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exchange. The membership and the shareholding of the .shares
of Barclays Bank change from. Mr 'A who lives in Worthing to
Mr B who lives in-Shoreditch and every• time that happens
the way. section 2(3) is drafted,. there is an' assignment and
therefore. the Gibraltar landlord who is 'fairly astute says:
'I want my premium of up. to two years rent".
•
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. Have,' in fact, there been
cases of the'half a dozen public companies that are operating
in Gibraltar, 'because we :have asked before how many of the
companies registered were public quoted companies or how
many of the compaliieS incorporated - were - public quoted
companies and the figure was negligible. Have there been
.any instances, in fact, of what the Ron and Learned the Attorney-General says is happening, some clever landlord
coming along and saying 'I want my two years premium'?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
A firm of lawyers referred the matter• to my Chambers and
Said I This.is the danger'. We have no doubt whatsoever because
this la covered in section 2(3), unless a court of competent
jurisdiction should decide otherwise. We know that if we
went to the Supreme Court the Supreme Court would say 'That
.is' not a transfer and that doesn't entitle the landlord to
the premium'. But the lawyer was right in pointing out to
me because this obviously wasn't intended, 'Why should we
put .our clients to the cost of applying to the Court to say
'This is not a transfer'?' I think every Member of this House
if he.puts his hand on his heart can say 'when we passed
and enacted section. 2(3)' - I wasn't -in the House at that
time -. but when section 2(3) was enacted we never expected
this scenario. I don't think it was ever thought and so we
said 'When Barclays Bank shares or any of the other•six or
how' many it is public companies whose shares are quoted on
the stock exchange have a sale of shares don!t let's give
the Gibraltar landlord the right to charge- up to two years
rent on a deemed transfer or assignment. of tenan617'. It
doesn't make sense and that is what'the Bill is about..
•
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. Does he then argue by
implication that the point that was made, :we know what the
Bill says, we are not arguing with what it says, we can see
that it is in fact a nonsense to suggest that every time
somebody buys or sells shares on the stock exchange the landlord should raise the rent or charge a premium, that's a
nonsense. 'The point that we are raising, Mr Speaker, is there
are for six or seven companies that have got publicly quoted
shares there are 17,000 that haven't publicly quoted shares.
We have had a situation where 'Galliano's Bank has just had
its shares sold. Apparently they own the properties in- which
they are housed, had they not' owned them the landlord would
have been able to charge a premium. •
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The following Hon Members voted against:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Of course.
HON J BOSSANO:

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

Why of course? Suppose one Of the brothers had sold his share
and not the rest, the same would 'happen.. You have got a
situation where.if it is less than 50, I understand, it is
not a public company.' Less than fifty shareholder's is not
a public company. .
•
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

The Bill was read a second time.

No, a private company can have more tlin fifty.

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Staae and Third
Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.

HON, J BOSSANO:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Right, a private company can have more than fifty so if it
is less'than fifty it is not public, it is private. There.
are many companies, for example, that I know of where there
are changes between members of the family or relatives or
people buying in or every time there is a share transaction
we are,being told the landlord can raise the rent and that
makes sense and that is equitable. That is' the policy .of
the Government. This one doesn't make sense and it is not.
equitable and it is a manifest nonsense and it was never
intended. But what is being retained is Government policy;
is intended and is eauitable. We must be told that.because
they are not seeking to change the rest or we will move an
amendment to take the others out as well when it comes to
the Committee Stage.

I would like to say something about this. It is all very
well to say 'we will bring an amendment'. but, of course,
that amendment could be very serious and could have wide
repercussions. I don't mind if, in fact, they are serious
•
about this, to leave the Committee Stage to the 10th November
on whenever we are going to. meet and let us'have the amendment
long before so 'that we know the implications and we are :now
•going to ask exactly what you are entitled to ask from us
'and that is time to consider this matter. With that and all
the other amendments which you have had plenty of time with
.the Bill.
HON J BOSSANO:
We agree with that.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
•
I accept that, of course, the second part of the Hon Leader'
of the Opposition's contribution is a matter of policy. of
the Government but my brief is not to orotect but to remove
the nonsense- 1 doni t know about the policV decisions of
the Government insofar as the transfer of companies whote•
shares are not quoted on the public stock .exchange, that. .
is up to the Government',
Mr Speaker then out the auestion and ,on a vote being taken .
the following Hon Members. voted in favour:
The Hon
The 'Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The.Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon

A J Canepa
Major .F
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez •
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor •
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•

MR SPEAKER.:
So notice is being given that the Committee Stage will be
taken on the 10th November.
•THE PUBLIC UTILITY UNDERTAKINGS (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON J B PEREZ:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to.amend the Public Utility Undertakings Ordinance be read
a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
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SECOND READING
HON J B PEREZ:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Mr Speaker, basically the main objects of
this:,:parlicular Bill before the House is, what I would term,
a tidying up operation of our present legislation, in
particular section 40 onwards of the Public Utility Ordinance.
Thc.,;Main basic 'reason making this change in the legislation
necessary was as a result of a court case, I think it was
in the Magistrates Court, in which the Arrears Section of
the. Gibraltar Government were proceeding against a particular
individual for non-payment of telephone bills and the evidence
being adduced was, of course, the metered units which we
had at the Exchange and the Judge held that, in fact, it
wasn't absolutely clear whether we could use the metered
units in the Exchange as prima facie evidence that the call
was ._ actually made. So it is as a result of that particular
court. decision that this legislation is now required. Hon
MeMbers opposite will note that there are also provisions,
ofcourse, in the event of a particular subscriber which,
again, there is a provision which doesn't exist today, we
are-,know enacting legislation to enable a subscriber who.
pehaps may be aggrieved or unsatisfied with the number of
urns on the bills that he is receiving and there is now
prOvision in which he can make certain applications to the.
court in which the whole matter can be looked at. As I say,
it, is basically a tidying up operation and basically arose
aS:.a result of a decision of the Magistrates Court. Now the
poSition will be, if the Bill goes through and becomes law,
that we' will be able to use the metered units by way of
evidence to establish that somebody has made those calls.
I,;,think there is very little that I can add, Mr Speaker,
I 'commend the Bill to the House.
MR ,SPEAKER:
. •
BefOre I put the question to the House does any Hon' Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON ,J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, it seems to me that this Bill is being brought
in as the Hon Member has explained because in one particular
court case the Magistrates ruled that the Government wasn't
able...to use the meter as prima facie evidence in court. One
wonders how many cases have been taken to court with similar
evidence and on how many occasions the Government has been
breaking the law to that extent unless it is that this was
the first case and the Magistrates warned the Government
that this situation was an anomaly. Then we are actually
putting right something which we have seen is wrong with
the first case but that would .suggest that since metered
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calls were inexistence*no'other cases pf arrears of telephone'
subscribers have gone. to Court or of disconnection, of course.
Clause 3, as I understand the explanatory memorandum here,
in.effect gives the GovernMent the power that it does not
affect the consumer's liability to'pay any amounts outstanding
to which no objection has been taken. Surely, that is the
position today and why do we need to'include it in the
.legislation? Surely, if I have a dispute about one bill,
the situation is that the other bills ,for.which I have no
dispute with the Government I am still liable, that is true
today without thiS clause being entered into the legislation.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
If the Hon Member will give way. This is so but, of course,
if you have got'a bill outstanding on your meter, the meter
reading, and you say 'I don't object, to that, I am paying
that' but then you get the next bill and it carries on the
meter reading from the last meter reading and you say 'I
object to that one, I haven't had so many units'. So . this
is ex abundantia cautela, if you like. If vou don't object
to the first one which takes it up to 1234, you pay that
and, okay, you object from 1234 to 23455 and you are objectina
to that but you must still pay the.1234 because you are,.not
objecting to that. That is the reason for it.'
EON J C PEREZ:
.That is what I am saying should already be the case.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Yes; but there has never been the right of objection civen
by clause 2 before, the new section 42 where there is a
presumption. We have created a new situation.
HON J

C PEREZ:

Mr Speaker, what I think we need is, basically, clarification
of the points I have made, whether the Government has been
empowered up to now before this Bill came to the House to
disconnect telephone subscribers in arrears or to take legal
action against people .in arrears considering that the
Magistrate has found that the 'law was not sufficiently tied
down for the Government to be able to do this until now.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
It would be monstrous to say that all the cases that have
been taken for arrears have been improperly taken. The point
is that the Public Utility Ordinance which provided for the
electricity from the beginning of meters has got the
provision. We had a Telephone Exchange without the use of
meters prior to the going international and so on and when
the
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'HON J C PEREZ:
If the Hon Member will give way. I have said since meters
were introduced.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Perhaps if he will let me finish. Before meters were
introduced, before we had the direct dialling service and
there were no charges for calls either international or local,
there was no need to meters, we• had no meters. When we
introduced meters the necessary amendment to the legislation
did not provide for the existence of meters. The same as
a meter reader goes to your house and whatever it reads if
you find that it is very heavy, you put an objection and
they put your meter to the, test and this is what this is
going to do, that when people object to that they can have
their objections heard. He did say in one which he disputed
that he.'wasn't satisfied that that was evidence, this is
prima facie evidence, it can be upset by all sorts of things.
A meter can be recorded as haYing made twenty-five calls
and somebody can prove that nobody has entered that household
and he will say 'No, I did not make the calls as the meter
has recorded'. But he will have the right now to go and object
and prove that he cannot be made .liable to pay for that.
Before we didn't have one or the other.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, surely, somebody must have said 'I am not paying'
and was taken to court.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
One who had an objection raised it and then the Magistrate
said 'where is the power for me to show that that is a prima
facie evidence?' and as it is natural that it should be,
we are trying to make it so., correcting an incorrect piece
of legislation.
•
HON J BOSSANO:
When we are talking about correcting an incorrect piece of
legislation, one of the things that we have noticed, we had
a situation where the Hon*Financial and Development Secretary
pleaded auilty earlier in these proceedings to having acted
as if the legislation on rates had been changed before the
legislation on rates had been changed and we changed it today
retrospectively. We have had a number of incidents, the
Government *passed legislation in March, 198G, Mr Speaker,
to which we made a reference in relation to GSL exempting
from income tax the inducement allowance of expatriate
managers. I asked at the time in the debate, 'is it thnt
these peeplt have not been taxed illegally? And now in 19;16'

you pass a law saying they have to pay no tax since 1984.
Well, what has happened since 1984? Is it that they have
paid it and they are going to get it back as the law should
have laid down or that they never paid it in defiance of
the law so you then come and legislate?' I am still waiting
for an answer and we haven't had an answer now or since.
This is the point. If the Government finds that it has been
acting illegally it comes along and legislates.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, you are wrong.
HON J BOSSANO:
So, in fact, the existing law, before this amendment, gives
the Government the right to require people' to pay whatever
is on the meter independent of this law.
MR SPEAKER:
Unless he objects and then he goes to court.
HON J BOSSANO:
I. know , many consumers and I have been myself in the
situation, Mr Speaker, of suddenly getting an exorbitant
bill. I. know of people who have been away on holiday from
Gibraltar and they get a huge electricity bill or • a huge
telephone bill and they cannot explain it. When they go
to the department the department tells them :Thy eaUipment
cannot be wrong, you either pay or we switch you off' and
people pay. It has happened to me. No aocd saving 'no',
I have experienced it and I know other people who have and
in the end people give up. Obviously, somebody didn't give
up and tested it and has found that they couldn't do what
they were doing. ,That is our interpretation of the thing.
If we are' now going to give them the power to say 'what
the meter says is prima facie' and the person has got the
right of objection, what does it imply? Does it imply then
that the Judge is the person who decides whether the meter
is right or wrong and are there any indications of how the
Judge....
MR SPEAKER: •
No, whether he pays what he has been asked to pay or not,
not whether the meter is right or wrong.
•

Itz.
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HON J BOSSANO:

HON J B PEREZ:

So it. means then that until now people had the right to
sav'YI am not paying the bill' and if they were sued the
court could still rule that they didn't have to pay what
the' Meter said even though it wasn't in the law because
the Government couldn't use the meter as evidence. The
question 'of their 'objection or not is not very clear to
me . because if they didn't have the right to object until
now 'I don't see how the Government lost the case in court,
somebody must have decided that he would go to court rather
than pay. I will give way if the Hon Member can explain.
We are not clear whether we are going to support this or
not at this stage.

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of the till be taken at- a later stage in the
meeting.

HON J B PEREZ:
Perhaps I can help the Hon Member. Let's be clear on one
thing, the law is there which entitles the Government to
bill on a meter basis. What we are dealing with here is
how to prove in a court of law when the Government takes
-somebody to court for non-payment of telephone bills we
:`say, bv way of 'evidence, 'Mr X who lives at so and so,
''telephone number so- and so, metered units from months January
to March, so many.' metered units, total cost per unit X'
there is no doubt that we are covered in law to do that.
-But when it comes to proving your case the department would
send somebody along and say, by way of evidence, 'we checked
.the meter, the meter read so many units on such and such
:a date and so many units on the other date'. That, according
to. the-Judge, in his interpretation of the law, we couldn't
am going to give the Hon Member a very good example
nand draw a• comparison. If you are taken to court on a
,
speeding offence, a Police Officer would say 'I saw Mr so
and so driving along Queensway, in my opinion, at a speed
'of X and I followed the car for fifty yards'. The law
prOvides, by statute, because you need that evidence to
be corroborated by something else, it is not enough for
&;,Police Officer to say 'I followed the car for fifty yards
arid. An my opinion it was going over the speed limit'. The
law provides that in that case the Police Officer can refer
to' his speedometer so the law allows, the law actually
specifies that a Police Officer can use his speedometer
and the evidence of that speedometer which the Police
Constable relates to the court is evidence. That is exactly
what we are doing in connection with prima facie evidence
of„the meters. There is no question at all that we have
brOken the law, on the contrary, it is only a case in which
in the Judge's interpretation of the law he felt that it
ought to be changed and that is exactly what we have done.
I.hibpe that helps the Hon Member.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
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This was agreed to.
THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS)
ORDINANCE, 1987
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The Bar has requested that this Bill be considered by the
Law Reform Committee before being proceeded with. I have
agreed to the Bar's request and will submit the Bill tothe Committee, I perhaps should have done it before printing
the Bill and consequently the Bill will not be proceeded
with at this meeting of the House.
MR SPEAKER:
So you are not proceeding with this particular Bill?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
At thid meeting of the House.
THE ESTATE DUTIES (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to amend the Estate Duties Ordinance be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I. have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Mr Speaker, Hon Members will recall that
during the last Budget Session the Government announced
its intention to restructure the system of calculating estate
duty so• that the duty bands should be applied on a
progressive basis instead of on a flat rate dependent on
the value of the estate. That is to say, a system similar
to. the income tax progressive taxation system would apply.
I don't. mean progressive in the sense that the penalties
become more intense but that the succeeding tranchez are

treated not with the a‘iditionel ones. I haven't exlaained
that very well. I think Memners probably understand what.
I mean, Members will also recall that in the interim a
doubling of the existing hands was introduced and that a
commitment was given that the restructuring when eventdally
implemented would be backdated to the 1st May, 1.987. The
amending Bill now before the House seeks to give effect
to the restructure. Its main provisions are to establish
the calculation of estate duty at rates ranging in steps
of five steps from nil to 25%, These rates' apply
progressively to bands of £20,000. To exclude from estate•
duty the value of matrimonial homes up to a maximum of
£100,000 and to qualify for this concession the home. must
have been occupied by the deceased and the spouse and
children, if env, for at least the twelve 'months preceding
death. And, finally, that the amendment shall he deemed
to have into operation on the 1st May, 1987. It is considered
that this restructuring provides for a fairer calculation
of estate duty by affording relatively greater relief to.
the smaller estates. Mr Speaker, I commend the Bill to the
House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put. the question to the House does any Hon 'Member
wish to speak on the general'principles and merits of the
Bill?

THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATTON (1087/88) (MO, 2) orenTNAmrf!,
1987
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to appropriate further sums of money to the service of the
year ending with the 31st day of March, 1988, he read a
first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time and in accordance with convention I do not
propose to make a speech on the general principles of the
Bill but I wish to give notice that at the Committee Stage
of the Bill the Government will be moving an amendment in
respect of one of the major items, in fact, featuring in
the Schedule of•.t.he Bill under Head 101 - Housing, with
a. view•to:removing that. particular: item of. expenditure from
the Bill.

HON E PILCEER:
Mr Speaker, as the Hon Financial an& Development Secretary
has said, this Bill now before the House was well discussed
at the time of the Budget - and agreed to by the Opposition
both in the bands and in the property aspects of it and
the backdating to the 1st May is, in fact, in consonance
with our policy.
MR SPEAKER:

MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the .question. to the House does any .Eon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON A J CANEPA:

HON FINANCIkL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Mr Speaker, perhaps, if: you could clarify'whet'aer you think
it- would be better procedure that the reason for this amendment to delete this considerable sum of money to the Bill,
whether you would prefer that it be given now in the Second
Reading of the Bill or in Committee.

No, Sir.

MR SPEAKER:

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.

No, there is no reason, if it is going to affect the
principles of the Bill and being a Supplementary
Appropriation any amendment 'would definitely affect the
principles, there is no reason why it shouldn't he done
now and thereby give notice to the Opposition of what it
is intended to do.

Dees the Hon Mover wish to reply?

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage
in the meeting.
This was agreed to.
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HON A J CANEPA:
This is the deletion of the sum of £1.2m which was being
sought from the Improvement and Development Fund under Head
101 - Housing. I think that Hon Members opposite are aware
that the Government had agreed as its contribution to housing
under the Home Ownership Scheme, to meet the costs of the
infrastructure of the Montagu Basin Project and the cost
of the infrastructure was estimated to be £1.8m. Subsequently
the developers sought Government assistance to help resolve
the. cash flow problems which they would be facing in having
to fund the costs of reclamation without having recourse
to the flow of funds they had expected from the sales of
the first units. The Government then agreed to reimburse
the developers those costs estimated at £1.2m and only
contribute £0.6m to the infrastructure and thus we would
-be maintaining the same level of contribution to the overall
project as had been originally planned. As the funds were
. .reauired within the current financial year, the appropriation
of this amount was accordingly included in the Bill now
,
.before the House. Subsequent and more recent negotiations
.between the developers and the Crown Lands Department have
k-resulted in changes which have meant that the company will
-,tiot• have to be reimbursed the reclamation costs • until
':redlamation is completed in the coming financial year. There
is, therefere, no need to appropriate the funds now and
the Financial and Development Secretary will move the
necessary amendment at Committee Stage.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
..i:,'ON.FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Peading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the
meeting.
This was agreed to.
The House recessed at 5.20 pm.
The uouse resumed at 5.50 pm.
COMMITTEE STAGE
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the House should
resolve itself intc Committee to consider the following
Bills clause by clause: The Employment (Amendment) Bill,
1987; the Social Security (Employment Injuries Insurance)
Bill, 1987; the Consumer Protection (Property Service Charges
and Protection from Ejectment) Bill, 1987; the Gibraltar

Regiment Bill, 1987; the House of AsSembly'(Amendment) Bill,
1987; the Public Utility Undertakings (Amendment) Bill,
1987; the Estate Duties (Amendment) Bill, 1987; and the
Supplementary•Appropriation (1987/88) (No.2) Bill, 1987. .
This was agreed to and the House resolved itself into
Committee.
THE EMPLOYMENT (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1'487
Clauses 1 to 3 were acreed to and stood part of the Bill.
New Clause 4
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move the following amendment to the
Bill by the addition of the following new Clause. The
marginal note should read: "Amendment to Section 52". The
.new clause 4 to read: "Section 52(6)(a) of the principal
Ordinance ,is amended by omitting the exPression, "£1,500"
and substituting therefor the expression ".£8,853.". Mr
Chairman, this is the amended version of Clause 2 of Bill
No.2 of 1986.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Mr Chairman, we are now at the Committee Stage of the amendment Bill for 1987 but we appear to have left behind the
amendment Bill for 1986 which has, not been, brought to-the'
House of which you are now bringing an amendment which was
raised in the amendment Bill for 1986 and inobrporatinc
it into the amendment Bill for 1987. If you will recall,
in the amendment Bill for 1966 I•raised a fundamental issue
whereby I said that we would be brincing an amendment on
the question of the basic award in the case of dismissals
and, in fact, I did raise this with the Attorney-General
some time after the meeting of the House and put my proposed
amendment and, as far as I am aware, I have not heard any
policy statement from the Government that the amendment
I am proposing is accepted or not accepted and env reason
why they are not proceedinc with the amendment Bill for
1986 when we have cot a Bill for 1987.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
As I explained, Mr Chairman, the. 1986 Bill had three clauses.
The first one the short title, the second clause recuiring
the notification of certain employments, I 'think lie used
to be £1,500 and that was .agreeable. The third clause dealt
with the compensation for unfair dismissal. That was clause
3 of the 1986 Bill, that clause is not being proceeded with
for the time being because, I think, it is subject still

La
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to do with rager3 to the question of oompensetion. I think
you made the point very forcefully in the Second . leading,
this deals with unfair dismissals and you took the point
that anybody who is unfairly dismissed before they can have
compensation it is compensation for loss and therefore an
employee who hasn't lost anything is not entitled to
compensation although he has been unfairly dismissed. You
wanted to make the point that the amendment that you were
proposing was anybody who has been unfairly dismissed should
be ipso facto entitled to compensation Whether or not he
has lost anything. I think the point you that an employee
who is un'=P 4 -1 y dismissed on Day one and gets a job on Day
two, he gets no compensation but the lazy employee who waits
to Day thirty and therefore has lost a month's wages, he
gets compensation. I think that position is still being
considered by Government. All I can say about Clause 3 of
Sill No. 2 of 1935 is that it is still under consideration
by Government. I don't know if the Minister can shed any
further light. As I understand it, it is still being
considered and for the time being we are not proceeding
with clause 3 of Bill No.2 of 1986, but in clause 2 before
it was £7,852 and we have now increased it to £8,883. The
rest is policy and I cannot say anything.

AVVohUN7-101 Ai,:
Mr. Chairman, as you appreciate, I cannot alter that, this
is a matter of policy entirely for the Government. I must
leave that to the Minister to alter or for the Government,
it is policy and I don't know.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
The only way I can help here, Mr Chairman, is that I did
write to the Hon the Leader of the Opposition regarding
this particular Bill and his reply of tne 22nd September,
1987, said: "I refer to your letters of the 20th August
and of the 10th July. The Opposition will not be tabling
amendments to this Bill as having looked at the principal
Ordinance we have come to the conclusion that the whole
Ordinance requires revision. The question of possible
conflict with Community law is being followed up with the
Attorney-General by Michael Feetham and other than
clarification on this point, we shall be supporting the
Bill. Yours sincerely, Joe Bossano, Leader of the
Opposition".
HON M A FEETHAM:

EON M A FEETHAM:

That has been done.

When do we go through the Committee Stage of the (Amendment)
Bill of 1986, in 1988? You either say that as a policy you
do not accept that an employee is entitled to basic
compensation at the time of dismissal and .say 'This is not
our policy. We can now. forget about .the amendment Bill for
1986, we are now going into a fresh Bill for 1987, let's
get it off' and then, of course, it would he up to us, as
any future Government, to say 'we want to bring in the unfair
dismissal basic awards for employees who are unfairly
dismissed'. The other thing is since we have been presented
with this at the time of the meeting of this House, this
amendment, although tnere may have been some discussion
outside the House, as a. matter of fundamental approach and
commonsense, is it necessary that we should put ET limit?
All we are going to be doing here is that in a year's time
or in two year's time we are going to update this. Shouldn't
we accept that every employee, whether it be higher management, lower ranagement, worker, should have a statement
of conditions of employment on taking up employment? Why
should we say 'anybody below £8,000 is entitled to a
statr,ent of conditions and anybody above is not'? I would
say that quite a number of people in employment are earning
over £8,883 and they would like to have a contract of employment, at least stipulated conditions laid down, I am sure
I would, I am sure some of the Members opposite would if
they were in employment. Would the Government not consider
withdrawing this amendment and not stipulating any amount?
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HON J L BALDACHINO:
Mr Chairman., can the Hon Member say why we are bringing
it up to £8,883, why that.figure?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: •
It has something to do with the calculation of the minimum
wage which has been agreed. I think it has something to
do with the minimum wage.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Chairman, yes. If I can read: "The 1986 Bill also provides
for an amendment to Section 52(6)(a) of the Ordinance which
relates to extending the protection affor'led by that section
to persons whose wages do not exceed £7,952 a year. The
amendment of this section is not controversial and the Leader
of the Opposition has suggested that it should be
incorporated in 'the 1987 (Amendment) Bill. I would certainly
he grateful if action could be taken to this effect. It
should be noted, however, that the figure of £7,852 should
he amended to read 'E8,883' as this figure is arrived at
on the basis of 52 times double the current minimum wage
prescribed by orders made under the Ordinance. -At present
£85.41 per week". That is how the figure is arrived.at.
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HON M A FERTHAM:

Low

Mr Chairman, I know how the figure is arrived at. I am just
quettioning whether it is logical and reasonable 'that
legisgation should say that anybody is entitled to have
a statement of conditions even if it is a question of them
requesting it rather than limiting it to people below what
one -would consider to be the lower income bracket. Is there
a great need on the part of the Government to limit this?
It seems to me, Mr Chairman, that somewhere along the line
som6bOdy decided that we should have a minimum and I think
that philosophy is out-of-date, quite frankly.

As a MattfIr of information, after the Conditions of Employment Board does it have to go hack to the Government for
a policy decision?

4 N

HON-DR R G VALARINO:
. •
Mr Chairman, the letter is dated the 2nd October so it' is
fairly late in the day. I would have-thought it Would have
to come back to Government so that it becomes Government
policy because there will naturally be a change and then
Government would bring it to the House.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr :Chairman, may I clear up another matter which the Hon
Gentleman has brought up as well and this, could very well
exPlain the point that he has raised. I shall read,'if I
may;:. "There is another amendment to the Employment Ordinance
Bill No.2 of 1986 which has been outstanding since last
year as a result of certain points raised by Mr Feetham
on .'the amount of compensation for unfair dismissal when
the Bill was debated in the House. The matter was referred
back to the Conditions of Employment Board and has still
not been resolved". Obviously, why it has not • been
incorporated into this Bill at this moment is because this
matter is still with the Conditions of Employment Board
and therefore has not been included as part of the. Bill.
am sure that once this particular point is dealt with
by the Conditions of Employment Board, it can be incorporated
into this particular Bill.

HON J E PILCHER:
There is, therefore, no idea of when we are likely to get
the 1986 amendment which is of. particular interest. The
Hon and Learned Attorney-General mentioned how strongly
it had been defended by my Hon colleague, it is of extreme
importance to us so when are we likely to be able to see
that amendment come to light?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Chairman, I will try to endeavour to bring it to the
next meeting of the House and in the meantime if I may help
the Hon Mr Feetham, I shall get in touch with him and I
will let him know how this particular Board is getting on
and I can inform him of the progress of this matter.

HON J E PILCHER:

HON M A FEETHAM:

Mr Chairman, my Hon colleague asked, and we now have a
reason, why the amendment Bill for 1986 is not being.
proceeded with. It is an amendment Bill for 1986 and what
the Minister is saying is that it has not gone ,to the
Conditions of Employment Board yet.

Mr Chairman, the reason why 2 am being a little bit
persistent on it is because on the issue of the basie'award
for unfair dismissal although the unfair dismissal tribunal
doesn't meet very regularly, it does meet and since the
1986 (Amendment) Bill came to the House and I proposed the
amendment, and incidentally I proposed the amendment in
the light of legislation in the UK, it wasn't something
that one was saying 'This is a novelty'. No, it is something
which is already very much an accepted principle and we
wanted to include it. There has been at least one particular
case very recently in the unfair dismissal tribunal where
the employer was arguing that there had been no material
loss on the part of the employee because he left his
employment and within a week he had taken employment elsewhere. Because the law, as it stands, 'could be interpreted
in such a way that it was very favourable to the employer,
I think it is going to be prejudicial to the employee beCause
although the award has not been made by the unfair dismissal
tribunal, clearly, he was making .a - very strong case • and
the lawyer was entitled to make that case. If the House
had acted a little more expeditiously in resolving as to
whether we accept or we don't, at least take a decision
on it, I think it would have been helpful to the tribunal.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
If the Hon Member will give way. Et was referred back to
the Conditions of Employment Board but they have not resolved
it yet so we haven't had a definite answer from the
Conditions of Employment Board.
HON J E PILCHER:
When did it go to the'Conditions of Employment Board?
HON Da R G VALARINO:
I am afraid I haven't got that answer at hand.
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12.2.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL;

HON M A FRETHAM:

I can assist a Little as to the date because the Second
Reading of the No.2 Bill of 1986 took place on the 28th
January and my recollection is that the Hon Mr Feetham came
to see me sometime at the end of. April because I wrote on
the 2nd May, 1986, and acknowledged the letter to the Hon
Mr Feetham on the 2nd May, 1986: "I refer to our recent
discussion with regard to this matter. I have looked into
the problem and I have referred the documents which you
left with me, together with a copy of the relevant provisions
of the United Kingdom legislation, to the Director of Labour
and Social Security for his instructions". Therefore it
would have been referred to this Board sometime after the
2nd May because the Hon Mr Feetham came to see me, as I
sav, towards the end of April and I sent it to the Director
on the 2nd May and it probably was referred some time in
May or June. Probably the delay between January and May
was awaiting Hansard, Mr Chairman. I don't know, that is
just my guess.

T know what the Hon Leader of the Opposition has said. Our
understanding is that you were pushing for this. We have
still maintained that we are going to go along with the
whole Bill, we are just holding up the House now,
unfortunately, because it is a matter of principle. We still
argue though that we don't see why there should be a limit
on this.

HON N A FE77THAM:

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

They haven't answered whether they are prepared not to put
a limit, whether we can do away with it.

THE SOCIAL SECURITY (EMPLOYMENT INJURIES INSURANCE) BILL.
1987

MR SPEAKER:

HON R MOR:

We could defer the Committee Stage of this Bill.

Mr Chairman, before we proceed with the Third Reading of•
this Bill, it is our understanding that the Government of
Gibraltar is being taken to court by the International
Transport Workers Federation for non-compliance of the law
as it stands. In this respect in order nob to pre-empt the
findings of what they have asked would it be possible to
delay the Third Reading of this Bill?

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
We may be able to clear up the matter, if you will bear
with us.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

MR SPEAKER:
I think the answer to that one has been that they take your
point and that they will consider that when the general
amendments to the Bill are taken.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and New Clause 4 was agreed to and stood part
of the Bill.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

I believe we would like to look at this, to maintain the
amendment as it stands at £8,883 for the time being becaUse
we are looking at further amendments to the Employment
Ordinance and to leave this matter in abeyance as it is,
on the sane principle as it has always been and then when
env other amendments are brought this one and, perhaos,
even the unfair dismissal compensation one will be considered
and put in one omnibus amendment but leave the position
ma it is at the moment.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That was the view of the Leader of
to a letter here: "The amendment
controversial and the Leader of the
that it should be incorporated in
My Minister has no objection".
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the Opposition according
of this section is not
Opposition has suggested
the 1987 amending Bill.

As I understand it, Mr Chairman., an application to the
Supreme Court for leave to apply for judicial review is
in the leave stage. I have only just glanced at the paper,
it is being dealt with in my _Chambers and they haven't even
got leave yet to apply for a judicial review and, of course,
if. they don't get leave to apply there could be an appeal
and we would have a full hearing of application for leave.
That is the position, whether it affects the position of
this Bill I wouldn't have thought so. 1 think the application
is to get the Director of Labour and Social Security to
enforce the provisions whereby he should collect the
deductions of the social insurance contributions from the
shipping agents who are actually resident and' have a
registered address in Gibraltar and to compel this an order
of mandamus, I think, to say to the Director of Labou'r and
Social Security 'You collect these contributions' as required
by the Ordinance. What view the Supreme Court will take
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on that application if they even get leave, Mr Chairman, I wouldn't
like to hazard because I haven't read the papers properly but there
is that application in the Supreme Court. It hasn't much to do
with the amendment, Mr Chairman, it applies to shipping agents to
collect the employer's contributions when ordered by the Court to
do so.
HON M A FEETHAM:
the Hon Member give way? Mr Chairman, you will recall that
wh'en this was previously discussed the Government said to the House
that they were going to bring the necessary legislation to enforce
or to strengthen this particular piece of legislation. In fact,
what they are doing today is a complete reversal. They are doing
the opposite to what they said. We have got to be consistent, Mr
Chairman, especially the Hon and Learned the Attorney-General who
People have got
very conscientious about acquired rights.
acquired rights and it is repugnant and unconstitutional to take
rights away from people who have'got the acquired rights and he has
been throwing that in our faces time and time again. The problem
is that these mariners, in our view, have got acquired rights and
you are now taking away those acquired rights. I think it is not a
laughing matter because what both sides of the House want to do is
to have a shipping registry and have legislation regarding
registration of ships in Gibraltar which is acceptable to the rest
of the world and We are quite capable of competing on our own in
that respect without doing things, as has been happening in the
As a result of the
past, which give Gibraltar a bad name.
Department of Social Security not collecting contributions• we have
had seamen on the high seas subjected to the dangers of working
aboard ships and consequently, to all intents and purposes, not
being liable or covered so strictly they would have to go to court
to enforce it. We had the problem of the Syneta. We. have had also
the problem that perhaps the Department has not been able to
collect the contributions because the Registrar, in this case the
Captain of the Port, hasn't had the crew list so that they could go
to the agents to enforce the legislation insofar as contributions
is concerned and, all in all, we have been registering ships and we
What we cannot do, Mr Chairman, is to be
have been suspect.
inconsistent. If we are being asked to pass legislation here which
is now taking away the very argument that we were putting
on behalf of the employees because, let's not forget it, the ITF
and the National Union of Seamen, you may agree or disagree with
what they were saying but some of the facts are very correct, we
have not been complying and we left ourselves open to bad
publicity. What we cannot do is say in the House 'We are going to
do this to ensure that we comply' and then come to the House and do
something completely different. Therefore, Mr Chairman, when we
talk about this the Government or the Department being taken to
court which I understand the ITF has already done and given
instructions to their legal solicitors it is because there are
very important principles involved and I think that Government
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is rushing if knowing that there is a possible judicial review in
progress, that they should try to force this piece of legislation
to go through the House today. I think we should wait and see
what the judgement is and in the light of that see whether we
should think again, Mr Chairman. I think we should not discard
lightly the fact that there are possible court proceedings. I
understand that it is as a result of all the bad publicity that
we are getting that the ITF is doing what they are doing and it
is taking time for the thing to permeate through into the
Chambers of the Supreme Court. Therefore, I think that having
waited for so long for a Bill which was supposed to do something
which is not being done and something else coming forward today,
at least we could wait until the November meeting and see what
happens.
HON A J CANEPA:
Surely, Mr Chairman, the bad publicity that we have been getting
has less to do with the question of social insurability than it
has to do with outer matters. I think that it would have been
wrong of the Government to bring an amending Bill to the House
once it knew that there was an application before the Supreme
Court for a judicial review. But this Bill was brought to the
House on the 25th June. We are now four months later and we are
told that there is a possibility, it is not clear yet, that there
might be a judicial review. I don't think that the right which
the Government has to enact legislation can be constrained in
this fashion because whenever it happens that the Government
brings a Bill to the House and gives its First and Second
Reading, if between the intervening period between doing that and
Committee Stage somebody gets it into his head to make an
application for a judicial review on a matter to do with the
principal Ordinance, not with the amending Bill before the House,
but a matter that has to do with the principal Ordinance, if that
is going to be allowed to hold the proceedings of the House then
the Government is undemocratically, perhaps, being held back in
its right to go about its lawful business. The Bill before the
House, my understanding is, does nothing more and nothing less
than to bring us into line with legislation in the United Kingdom
and therefore in conformity with Community law, with Community
requirements and the law, as it stands at the moment, puts
greater obligations on the Department of Labour and Social
Security in respect of the insurability of mariners than is the
case in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. We have got greater
obligations at the moment than what we ought to have.
HON J BOSSANO:
Which we have never applied.
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HON A J CANEPA:
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if the Covernment goes ahead and passnn it, fine, the court
will still he asked to rule whether the Director of Labour
can require people 'to Pay insurance up to today•which they
will:, -That .will demonstrate the nonsense of the law to the
Government• because, in'fact,. what will they do then? They
will say to.ell the people cOncerned 'You have to pay
insurance until October, 'after October you don't have to
pay insurance'. So I am somebody who is in insurable employment in October and in October you legislate and disinsure
me. Then I will sue you for what you are doing to me with
this law tecause / want to continue to be in insurable
emplOYMent because:yOU have got a law in Gibraltar which
protects:nie .against. injury and death-by- giving me certain
seciiritY Whi'CnyOu.aA the GoVernment are required to enforce,
whiCh you heVe made.no.httemptto enforce as a Government
and how YOutake the law, away,. sp I will sue you to protect
the rights. -that I tiave acquired under theexisting.law which
you arechanging.
The 'people,who jointhe ships after today
.
may' not Ape .abld.to . do ,it but the people who are sailing
on Gibraltar ships toddy Will be able to do it even if this
laW is passed: So, in fact,•we don't need the Government
to stop the .lew to do anything because the court will still
go ahead and'do it, What. we are saying to the Government,
in the knowledge that this is going to happen, don't they
realise what a nonsense it. is to do what they are. doing
because, in fact, What they promised us, Mr Chairman, was
an amendment to the existing law not to discriminate between
different nationalities on Gibraltar ships, an amendment
to the existing law so that they were able to collect the
money. I would like the Hon Member who is moving the law
to. show me_ where in this amendment he is fulfilling the
undertaking he gave. this House. He promised the House he
would bring legislation to the vouse which will enable his
deliartMenttO collect insurance contributions. That is what
he is itiptiOsed , to be doing. I want hlm to show me where
it does that and them we will .vote in favour because we
are' in favour' of that happening. We have been acceotinc
for two .and a• half•years his argument that he cannot collect
the contributions' and me were promised legislation so that
he Would • be able :to collect the contributions. :t .is a
complete nonsense. This law is even less enforceable than
the existing one. '"hey don't even• know the crew they have
got, how are they going to know the nationality of the crew?
The last' ship over which there was a complaint which Was
the City of Piraeus which we's arrested for non-payment of
wages•in*SCandinavia, had a totally Polish crew including
a Polish'madterwhich is against the" law of Gibraltar. How
can we have' e situation 'in which the Government is sayin=
'if. you employa Community national you have to pay social
insurance: If you employ a non-EEC national' you don't have
'to' pay'. Then whdt we are saying to - people is 'don't employ
EEanationalt. The'whole purpose of the ITF campaign against
flags. Of'_ convenience is to 'get jobi for .British seamen and
the-GdveknMent passes "'a law that says 'if. you are a British
seaman you pay insurance but if you are a Cape Verde islander
yoU'don't pay insurance'. We are telling people 'don't employ
British, employ Cape Verde islanders, it is cheaper'. So
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the law goes against - the ITF' campaign which 'we support,
the GSLP supports - the ITF 'campaign and' the GSLP supports
doing what has been done in the Isle of Man which :has been
much more 'successful than Gibraltar and that is to, reach
an agreement with the ITF where. Gibraltar will bedeclassified
from being a flag of convenience. As it is, what is'happening
is that Gibraltar's name is known . to every ITF' inspector
in every Port in the world like Liberia and Panama. and Cyprus
are, 'look out for the ships because they areApad'news and
if you can clobber them clobber-them".•I can tell the Hon
Member i get the information' here. I• had a letter from 'the
ITF four or five weeks ago' that there was - an industrial
action on another Gibraltar registered ship and'that' they
wanted me to. follow it up. with' the ownersyin Gibraltar
because they actually succeeded in getting ad.-agreement
signed but they wanted to be sure that I checked that here,
that the agreement was going to be fulfilled.,They. ectually
signed an agreement paying ITF wages. There, incidentally,.
'I discovered that the master of that ship wasn't Rtritiph
because I got the crew list' through the .ITF. We have .got
a .situation 'where it's a difficult sector to maintain high
standards and this legislation is weakening our legislation.
So what if our legislation is better than UK, what's wrong
with that? The whole of our social insurance.legialation
may be better than in the UK. The Hon Member has often told
us that in UK you pay income tax on old age pension and
in Gibraltar you don't; that in UK you :cannot get the old
age pension and carry on working end in Gibraltar you can.
So what is wrong with having things that they cannot have
in UK, we.alreadv have them. But if•we have gate situation
where the:AGolvernment is saying for two and a half years
'I'know that I should be making'people pay: social insurance
and I know that I have done nothing.about it end :I am therefore, because I know it's my fault, I am therefore going
to: give a public undertaking that anybody working on a
Gibraltar 'registered ship will be able to claim benefits'
from the fund without paying a penny because it is not that
they refuse to pay, it is that I. have done nothing to collect
it. But the reason why I haven't.done anything to collect
it is because I lack the necessary machinery and I. am
studying how thgt machinery can be brought into.existence.
Finally, I have got a law that will bring in thd-mechinery
into existence to enable me to collect• the insurance
contributions and the Machinery I have created is that people
don't have to pay. So'now since people don't have to pay,
I don't have to collect .so that is the machinery'. It is
a complete nonsense of every, promise the Minister for Labour
has given the Opposition in this House, a complete nonsense.
He has gone back on his word and that is what is wrong,
not that the matter''is going to be taken to court. I can
tell the Hon Member I have no doubt that the court can only
rule one way, that is the law and the Director of Labour
has to apply the law, it's his responsibility. It must be
the responsibility of 'somebody in Gibraltar to collect
insurance contributions if they are compulsory and they
are compulsory at the moment and the Hon Member is not making

this retrospective so it will continue to 'be compdlsory •
for certain nationalities after today but they'will continue
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in the 'light -Of that the:GOVernment wants to.Acrithi-S;c:::fine,
but I would like to explain to the Government' hat is the
advantage to either the' seafarers* or the shgi.4 _ wars or •
the Government. If they really' intended" 7to impleitteht' this
law, Mr Chairman, they would need an .army of: fIying%.'10our
inspectors- chasing ''peoPle " all Over:the'. world ito find' out
-cithe'F Othe'ebe4adsewhether :they' have movecF:frO6'One':cOuntrit-6
.
- Oadgest:•:thW liability ef. - people_' under'
Chadge of'-residence.
ottler "thngs
"seems "to
-this -law. '
that r dor.' t "'know ' 'whether .;fthey"iiitend'-' to"•do "'Qner-of. the
things 'that. = they"' are• -introducing, r whfah "'t :my :.knowledge
id -the exiPtidgc:':1:aic'•noi-i, 'is' "thae.:1'g4';:portlehod,ihas
- 0e
got- a' place' of business- inGibraltde''
"vessel '-from' Gibraltar then'-OerPr'
That
registered here it now has
is '-something that-.:has' 'not bedn explained or 4geMded. fir- '
,
'•=
•
ever discussed. 4-- :
MR SPEAKER:.
I have been very, very patient because we 2are- in•-thd
Committee Stage and we are talking about mattrsnft principld
•
which I think should have 'been discussed -ht- the- Second
Reading.
•
;., •
HON J ROSSANO:
r
,
I am talking to lause a.
MR SPEAKER:

•

No,, we haven't got to any CIause'ad'ark4tter.of.fact -HON J ROSSANO:
•
It had already started when I got here, Mr Chairman, I
assumed we were on that clause.
.
MR SPEAKER:
No, we just called the Bill and the Hon Mr Robert Mor, got
up.
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HON J BOSSANO:
I am prepared to wait till we come to the Clause and say.the same
thing.
MR SPEAKER:
Perhaps you are prepared to continue from where you left when we
get to Clause 3 but for goodness sake not to say the same thing.
HON J BOSSANO:
Perhaps the Hon Member can clarify for me whether I have understood
it correct but my reading of the. actual amending legislation is
that one thing that is happening that is new which, to my knowledge
nobody had asked for, is that if you have got a Panamanian
registered ship like those operated by Ramajim Shipping Company,
are they covered by this one now or not? They employ EEC nationals
on their ships. They have certainly got a place of business here,
The ship is not registered in
everybody 'knows where it is.
Gibraltar, however, and that is what it says here: "Employment on
board a ship" - the people are contracted here - "the contract in
respect of the employment is entered into Gibraltar with a view to
performance while the ship is on her voyage". But that is a ship
that is not registered in Gibraltar which is clause 3(2)(a)(ii).
Is that the intention and what is the purpose of that one?
HON A J CANEPA:
Mr Chairman, if you will allow me a small fraction of the latitude
which the Leader of the Opposition has had in Committee on Clause 1
of the Bill, I would like to deal with three points. First of all,
the Leader of the Opposition has given me ample evidence over the
years that at least he has a memory which is as good as mine and
therefore I will give• him credit that on Monday he was either not
present in the House when I answered a question from Mr Feetham or
else, if he was present, then for some reason or other he chooses
to forget the answer that I gave and that was that we do have the
crew lists to 85% of the vessels registered in Gibraltar.
HON J BOSSANO:
And that they are changing all the time.
HON A J CANEPA:
Secondly,
Of course and we are getting them as they change.
it is abundantly clear, clearer now that Mr Bossano has
intervened and has strengthened the point that Mr Feetham
was making that the, objections of the Opposition to the
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Bill have to do with matters of principle which we went into
during the Second Reading of the Bill more than the fact that the
matter might end up in the courts. That is clear, they are
objections of principle. Insofar as matters ending up in the
courts is concerned, I stand to be corrected by the AttorneyGeneral, but I seem to recall that at the time of the Syneta
incident, the loss of the ship, the Director of Labour and Social
Security, I think, has given an undertaking that whether
contributions had been paid or not the department accepts
liability. Liability as at the time when the Syneta was lost and
at the time and under the law as it stood because this law is not
retrospective and therefore that liability will be met by the
department under the old law. So what is the problem other than
one of principle?
HON J BOSSANO:
Surely, I think the Hon Member has argued in our favour and I am
Surely, he accepts that that
grateful for the argument.
liability wasn't limited to the twelve people that drowned from
the Syneta, it is a liability that the Department of Labour has
accepted and that the Minister has accepted here in respect of
every seafarer on every ship in those 85% crew lists that he has
got. And what I am saying to him is those people today are
covered by that statement of principle until you change the law
because the law is still the same today. Nothing is being done
to collect social insurance contributions in respect of those
people. Then I should say to the Hon Member, suppose I am one of
those people on those crew lists, Mr Chairman, and I have.,paid or
I am entitled to have paid my contributions until now and the
department will treat me today, if I have an accident, they will
treat me today as if I had paid but next week they won't treat me
as if I had paid because next week the law has been changed.
Haven't I got an acquired right which I have lost this week?
Well, I will have if the court orders the Government to collect
my insurance stamps until today because then my right insurable
employment, which you will have removed from me, will not remove
my acquired right for the insurance contributions until the
beginning of October. What I am saying is, in the light of that
does the Government think it is still sensible to do it? They
haven't given us any reason 'for wanting to do the opposite of
They promised machinery for collecting
what they promised.
insurance contributions, we don't see the machinery here. We see
a system that is already difficult to implement being made more
difficult by this law because what you are doing is
discriminating on grounds of nationality and on grounds of
Can they tell us how they propose to collect in
residence.
respect of EEC nationals? What is it that they are going to do
after they pass this law to collect insurance contributions from
EEC-nationals which they are not able to do at the moment? Can
they tell us that?
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The following Hon Members voted against:

HC' A J CAnEPA:

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

!,Ir Chairman, if we accepted their argument about acouired
rights then the Government would never amend any piece of
legislaticn.
rob, . BOSS: r0:
That is what I was telling the Attorney-General yesterday.

Hon
Pon
Hon
Pon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I 9ontegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

Clause 1 stood part of the Bill.
HON A J CAwEPA:
Clause 7
What is not being considered and no regard is being had
for the fact, how did the present legislation come about?
I have a pretty shrewd idea as to how it happened.. Back
in the 1950's when the Social Insurance Scheme was pet up
in Gibraltar, they virtually copied willy-nilly the model
legislation that existed and that is why even though for
thirty years no ships were registered in Gibraltar, we had
provision in the law from the 1950's for the members of
the crews of ships registered in Gibraltar to be insurable.
That was never amended, it ought to have been taken out'
of the legislation a:16.ft never was because there was never
any proper revision of the legislation and then all of a
sudden ship registry business picks up in Gibraltar and
we realise that we have got a piece of legislation which
has not been activated for thirty years and suddenly it
comes into force. In the meantime, in the United Kingdom
which was no doubt used as the model for our legislation,
there must have been umpteen changes on the position either
prior to joining the ERC or as a result of accession to
the EEC but we have stayed put here until something happens
and the Hon Mr Mor brings to our attention the fact that
these people ought to be paying the insurance. Have some
regard for the reality of the position as well.
MR SPEAKER:
Let's aet down to the clauses. Could you call the first
clause again.
Clause 1
On a vote being taken on Clause 1 the following Hon Members
voted in favour:
The Hon
The Hon
The on
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Pon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon

A J Canepa
major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

HOT ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, I beg to amend Clause 2, to delete the full
stop at the end of the existing Clause 2 and to add the
following words: "and substituting therefor the following
proviso - Provided that such employment outside Gibraltar
is employment in any capacity on hoard any aircraft
registered in Gibraltar or of which the owner (or managing
owner if there is more• than one owner) or manager resides
or has his principal place of business in Gibraltar". 'r
Chairman, as presently drafted,' the Bill excludes persons
employed in aircraft registered in Gibraltar. This was not
the intention to exclude these people, only to deal with
mariners, and this amendment makes sure that persons employed
in aircraft registered in Gibraltar will continue to be
in insurable employment under the Ordinance.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
the Attorney:-General's amendment.
HON J BOSSANO:
I would like to ask the Hon and Learned Member is there
a definition of manager? If you have got a situation like
the one that I described a few minutes ago where you have
got a ship registered in Panama, the owner presumably Is
the company that owns the ship in Panama. How does the Hon
Member identify whether the manager of the ship resides
in Gibraltar or not? Is there a definition of what a manager
is?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Of what a manager is. I think it is probably a de facto
position, we have to look and see who was the manager and
we would also have to look with regard to.the place of
business.
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HON J BOSSANO:
But if the place of business of the owner, clearly, when
you are talking about limited companies then presumably
the place of business of that limited company is the place
in which it has the registered office. But, in fact, these
things are mainly owned by brass plate companies.
NH 8113AFtv:
the eaquiremenra to he
Is' I :Nay intartept, I think eea
aisle to register a ship in Gibraltar is that it has to have
a principal place or business either in Gibraltar or in
British territory so the principal place of business must
be defined.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
It is a de facto position, for example, where the company
operates from.
HON J BOSSANO:
But, Mr Chairman, what I am saying is, in fact, where the
ship is. net .registered in Gibraltar so it doesn't Make any
difference ..what.the requirements are for registering ships
in Gibraltar. I gave the example of tho fact that we have
aot a number - of ships, for example, there was a ship that
was bringing water from Morocco here every week, the Gunge
Din which was registered in Panama. The registered owner
has got his place of business where the registered office
is in Panama. would the people on that ship under the
existing legislation be in insurable employment and under
the amended legislation be in insurable employment? That
is my question. Because, as I understand it, they were not
in insurable employment under our law because our law limited
it to ships registered in Gibraltar. We are now saying that
if a ship is not registered in Gibraltar but the'manager
resides in Gibraltar, then he does pay, as I understand
it. If I am wrong then I would like to be corrected because
I would like to know exactly what we are doing. That is
my reading of it. Am I right or not?
EON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
I am no expert in social security matters but I will read
the Bill as I understand it, it will help me and perhaps
help the `;on Member. where a mariner is employed as a mariner
and the employment is on hoard a ship registered in Gibraltar
or is employed as a master or a member of the crew on board
any ship or vessel, not being a mariner to whom the last
paragraph applies, and the contract is not entered into
in Gibraltar, the emr4.oyer or the person paying the earnings
has his principal place of business in Gibraltar, then the
mariner shall be treated as being in insurable employment.
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Where a mariner is employed as a mariner and the employment
is on board a ship or a contract in respect of the employment
is entered into in Gibraltar with a view to its performance
(in whole or in part) while the ship is on .her voyage and
the person by whom the mariner's earnings are paid, or in
the case of the employment as a master or member of the
crew of a ship or vessel, either that person or the onwer
of the ship or vessel (or the managing owner if there is
MOVR !hen neo owner) hes a pine= or hhSiho9S ih Inhtnitar.
AR I imOciclantl IIIIa, IhIC lc loenlieet to the eeeitibo
le III' m i lted '4 1111y-tom.
HON J BOSMANO:
No, I am not talking about the United Kingdom, Mr Chairman.
I am talking about the existing law which we are amending
and I am asking a very simple question, I cannot express
it in technical legal jargon so I am expressing it in a
way which the Hon member can then translate into legal
language and tell me whether that is what the law is doing.
My understanding of what we are doing here, apart from
deciding that on Gibraltar registered ships people will
pay or not pay depending on what nationality they have and
on where 'they reside.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
On where they reside, not nationality.
HON J BOSSANO:
No, if they are anon-EEC national then one thing applies
and if they are an EEC national another thing applies
independent of their residence.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, that is so because there are separate rues
governing EEC nationals as mariners. Thihs ,is for non-EEC
nationals.
HON J BOSSAMO:
But what I am saying is, it seems to me, reading the amendment brought by the Pon Member, that whereas the ,existing
social insurance legislation only applies to mariners on
Gibraltar registered ships, that is my understanding, the
new legislation applies also to ,mariners who join a ship
in Gibraltar even if the ship is not a Gibraltar registered
ship. That is correct. Then, in fact, tomorrow we have got
a situation where the Bayleaf is in dry dock and is going
to be crewed in Gibraltar before it leaves and the managing
agents of the Bayleaf may be the PSTO(M), for all I know.
Does that mean that the crew of the Bayleaf has to pay social
insurance in Gibraltar?
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MR SPEAKER:
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The liability to pay contributions depends if the mariner
is domiciled or resident in Gibraltar' and the secondary
contribution 'which is the employer's share of the
contribution is that he is resident or has his principal
place of business in Gibraltar. If those two conditions
are satisfied then the contributions must be. paid.

It is not a question of not being entitled it is a question
of being given one.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
I think I have given one, Mr Chairman.
MR SPEAKER:

HON J BOSSANO:
That is why, we are talking at cross purposes.
No, Mr Chairman. Apart from Gibraltar we are talking about
Community.
MR SPEAKER:
I' think members have a right to give their interpretation
to what the• particular clause says. we have got to the stage
when we must beg to differ.
.HON J BOSSANO:
No, it is not that we are not begging to differ, Mr Chairman.
I am asking what is the law doing. I am entitled to be told,
surely, before we vote on it.

HON J BOSSANO:
Perhaps. I am being very obtuse. He hasn't given me the
explanation that I have asked for, he has explained something
else which I haven't asked for. I am asking him, am I right
in thinking - if I am wrong I would like to know that I
Am wrong - am I right in thinking that when this law is
passed. somebody that signs on a ship in Gibraltar' could
bedome liable to social insurance contributions in' Gibraltar
even though the ship is not Gibraltar registered? Yes or
no?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Yes.

MR SPEAKER:
If you think you are not being told, there isn't much more
'than one can do.

FON J BOSSANO:
Right, now that is a new thing we aresdoing.

HON J BOSSANO:
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Well, would you like to tell me, Mr Chairman? Do you know
what it does?

Yes.

MR SPEAKER:

HON J .BOSSANO:

No,.it is not for me. But it i5 for me to decide whether
we are getting to a stage where we are getting nowhere and
to stop the debate, most certainly.

Yes, we are doing a new thing. Can the Hon Member tell me
why we are doing it? I am asking for the people who work
on our ships to pay insurance, that they don't want to do.
So instead they pass a law that requires people who join,
God knows what nationality of ships, we have got hundreds
of crew changes here every year on all sorts of nationalities
of ships, Liberian, Panamanian, Cypriots. Under the new
law anybody joining any of those ships here, if the ship
is managed from Gibraltar and he is an EEC national he can
then say 'I have got to pay social insurance in Gibraltar'
although he may be the only person in the whole ship who
does that because the others may not be EEC nationals.

HON J BOSSANO:
mr-Chairman, how can we in this House of Assembly pass a
change in the law and a memher of the House stands up and
says 'Can I have an explanation of what is the implication
of -this change in the law?' and is not entitled to be given
an:explanation. I don't understand that.
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

MU ;Ii AKRR:

If the Hon Member will give way. Leave ERC nationals on
one side. This legislation deals with mariners who are
resident or domiciled in Gibraltar. So if wehave a person
who is domiciled, that is, has his permanent' home in
Gibraltar or is resident in Gibraltar and he joins the ship
in Gibraltar, he has to be protected, we say, and this.is
what we are doing.

With respect, I can only nay what I have heard in this House.
What has been said in this Houne In that a person who joins
a ship in Gibraltar and who happens to be resident or
domiciled in Gibraltar has to pay his social insurance but
someone who comes from outside Gibraltar and joins a ship
in Gibraltar hasn't got to pay social insurance. That is
the differenCe between what you are saying and what the
Attorney-General is saying.

MR SPEAKER:

HON J BOSSANO:

Then perhaps the difference arises, it is not whether, he
signs up in Gibraltar but whether he is domiciled in
Gibraltar.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
It is whether he is domiciled in Gibraltar.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Chairman,' haven't we had to change all our social
insurance legislation because we cannot distingqish under
Community law between people resident in Gibraltar and people
resident somewhere else? Is he saying that if a Gibraltarian
•
is resident in La Linea then it doesn't apply?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
No, this has got nothing to do with the EEC. A separate
set of rules apply for EEC, this is a non-EEC thing. This
is why I tried to explain, the United Kingdom has this
legislation, it is a Member of the European Community, it
has got nothing to do with the EEC.
HON J EOSSANO:
Can I be told, are we putting in an amendment in the law
that somebody joining a ship in our Port, somebody that
signs on on a crew list here has to pay insurance.....
MR SPEAKER: •
No.

I am then asking, how come we can pass a law that makes
liability to pay insurance limited to residents in Gibraltar
when, in fact, we have had to change all our references
to Gibraltar in the social' insurance legislation hecause
it is prohibited by Community law? Now can we do it? How
is the Hon Member able to say to me, I asked him a question
and he talks about UK. I am giving him a specific example.
There are two Gibraltarians, one living on this side of
the border and one living on the other side both joining
the ship, is he saying the one who lives on this side has
to pay insurance and the one who lives on that side doesn't
have to pay insurance? Is that what the new law does?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
No, what I am saying is the man who lives on this side is
resident and domiciled in .Gibraltar pays insurance under.
this legislation. If fie is resident in a .Community State
he pays. whatever :the EEC requirement is in accordance with
the Regulation which is 1608. This one deals with people
resident and domiciled in Gibraltar who join .a ship in
Gibraltar. If the man is not •resident or domiciled in
Gibraltar but is resident in La Linea, he pays in accordance
with the Community requirement. What they are, Mr Chairman,
I don't know.
HON J BOSSANO:
Can I just ask one point? What is going to happen, are we
going to monitor from now on all the crew changes in
Gibraltar through the Labour Department to find out whether
there is anybody breaking this law?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

HON J BOSSANO:
Yes, he is saving ves and you are saying no.
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I don't know how it will be monitored. I would have thought
that the monitoring is done through the Captain of the Port
and then the Captain of the Port has the duty to pass on
this information to the Director of Labour and Social
Security. Obviously what will have to be done from an
administrative point of view, the Captain of the. Port has
to make sure that everything is reported to him and he passes
it on very quickly to the Director of Labour and Social
Security.
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Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The LOna Title
On a vote being taken on The Long Title the following Hon
Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
'The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
H K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The f011owing Hdn Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Clause 2, as amended, stood part of the Bill.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The Long Title stood part of the Bill

Clause 3
On a vote being taken on Clause 3 the following Hon Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa .
Major F J Dellipiani
H K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr H G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

THE CONSUMER PROTECTION (PROPERTY SERVICE CHARGES AND
PROTECTION FROM EJECTMENT) BILL, 1987
Clause 1
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that Clause 1 be amended to delete
the expression "(property Service Charges and Protection
from Ejectment)" and to substitute therefor the expression
"(Property Management)".
HON M A FEETHAM:

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Nor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

Clause 3 stood part of the Bill.

Mr Chairman, can I facilitate your work. All these amendments
have been discussed with the Attorney-General and we have
gone through all the amendments so there is no controversy.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 1, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.•
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Immediately after Clause 1 I wish to insert as per my notice
of the 5th October the following new part "PART I:
PRELTMtNARY".
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Mr Speaker put the auestion which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
Clause 2 •
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Clause 2, Mr Chairman,. to amend as per my notice of the
5th October. Do you wish me to read it, Sir, because it
is very long.

New Clauses 5 and 7
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
After Clause, Mr Chairman, to insert two additional clauses
to be numbered Clauses 6 and 7 as set out at the top of
page 3 of my notice.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and New Clauses 6 and 7 were agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

MR SPEAKER:
No, we have been given notice that it has been circulated.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
a=f4,-native and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and
stood mart of the Bill.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
And after Clause 2, to amend as per my notice of the 5th
October at the bottom of page 1.

Clause 6
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, to renumber this clause as Clause 8.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 8 (old Clause 6) was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
Clause 7

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
Clause 3
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
To amend as per my notice to delete the word "ot" in
paragraph (a) of suhclause (4) and to substitute the word
"or".
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 3, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
Clause 4
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
To amend the marginal note by inserting immediately after
the word "charges" the expression": reasonableness".
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 4, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
Clause 9 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
•
Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 9 and to
amend as per my notice.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 9 (old Clause 7), as amended, was
agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 8
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 10 and to
amend as per my notice.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 10 (old Clause 8), as amended, was
agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 9
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, to renumber this as Clause 11 and to amend
as per my notice.

Mr Speaker put the question which, was resolved in the.
affirmative and Clause 11 (old Clause -9T,as -amelidedi-7wie
agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 10

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 12 and to
amend as per my notice.

-.Clause t3.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
.
_
.
Mx-Chairman, to renumber thissClause as' ClauSe 22.•
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in .the.
•affirmatiyef' and. Clause;
and sttod'Oart-of the Bili
'
"
.

New Clauses 23, 24, 25 26 and 27

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the,
affirmative and Clause 12 (old Clause. 10), as amended, -was agreed to and stood part of the, Bill.
New Clauses 13, 14, 15 c 16, 17, 18 and 19

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, immediately after the old Clause 10 which has
now been renumbered Clause 12, to insert the .new Part as
•
set out on pages 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and the top ofpage 9.- -•
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
Clause 11

TION ATTORNEY-GENERAL: '
Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 20 and: to
amend as per my notice.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 20 (old Clause 11), as amended, was
agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
•

•

•

•P:"'

•

•

Mr Chairman, after, the new Clause . 22, to, insert the
-,amendmelltd'As Set Opt-on
.2 •
••••,,
•;!-•••,.-. • Mr Speaker put the question which was -rescilveet'A.a•-the
• affirmative and the amendment was accordingly padsed.
. •
•
•
•
Clause -14.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
•

•

Mr Chairman, to renumber this as Clause '28.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative -and Claup,2Ek:Aold.clause4-14)
anc4--Stq§d part. of. the
."
•
•-•
'•
•
•
Clause 15
•
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 7 '
Mr Chairman, to renumber this as Clause '29.
•.
Mr Speaker put the question .which.-was ,-resQlmed
affirmative and Clause 29 (old Clause 15) was agreed to
and stood part of the Bill.

Clause 12

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 21.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 21 (old Clause 12) was agreed. to'
and stood part of the Bill.
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Clause ••16 •

HON ATTOREY=GENERAL-1,:,-.7.•
Mr Chairman-, to reuOli?er .thj.s

. Cl.ause. ,30.
.• •
Mr Speaker• put, the question, which, . yras r.egOlv.S4- 4n•,; le.
affirmative and Clause 30 (old Clause 16) • w7d.-451red•fitoand stood part of the Bill.
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Clause 17

THE PUBLIC UTILITY UNDERTAKINGS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Mr Chairman, to renumber this Clause as Clause 31 and amend as per
my notice.

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE ESTATE DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative
and Clause 31 (old Clause 17), as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

•New Clause 32
THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1987/88) (NO. 2) BILL, 1987
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Mr Chairman, one further amendment, after the new Clause 31 to
"Repeal - 32.
insert the following new Clause as Clause 32:
Section 33(9) of the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance is repealed".

Schedule
Part I - Consolidated Fund was agreed to.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative
and new Clause•32 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Part II- Improvement and Development Fund

The Long Title

Head 101 - Housing

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Mr Chairman, to insert after the expression "harassment of
tenants;" the expression "to make provision for the appointment of
a manager by the court at the instance of such tenants;".

Mr Chairman, I beg to move that Part II of the Schedule be
amended by omitting under Housing "E1,208,055" and "E1,329,041"
and substituting therefor "E8,055" and "2129,041" respectively.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative
•and The Long Title, as amended, was agreed to and stood part of the
Bill.

Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon the
Financial and Development Secretary's amendment.
HON M A FEETHAM:

THE GIBRALTAR REGIMENT BILL, 1987
Clauses 1 to 32 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Schedules 1 and 2 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
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Mr Chairman, in support of this amendment the Hon Minister for
Economic Development made a statement informing the House why.it
was necessary to take the step. What I would like to know from
the Hon Member opposite is whether there has already been a
policy decision in respect of the development of the Montagu
because as I understood the position the developers had submitted
proposals which were under consideration and the Working
Committee was studying it and if I recall, the Hon Member
opposite committed himself to inform this side of the House of
the developments and the proposals as the matter materialised.
It seems to me now that the way the statement has been made to
the House is as if it was already a fait accompli, that the
developers have got the direct allocation and I want to know
whether this can be cleared up.
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HON A J CANEPA:

HON A J'CANEPA1

The position is that progress - is being made in the
negotiations. As a result of the progress that is being
made we don't need to come to the House'askingfor 81.2m
as we thought we did but the negotiations have ' not been
finalised and therefore in that sense, in the sense that
they have not been finalised, I have not reported yet back
to Council of Ministers -as to what theresult is of thOse
negotiations and what are the decisions that the Government
is required to take.

We are not doing the reclamation ourselves'
• but-, in fact,'
if the Government were to, at the end of the reclamationx
pay for.:the .11.2m -there-1.s z:no cciaubtbout" AAMlictL:the
Government has got a much greater control over the*.situation,
over the land .thet has ben,..repla4.plgcl:•.4.f-,it-iu,plittip.g.,the
money.. towards that., . `'money. Whj.ch;:was..paimarked originally
to be towarda,the infraeg•gucture.•. In- fact, it ...aiyes.:thp
Government` more control.

.

•

HON M A FEETHAM:

HON J BOSSANO:

How have,you 'arrived:at a figure of , E1.2m?y

If the amendment had not been produced at the last minute,
having looked at the Bill before coming-to the House we
saw E1.2m for reclamation. Does it mean that the Government
is now going to be doing the reclamation rather than the
developer? No doubt we'I get an explanation when we get
here. What were they going to do, give £1.2m to somebody
without having finalised the negotiations?

I haven't arrived .at it, the developers have arrived at,
it and they.,havesubmitted proposals -~to the- Crpw,W4a4Ak
:09partmept,epito, ,how,the.:figurez.ip,Oompute&

HON A J CANEPA:

HON M A FEETHAM:

Of course we would not give £1.2m without finalising the
decision. It was thought'that the . E1.2m mightbe required
during the current financial yearif the matter materialised.
That will not be the case.-

I do take it that the commitment to inform the Rouse about
the....

110/i A J-cAlEpke.
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If:thwffon."14emher would aike<to::•putv•deiwitTlac;questiozi 7zon the
Agenda! for the uoact-:emestiugt-of tf•theb;Edutiatin-ifig./X;taY'filA
what the position'is. but'I would ask—hint,-prabe,;41P1;a6a:!-E 4•t
want to exhaust my memory. './f:'.he-'putti-down.Att
will give him a progress .r9poql..heguatte5ap4.451
....wittiMe.,i•7
.
I am happyto''do'so:
t

HON J BOSSANO:
Before March.

HON A J CANEPA:
Right, if it materialised. That is not the case any longer.

HON J BOSSANO:
So it is not that, in fact, the intention was to vote so
that they would have the money and do the reclamation at
Government expense?

HON J BOSSANO:.

,

Mr Chairman, how doesCthat 'kind' of `cost cOmpare; -bas -the
Government got any idea? The_Government 4s.,dpue..AoFe :!•
reclamation itself so dogr:Apj,..1golOrtow- figure-OV13. -Itiglf-- "
figure or a reasonable fiiuie? .

•

-

f • -

HON A J CANEPA:
.

HON A J CANEPA:
It was never that, no.

HON J BOSSANO:
That is the impression it gave, that is why I am asking.
I thought, frankly, that it was either that the Government
was going to do the reclamation itself, that is why we were
voting the money, or else that the Government had reached
an agreement to reimburse
. .
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The cost - of' 'reoiamation:.that:,the, :9pverpTent ) carried put,
tor' instanceat...'W:AterROxt,, .t.,hat,sqfkr: ;of.„,,piecemeat
reclamation 'coRtthe . Gpvernment verOittl,.e,..n4t.o..nottkiiii4; •
in.facteven'the:.reaurfacing.has b*n::4one:by, ttlePnblig
Works Dqpartment.
the sort of:realamatioM, L'think:yom-ou0OttOzcOMpare-:.this
reclamatiou'with'theeclamation.„betwantNets414.02. ::4ets
-tho. ;;aud.
slightly,below
and -t4t;'"St'the
of'the day'we 'saved something like
.
£70,000 below..112t:
that was seven-'or eight years ago. So I'don'ethink it is
unreasonable.
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Mr Speaker then put .the question -which was resolved in the
affirmative and Part II - Improvement and Development Fund, as
amended, was agreed to.
The Schedule was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 2 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken on the
Employment (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Consumer Protection
(Property Management) Bill, 1987; the Gibraltar Regiment Bill,
1987; the House of Assembly (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Public
Utility Undertakings (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Estate Dutie
(Amendment) Bill, 1987; and the Supplementary Appropriation
(1987/88) (No. 2) Bill, 1987, the question was resolved in the
affirmative.

Clause 3
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

On a vote being taken on the Social Security (Employment Injuries
Insurance) Bill, 1987, the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Mr Chairman, I beg to move that in Clause 3 the words "one million
three hundred and twenty nine thousand and forty one pounds" be
deleted and the words "one hundred and twenty nine thousand and
forty one pounds" be substituted therefor.
Mr Speaker put the question which was.resolved in the affirmative
and Clause 3, as amended, was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 4

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B. Traynor

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
The following Hon Members voted against:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that in Clause 4, subclause (2), the
words "one million three hundred and twenty nine thousand and forty
one pounds" be deleted and the words "one hundred and twenty nine
thousand and forty one pounds" be substituted therefor.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative
and Clause 4, as amended, was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M T Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The •Bills were read a third time and passed.
THIRD READING
The House recessed at 7.45 p.m.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
THURSDAY THE 22ND OCTOBER, 1987
Mr Speaker, I have the honour and pleasure to report that the
Employment (Amendment) Bill, 1987, with amendment; the Social
Security (Employment Injuries Insurance) Bill, 1987, with
amendment; the Consumer Protection (Property Management) Bill,
1987, with amendment; the Gibraltar Regiment Bill, 1987; the House
of Assembly (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Public Utility Undertakings
(Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Estate Duties (Amendment) Bill, 1987;
and the Supplementary Appropriation (1987/88) (No. 2) Bill, 1987,
with amendment, have been considered in Committee and agreed to and
I now move that they be read a third time and passed.
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The House resumed at 10.50 a.m.
PRIVATE MEMBERS' MOTIONS
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that: "This House notes:1)

The commitments given by the Government to the people of
Gibraltar in the course of the 1984 General Election to
make Tourism a pillar of the economy

2)

That the figures of Tourist expenditure in respect of 1984
showed a decline from 1983
152.

3)

That the recently published Hotel 'Occupancy Survey
1986 shows a decline in Guest' Nights sold in 1986 as
opposed to 1985

4)

The crisis facing the Tourist Industry as a result
of the withdrawal,' or partial withdrawal; of major
Tour Operators

and considers that the Government has totally failed to
carry out their electoral pro:Use to create a. tourist resort
of international repute in Gibraltar even 'without the
'advantages conferred by access'to the Spanish'hinterland,
and censures the Government 'therefor".
Mr Speaker, in moving the .motion I have, again, as in fact
I did yesterday, to refer:to a.matter of principle that
certainly I adhere to, which is
Government is bound
by its electoral promises, Mr Speaker: A Goveznment should
be judged by the electorate by looking at- tha.:aommitments
'made in-their manifesto and during their-election campaign
and gauge at the end of the four years whether, in fact,
these commitments have been undertaken or are in the process
of being accomplished. I think• this is a primordial fact
that should exist in every democracy and which, to a point,
is forgotten in Gibraltar when people say:' "We have got
to look at the future and not at the past". That is true,
Mr Speaker, but politically the electorate have a right
to look at past performances in order to'judge before they
cast their vote, Mr Speaker. In so doing I would like to
refer to the Ceremonial Opening of the House of Assembly
on the 22nd February, 1984,- wherethe Hon and 'Learned the
Chief Minister announced, Mr Speaker, the fact that the
Government wanted to give tourism, in fact, making tourism
which they had mentioned during the election, the second
pillar of the economy. The first pillar, Mr Speaker, being.
Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited which, I think, everybody except
the AACR, now accept has totally collapsed. In so doing,
Mr Speaker, the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister said:
"The second major issue I wish to . speak about" - the first
being, of course, GSL - "is tourism. As the House will know
and because of the-much greater importance which tourism
has assumed in our economic future following decisions to
close the Dockyard, I directed that a special study be made
of the tourist industry in Gibraltar. The study has been
completed and a report has now been submitted to me. I am
considering the report" - he goes on to give an explanation
of his Government's total commitment to the report and to
tourism and announced, in fact; that these two elements
would form the basis under which the AACR Government would
produce the economic boom or a better economic climate in
Gibraltar over the following years. In analysing, Mr Speaker,
this four-year programme, one has to look at two avenues,
two differences of approach. One difference is what the
Government.of the day were telling the House of Assembly.
The - other, obviously, 'is the fact that at the same time
there was the Pitaluya Report commissioned early in 1984
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.
. ,
- and • the* path Which the. "Report "tqck 'with the
Committees' to the point that we „arrive ...todaY.,; In a perfect
society or a society ;led. by -the; GSLP,
Speaker, the two
would obviously '
meet :because.. one cannot have- Government
policy." as elcpounded here. .4Y-; the _Minister r fOx Tourism and
a Situation where 4 prime report accepted in total, as I
will .exp/ain later ,on by.' the .Govercment, :leading 'in parallel
with. goverrunent
,should
.or -Other- meet.
•I will 'prove, Mr. 'Speaker; that. et* no :,Stage. have those two
eleMents 'met and,
. .fact,:.. the. '`two elements have totally
failed. I would: like, alSO..to add, Mr ;Speaker,. that the motion
of "_censure is ",a. motion ;of ' gensure..on7the, government it is
•not a• motion' of censure-'on the ,Mi,ntster—althOugh the Minister
for:, TogriS15..;14.-,responsible for
. '441 his ' capacitY:
Governitent' po4cy ,,on tourism
Speaker, as I
`prove -vtien 7r :gomain:thrust of:the_ argument,
a'-;Government' failure
general,
' total,..
Speaker.
The:. Gover.junent- _have,' paid.. 7.1:10' service'. ...to tourism and paid
lip `=service "to -the- Ministetr. for. "ToUrism t Mr Speaker, and
to the people` -Or Gibraltar. I would ,,like jupt:,before I go
into' the ,arguments .‘_to . Say ":'that';
'it = was 'in the
Ceremonial: Opening, I will - just"-check;:'40'; Hon and :Learned
- the YOhief Minister `said; _74! t-Pg.q1C,gar: •popkt: made in' the
Report' • is
, 4; bgsine.ss-. :ca rot be run
effective/y .':,if, it
4.40,ectedy. coRtinuOu-slY •to political
contrpversy,
hope."7..thae.:" thisi' is, 'One. Area ,.in which the
Government and the QPi30.44:0011::`.4i,q:'
together
for the . ' publics:;gOod.:„1;-dci. ,not-'thi4- that :,tt".n.i.rism is an
• ideologiCal....iss,:ue_!-etc., *Mr,,.'.SheaXer,-.."/.c4pcgc",uri....tt
ha 'statement
by. lthe 'Hon and '.Learnedtth.e'
first' House
on • 'the 13th March
9.84,e; :On; .;page
:of Hansard::./ told the
Hon and . Learned. the Chief kirri.Sta.Mi-,....infact.i'AxisGovernment:
"A particular :•pcini. made*"
' the " RePort •
.11d.e...tourism,
as' a business, cannot :be"...run'effeCtivelY :if .'it is to be
subj ected continuously
.controversy. I. hope
that w4.'s is' one area.,"
wrach °the "...Government" - I was
quoting from 'hip. statement "L'".11t1e),.I4-. I' take: up what the Hon
and Learned the' Chief- Minipter* 'paid" and 'I am "quite . prepared
to work with the government 'in order to make if, as I say,
this 'is the d3.rection;Ith'
'Government.: wants to give
the.' -Gibraltar ecopoiny;::'-and- try` `' to:"•work "together with the
Govirnment to -- give . the economy this ,dfrecticn, Mr Speaker".
But;-Of"CoUrse, • sincew
e .ci$14e;.wn* were paying :lip service
totirism, they- •obviously ',were " Also..
service
" 'to the "pitaluga"Report, and kip :service,, t.9 'whet
because
as
.ccinsequee
consequence` of': that
'Viet • tiappenedi•"Fir • Speaker,
and T'• thi:nk I 'have 'toc.make thiP:c/ear-'beforel.I go into the
main thrust, - all -that-nhappened.: •is...'/'>!144:.;:cglq';.Tneeing with
the:Minister for 'Tourism'
when to took me round
on: a RoCk ToUr,
wee,: very: glact.'.fori- ...he treated me
as a 'VIP` and shbwed! ine . arOurid, ;in the' sarie: .way':
.any - other
visiting dignitaz-4:'rat "the -end"
4.1.#9ppe4 me in
.which
my- house or at mi. work, r' forget,
he,forgot that
'I' existed-,.. -. Mr Speaker,' totally: H. his -even.. r #Fonsed -me of
not asking• too many questions" i n the tiOuse.; not .caring too
• much about' tourism'-• because"'
wasaq
tam as many
problems as I was giving the Government • on GSL because I
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.
to keep controversy; . out of
;tbadrisai:
;Ali&
he:.
teat
'that
why
_didn't
I
put
'as
many
questions
•
:the • reality is all that I
'4
done ..attirt: 'hike :gbritiiiucibely,. and if the Minister which
:14661 at ftabsard he will
he::..iii:e,-"fia.dbi,d4" bother's:
eVety,,y'sin71e.'" HOlise 'since 'lkS4 'I.: have been
find'.
. has there been any
bat,'
coritiotr.itdY -:'On ":tcni)iitm guedtiont. They have been
t7": get . ihf brine ti on about what
3f -' • the ' CoMMitteed:••Were:' doing ;'how they'. Were, going :and in the
-13Udget ..slidentie-d,e
' the controversy;:; over tourism as kept from
"the. HottSe,-,.Mr.-0eaker,,• at a minimum.., The result
-tipt76sitibn Wasr•i!.t .inVolVed in the
of that:
Corlirkitteet:i, -thlvcii1./e41,: in the; Consultative' 'Committee, involved
. fadt the Minister
Fottkaid.'LOtanning;.;.•COMmittee;
"'Fartiefi;..., he did me
'di'6•PPeti •• ..i0;itirigi:.'the
• rt fa:1161.1i;•-•Mr" Sbealiei';'•bedi6Se.••57:/e.• all' knOW:that 'in our public
that the
:those >it: the reality'
• life 'isier.ha.:fe,
▪ • .s t.firtilter••••-COMtildEIV ••tOrg§t",'that...,,I „,"eXisted. With. hindsight,'
because after- today and the
'.;'a
Speaker
I had :been there
'IR"; I
all • that had ''beth *dprie is ..-thet". tha 'Minister would probably
•;'11"s•••: he fiat.•,`Isited . every Ingle other
'-"•'*k.-=' • - haVe'1*ed•
the" tourist;': trade in whiCh.,tb' share and
iTWould
:to go through
certainly ad ',.Ear as the
S iradeZt." purism was
'!:'•'.i•ad.2W.-01.1,-,,-i'••the,., Meat :that:. will
r•Tiitit*.lietbliztriike.Mg*Ta
t-1-1.1f;':z
. iiirg,,fetiffitrdi-Olaiid04tte;z:irbOk-.folilid-.-..during:‘,,Bsudget-- debates
t-P"4,47--::Wiiinft;4ii•;:':w
7....hetc..,,R;if:iiike!Con;4,tStr*srh.:.;;and,..:tb .•:di.d:.,he-;*)n• Minister
he.:::.etip'h or i a • about
'''-'4!'''''--.:.totifftlit'l.:being..:thdfir'07.:16/1:Xa'r:::`Or'the••-_ed'onoinyl•••wat • very high
`iff.?:thar• Niridriier"'i:;etrand;-; Mr Sfeeker.:*„I.,:. think Ehe • Minister
..tlaier',4.1/er);:belieVed that ;'he.:'really would be
a •"mlnitter - fdie- TOtradni -bdc-al;de: 'he' 'had • heard...Irom the Hon
iste r,
and,the Government the thrust
• an'd..liderned the
,would `;;out towards
etd. ',,that
euphoric, the
'tnuritm and;•
that 'he :would. start coming
• Minister was_, :very.
bp,:the".tanks'"in the V1CR •,to,.,PrOduca.,..a great; .part of the
ec'einomid dd'vefoprrient- in.:Gibraltar whiCh....dOuld',.be lying at
• . • hi s doortteps arid,. • Of •coursa,4 thereby, lose:. the-. image that
Within.; the,..:,AACR .Or, Within the..,People Of Gibraltar
• .
4.40, vkSc. 4157ein•
course, little
that,
:that ,the,,AACR Government,:, were doing
_Wad .Payinglip.,e'di-v#4as. Well,, Mr Speaker. But he
.. at the . AACR ; track record
guessed,.,that.._•this was . the •case,,.. But, as I
:he •theiiild:
say',
.first „' Year.: yet'
.the. firdt. Year there was
.nci:-...dontrOVeAY';•;; it , wad; jOst'...the Minister saying, everything
' that r weis. 4Oihg.- to' happen and
Oppotition was sitting
.,•about .it when ;we see it
'•• • ' We
thdn; Mr:Speaker, to 'the, sCond''Budaet.
• ' "hie Minister ,Wat at . that . stage, still optimistic. The
ConiMittees::; had!' 'mat the ,CoMmitteed had produced -reports
- I Will tackle those.separateiy under the second avenue.
,

.

The Minister was even ,seeing tourists in the street, Mr
Speaker, because by the second Budget -the frontier was open
and .he could even see. tourists. in the street which is something new as far as the Minister for Tourism was concerned.
Mr Speaker ; tourism was becoming, in his mind, a reality
but, 'of .:cburse, what the Minister himself knew even at that
early stage was that there was no sian that the Government's
tourist policy was being backed up by financial commitments
by the Government. The • Minister also knew that there was
nO sign of. IODA being,• prepared to put money into tourist
projects •although at that stage. in 1985, it was not clear
at that stage and the Government were still going forward
with their. 1986/90 submission. Certainly at that stace and
will refer very . :briefly to what I said because at that
stage the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister, I think, during
his intervention in the •Budget of 1985 said that he would
'like to consolidate the position as it was at that stage
in. 1985. But; of• :course, we didn't see that there was a
position to consolidate because like the situation that
'happened yesterday; Mr Speaker; where the Financial and
.tevelopment Secretary got up and spoke on Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited and made a point about the future of the
Company, .in exactly the same way the Financial and
Development Secretary got up in the 1985 Budget debate and
: Said:. • "The...Toilrist : Industry had. another bad year. Arrivals
:by I ai.:=ands •eea. fell. by .8%". And the Hon and • Learned the
•Chief Minister 'got up-and: said that he wanted to consolidate
?-th-e• %position r tSgt .-as far ,as. !ws--were concerned, Mr Speaker,
.Evy-very..strange:,.-statement coming after what the
-•
• 'Hon •the.:yrinancial anclhDevelopment• Secretary .had said and
• •-:-. we :have ..heard. it- again . encl.:again in the House 'that what
- ..one 'side-of.'-the • Government,- .whether political or otherwise,
.say does nob necessarily reflect what the other side of.
• the Government. is saying. And, .again, all that had happened
was that an amount of money had been put, something in the
region• of £350,000, to increase advertising and for minor
works related with the tourist. industry but certainly no
Major financial thrust towards accomplishing what the
Government had said the year before that they would do which
is make tourism the second pillar of the economy. And the
Minister was, as I say, still optmistic. He said, Mr Speaker:
"The opening of • the frontier now makes us comparable to
other resorts and we can be better. We must all contribute
to make. Gibraltar what it ought to be; although it needs
polishing up"; and :then he goes .on to tell us a story about
•a' little lady, h'e likes these stories. "We hope, Mr Speaker,
that • the • new. impetus given by Government" - again, Mr
;Speaker, he was 'referring to an impetus which we still hadn't
seen - "in trying to stimulate. tourism there is an entirely
new set=up in the Tourist Office today. Apart from the driver
new". With hindsight
and myself; everybody else is'virtually
.
we might have left the driver but the Minister we could
have done without, Mr Speaker. "There is an enormous amount
of enthusiasm, there is an enormous amount of determination
and there • is a will to succeed. We need help from everybody,
'particularly, the tourist trade". We kno'w that, Mr Speaker,

we know the people in the Tourist Office, we know the commitment and determination of the people there but, of course,
that determination,.that will to succeed always hits_ against
the brick wall, the stagnation of the AACR Government. All
the determination, all the accomplishments,.all the ,success
that they wanted to push'through was always being stopped
at the level where you have to put, your money where your
mouth is and the AACR Government didn't do it. Obviously
there could be very little happening if at the eneof . the
day nobody was prepared to foOt'the bill: And, again, he
went on to speak of the enthusiasm by everybody - lin - the
Tourist Officee the tourist trade and his onlYcommept . was .
that the people of .Gibraltar had'to change their' mentality
slightly in order to look into'the future- and'beCome:Witers
and hall porters, etc which is aphilosdphy which, obviously,is one which is correct if the Government'is pushing . part
of the economy'towards tourism. But al's'o in that same Budget
the Minister said, and I think this was - the - firsttime - that,
I think, we agreed - I am not going.to go thibugh- All the
Hansard, obviously - that there was a difference between
the excursionist trade, the excursionist market' end the
overnight tourists and I think he pointed to the fact that
there was a spin-off of hotel occupancy, etc but that the
excursionists were coming over the border and that - should
not, although it would enhance the tourist side of the
industry in Gibraltar, it should not be seen . as the only
aspect of tourism in Gibraltar. That. was in 1985,-/n 1986,
a year later, the Minister was now struggling . because,
obviously, they were now coming into the thipd'yper'of the
present Government and, as yet, the Minister, 'certainly.
the House as well, had not seen anything being realised
from the financial side of the Government. 'But there' was
one important element which now made the Minister struggle
more than ever, Mr Speaker, and that is that by:that stage
ODA had clearly spelt out that there was no money for tourist
orientated projects. They would only give money for infra-structure which, to a point, perhaps was the back-up 'of
the tourist trade but certainly would not go'anywhere to
improving the Gibraltar resort. That, Mr Speaker,. -was I
think a blow to the Government because I think if we analyse
it, I think all that the Government were 'doing which is
what they have ddne throughout many, many years, Mr Speaker,
in saying that that was going to be a pillar of the economy,
saying that they were committed financially and then put
up a submission and run to. the UK Government .in the hope
that they' could get money, from them. The :UK Government as,
indeed, they said for GSL, said to the Government of
Gibraltar quite clearly in early 1986 'No more money!..All
that was happening was that Gibraltar was' 'full of day
visitors or excursionists which' were not, by the way,
producing -what the Government thought they would be
producing. Of course they produce money, of course' there
was an influx of'tourists and as a result an'upgrade of
the tourist expenditure, more money on import 'duty but it
wasn't making the money that the Gibraltar Government thought
they would make out of 'it and as'a.consequence, since the
Gibraltar.Government had to plough money back into goodies
for the people of Gibraltar, because 'how else were they

to convince the people of Gibraltar that everything was
rosy,,singe.they.gid that. they left,the,M4nister-fer_Tourism
without a single penny, Mr- Speaket.... Q4100,4SiY,,, toyer and
above, the budget which the Tourist Pffice..4olda-and over
and.11,above, the E300,000.. which the Tourist, 0;fice-gpt' for
Minor expenditure tut.nb
development. in -the• tourist
industry, no major development whatsoeve;,-.and a-will
.I
deal
with that ..separitely as we :.come .,to..! the Committees, .Hr.
Speaker. 4 think at.thatstage -when' L..say:tha-Minister -was .
struggling _.he was Atxuggling because
read- his: speech
on ,the. 4.144 4401..... 19114/...444:ww,t431F.4-ngabout,the - figuresof liOtPr9O040a:AcYpAle was talXiag.:;AbOut the extra. flights,. to IGIhralter,.-hevas..iglikirpvabout-.7.whatr evaryhoclyelse
taixifig, aApgt i#144 !AOw -:togp„st:;,;trade.,,..siretre
doing.7'*
obtaining 7'fOr
; he,wesn.!
:
,.t. seyips. what
Government
.;of :,course,
of: .'0.1;lrattwe4. .doing ;-tia..1.j.P149164
he 7,.111:4!iped",
the birich;(atgQ4 4A4.:;t,here;,Area mo o, flights ,
the 1 hotels ;were full
40.14ctect by
the .'stiiietiCa..at ihat:Aime 'bu.t ..44.
004ietor -sa4d that the
statistics were W4M and 4pt hem was .L9Oing-to look himself
into the ,bed.:Odcupancy4evels.c. etc. And 4W..,se4.4; '.114r Speaker,
my mission, -is.. to, Ea?..4 about tiva_ futureand, AA :particular,.
may. I remind:: the Howe- .11Avg
talk %Aboeb.- that!. Ngry - much
advanced., fRgure and not !J40.-Af 1946 :4%4 ;;:$441.11d.gay:1987
becaiise the gan11414
Puri* .obviously takes ..,-A..year to
permeit9: and to ;apt .. results'!.. INTaftliA9Mr..eSpealcar, the
results c:reren!t there. 1994 ,had. goo by,,,
by.K. 1.94§ '10W
.by
and in. the',thrust . Of tha.Goyernment forii 99k. theta. %lap still
nothing tO-:Ahow
..k44.k.oi,90rA4gr,44,0!*Ahege,:m4s any
major: impetUS-.1rom .the -,Government 1;.P.tlind tou4ism, streets .
were_ still% esTeri‘emtwA.m!.1964.4: wa 1144 re.; think,
a televisibn programme where.:-theypeogrammg;:vasca.. total,lracas • :
because" at. one „stage. the 4.114:41#0r.,Wante4:7-.t.O.:.-stamP42.14•feet
becguag'T ha:Was tging, told
41.rtyr .that
Gibraltar' was th0 and
,,:
Speaker..
r
24n
w4* 4 !ealitir.
The: impetuswas just -not' ;there .0f.;.r!bourse,....w,
then;come
to_ 1987;' the Budget debate. of -this4yearand,;, think this'
year 'We -haVe gond from optiitarA* to.'..slight--,-opt.imism to_
struggling and, :Ethink,: this,year proves,tatel;despation,
mr Sp e aker. The Minister has.: hghlightesi t4e• year, again,
what' everybody else is.doing,-He.wasaying,about the hotels,:
he 'was saying about :the::.flightsi...$14wbe. madewo.„, very
impOrtant7 'points this year..Againi,veiy.,yhfo;t4oatilecausayesterday the Hon and'Learned the :Chief :1.inistejr. sa.14,'and
I will repeat what he_Sii4 'apd the way he,; said
Government.'. is
owner...of
the-.:"4re:time-in four
yedFs r4q. - Joh Minister fbr TOLir4111.#114,YF::,hee 44 what ...
oa „poprlsrajc
the policy of' the ..'Goyernmeni
':ear', on
that' the policythe
the fourth year'. He • said. to
Government'' cannot be 046 of . a .shopping market,,.. of an-.
o
'excursionist' market,
is
but,,
certainly, we couldn't' pue' all 'your ,egg's, 417, that ,paskete
we couldn't lobk at the n:shoppipg..plemeot: hAlloa0a within
the next' five or' six ' years,. and, the entry, of,.Awa jp the.
,fact..Ahat, Spain
EEC, that would be ' aloWlY:P,4en
dpyeloping.cAoselai,Ap.
:Aet we,were.,Aokig..e.491.,4estzay
coul
_
. .d
.
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that element of it and that the excursionist market had a role to
He
play but was not what he wanted as Minister for Tourism.
announced very clearly that what he wanted, his aim was to absorb
some 4,500 to a maximum of 5,000 hotel beds. At present we have
about 1,900 hotel beds so what he was talking .about is an increase
of somewhere in the region of 150% more beds, 2,000/3,000 more beds
in the Gibraltar market. Mr Speaker, that should have been the
Government policy at the start of the four years so that we today
could be analysing that policy and looking at how the Government
had accomplished that. He made that statement as, indeed, the Hon
and Learned the Chief Minister made the statement on GSL yesterday,
for the people of Gibraltar to believe that within the next four
years they are going to do it. But, in any case, there is no
truth, Mr Speaker, that Gibraltar today can cope with 4,000/5,000
beds, quite the contrary, as I will mention later when we talk
about the crisis that Gibraltar is suffering today in the tourist
industry. He gave many excuses, the fact that people didn't find
seats on planes, the fact that the hotels were full, but I have to
say that at no stage during - and I will mention that later during our visit to UK and meetings with the hotel industry in
Gibraltar, have we found that the main argument and the main
problems facing the Gibraltar tourist market are, in fact, any of
the excuses that the Minister has given although, of course, there
is an element of truth in all of those but at no stage is any one
of those excuses the cause of the tourist crisis today. That looks
Now we
at the thrust of the Government through the four years.
look at the thrust of the Government on the other side, Mr Speaker,
which is what I was saying before, the Pitaluga Report and what had
happened to the Pitaluga Report and how the Government had played
the Pitaluga Report through. First of all, I would like to say
that the Pitaluga Report was a good report as far as civil service
reports go, Mr Speaker. It enhanced everything that everybody was
It is not that Mr Pitaluga actually
saying into one report.
thought or discovered this and I am not saying this in any way to
try to minimise the job that he did but, certainly what he did was
just meet the trade, meet the civil service, meet the Public Works,
meet the Minister, and write it all out in a concise very good
civil service report which is what civil servants are for, Mr
Speaker, and it was a good report inasmuch as that was contained.
Therefore'it contained, Mr Speaker, all the thoughts of everybody
involved in the tourist industry and should have been, to a point,
the way ahead for the Government. In fact, it appeared to be so
because the statement by the Chief Minister on the 26th June, 1984,
"The first nine policy
thanked Mr Joe Pitaluga and said:
recommendations have been accepted and steps are now being taken to
give effect to these. The tenth recommendation will be looked at".
This was the improvement of the tourist plans in the private sector
by the Government. Mr Speaker, he went on to say that it was going
to be done and it was going to be done quickly and it was going to
By early 1984, in fact, when that
be done with impetus.

statement was issued, all the tourist committees, all the people
in those tourist committees had been appointed. I would like to
remind the House and the people of Gibraltar what those
There were ten policy
recommendations were, Mr Speaker.
recommendations of which the Government had accepted nine.
"Collective policy decision be taken by the Council of Ministers
formally affirming the newly elected Government's recognition of
Its
the importance of tourism to the economy of Gibraltar.
intention to adopt as a matter of high priority the necessary
legislative administrative and financial measures required to
promote the fullest possible expansion of the tourist industry
under the conditions which exist in Gibraltar at present". That
is very important, Mr Speaker, because what he was saying there
is with the conditions that existed in Gibraltar in early June
which is with a closed frontier. What the Government accepted is
that they would make Gibraltar a tourist resort with a closed
frontier. He said: "I accepted the first nine policies". So
the Government of Gibraltar accepted that they would, as a matter
of high priority, put the necessary legislative, administrative
and financial measures behind this report, it didn't happen, Mr
Speaker. "I recommend that there should be the fullest possible
involvement and consultation with the commercial sector of the
tourist industry", etc, etc, the committees, Mr Speaker, which
were appointed. "I recommend that further consultancies should
be commissioned only when a clear specific need has been
identified of the emphasis should now be an urgent
What, I think, everybody in the trade was
implementation".
saying and I think this is what the Opposition were saying,
enough of experts, enough of consultancies. The tourist trade in
Gibraltar, the Tourist Office in Gibraltar, the locals of
Gibraltar knew what had to be done, enough of paying money out to
people to come from outside to tell us what it is we have to do.
They accepted that one as well and yet a year later they employed
Mr Colin Jones as the Director of Tourism in an unprecedented
move because at that stage we were in an open frontier situation.
We could .have understood it if they had brought him in with a
closed frontier situation because obviously his marketing in the
UK, etc was valuable but, be that as it may, it was a mistake and
a year later or nine months later they, Mr Speaker, put the blame
on his doorstep and off he went to the UK, similar to the analogy
we can draw with the Brian Abbotts of this world, Mr Speaker.
Fourth recommendation - "I recommend that the staff of the
Tourist Department be increased" - well, that was done.
recommend that particular be given to putting across Heads of
Government Departments and Senior Officers and through them to
the civil service as a whole, the Government's tourism aims and
policies and the need for their cooperation and assistance in
giving full effect to this". Well, the reality is that this
happened but the problems were not coming from the Heads of
Department, the problems were coming when the Government tried to
encompass that into policy and were unable to produce policy
because policy needed money and they didn't have the money and
therefore they couldn't produce what they needed. The
Heads of Department, as I will show later on, said 'Yes,
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we will do that, this will cost El0U,000. Yes, we will do
that, this will cost £200,000'. But, of course, if the money
wasn't there what did the Government expect the Heads of
Department to do? Comment No.6 - "A major campaign to be
launched with the Government in consultation with thd co" That, to a point, was only
operation of a private
a reaffirmation of something that was happening, ie the
Government and the tourist trade getting together to promote
Gibraltar. No.7, I did not understand then, I do not understand it now and it certainly has never happened. It• reads:
"I recommend that any unreasonable obstruction to the
Government's tourism policy should be dealt with firMly and
promptly where necessary by legislative action". I take it
that that was referring to the question where we had eyesores
all over the place with people trying to make a fast buck
with our land and holding on to it until such time as they
could sell it at a profit, in the meantime they had eyesores
all over the place which Mr Pitaluga and the tourist trade
wanted the Tourist Office to get rid off.. But, of course,
that never happened, people continued to speculate with our
land and only released it when they had made a killing and
a profit at our expense. Policies No.8 and No.9 have no
significance. Policy No.10 was the one that the Government
didn't accept but said that they would take it for a policy
decision which was that the Government would be prepared
to give financial assistance to the improvement of the tourist
plans in the private sector and I dare say that to a point
I would tend to agree with the Government that this is a
matter that would have to be looked at very carefully. before
we start paying out money to improve the tourist plans of
the private sector. But, of course, we couldn't improve the
plans of the private sector and put money into that until
we found the money to improve the plans in our sector; Until
the money was not there to improve the plans in our own sector
how could we do it for any other sector? So we made all the
Committees, we appointed people to the Committees, the
enthusiasm of the people in those Committees was great, Mr
Speaker. There was a lot of enthusiasm within the trade and
people flocked to the Committees and obviously produced
tremendous recommendations through the Committees to,
eventually in early 1985, to the Consultative Committee.
On the 12th February, 1985, we had asked and we were told
that the Consultative Committee was now deliberating on the
recommendations. I have got . here a list of the recommendations, far too extensive to read but, of course, if one looks
at various of those points to see the impetus and the thrust,
one is I would say, to a point, even embarrassed to mention
them. One of the recommendations - "the main shopping areas
to he flushed each morning and the area kept clean. The Board
felt very strongly on this issue and wanted an immediate
commitment that this would be done". And the comment of action
is: "PWD pressure jetting machine has been obtained and put
to good use this year. Regular flushing requires increase
in FWD labour complement". We all heard the Minister earlier
in this House after questions from the Opposition saying
that he wasn't sure whether they had asked .for ,twenty or
six or eight but that he had asked for six and that a policy
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decision had been taken in late 1986 by the Government to
employ these people, it's late 1987 and the people have yet
not been employed, is that the thrust? Is that how the
Government see the comments made by the 'Committee who wanted
an immediate commitment and action that this would be done?
A year later the people 'haven't yet been employed, Mr Speaker.
"Flower .tubs" etc, and. the Government said: "That would be
left to pedestrianisation", pedestrianisation haSn't happened.
"The Government should. consider making available adjacent
sites to the Government tourist venues such as St Michael's
Cave, the Galleries for establishment of shops to be leased"
- and I am only referring to a few, Mr Speaker, and I know
that from this extensive list there were some minor items
that were done. There were some items which were, I won't
say ridiculous because they are not ridiculous because,
obviously, the people's enthusiasm in the Committees 'was
such that they put in all that, they thought was necessary.
But there are things, Mr Speaker, that I can accept that
haven't been done and couldn't have been done in' four years
like, for example, a permanent greyhound racing .track should
be set up in Gibraltar. I accept people's enthusiasm, they
put everything in the report and I don't think there is anything wrong with that. The Government should have then picked
up the report and said: "This - is certainly- a very long-tern
thing, it is not a bad idea but. it is •a long-term thing.
These are immediate and these are medium things". All that
the Government have done is do a couple of little things
here and there like taking away dilapidated signs, putting'
more rubbish bins but all the reports, Mr Speaker, this is.
what I said about the shops and the tourist side referred'
to DPC. All the report does when we get to the main thrust
of what the Committees were saying was, •in fadt, estimate
the capital cost - £50,000, £130,000, E.im, £130,000, Elm,
etc, etc, producing 'an astronomical sum of money of some
E5m which the Government then dwindled to some E2m or Ejm
and all that they did was to pass those comments to the
1986/90 Development Programme which I said, Mr' Speaker.,_, after
it had been studied and were then told 'no' by ODA. But as,
indeed, the Hon Financial and Development Secretary said
that there was no other strategy in GSL, no alternative
strategy in case the first strategy failed, so did the
Government not have any other strategy in case their first
strategy of going to ODA failed. Let's see how the Committees
operated, Committees appointed in early 1984, Consultative
Committee late 1984, deliberations early 1985, studied and
passed to the Development Programme. January, 1986, went
to Council of Ministers, 8th July no funds available from
ODA, 3rd November, 1986, passed to the Forward Planning
Committee, 10th February, 1987, still deliberating and the
last one is Question No.236 of 1987 where all the reports,
all the recommendations of. all the tourist reports were
dwindled down to the improvement to the Upper Galleries,
improveMentto St Michael's Cave, refurbishment of the Air
Terminal, embellishMent to Europa Point, Nature Reserve,
Piazza development and Wellington Front development of which
we know, Mr Speaker, none of this will happen, certainly,
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this financial year and, in many cases, won't happen for
e few years to come, Mr Speaker. Because I can refer to a
letter which.the Hon Mn Canepa sent me which says that what
they are looking for is making provision in the- Estimates
for 1987/88 for a survey of. the area by local experts in
order to create the Nature Reserve so it won't happen, Mr
Speaker. During 1985, during 1986, we know what the Committees
started to feel, that.they had been used by the GoVernment
as a stop-gap in order. to .see whether the opening, of the
frontier would create some. tourists and at the end of the
day would create some money so that the Government could
say 'tourism is working'. But we all know that that didn't
happen, Mr Speaker. In fact, having created because the
Government said they were committed to create a situation
of creating an international tourist resort in Gibraltar
with a closed frontier. The frontier opened which made it
far easier, Mr Speaker, but the Government are so incompetent
that all they had to do is keep up because the commercial
operators would have done their job for them. Gibraltar became
a gateway, Mr Speaker, and the commercial operators, the
tour operators, the airlines, would have done the job for
them if only they had been able to keep the product in line
with everything else. And what do we find after all this,
Mr Speaker? That like the Finance Centre which is a pillar
that suddenly appeared through 1986 with the Government doing
nothing at all, the pillar of the Finance Centre was created
because there was ,a market and it was . created and.'due to
a- lot .of exertion by a lot of people the pillar started
groWing and then theeGovernment when it saw the pillar .growing
said 'There we are,- this is our third pillar'. Basically,
that ..is.what they .did with tourism. They assumed tourism
was_going to grow, they picked it up, they 'put it there but
the. reality as. opposed.to the Finance:Centre pillar, they
weren't even able to '.keep the tourist pillar up because even
though everything else was happening, Mr Speaker, in 1987
tourism.. in Gibraltar was in a crisis situation. I know, Mr
Speaker, given an article in the Chronicle of the 21st
September where Mr Brian Sutton of Marshall Sutton fame,
who is a small operator in Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, I. accept
that, but who had the courage to say what was in everybody's
mind, in all the tour operators' minds, Mr Speaker. Everything
that the Government knew, Gibraltar was dirty, the traffic
problems, the problems of public service, all the Problems
facing Gibraltar which the Government had done nothing about.
And what worried us, Mr Speaker, was that in his statement
he said that he was going to have to leave but so would
Sovereign Enterprise, so would Thomsons, so would Intasun,
etc. We already knew that Thomsons had, in fact, threatened
to pull out six months before and we all knew that the reality
was that we were only able to obtain a partial presence of
Thomsons in Gibraltar. And the reasons were made quite clear
to the Government because they got copies of this 'like I
did because, in fact, the Hon Minister in answer to one of
my questions commented from the report they had got from
the hotels and the tour operators and the reality was that
here was a major tour operator saying 'The uniqueness of
Gibraltar as simply being British or having certain
geophysical qualities or having an active military background
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is not yet sufficiently developed as a holiday experienceand therefore cannot be distinguished with the mainstream
of sun and sea destinations of the Mediterranean. Hence we
had. •an uncompetitive market, we had .an uncompetitive
environment and we had lack of incentive and measures to
prove to the tour operators that we were getting there and
Thomsons said they were pulling out. It was only due to a
letter by the Hon and Learned Chief Minister that they didn't
pull out. We hear this a few months later from Marshall
Sutton, the following day we hear in the local press that
Sovereign Enterprise is also leaving. Mr Speaker, there is
a crisis, of course there is a crisis. At the same time,
Mr Speaker, we have a report by the Chamber and we all know
that the Chamber have been utilised politically many a time
in order to create certain political rights which the
President wanted but that is immaterial. This is a Chamber
report on tourism which also says in its conclusions that
during the years of blosed frontier Gibraltar survived in
a false environment. It says that the Pitaluga Report has
failed, that the opening of the frontier has brought untold
opportunities many of which have been wasted, that it is
essential that the Government invest money on its own product
and there is need for Government to define a clear policy
on the future of Gibraltar's tourism. We had the tour
operators, we had the Chamber of Commerce, everybody was
saying that .tourism, .as the second pillar of the• economy,
had failed. So .what.-.does- the . Opposition do, Mr Speaker? The
Opposition goes to UK to find• out whether that. is 'true. I
want to clearly state for the record because I .have said
this in the. press and on television that I don't want to
embarrass.the tour operators- Tour ,operators are apolitical,
they will support whichever.Goyernment is-in if the Government
is doing what it promises to do but the message that we got
back was that Gibraltar was in a very unkempt situation,
that the Government had not put the money'that they should
have into the product, that the tourist product was not what
they wanted it to be and that if there was no improvement
in the short to medium term then there would be no option
for the Your operators but to leave Gibraltar. with one
exception, and we all know what exception that is. Well,
there are two exceptions, one is 'one company that is very
closely linked to a group of companies in Gibraltar and the
other is a major tour operator that works on the more down
market sort of tourism which is nothing to turn your nose
up to because I think we need a balance in Gibraltar. But,
of course, that is what we need, a balance not just one or
the other. The message that we got was quite clear, Mr
Speaker. The message that we got was that if Gibraltar didn't
improve there would be no future as far as the tour operators
were concerned, for tourism in Gibraltar and'the only reason
why they stayed, Mr Speaker, was that Gibraltar - was becoming
a gateway and that they could see that there could be an
expansion of the market in the future but that they were
sure that that expansion would not become a reality unless
Government put.money. into the product and were able to sort
out all the problems and. we weren't talking about major
problems. The tour operators understood that you just cannot
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find E6m to fix up everything that is wrong. in Gibraltar
but they didn't expect that, all they expected was a clean
Gibraltar problems of traffic being sorted, problems of
parking being sorted, that is what they expected. They told
us that in the long-term, of course, they wouldn't mind more
hotel.beds but they didn't complain about the fact that they
weren't getting any. They didn't complain to us that they
couldn't find seats in the airlines, on the contrary, one
operator told us that he was now fixing up conferences and
that he had just sorted out a conference for 89 people with
their families and he had had no problems with either hotels
or the airline. Of course there is a problem during the summer
months as opposed to the winter but the reality is that what
the Government had been telling us is giving excuses and
it is a fact that the hotels are sometimes full in summer
and that the airlines, are full but the reality is that what
is wrong with the tourist product is that the Government
other than pay lip service to it, have done absolutely nothing
to put money into tourism and as a result, as we say, we
have all the problems related with a bad resort here in
Gibraltar, all the problems. And what that does, Mr Speaker,
to frighten away the tour operators is that because Gibraltar
is such a small market producing for the tour operator,
perhaps in the case of Thomsons or Intasun a .001 of their
marW, the complaints coming from Gibraltar produces a much
bigger element, perhaps a .5 in that and, of, course, why
shOpld a tour operator who is looking at his commercial side
and his reputation in the market put up with a place that
is, .producing for him £100,000 or Elm and two million
complaints and he is losing reputation. That is, Mr Speaker,
the true facts of the tourist crisis. The tourist' crisis
is that other than paying lip service to all the committees,
to the tour operators, to the hotels, to the travel agents
a4c1,.,2t,o everybody, other than do that, nothing has been done
tol'kroduce a good tourist product so that we at the end of
theday and the people of Gibraltar could be looking forward
to an improved climate on tourism. The proof, Mr Speaker,
is very clear. The proof is, as I have said in my motion,
in the statistics by the Government and at this stagesI would
like to say that I am surprised that being at the end of
October, 1987, we still haven't got the Tourist Report for
1986, we still haven't got it. I don't know whether it would
be associated with the fact that we had a censure motion
today and that might have given us even more ammunition but
the reality is never ever, since I have been in thit House
and before when I was part of the GSLP through the Hon Leader
of the Opposition, have I ever seen a report on tourist
expenditure being that late. But even so we can use the other
reports. The Tourist Report for 1985 shows that although
there was an increase in the excursionsists from Spain if
vou took away the expenditure of those in the overall figures
the increase in the expenditure due to the mainland visitors
was not that great and since the Government cannot even tell
us today in this House what is the percentage into National
Income of that expenditure, then I don't think they themselves
even know what that is producing for them. But, I think the
.most important fact of all, 'Mr Speaker, is that the Hotel

Occupancy Survey of 1985 I think proves the failure of the
Government, In the. column for 1985 we find that although
there has been an increase in all arrivals to hotels and
tourist arrivals for
although there-has been an increase
hotels, the guest nights sold, Mr Speaker, are lower, 266,000
on all and 201,000 on the.tourist side. Why, Mr .Speaker?
Well, I will tell the Hon Minister, nothing that he doesn't
know, two elements. The first element is that the night
traveller, the excursionist, is taking over from the tour
operator. Secondly, that the .tour operators are now using
Gibraltar as a two-centre holiday and decreasing the number
of stays in Gibraltar. Why? They are decreasing the number
of stays in Gibraltar because the tourist product is so bad
that they cannot leave them here for.five or six or seven
days, they can only do it for two or three or fouk, that
is the most that they can do. Gibraltar does not offer
anything for long stay tourists, Mr Speaker, and in four
years the AACR have done nothing whatsoever to produce anything at all that would attract tourists to Gibraltar. All
that they have done is attract excursionists, attract day
visitors and, of course, made a lot of money for the people
here in selling tours out of Gibraltar. The reality, Mr
Speaker, is that there is no way that the Minister can today
follow the policy of increasing hotel beds by 150%, po way,
Mr. Speaker. The only way you can increase hotel. bedS is by
having a parallel policy of improving the product at the
same time as increasing the capacity. You cannot increase
the capacity without increasing the product. Where is he
going to fill the hotels from if people just don't want to
come here because of the product, if the tour operators are
pulling out? The Financial Centre might produce some offshoot
into the tourist market but it is not going to fill another
3,000 beds. That is the reality. We have to have a parallel
policy, that slowly builds up the beds at the same time' as
you improve the product if not what you do is you kill the
hotels already here if you suddenly plough into the market
another 3,000 beds and you push back the clock .to when the
frontier was closed and the hotels had to fight with each
other in order to try and attract customers. The reality,
Mr Speaker, is that in four years the Government have done
absolutely nothing other than a thing which has happened
on its own which is tourists coming over from the coast,
being marketed in the coast over here for day trips and
excursionists. I am glad sometimes for the Hon Mr Canepa's
intervention because yesterday, again he got upset and he
got passionate and he said 'Now the Opposition are finally
taking their skins off and we are now seeing the wolves underneath the sheep'. Well, Mr Speaker, it is a must to be wolves
sometimes because we need aggressiveness because on the other
side they are all wolves in their own businesses. What they
are is sheep when they are in. Government, sheep which have
stagnated.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Eon
J E Pilcher's motion.
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HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, Sir, if history. is to repeat itself I think that
probably this will be the occasion when almost four years
ago, in fact, in December, 1983, the then Shadow Minister
for Tourism, the Hon and Gallant Major Peliza, prior to the
General Election, thought of bringing a motion of censure
on the Government becasue of its inactivity in the.tourist
field. I have taken the words of the Hon Mr Pilcher with,
if I may say so, some humour. At the time when the Hon Major
Peliza was on that side, I remember - I have checked Hansard
as I always do, Mr Speaker - the cries from that side of
the House saying 'You wait until we get into Government'.I must say in all sincerity that I do not wish that this
present Opposition finds itself in the same position as the
DPBG did three months after Major Peliza's intervention when
not even one of them was returned to this House. Mr Speaker,
I would like to say that in the four years that one has had
this Opposition in the House, in total sincerity and in total
fairness, I have never had one single word of aggressiveness
with my friend Mr Pilcher and I have got on with him reasonably well as one would expect in the British democratic system
that we are fortunate to have but I am taken aback by some
of the things he has said. I think that it would be futile
for me or any Minister for Tourism to stand up in this House
and say that everything in tourism is the goal of perfection
I think that -I recognise the faults, I recognise the improvements.I would-like. to see. and I think everybody else would
like to. see and, as is often. said, tourism is but one subject
in' which everybody is an expert and no sooner does one meet
somebody-that- one receives an idea to which I listen to,
nvariably an-idea that is not novel, that either somebody
has brought before or that one, in all modesty, has thought
of but finds difficulty in implementing. Mr Speaker; I am
taken aback by the insincerity of this motion because the
GSLP throughout its existence, even when the Hon Leader of.
the Opposition was in isolation over there, has not had faith
in tourism and therefore it is because of that that Z wonder
what the motive for bringing a motion of censure against
Government on tourism could be in the final months or weeks
of the present Government. One wonders why. In the case of
Major Peliza, the then Shadow in 1983, one found that his
main contention was that I should be based permanently in
England and then, of course, one analysed the motives. Well,
because if he became Minister for Tourism as he lived in
England it would he very, very proper. Yet the Hon Mr Haynes
was totally against the fact that I even. went on trade
promotions, he used to call them 'jollies', so there one
found the disparity. But for all the love and affection that
I may have for Members opposite, I must say that I find even
greater disparity in the GSLP towards tourism because - I
can cuote from Hansard but I don't want to make this too
laborious - I can quote from Hansard where the Hon Leader
of. the Opposition does not and has not supported tourism
at-all during his sixteen years as a Member of this House.
One-finds that the GSLP in their manifesto, and I refer to
the manifesto because our manifesto is mentioned in the
motion, says nothing about tourism but comes up with a
conclusion and even the conclusion is wrong, Mr Speaker.
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Conclusion - 'Whilst the party believes that the achievement
of the above policies would have been a relatively easy matter
if Gibraltar's resources and its economic potential had been
better used in the past, there can be no doubt that it will
prove a much more difficult task in the current state of
the economy' - of course we are talking of 1984 - 'but it can still be done. Gibraltar faces further economic decline
and a drastic drop in the standard of living if the policies
of the past are continued for the next four years'. Well,
their forecast was wrong, Mr Speaker. I will give way to
the Mover of the motion but I will say one thing, if I may.
I have not interrupted at all during the Hon Mr Pilcher's
speech and I would dare say that I expect the same courtesy
when I am talking. Mr Speaker, they -got it wrong because
there was a growth in the' economy since 1984 or is It that
the general public has not seen the growth in the economy?
Is it that the little bit of goodies that we have given back
has not teen a betterment? Is it that the opening of the
frontier was not a betterment for Gibraltar? They said the
Brussels Agreement was a disaster. Well, look, Mr Speaker,
at the disaster it's been because whether you call them
excursionists or whether you call them tourists or whether
you call them what you like, the fact is that since 1985
there has been a better cash flow situation to the whole
industry affording, in particular, the hotels, a better cash
flow and a better relationship with the banks to afford them
cash- facilities to improve their product. I think that. it
doesn't take very long to go around and to see .what the hotel
industry has done in the last eighteen months or so in
improving their product substantially. I think I can say
they are probably close on 54m expenditure. Mr Speaker, there
are very many other facets. .Mr.Piloher has mentioned a number
of facts which, I am, afraid, he has got all wrong and I say.
all wrong, not half wrong or partially wrong, all .wrong,
and I am surprised because it shows that they really haven't
got their heart in tourism. It's a good political gimmick
at this time of the life of a legislature to bring this up
but they haven't got their heart in tourism. I remember saying
to the Hon Major Peliza that during his time as Shadow :'
had received four letters. Well, whether Mr Pilcher says
he wants to keep it apolitical or not, I will tell him that
his other colleagues of his side of the House write to their
corresponding Members on this side of the House in all
spheres. I know Mr Juan Carlos Perez is a very good letter
writer and is writing constantly to the Minister for Public
Works and the Minister for Municipal Services. I haven't
received one letter from Mr Pilcher, not one. I offer mv
hand of friendship, as I always do, to Mr ?licher and he
is very welcome to come round and I have offered other things
to Mr Pilcher but he hasn't taken it up seriously, Mr Speaker.
So it is no good saying that I do not invite him to Cocktail
parties. Let me tell you, Mr Speaker, I'hormally don't invite
anybody, it's my staff who invite the people appropriate
for that particular function. But, Mr Speaker, 'they have
got it wrong. Mr Bossano, for instance, way back in 1984
as Leader of the Opposition not only .didn't support tourism
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but actually spoke against it, and if I might quote, Mr
Speaker. In Hansard of the 30th October, 1984, Mr Bossano
says: "In the long-term, Mr Speaker, perhaps tourism will
produce but not only do we have no guarantee of that at all,
the figures that we have had since 1972 onwards do • not show
that this will be the case and that is why we abstained from
the vote of £357,000" - I will pause there but I will carry
on quoting. That is the attitude that one has found in this
Opposition and Mr•Pilcher says that we should pour more money
in, that we haven't done this and we haven't done that. The
Oppoiition abstained. I quote again from Hansard. on page
75, Sir: "will not produce the amount of tourists that the
Government think that they are going to bring and. if this
is not the case then it will certainly not produce any
increase. In fact, as my Hon Colleague was saying" - and
I can tell Members that he refers to Mr Feetham's previous
intervention - "there might even be a contraction of the
tourist industry as such". Mr Speaker, there hasn't been
a contraction of the tourist industry and I will prove it.
It is very easy for Members opposite once every four years
to start picking figures of extracts. If there was a decline,
as the Hon Mr Pilcher mentions in paragraph 2 of the motion,
between 1984 and 1983, he did not explain why or what had
oc1.1c,red in that year. If Mr Pilcher cares to check he will
fi4:,that. there was an increase of air arrivals, there wasan increase of people coming over the frontier, there was
a decrease on account, very much beyond our control, of the
Moroccan Government's imposition of a £50 departure and a
visa requirement for two European nationalities, I think
it was Holland and Belgium, but it wasn't a tourist effect
as such or a tourist decline, the decline was by sea. Mr
Speaker, Mr Pilcher himself has explained but I don't think
lie has convinced himself that the decline that he also
mentioned in 1985/86 of the Occupancy Survey, does not show
w4t—he tried to interpret. He spoke, very brieffy, of the
situation whereby today because there are people coming into
Gibraltar and occupying beds on a short stay of one night
or two nights and back on single occupancy and, of course,
the two-centre holiday then, of course, people instead of
stavina in Gibraltar - and please don't hold me down to
figures - instead of staying in Gibraltar 7.8 days, they
are staving 4.5 days but there is a greater turnover. In
fact, I can tell Mr Pilcher, never mind summer, that now
hotels are doing exceedingly well, already it is impossible
to get a bed for Christmas and therefore I don't see the
crisis that the Hon Members opposite are trying to bring
about. Mr Speaker, one is chastised individually or even
the Government when some tour operator decides to leave
Gibraltar and, of course, I regret the fact that a tour
operator wants to leave Gibraltar. I think Mr Filcher has
been economic with the truth because although it .is true
that the tour operators are not satisfied with the Gibraltar
product as it stands today because of the very many undeniable
facts that Gibraltar faces - the cleanliness and the like
- I am sure tour operators have told him what they have told
me and if they haven't then the tour operators, although

they might like to work with two Governments, might rather
work - with a known king than a king - to come.and they' have.
told me what the problems are. The probleMs are that tourists
today in the competitive market of this world industry that
tourism. is, are not prepared to have to come to Gibraltar .
and suffer .the hindrandes that Gibraltar affords them = power- "
cuts; dirty roads; you mentioned, I think, the flushing
machine, that was blacked for eighteen months by the union,
not a word from the OppoSition. You cannot expect people
to come here and find they cannot go on a lift' because of
a power cut. You cannot expect people to come to Gibraltar
and .find that the buses aren't functioning or the taxis aren't
functioning or the coach operators aren't functioning, strike
after strike after strike. Why should people come here and
pay that little bit, I say 'little bit' extra and find the
hindrances that none of us have the courage to come out and
say 'That is what is ruining Gibraltar's product', because
there is no excuse when one finds what my colleague mentioned
earlier on, the number of people we have employed to clean
the roads, the mileage that has to be cleaned, the amount
of money the Government spends on cleaning, in refuse
collection, it is second to none I am sure in Europe.
Certainly I cannot think of any area of our size that spends
as much public money in cleaning, in refuse collection and
in sanitation. and the resti . as Gibraltar 'does:'But, alas,
no sooner do you get out of one strike that another one is
on the way. I was checking some time ago, Mr Speaker, that
it is almost impossible to find a week in Gibraltar where
there is not some industrial action, be it at the airport,
the Caves have been blacked, people have been sent back
because they cannot get there, tour operators have had to
pay out encormous sums of money because pre-paid Rock tours,
the. Caves and the other sites have .not been able to take
place: But none of us say that, it is the Government that'
is wrong, it is the dirty streets. I suppose,Sir Joshua and
I should go out with brooms sweeping when we are paying people
£100-plus per week. Let us look and let us be'honest about
the product and about the failings of the product and then
if you care to ask tourists in Main Street what is wrong
then they will tell you 'Why should I come here?' - as British
as we are and as much as we wave the Union Jack or whatever
- 'Why should I come here when for £300 or £400 I can go
to Greece or Spain' and not put up with these hindrances.
Let me tell Members opposite that Gibraltar has a very bad
reputation in Great Britain with people saying: "I want there,
I won't go again, I couldn't find a car, I couldn't find
a taxi, I couldn't find a bus or I was given candles because
the hotel had no light". That we just cannot afford to do.
Mr Speaker, I think it is high time that someone stcod up
and said this kind of thing because let us not kid ourselves,
let us not say that by employing six more men in Main Street
it will be swept because Gibraltar has problems, every street
in Gibraltar cannot be swept because of parked• cars which
makes it very inconvenient and when you see the poor .man
trying to sweep he cannot get under the engine and then when
the car moves away you find there are sixteen coke cans below
it and, of course, the man starts sweeping at 9 o'clock and
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the car moves away at 11 o'clock, it will stay until the
following day providing another car doesn't come in and takes
up that place. At the last Budget Mr Pilcher very gallantly
stood up and said there was only one department that had
a projection and got its things right and that was the Tourist
Office and I think although he has expressed, and I am very
grateful, a word of thanks or a word of praise to the Tourist
Office for their endeavours, which I wholeheartedly supported
because I can say that I have the most enthusiastic-".staff
that any Minister could ever hope to have, a staff with an
entire commitment, sometimes they feel very frustrated at
the reaction that takes place. Mr Speaker, Mr Pilcher said
that the Government has failed in the election manifesto
promise on tourism. Have we failed now at the end of the
term of office or did we fail when we came in, as the Hon
Member mentioned, one month later, or after the Pitaluga
Report? Why have they had to wait at the end of the term
to bring this up? it is very obvious, Mr Speaker. Although
one can be criticised because Sovereign Enterprise leaves
Gibraltar, although one can be criticised because something
else happens, invariably not entirely of Gibraltar's Making,
I have never received any form of encouragement, let alone
appreciation, or the Government for that matter, on what
has occurred. I think that most of us are old enough to
remember, for instance, the flight situation that we had
prior to 1982, five aircraft a week with Wednesdays and
Saturdays no communication. Today we have 27 flights a week
with the hope that in the not too distant future more planes
will be coming on stream and more important, indeed, is the
fact- that it will be from other departure points and not
just. Manchester and Gatwick. I didn't hear the OppOsition
express any concern over the dismay of GB Airways not being
able to secure the European market. I have not heard any
word of sympathy or attempt on GB, Airways approach to try
and bring aircraft from Frankfurt when it was thwarted by
international situations.
HON M A FEETHAM:
I don't think you read the papers.
EON H J ZAMMITT:
Well, I say I haven't heard it here in the House of Assembly,
the papers can say what they like. I think the House of
Assembly as there have been issues very much less important
than that, I think it might have been appropriate, probably
with a motion of censure, it would have been appropriate
to have incorporated or another motion of censure condemning
other Governments for their trying to bring us to economic
ruin. Mr Speaker, all in all, one sees that there has not
been throughout the four years a concerted effort to try
and support or to try and encourage. Mr Pilcher is right
in what he said about the questions that they have asked
and he knows I complained about it because, Mr Speaker, during
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the whole of 1984 out of 247 questions the GSLP brought,
7 were on tourism. I think Members opposite with their
tremendous economist acumen might like to work out the
percentage, so much for the concern for tourism. In 1985
out of 256 questions, 13 are dedicated to tourism. In 1986
out of 304 questions, 9 on tourism. And in 1987, up-to-date,
Mr Speaker, out of 337 questions, 11. Mr Speaker, if there
is the crisis in one of our major pillars of the economy
that the Hon Members are trying to portray, is it proper
that nothing has been done to bring the Government's attention
to the crisis? Mr Feetham, and I don't want to invoLve other
Members, in the debates over the years he got it wrong too
and, may I say, Mr Feetham was involved in tourism roughly
about that time. When he said, in Hansard that tourisM will
not create job opportunities, in fact, he is the one that
says there will be contraction. Well, there wasn't
contraction. If you look at the Employment Survey you will
see that tlare is much more work and let us be quite honest,
Mr Speaker, about this. Let us not just look at the hotels
and catering employment figures but the spin-off that they
have, the distributive trade had benefited from it because
if a shop in Main Street.had three people employed and today
they have five it is only because there are 10,000 people
walking up Main Street from wherever. I welcome tourists
from. Soviet Russia or from Fascist Chile, as long as they
are tourists and spend money here, welcome. These are
excursionists. that produce, as Mr Pilcher rightly pointed
out, a. very valuable contribution to the economy although.
I.am not denying. the fact that-what is t in fact, more pleasing
to me and to the economy of Gibraltar is the person that
occupies beds in Gibraltar, that without doubt.. Mr. Speaker,
there is no .crisis. I said in answer to the Hon Mr • Pilcher
that I hoped to be able to announce, hopefully, next month,
the appearance of an entirely new operator to Gibraltar.
There is faith in Gibraltar but what we have to do, Mr
Speaker, not the Government alone,- do not blame the- Government
alone, the whole infrastructure of Gibraltar requires an
element and, may I say, I commend the private sector for
what they have done. I think that those of us who are here
permanently and walking up and down the various streets fail
to see the improvements because, of course, they are coming
up day by day but visitors that come back are seeing landlords
with a greater spirit of enhancement of their properties.
Unfortunately, during this particular period Gibraltar is
suffering a tremendous hindrance in the form of construction.
I think it is very good, it employs and diStributes a great
wealth to the economy but there is a hindrance in traffic
flow, in hoardings, in lorries running around with iron or
cement, which of course will come to an end. I am sure a
day will come when all these things are finished and therefore
we will see Gibraltar as it ought to be. Mr Speaker, again
Mr Pilcher is wrong in saying we have done nothing towards
the product. Well, of course, we have. We would like to do
more and no one on this side of the House better than me
would like to see vast sums of money put into the product
in improvements but already as we have spent, I wouldn't
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say enormous sums, hut we have spant money in St Michael's
new, chairs, walhave provistom for a newoilet:
Cave
HoWevei,
also % yould.liketo spend-More.buthave to be
reasonable', And.accePt_that I am one of eight Ministets and
every_Minister*antsto try and improve their own Ministries
and ..their oWnimprOveMents in social services,-.hospital;
edUdition, etd 7 4sb therefore I have_ to . get inline,and take.out - *fiat 'I - Pan,.,MrEpeaker,,,Gibraltar- has the tburistic - .
doing as-, much as we possibly „can.'„I think- potential: We
it ''requi"res i. .doncerted:effort.:b2. everybodY,..not just ..the
Govainmeht, the *hole.of:the tourist industry and,C.Again,.
Mr ;''Speaker, - we'- must ,acCeK:.. that we, _are not a,:,Serving.
comMUnity,The attittide....towards,- tduriSik• should..chtnge as
I Am glad .:to see 'the OPpOsitiOn- have -changed.bY bringing'
this motion , on' tourism: I. dori l_t.think, with 'the greatest
respecti_Mr". Epeaker,„ there_ should be. any laughing; because
if Mr Bossanb wants and I do not wish to do it, I cin.guote
Hansard- where he' absolutely_ fought_against the development •
of - tourism 'so' let'S not have;_ the chuckling. It is_now, 'in
the "dying days. of the existing
'legislature, that -the GSLP
..
are coming 'out with ..- touri sm. _,There is nothing in their
manifesto` about tourism,... there wet_ nothing. about . tourism
and', in 'fact, they, havemadeffunofit and if-we'want to
really:be - Somewhat humardus- about. it let's:hot:make a hoo-ha
about thepitalnga Report because fyin:waS made of-the .pitaluga'
Report and the' Hon Mr . -. juanarlds :Tarez,.whO ram
see has
us,.referred .::tO i Pittrismo' in, his newspaper
and has' joked abont Joe_Pitaluga!A Report so let us pot say
now that-the:. PitalUga Report was, the Ilnancial Times, no,'
as far' aetheY'were concerned it wee the .Beano or the Dandy,
COMcd;Tor 'them and .now.. they day.that it was the
Gospeldidiriiri4 - doviri from Heaven. - No,- they made:fun:..of it,
they tried"to fldicule it. - Now it pays to get on the bandwagon
because tourism is doing well, because people, are,,. seeing
the-grOwth_of tourism 'apd:7let.me,tell . you,,.Mr Speaker, that
I ad -not-:trying for_ane .'_Moment to. ,say that it is the goal
of perfection but I do day,that'Gibralter can cope four-fold .
with *hit -*ehave'today. Everybody is .- an' expert on. tourism,
everybody' gives you ideas of what you, should. be riding, but
let not. the Opposition jump on - the bandwagon twoor three
or five months before a.geheral election.with theit.pious
promiset on tZnriSmecauSe there areover , twenty Hansards
that 2aMply:portray thegenuind feeling' of the Opposition
towards tourism. This Government, Mr Speaker, the A4CR, and".
I haVe'Seen noW'at the helm of tourism for something like'
eight .years_conSiderinq thatI_WaS acting for, my very dear
colleague:Isaac Abecasis .during. his lamentable illness for
four years, 'andhit:predecestor Abraham Serfaty,havebeen
saying this ion— tdurism'for a.. long. time and we keep solemnly '
to that•becanse we do see tourism and'_ Gibraltar's position
in the.tpurist'Market'andl - the golden : opportunity to make.
Gibraltar's' economic' 'si'tua'tion improveday.by.day.-I.would
say 'the Government - 4s been very.unlucky in . circumstances,
Mr Speaker,=of nrit.beipg able to'pour more into
tourist- industi
fbr- Instinca,,,,the £2m of GSL. It would have' been
£2m that
coUld-dertainly.havemads_a bid to try and spend: •
on improving this,...that or the . other. But there are very 173.

many. I.hings that we have done whIch thci (ipp6fiiti,:n has not
given,, us .credit for and very many more things-that tave to
come on stream, for instance, the inauguration of the Heritage
Trust. Mr Speaker, we can all chuckle and laugh at it but
thed,it is no good, with.great respect, I have a lot of time
for. him but it is., no good then attending the Heritage Trust
and 'saying. how much he supports Heritage and then start
chuckling.about. it because I am the kind of individual that
will, not, if I don r t,believe in it, I will not go to the
Heritage Trust ,and partake. But it is no good saying 'I
support conservation and I support this and-if we come into
GovernMent•we will give the Island Games £90,000 to go to
the Faroe Islands and if.we go into Government we will reduce
municipal. charges!. Mr Speaker, when you- are on. that side
of the House ..you. can make all the promises in the world.
One read yesterday, Mr Speaker, in the Chronicle, about Miss
Mari Montegriffo's participation- in an Annual General Meeting
of the Small' Islands Games. She said that if they got into
Government they would underwrite - I don't know if the Hon
Mr Bossano knows about it - £90,000. from the Tourist vote.
I thought Mr Pilcher wanted more money spent on tourism.
I doubt if Mr.Bossana With his great socialistic idealA would
like to saddle the taxpayer with a £90,000 bill to send
athletes, as meritorious as_it.may be, to the Faroe.Islands..
If the Hon Mr Pilcher. and Mr Juan Carlos Perez can go and
tell tour operators in England 'if we come into Government
we will reduce a, b, c., d, e, f,.g', well, •Mr 'Speaker,
probably because - of their inexperience of. ever. having been
in Government they might find that if.they,ever do come into
Government which, of course, is a very remote chance, they
may well find that. they. may not be able to.fulfil their
promises. I remember Sr Felipe Gonzalez promising that if
he was elected he would produce. 700,000 jobs. A tremendous
promises it got him into office but he didn't do it. It is
easy to make.promises and I would warn Members opposite that
one has to be very careful as to what one can promise and
if you care to put pen to paper to all those promises and
add them up you may be faced with a greater bill than we
have been faced with GSL. Mr Speaker, Gibraltar, over these
last years, and the Tourist Office in particular, have had
to carry out a tremendous amount of work and very many things
have occurred which we have done, again, I am not asking
for any support but we seem to forget that when things do
work our way no one is ever prepared.to say 'Thank you' or
'Well done', nothing at all but to criticise on top, it does
hurt. For instance, the diversion we.had of aircraft, eleven
in one day, because of industrial action in Malaga airport.
My staff worked tremendously hard at the airport with little,
if any, hitch yet not a word from anybody. My staff have
had to cater-with 'diversions in mid-air by a tour operator
that had to divert here because of overbooking in another
place.- We had them here for two weeks and we bent backwards
because .it was another tour operator that we were trying
to collar so we bent backwards at no. small expense to try
and encourage theM and to convince them that Gibraltar could
be used. by•them as 'tour Operators and as air carriers but
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I was embarrassed by the lack of appreciation shown by that company
when I tried to contact them later on but there you are, that's
Mr Speaker, one has seen Air Europe's expansion in
life.
Gibraltar, one has seen the scheduled air services of Air Europe
increasing on a daily flight with a 757, that's gone amiss. It
also went amiss, as the Hon Member mentioned, Thomsons' partial
withdrawal. Well, Mr Speaker, again I am not asking for medals or
appreciation or bouquets or thanks or anything else, I never get it
so why should I ask for it, but it was only because of our
immediate intervention with Thomsons that what would have been .a
total withdrawal from Gibraltar has, for the time being, been able
to be brought down to a partial withdrawal for 1988 and I hope, Mr
Speaker, that if things went well or at least if things were to go
normal as they do in most other holiday resorts, then Thomsons
could well be encouraged to not only bring one extra flight but
even to increase it and I think the Hon Member has been told that
because I have certainly been told that by Thomsons. Thomsons is a
major tour operator and very rightly so, as Mr Pilcher mentioned,
what they really complain about is that the small number of people
they send to Gibraltar give them more headaches than they do from
Mallorca to which they send something like one and a half million
people. But if we do understand what the major complaints are it
is that famous word that I have been trying to preach to the
uncovered for certainly my seven years in tourism, is the attitude
towards tourism. We have the aptitude because Gibraltarians are
known to be friendly. I have received letters, Mr Speaker, that
are incredible of the performance of people in Gibraltar. I have
had a letter of a taxi driver taking somebody on a Rock Tour and
then inviting that person home for dinner and probably spending £40
in inviting him to dinner and having made only £12 on a Rock Tour.
Where in the world would one find that? That friendship is more
than known, it is the general attitude. We cannot have a situation
that we have had to put up with for so long. Mr Speaker, I have a
list here of the various industrial actions that have taken place
but I do not want to bore the House because I think I have said
that one cannot find a week where there isn't something but I have
a list here of industrial action after action after action. We
cannot expect people to come here and put up with this and that is
where the Opposition because of their tremendous influence over the
unions, might like to help. If they do believe in tourism, as they
say, then for goodness sake let us not have a•union threatening to
deposit wood outside the Governor's Palace or all the stacks of
wood up at Europa Lighthouse because of industrial action. I don't
want to get involved in industrial unrest or industrial disputes
but if there is industrial unrest please don't pick on the tourists
because they are the people who are giving us, I wouldn't like to
say the bread and butter, but they are contributing substantially
to the economy. As I say, I think that through our attitude some
people in Gibraltar are doing Gibraltar a disservice in selecting
the kind of industrial action that has a bearing on people who want
to come here and part with their money because of Gibraltar's

geographical position or because Gibraltar can offer them
something that they would like to benefit from. It is a message
I would very much like the Opposition to take. Mr Speaker, in
conclusion, I cannot understand and I don't think anybody else
can understand, the crisis. What is the touristic crisis? That
three million people come over the frontier? That 100,000 people
come by air? If the Hon Member was to say: 'The problem is that
despite the twenty-seven fights that are coming into Gibraltar it
is still difficult to find a seat', despite what the tour
operators may have said to the Hon Member, because something like
70% of the seats are turning right and going into Spain and I am
sure the Hon Mr Pilcher has gone around to the hotels and been
told that they cannot get the SIGIT seats because obviously there
is a greater viability in selling seat only than there is in
selling an all-inclusive tour. Yes, those are things, I think,
where there could be a joint effort in trying to rectify that
situation. If the Hon Mr Pilcher was to say: "There are more
There are
flights but ..."
No, there is nothing of that.
increased flights and tour operators or not, is the fact that
they are still finding difficulty in finding SIGIT seats on the
aircraft. And with regard to what I call windfalls, again, no
"Government well done". Sometimes we get
.one seems to say:
tremendous coverage on issues very much beyond our making, the
Ark Royal 'Rock Around the Rock' Concert with Bob Geldof and all
the other people I had never heard of before but there it was.
There was free publicity given at a time which would cost us
'The Living Daylights', the James Bond
thousands of pounds.
film, another great advertising for Gibraltar. Nothing has been
mentioned of those things. Those things may I say, had one of my
HEO's away from the office for almost three months. No credit at
all is given for that kind of thing which all helps. We have
participated in things we weren't participating before and I am
saying that because the crisis seems to be from 1984 onwards.
But, Mr Speaker, apart from our continued participation in trade
promotions, in trying to keep up with the trade, we have taken
the World Travel Market which is totally new to us, I think we
have been there on three occasions, this is our third occasion
now. We were in FITUR if you remember, Mr Speaker, a few days
before the actual frontier opened, a few days before, in fact, I
think the frontier opened on the day that FITUR opened and, of
course, we go to fairs around Southern Spain. Mr Speaker, I do
not live in cuckooland as it has been alleged, I realise that if
there is a £5m cake and if we were five Ministers I would be a
fool not to try and get £lm but Gibraltar has been put through
tremendous problems and we are slowly getting it. I am sure Mr
Canepa in his intervention later on will be able to tell you,
although I have it here, Mr Speaker, but I don't want
to step on the tourist development there is this motion
as a political gimmick to try and bring tourism to the
fore in the dying days of a legislature as much •as the
political gimmick that is being made of promising Tom,
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Dick and Harry everything that they will underwrite, pay
for and contribute to should they come into power. It is
a political gimmick, as much a political gimmick as it was
in 1983 with the then Hon and Gallant Major Peliza. There
has been no concern for tourism on that side and, as I said,
I do not want to be boring but I have more than enough
evidence in Hansard probably for a more appropriate• time,
probably the elections, to be able to demonstrate that there
is no faith in tourism on that side and if there is no faith
there is no hope. The Opposition as a whole, Mr Speaker,
have been a failure on tourism but I will say this, they
have been a failure in trying to project it because, and
Mr Pilcher tried to cover himself up very beautifully, may
I say, where their heart really lies lock, stock and barrel
is in GSL. That is where the concerted efforts of my good
friend Mr Pilcher, the Leader of the Opposition and other
distinguished gentlemen opposite, that is where their hearts
lie, GSL. Other hearts lie there too, let me tell Members.
But on tourism it is wrong, it is false, it is ridiculous
to bring a motion against the Government on its failure on
tourism. I do not pretend that everything is alright with
tourism. I think Gibraltar is like an old lady - beautiful,
pretty but requiring a tremendous amount of cosmetics, but
she is pretty and that is where I have placed my faith, I
think the Government has placed its faith in tourism and
slowly we are getting there but let the Opposition• not try
and take advantage because they can be ridiculed on their
past performance. I will not bore the House, Mr Speaker,
in cruoting very many - I have only got two here but I think
there are twenty Hansards, I was checking at home last night,
twenty Hansards, Mr Speaker, where there is clear evidence
that never mind supporting tourism, there are Members on
that. side of the House that have no belief or faith in it
at all and let them not try and get into the tourist industry,
all the trade or the whole spin-off that tourism .provides
which is massive, in saying that they will do a, b, c, d
or x, y, z because their reputation and their failure and
the record of their participation will place them in ridicule.
Mr Speaker, I do have a liking for the Opposition and I would
like to wish them well and I would like to see them back
in Opposition next time, I would ask them not to make the
same mistake as the DPBG did when they found that not even
one member, not one of them was returned to this House. Mr
Speaker, having said that I think it is lamentable that the
Opposition should think at this time to bring a motion on
the tourist crisis. I just cannot see the crisis. My Hon
Friends, the Hon Brian Perez and the Hon George Mascarenhas
were telling me the other day they were walking down Main
Street without being able to say 'hello', they hadn't met
one Gibraltarian, they were all tourists down Main Street
so it cannot be all that bad. Had this motion come at any
other meeting of the House, six months ago, a year ago, after
the Pitaluga Report, then one would have seen, alright they
believed in it but they haven't, they have been making fun
of it. I don't know who 'El Tio del Capote' is, I have a
very good idea. Mr Speaker, one of the things I mentioned
was the fact that Air Europe was increasing. I omitted to
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say that GB Airways are expanding. As we all know they are
buying their own new aircraft and there are very encouraging
moves for expansion. Of course, GB Airways is a company with
a great Gibraltar commitment. On the development aspect I
am sure my Hon Friend and Deputy Leader, Mr Canepa, will
talk about very many aspects of the industry that have to
be improved, as I mentioned earlier on. We are now looking
at the airport, it is not just a patching up job or leaking
roofs, we are looking at the expansion of probably an entirely
new air terminal and probably in a different location. We are
thinking of and we have already made provision for extending
and widening the roads on the Upper Rock. I have mentioned
in the House in the past things that occur which one doesn't
really know where to put the finger on. For instance, we
know that 10,000 people on average cross the frontier yet
we find only 1,000 go to the Caves. I suppose shopping and
other factors, the whole marketing of Gibraltar requires
clarification. I think, of course, today there are great
problems in the Upper Rock with traffic and I don't blame
taxi drivers or coach operators not going to the Galleries,
I know the difficulty of getting there and turning round.
So the Gibraltar product is not being sold totally probably
because we have to do .a number of things. I am not saying
that we have done everything right, I think there is an
enormous amount that we Have to get . right and the time to
do it in the not too distant future. We cannot dilly daily
very, very long and I think that now we have a golden
opportunity because we have seen the potential that Gibraltar
has in the tourist market and its inevitable growth. There
is an inevitable growth and if we get our act right and that
requires, as I said before, a concerted effort, then I think
there is a great future for Gibraltar. Mr Speaker, I thank
you for your tolerance, Sir. I would just say, once again,
that I think the Opposition have attempted to jump on the
bandwagon at the end of the term of this House and, as
said before, I cannot understand the facts pointed out in
the motion of censure against the Government. Thera is no
crisis .and I don't think the word crisis fits in any way.
Therefore, Mr Speaker, I would say that in the last paragraph
of the motion, they are most inconsistent. They say that
Gibraltar is not a tourist resort of international repute
even without the advantages conferred by the opening of the
frontier. Well, Members opposite were saying the opening
of the frontier was a fracas. How can they now say it. was
an advantage? Mr Feetham hiMself at the time said that we
would not get the tourists, we would not get the coaches.
HON M A FEETHAM:
That is absolute nonsense, you show me where I said that.
MR SPEAKER:
Order, you will not speak across the House.
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HON H J ZAMMITT:
I will certainly give him the Hansard. Mr Speaker, it is
most improper for the Opposition to bring this motion at
a time when there is no crisis because if there were a crisis
then, of course, a motion would lose the value that a .motion
of censure against the Government would have in a real crisis
and I think the choice of words is totally improper. There
is no crisis and, if anything, Sir, we hope to go from
strength to strength. Thank you, Sir.

himself when he dwells in 'patio' politice in order to defend
hin political point of view. But, of course, what he did
do was not to defend his own policy, instead what he did
was to spend at least 70% of his time in judging our policies
on tourism. Well, I am sorry Mr Minister, we are not the
Government, you are the Government and you have to respond
to whatever criticism this side has to put over. And if they
are not fair and constructive you have to come back with
constructive arguments
MR

MR SPEAKER:

We have about twelve minutes before lunch or would you rather
that we recess now and continue at quarter past three?

SPEAKER:

Before we go any further, you will speak to the Chair and
not across the floor.
HON M A FEETHAM:

HON J BOSSANO:
It will certainly take more than twelve minutes. The Hon
Member has been at least half an hour talking about me and
the Opposition and nothing about tourism. There is certainly
a lot to be answered.
MR SPEAKER:

Thenswe will..now recess until this afternoon at quarter past
three when we will continue with the debate.
The House recessed at 12.50 pm.
The House resumed at 3.30 pm.
MR SPEAKER:

I will remind the House that we are on Private Members'
Motions and we are debating the motion moved by the Hon Mr
Joe Pilcher.
HON M A FEETHAN:
Mr Speaker, I have had at least two hours since the Hon Member
responsible for tourism spoke, to digest the contents and
the defence that he has put up against the motion presented
by the Opposition. Quite frankly, Mr Speaker, I could spend
the rest of the afternoon, tomorrow and most of next week,
which I don't intend to, answering all the irrelevanies
and all the red herrings that the Minister has brought up
in order to respond to what appeared to be a constructive
criticism of the lack of policy on the part of the Minister
insofar as tourism is concerned. Of course, the Minister
who I regard to be excellent when it comes to oratory insofar
as to what I would term to be the 'patio' politics which
.also is very inherent in politicians and we all have a
tendency to do that, I think the Hon Member opposite excels

I accept that, Mr Speaker. He has to answer constructively
to the points put over by my colleague in moving the censure
motion and, of course, he didn't do it. Instead he dwelt
upon the difficulties that his Department and the Government
were facing in pursuirig a coherent policy on tourism and
once again we have had the classic approach by a Government
which is cornered, and the AACR Government are concerned
at. this point in time, in putting blame on everybody for
their failings, Mr Speaker. Yesterday we had the same line
taken by Ministers insofar as GSL was .concerned, then we
had a late, .no doubt, calculated response by. the Minister
for Economic Development saying that - we were anti-Finance
Centre, that we were anti-GSL. Now we are anti-tourism. We
also, Mr Speaker, happen to be Gibraltarians and we also
want the best for Gibraltar and we have also got children
to bring up in our beloved Gibraltar. So we have all got
a vested interest, Mr Speaker, in doing the best we can for
Gibraltar. The problem is, and this is where the Minister
fails, .is that there are ideological differences on both
sides of the House in approach and in policies. Tourism,
Mr Speaker, plays a part in our policy. How predominant or
otherwise is a matter for us to, judge and it is for the
Members opposite when we are on .that side of the House to
come up with criticisms if we are failing in that policy.
But, of course, the Minister in responding to my colleague,
concentrated in putting over. to the House and no doubt to
the rest of Gibraltar because no doubt the media will give
ample coverage to what the Hon Member has said which is only
fair, it is up to the people to judge whether he is right
or wrong, again the question of industrial relations comes
up. Again he appeals to Members on this side who are
influential in the Trade Union. Movement to see whether we
can influence the unions to be more cooperative. Mr Speaker,
the Hon Member fails to understand that the problems inherent
in. industrial relations today which is an important facet
in trying to pursue a policy is the relationship that the
Government has had and the record that the Government has
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had in support or otherwise 'of the Trade Union Moyement in
ensuring the goodwill and the cooperation in pursUing -a
paiticular policy of Government. Of course, what the; Minister
failed to put to the House was the story behind the :pituation
today. I have in the past reminded and, of course, I need
to do so again today because it would-be unjust• to the labour
movement in Gibraltar -if one didn't respond' to ...what the
Minister has . said, to remind the Minister that since 1972
we have had industrial problems;" we have had them'-- since 1972
and before 1972, since 1970 and the problems were very
The AACR Government failed and the AACR Party ' failed in its
historical mission which that party had in - those .days of
its affiliation with the Trade Union - Movement.: What it- did
and that is reflected today in` its policies, what it did
was to part ways with the labour movement . in Gibraltar and
take an anti-trade union- policy' and fight" the Tiqtle Union
Movement all the way and, of course,• they' -have had-to eat
on a number of occasions humble pie and, in.facti recognise
at the end of it that the Trade Union MoVeMent'ware 'right
in many of its policies and one, of coUrse,'was the-question
of parity. Mr Speaker, we cannot blame industriar relation's
if the tourist policy of the Government . has failed It is
an inherent failure of thehistorical political - paricipation
of the AACR 'in our politicalstructure that' has .heiped'..to
lead to that sort. of situation. They must.'alsos:tAd some
.blame in that respect, Mr Speaker. -Having answared that
,particular point, we are criticising Government's tourist
;p6licy, we are not criticising Government's 'development
!projects. If we thought that Government iS developmentjarojects
.had reached a stage where we considered it- necessaryLto_hring
.e.vmotion of censure to the House against Government for that
certainly as the person responsible-in ..that
.I would have brought one.- But at the moment the deVelopment
policy of the Government which has been explained.on a:number
of occasions by the Minister responsible his not developed
to an extent where we are able 'to judge although already
We begin to differ in approach in that respect but.it isn't
the moment for us to take a particular line on 'that. But
it certainly was on tourism so I don't understand the 'Minister
saying that the Minister for Economic Development-Us going'
to put over what the Government has done in development,
that is not the issue, we are talking about"topripm policy.
and I will explain. Government's position prior to -'1984 was
a position of acute economic crisis, there is no doubt about
it; the Government themselves have, said so in the House.
In fact, if we look at the statements which our.c011eague.
is so fond of looking in Hansard - incidentally I certainly
have looked at lunch time at some of the quotations that'
the Minister sought to bring up and they certain).y. don'ttally with the reading that I have had but I. haven't had.
enough time to see whether I can- find any evidenceof'what
the Minister had said but I am going to followit up and
I shall be writing ,to him to pinpoint those things to me.
In 1984 Government at Budget time came to-the House with
a deficit and,. in fact, the reserves were down to £2m if
'you recall. Towards the.end . of 1984 Government came to:44
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/rouse to borrow money to .cover deficits for ..the'':first time
in the history of Gibraltar. That. sat . .the ..scenario, Mr
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was that we came up with a major problem and the major problem was
as my colleague has said and I don't want to dwell any further on
that, was Government's lack of commitment in giving financial
support to the recommendations in order to have these projects and
have this policy enhanced so that these policies could be put into
action. But the other thing was, of course, that there was a lack
of decisiveness on the part of the Government because Gibraltar has
been geared to a defence economy and everybody in Gibraltar has
defended a defence economy. It was our main livelihood and tourism
took a very small part in that. But the radical change that it
brought with the closure of the dockyard, Mr Speaker, which was
fought tooth and nail by the Trade Union Movement, all of a sudden
we had to adapt to one of making tourism 'a mainstay of the economy
but, of course, the problem was that Gibraltarians from top to
bottom are very conservative in their will to change and if there
is a conservative view as to change, then the Government has to
make decisions and say: "I have' decided as the Government that
what is needed for Gibraltar, taking into account everybody's view,
is that we have got to do a, b, c, d, e and f". But what happened
was that because there were so many different views Government got
swamped, it became inactive, it became frustrated, Mr Speaker, and
the result is that if you look at all these meetings very little of
substance has been done and that is where the Minister for tourism
has failed in his tourist policy. Because it isn't the Tourist
Office that brings tourists from UK, it is the private sector.
What Government can do is support that infrastructure, and it is a
matter of policy, (a) by substantially investing in that
infrastructure (b) by helping to generate extra beds in Gibraltar,
by even taking up the policy of saying: "If the private sector
because they have a vested interest are not prepared to have more
hotels, well, as a matter of Government policy we will begin to
joint venture to construct hotels in Gibraltar, if that is what is
needed". Because that did not happen we have a major problem that
we have in Gibraltar only 1,400 beds. And when we talk about
tourism and long stay we have to accept that we are in a very small
league in Gibraltar, we have only got 1,400 beds although at one
time the official figures showed 1,800, I think they were
inaccurate and we are' talking about 1,400 beds. When we talk about
Thomsons and when we talk about Intasun and keeping them here it
must on the basis that Gibraltar is going to expand at Some time or
other because 1,400 beds for Intasun and Thomsons is only a couple
of small hotels up the Coast. If we are going to have that type of
operation in Gibraltar we need loads of beds to keep .them here
otherwise their operation is not viable. The only reason that
Thomsons and Intasun have stayed in Gibraltar up to• now is that
they are pushing more traffic across the border than they are
keeping in Gibraltar and that is the vested interest that they have
got at this point in time. The problem also, and I haven't heard
the Minister say anything in that respect but it is perhaps
something that I may know and, perhaps, the Minister knows or feels

he shouldn't say anything about it, Mr Speaker, and that is that
because the overall political situation insofar as the Brussels
Agreement is concerned has not improved, insofar as cooperation
with Spain has not improved, that there is pressure politically
that why should these people be coming to Gibraltar and helping
Gibraltar out when there is so much vested interest on that side
and so much pressure can be put on that side on these operators
to move away from Gibraltar and it has happened. These are
things that one has to look at and judge and the answers are not
easy and the policies which need to be pursued are not easy. But
what we cannot have, Mr Speaker, is the Government talking about
having a tourist policy when, in fact, they have no tourist
policy, none at all. In fact, it just came to mind when I was
talking about people going across the frontier, that the
situation is so ludicrous that the Hon Minister for Tourism just
prior to the frontier opening was arguing at one time in favour
of Air Europe getting its licence. Then when the Civil Aviation
Authority refused the licence but did not refusethe licence to
operate from Gibraltar to Manchester and because Air Europe were
not able to make a viable proposition just travelling to
Manchester at that point in time, when the application came up
again the Minister was violently opposing that Air Europe should
get it because they didn't put the Manchester operation into
being. Just an example of the shifting and changing on the part
of the Minister for Tourism. What has been so far, Mr Speaker,
the response by Government to tourism in the last four years?
They appointed a person who was described, Mr Speaker, as
experience behind him, and appointed him Director of Tourism, Mr
Colin Jones. We will never learn why Mr Jones left, the official
release was for personal reasons but the fact is that no sooner
had they appointed a Director of Tourism than that Director of
Tourism leaves his job.
HON A J CANEPA:
He was useless.
HON M A FEETHAM: •
He was useless, I am told. Well, if he was useless, Mr Speaker,
they appointed him. Who is more useless, the appointee or the
appointer? I don't know.
HON A J CANEPA:
If the Hon Member will give way. The Public Service Commission
appointed him.
MR SPEAKER:
Order.
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HON M A FEETHAM:
I am not giving way, Mr Speaker, he can sit there and he
can answer me when he speaks later. The thing is, Mr Speaker,
that that happened and his philosophy was and I never saw
once the Minister for Tourism who cares so much about tourism
and I have no doubt to believe he does, I am arguing about
his policy, never once did I hear the Minister for Tourism
object to the statements that that Director of Tourism was
making during his short term in office. And his philosophy
was Gibraltar needs the mass market tourism, that was his
philosophy. We need to get as many beds filled up with mass
market and for a short period of time that appeared to be
the policy of the Government because that is what the Director
of Tourism was saying, Mr Speaker, so one has to judge that
if we have a top civil servant in office saying in meetings
and in public that that is the philosophy that he is advising
Government on, one would expect that unless he is contradicted
that that is the policy of the Government. Of course, it
was the wrong policy because there is no way, Mr Speaker,
that Gibraltar can entertain at this point in time a mass
market approach to its hotel problem with 1,400 beds. Whether
that was the reason why the man had his service terminated
or not, I don't know, but the fact was that at no time did
the Minister at all sav that that was not his policy neither
did the Minister, in fairness to this House, give any
indication of what his policy was. For the first time, Mr
Speaker, we got an indication of what Government's policies
were and I think despite all the criticisms aimed at this
side of the House, Mr Speaker, about not giving credit where
credit was due, I was one of those that stood up and welcomed
the Minister's policy statement that he made at the time
or gave some indication of policy when he started. talking
for the first time in this House about projections -which
is all that we are asking for, which is all that the people
of Gibraltar can judge Government's on. It is not about coming
here and attacking the Opposition, it is about saying 'We
intend to have 100% bed occupancy in Gibraltar because we
intend by year three having 3,000 beds in Gibraltar and that
this will bring to Gibraltar E15m a year in expenditure from
people staving in Gibraltar'. .That is the sort of thing that
one can judge upon whether Government policy has failed or
otherwise, never ever have we had that. The first indication
was in the 1986 Budget that Government were, in fact, thinking
about that. I don't know whether it was as a consequence
that we also had a change in the Director of Tourism or not
because when the new Director of Tourism came into the scene
he was projected as a man of action, a man of action was
what the Chronicle said. The Chronicle is entitled to judge
a person and that is what he was judged to be. He said that
Government had to work on overall plans, overall plans he
was talking about, something that one can begin to understand
when we talk about overall planning because he is telling
people 'This is what we feel politically and we will stand
up and be judged, these are the plans that we want for
tourism'. He started talking about overall plans and then
we had the Minister coming to the House and talking about
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projections. And he wan talking about short-term and long-term
policies and that such a plan must be worked out with the
Consultative bodies, that is to say, with the trade. And
that, contrary to what the previous Director of Tourism had
said during the term .of this present Government, he said
we had to go for upgrade market not mass market and that
we couldn't afford to be overrun by the Costa fashion tourism
and that what was needed were decisions. And I thought to
myself and I am sure my colleagues on this - side of the House
thoUght 'Here we are, we are beginning at long last to get
somewhere, at least we are going to have a basis for
discussion for the next two years'. But the reality is that
everything that has been said by anybody on that side on
tourism has not materialised and it is no good apportioning
blame on everybody except the Government because the
Government is the one that is 'supposed to be spearheading
the revival of tourism .on the Rock and what has been happening
is that instead of the policy pre-1984 where the Government
said that they were going to build tourism in itself and
whatever happened after the frontier opening was a bonus,
what has happened, in fact, is that they are living off
excursionists and everything else, I am afraid, is not on
target and is. not likely to be on target until you get your
act together and until you have a more coherent policy: Mr
Speaker, the amazing thing about all this is, of course,
that Government has spent quite a lot of money on
consultancies and a lot of what is happening today, in fact,
a lot of the targets which have been reached- today have been
forecast in the past and Government have not made any attempt
at all to use them as part of their planning, as part of
their projections. Admittedly, the Consultancy's Report which
has had some bearing on tourism in itself over-estimated
the impact of the frontier opening as far as Gibraltar was
concerned. In fact, . they were talking of, the lower band
projections insofar as expenditure was concerned, they were
talking about E16m estimated to - he spent in Gibraltar as
a result of cross frontier flow excluding hotel occupancy.
I am talking about excluding people coming in. other than
through the frontier, on the lower band, and £35m on the
higher bano. Of course, figures today show that we haven't
even reached the lower band. But.they had some projections
there which would have allowed them to work and which would
have allowed them to plan and they have made no use of them
at all. Their approach and .their philosophy, Mr Speaker,
is to react to crises, to react to problems. It isn't one
of leading and getting the problem by the scuff of the neck
and trying to settle it, no, 'it is patching up, it always
has been. It has been characteristic of the Hon the Chief
Minister to patch up problems as he goes along and he has
been very successful at it, he has been in office for a very
long time. But it catches. .up with the Government, Mr 'Speaker,
somewhere along the line and it has caught up with him at
long last. The problem is that Gibraltar's economic situation
today is very precarious because as the policy begins to
fail and it is failing on tourism and the demand and the
reliance is on cross frontier for shopping, and the other
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side, the long stay, has gone down and it hasn't improved,
the problem is that because with the continued development
of the economy in Spain and with Spanish entry 'into the
European Community, we are going to he less competitive and
the appeal to shop in Gibraltar will dwindle. I am not saying
it will dwindle tomorrow or next year but it will begin to
dwindle in the near future, in the next two or three yehrs
and that, Mr Speaker, as I am reminded by my colleague and
Leader, is what the consultants said would happen. What will
happen then is that instead of having been aggressive in
these four years and gaining the confidence of everybody
and making decisions, you have failed to do so, so. we are
left with two legs of the tourist infrastructure in a very
weak state. And one has to see now the development at
Sotogrande which is a mere sign of. things to come and' already
distributors and retailers in Gibraltar are seeing how their
input will in future have to come from Spain into Gibraltar
rather than from UK because they are appointing agents in
Spain that will be responsible also for the outlets in
Gibraltar, they are beginning to see that GibFaltar's
aspiration as a shopping centre is beginning to be under
threat. I would have thought that the Minister who is
entitled, obviously, to defend himself, should have spent
more time in .defending his policies, in defending the impact
of his policies on Gibraltar, in putting over to the HOuse
what impact it Will also have on the rest of Gibraltar, on
the consumers insofar as the infrastructure is concerned
which we have to pay for as well and then say to my colleague,•
the Hon Mr - Pilcher: "You have got it wrong because if we
look and we add up all the pros of our tourist policies and
all the disadvantages and all the cost to the people of
Gibraltar, it• shows that we are better off", then we have
got no argument and the Government's tourist policy whether
it has gone far enough or not at least it would have advanced.
But he - hasn't said anything like that, all he has done is
criticising us and say that we have no love for tourism.
Of course, that is a fallacy, Mr Speaker. I am going to finish
by saying why it is a fallacy. People on this side, of the
Rouse, Mr Speaker, have been very much involved . in the
struggles of the labour movement in Gibraltar and we have
been very much involved in defending working class interests
on the Rock. And there was no way this side of the House
were going to pursue a policy of telling the 'British
Government from 1979 cr even prior to that, in 1972, that
the people of Gibraltar were now prepared to have a Dockyard
closure because tourism was the way ahead. At the time the
Hon Minister for Tourism, Mr Serfaty, was saying 'we have
act to pursue tourism'. It is like everything else. mr Seruva
was talking about regional cooperation in 1970/72 but he
was out of touch with the realities at the time. Tourism
for us has had to wait its moment, its had to wait a time.
The Dockyard problem was much greater and the alternative
economic problems to a Dockyard closure and the future of
Gibraltar were more important and the tourist policy, as
far as we are concerned, has a part to play and will, have
a part to play predomihantiv as has the Finance Centre which
I just want to round up with. It is strange that the Minister
for Economic Development....

MR SPEAKER:
With respect, we are not going to talk about the Finance
Centre on a vote of censure against the Goverment on tourism.
HON M A FEETHAM:
It has an off-spin.
MR SPEAKER:
It may have an off-spin but not to the extent that you wish.
We are on another subject.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker, having so ably cut me short by a couple of
minutes, I don't think I have got anything more to say except
that if an Opposition party feels that after four years a
particular policy of Government has failed or hasn't
materialised or hasn't produced the aoods, I think it is
about the right time at the end of the term of office of
the'Governtent to come up and say so and have an aggressive
debate on it, it is nothing abnormal at all. I would remind
the Minister that for the very short-term that :they were
in Opposition when we had an IWBP Government, I looked through
my scrap book because I am one of these .people.that likes
to keep a scrap book of political activities in Gibraltar,
I can get you something back from up to 1961. .1 can show
you headlines page after. page after page of the Gibraltar
Post or of the Gibraltar Chronicle when that AACReOpposition
sided continuously with. the Trade Union Movement against
the IWBP and nobody said anything about it. It is nothing
new. You still had some very strong working class•roots at
the time in the party. I am sorry to say you don't appear
.••
to have it any more, Mr Speaker.
HON A J CANEPA:
I think it is a pity, Mr Speaker, that my colleague, the
Hon Mr Zammitt, didn't conclude his contribution at 12.30
this morning when perhaps Mr Feetham, not having had the
benefit of two hours in between to prepare himself for his
speech this afternoon might have limited himself to, perhaps,
half an hour and we would have been spared fifty minutes,
most of it sheer arrant nonsense. There are some things that
Mr-Feetham really has to learn about, Mr Speaker, and perhaps
the hard way. Some of the things that he has said about the
opening of the frontier and the effect that that has had
or the effect that he assumed it was going to have is really
incredible. But before I turn to that, there are one or two
factual things that I have to correct him about. The
politicians in the Government of Gibraltar do not appoint
civil servants and therefore those of us who are . sitting
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here today did not. appoint Mr Colin Jones as Director of
Tourism. Mr Colin Jones was appointed by the Public Service
Cominission following some members of the Public Service
Commission going to London to interview applicants for the
job.
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. For example, the Government
had somebody that visited Gibraltar recently who had applied
and had been more or less selected or offered the job of
Hospital General Manager. Hasn't the political Government
had any influence on the decision?
HON A J CANEPA:
No, none whatsoever. In fact, the constitutional position
is that any officer in the senior grade when promoted, the
only requirement is that the Governor before accepting the
recommendation of the Public Service Commission should consult
the Chief Minister about that appointment. The exercise of
consultation, what it constitutes really, is a power of veto,
not the exercise of selection but the Chief Minister in being
consulted has the right to say whether he has got any
ob4gCtions to that appointment because he could, for a variety
of.Teesons, that is all. The pity of it is, Mr Speaker, in
my •view, that it took eighteen months to get rid of Mr Colin
Jones. We ought to have been able to get rid of him within
six months because by then there were umpteen reasons, there
wasn't one single reason why Mr Colin Jones was sacked there
were reasons as long as your arm and I remember getting
together with Mr Zammitt and going over the material that
We jointly passed on to the right auarters so that the matter
would be considered about twelve months later and it run
toe,seventeen or eighteen items, four or five of which were
what I would term major items as to why Mr Colin Jones should
be sacked including implementing administratively decisions
aaainst the Minister's policy. That is quite serious but
it had to do with, you name it, and it was amongst the
seventeen or eighteen items. But as I say, it ought to have
happened twelve months previously and in all he was Director
of Tourism for eighteen months, far too long a period and
I think that it is bad that the administrative procedures
should be so slow that it can take so long for someone to
be sacked, particularly someone who has been appointed on
a short-term contract because when somebody is promoted
through the ranks, as it were, and has twenty or thirty years
service that is not easy but in the case of somebody.who
is brought here on a two or three-year contract it should
be much easier to terminate that appointment without having
to go through the upheaval and the efforts that we had to
ao to secure the termination of employment. Mr Feetham said
that we in the Government caved in to the Brussels Agreement.
We entered a reservation on the discussion of sovereignty,
certainly, of course, in keeping with reservations entered
previously such as at the time of the Lisbon Agreement some
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years previously. But we didn't cave in on anything and what
advance implementation of EEC rights to the Spaniards did
was to bring about an opening . of the frontier on a sensible,
reasonable basis and that after bellyaching for fifteen years
that the frontier was closed because we never accepted, on
grounds of common humanity and natural justice, that the
frontier should have been closed or has the Hon Member
forgotten all the campaigns that we carried out with the
European Movement and so on, so we bellyached about it and
at the time because of the damaging effect of the partial
opening of the frontier, the business community in Gibraltar,
the economy was on the point of collapse and the Government
had to hurry and the Government had to have vision and foresight particularly with the hotel industry and the hotel
industry today provides a product which is a vastly improved
product because we nursed it during the difficult years when
they were on the point of collapse when some hotels owed
the Government hundreds of thousands of pounds in municipal
charges and we nurtured them and carried them along in the
hope that with normality at the frontier they would be able
to turn their financial situation around. in the way that
they have and be able to get the loans from the banks that
they have been able to get to be able to refurbish the hotels,
in some cases, I would Say, in the dramatic fashion in which
it has been done and the policies of the Government have
also assisted them in respect of development aide licence
at the time when they were required. In fact, one of the
amendments that I brought to the House to the Development
Aid Ordinance meant that hotels were able to borrow on the
medium term, get medium term loans between five and seven
year loans from local banks which had not been the case
previously. I think we were far-sighted and we were sensible
at the time and had we not adopted that policy then the hotel
industry would have collapsed, there would have been a major
loss of confidence and hundreds of jobs directly _and
indirectly would have been lost. But the arrant nonsense
I think Mr Feetham in respect to the opening of the frontierand the, effects, I think is underlined by page 69 of Hansard
of October, 1984, where Mr Feetham says: "The wholesale and
retail trade figures reflect to a degree our view that the
full opening of the frontier will, cut even further into our
job opportunities, - particularly in the areas where it will
not be possible to compete fairly with services coming in
from across the frontier, primarily due to the two differently
orientated economies from which we have obtained no derogation
or special terms under the EEC particularly in the Might
of Spanish entry. Every indication we have, on this side"
-.on the Opposition side, the economic experts across the
way there - "is that in fact, the situation is going to get
worse and, at best, no better" - October, .1984. October,
1987, we see the publication of the Employment Survey for
April 1987 and what Mr Feetham says is proved to be sheer
unadulterated nonsense. Industrial action, Mr Speaker. Mr
Feetham had a lot to say about the state of industrial
relations and I agree with Mr Zammitt in this sense, that
this motion today is not an isolated occurrence, it is part
of a pattern, of a campaign because we have had election
mania for most of 1987.
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HON J DOSSANO:
Since January the 1st.
HON A J CANEPA:
Since January, 1987, and the attack overtly, openly, has
concentrated on the two pillars of the economy and more
surreptitiously on the Finance Centre and we have been to
town on Gibrepair, we are now going to town on tourism and
if you will allow me, Mr Speaker, only to the extent that
I am answering - and that is all I will have to say about
the Finance Centre - a point made in his opening contribution
ny the Hon Mr Pilcher when he said that Government had done
nothing at all to encoerage the development of the Finance
Centre. That is nonsense. When the Defence White Paper of
November, 1981, announced the closure of the Dockyard we
enraged a consultancy on the diversification of the economy
and the emphasis that there was in this consultancy on the
Finance Centre was of some significance. So in 1982 we saw
the need to diversify the economy, we saw the need not to
put all the ecgs in one or two baskets and we could see the
potential which the Finance Centre had. So already. we were
working in that direction, of course, what has happened is
that since the frontier opened in February, 1985, the
opportunities that have presented_ themselves have been beyond
the expectations even of the experts in those days when :they
only thought, as: Hon Members. must-. have heard me .say before,
that this area of the economy would make a significant
contribution. Today I think the figures prove that it is
not making a significant contribution, it is the greatest
growth..area that there is in the economy and it is beginning
to make a major. contribution. Mr Feetham says that the blame
for the state of affairs on industrial relations which has
a detrimental effect unquestionably on the tourist product
that we are trying to sell, lies in the Government's attitude
to industrial relations since 1972. Of course, since 1972
the Government has had tens if not hundreds of industrial
disputes but are we on this side, since we disaffiliated
the TGWU and they camnaigned for the IWBP in 1972, .have we
became so anti-union - and we haven't yet got around to
legislating, we haven't got around to introducing any
Thatcherite measures - have we become so anti-union that
we have deliberately sought one confrontation after another
with the TGWU? And we are the worst employers that there
are in Gibraltar and the Ministry of Defence who have been
our partners for very many years in the Joint Industrial
Council and the PSA, there is no problem there. And we have
the telephone trunk operators off pay or as the Hon Members
opposite will no doubt or. as Mr Netto will put it, locked
out for twelve months and two days over an issue of what,
of cutting down on the number of people employed by natural
wastage, even by redundancy if you like,.of one or two people
and yet the Elands Shiprepair Yard closes down and no demand
for redundancy payments, the Mons Calre closes down and
nothing happens, the union seems to take it in its stride

but lot the Gibraltar. Government try to make one person
redundant, my goodness, there in hell to pay. Or Gibraltar
owners and, again,
Shiprepair because the Government are
industrial action immediately. So is it just our political
colouring, is it just our approach or is there perhaps more
to it than that? In JUne, 1986, Mr Speaker, I led a joint
delegation of the Government and people in the private sector
working in the shipping industry to the Poseidonia Shipping
Exhibition to project Gibraltar and one of the matters which
the private sector were projecting was the question of
attracting cruise liners to Gibraltar. Hardly had we returned
when cruise liners were being turned away galore unnecessarily
and yachts were being turned away. Yachts were approaching
the Yacht Reporting Berth and they were being waved away
and that had a damaging effect on the whole of the tourist
industry, it affected the pockets of the taxi drivers, it
affected business in Main Street, it affected the restaurants
and here you have a group of people, I think it cost the
Government £8,000 to get a team together to Poseidonia and
the private sector contributed a vastly bigger sum than that,
here you have people with goodwill making the effort of trying
to attract business to Gibraltar and no sooner do they return
that something like this happens. Is it necessary that it
should happen like that? Was everything that could be done
in the negotiating process .seen to? No. The problem is that
there is a .far too rapid resort to industrial action and
we know .and the Hon Mr Bossano in h.is• other capacity, as
a matter of policy the TGWU are_ not .particularly_enamoured
of arbitration,. certainly not binding arbitration. • And if
the Government is to.. blame for the - attitude that it has
towards industrial relations. and Mr Zammitt spared us a list
of seventeen or- eighteen instances •that he has of industrial
action that has- affectedathe ess?ntial•seivices and therefore
affected the tourist industry. Can we saw that the -events
of last Friday are, in what category are they? A deliberate
provocation by an anti-trade union Government on the people
in the Generating Station or was it that having heard in
the newt about the storms in the United Kingdom that morning
with widespread power cuts, the storm troopers of the
Generating Station out of a sense of solidarity, perhaps,
or in sympathy with the poor suffering people in Britain
decided to administer yet another' dose of the same medicine
on residents, visitors and tourists alike? It was only .the
latest in a long instalment, in a long tale of industrial
action affecting the essential services and, therefore, the
tourist industry and, therefore, the product that Mr Pilcher
has spoken about and about which he has criticised the
Government as not having tried to do enough. Insofar as last
Friday is concerned, let me make it clear that management
was not to blame and the Government was not tb blame.
HON J BOSSANO:
Or the union.
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HON A

J

CANEPA:

MR SPEAKER:

Blame should be put squarely on the shoulders of the men.
I read the minutes

No, with respect, let us get back to the motion.
HON A J CANEPA:

MR SPEAKER:
Let us not get involved. One can refer to what has happened
and how it affects the tourist industry.
HON A j CANEPA:
I won't get involved in the merits of the dispute, Sir, but
I will say this, that what happened last Friday and what
has happened on many other occasions
HON J BOSSANO:
Not true, it never happened before.
HON A J CANEPA:
Iiirespect of industrial action affecting the essential
sOvices and the tourist industry.often is due to the fact
that the union appears to have lost control over the men:
That the men take the initiative and then the union, after
the event, nineteen times out of twenty and last Friday was
. t156 exception, it was. the twentieth, endorses that and accepts
that that action is official and if anybody thinks that
matters are going to improve if Hon Members opposite come
into power after the General Election, they had better think
again. The GSLP will not be able to deliver in spite. of all
'kW sense of identity with the Trade Union Movement, yes,
thgre will be a honeymoon period of six to nine months but
after that the aspirations of the members of the TGWU which
have been raised so high for so many years will come to the
fore and they will tell Mr Bossano: "Well, now that you are
Chief Minister we expect you to deliver. You are ode of us,
you are a socialist, you are one of the boys. You put on
a blue overall and come down to the shopfloor".
HON J BOSSANO:
Blue is GSL, a green overall.
HON A J CANEPA:
"We expect you to deliver". And when they don't meet their
demands because they won't be able to, then chaos will ensue
and the chaos that will ensue will put the events'of. 1972,
the events then will appear to be like a children's tea party
compared to what we are going to see. In the medium and in
the long-term there:will be serious industrial strife. I
wonder whether the kind of reaction which we would then get
from Hon Members opposite will be

Mr Speaker, we don't seem to be able to make sufficient
progross in promoting Gthrnli- nr ns n tourist - to quote the
worth, from the mnl ir,tt - "a tonelst ronort or internationnl
repuln" hhontir:h for the lent tour yearn, in particular, there
hart been a deliberate, an orchestrated campaiva to thwart
us and thereby to discredit us. This censure motion is the
logical and final act to thwart us and to discredit us. It
is the final act in a campaign just a few months before the
General Election and it has all been the work of Hon Members
opposite and if it hasn't, this campaign has been left either
to their henchmen and/or henchwomen.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, if that is the view of the world not just of
the Hon Member opposite and I am not surprised if it is
becaUse I have heard him say things like that since 1972.
Shortly after the 1972 election; when. the AACR - took over.
the running of Gibraltar, regrettably for all of us who have
had to suffer from it ever since, Gibraltar was plunged into,
a general strike and the Hon Member went like Kruschev - in
the United Nations, almost banging his shoe on the table
on television and said the Government was not going to be
brought down by the unions and that it was clearly a concerted.
campaign to bring them down. That was in 1972. In 1987 he
is saying the same thing and they are all there banging the
table- around. There is no hope- for them. How -can'he. tell
us one minute that the .honeymoon.period • with usi.S going
to last six months and that we are going to be facing the
same problems as they do of people's aspirations ecceeding
what is possible, and he has hardly finished saying that
and he turns round and says that we are the ones responsible
for engineering the whole thing, in the same breath. What
is it that when we are in Government and they are in
Opposition he is going to go around organising trouble for
the Government? I propose. to answer, Mr Speaker, the points
that he has made which deserve logical answers and I propose
to leave the last bit which he has introduced which is, it
is incredible but it is,.in fact, regrettable that he should
have made that last point because I think, on the whole,
there are arguments that he put forward which were'sensible
arguments and where we disagree it is important to. show him
why .we disagree. We have been told a, number of conflicting
things so far by the two speakers on the Government side. '
We have been told that there isn't a crisis in tourism, that
tourism is being successful. How could we be responsible.
for thwarting something that is succeeding?
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
It could have been more successful.
HON J BOSSANO:
It could be even more successful than it is already, I see.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give. way I will clarify.
If cruise liners plan against tremendous competition in the
Mediterranean, years ahead, plan a cruise and Gibraltar is
on it, they will think twice about coming to Gibraltar if,
in fact, they have suspicion that on arrival they are going
to be turned away. Let's be quite honest about that, Mr
Speaker, and let's be quite reasonable about the expansion
of what tourism, as I said this morning, of what it ought
to be. The same thing happens with tour operators.
MR SPEAKER:
Fair enough, ybu have made the point. Please do not give
way to anyone else, Mr Bossano.
HON J BOSSANO:
I don't like saying no, Mr Speaker. I was going to deal with
the question of the liners and I am glad that the Hon Mr
Canepa made the. point that they went over to Poseidonia and
no sooner were they' back that there was a dispute—I have,
of course, the press report of the situation to which he
is referring and .I am glad that he has brought it out, Mr
Speaker. It says - here that the industrial action. was taken
because the Government had rejected a claim from the Port
Department for £522 allowance and made an offer of £520.
The dispute was over £2 a year. Does the Hon Member. honestly
think that a GSLP Government will be incapable of meeting
the aspirations of the people of £2 a year?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That is about the only one you will'be ably to do.
HON J BOSSANO:
I suppose when I inherit the mess he has left and I discover
the debts I am left with, he has possibly got privy knowledge
that I don't have that I am going to find it impossible even
to find £2. I have no doubt if he could take it home with
him he would, Mr Speaker. But the point is that within the
approach, if the approach is that the Government is
beleaguered And alone and ill treated by the Trade Union
MoYement whereas everybody else gets very nice treatment
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then, obviously, that colours their honker mentality, they
are paranoid about the thing and because they are paranoid
they don't respond like intelligent people and that is part
of their problem and it is not a problem that I think we
will inherit from them because what we nee is that there
are situations of dispute in the Government which are avoid.:.
able and that. the Government, for reasons we cannot explain,
seems to spend hundreds of thousands of pounds in denying
things when it would cost less to say yes. We don't know
why they do it but they do it constantly; year after year.
They started doing it in 1972 when they said there was no
money to pay more than 40p and then when Mr Mackay had gone
they blamed Mr Mackay and they said they had been ill advised
by Mr Mackay. They fought parity for four years and then
afterwards they recognised it had been a good thing. A couple
of years after achieving parity they were saying that it
brought in a period of industrial peace because we avoided
strikes involving the whole of Gibraltar every year at
biennial reviews. I have heard the Hon Member saying that
on many occasions in many forums. He said it in the EEC when
we went to see Signor Natali, he said: "We want to do something about controlling the flood of Spanish workers because
we don't want to break with the system of good industrial
relations .we have got". That is what he. told the President
of the European Parliament or whoever it was, we saw Signor
Natali, the Commissioner. Hon Members opposite seem to forget
that we haven't. been hustling them.on.the .tourist. field,
we haven't changed. our minds- about. tourism, we haven't become
suddenly .overnight converts - that, tourism is going .to be as
Mr .Zammitt .has claimed on more than one *occasion; the single
most important pillar of the economy, we don't talk about
pillars - of the economy,- .we.have never'-heard. that _kind of
jargon anywhere except in the .propaganda of the ,AACR. We
think that there are sectors in the economy which ought to
he inter-related but there has to be an approach to-tourism
which I was asking the Government to adopt in the early
1970's. When the Hon Mr Serfaty was in this House and Minister
for Tourism, I asked him whether they had conducted a cost
benefit analysis, he didn't know what I was talking about.
One of the things that you do. if you decide to support a
particular sector is that you decide that if you devote
resources to that sector you make more money that way than
some other way. They don't seem to understand even that,
that putting money in one area means not putting it in another
area, there is an opportunity cost and therefore you decide
that you want to promote tourism not because we like tourists
but because we decide that is the most profitable thing to
do with our land and with our labour which are 'the two
resources we have got. The Government got themselves hooked
on this buSiness of tourism when the Hon and Learned the
Chief Minister made that speech in'the Institute of Economic
Affairs in November, 1983, that was the first time they said:
"We are going to give emphasis to tourism and the future
for Gibraltar is that it is now moving out of being dependent
on defence spending and it is going to be self sufficient
on two pillars: repairing commercial ships" - whiph hasn't
yet happened, they have been repairing RFA'S until now, and
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now the RFA's are finished they are in trouble and everybody
knows that that is true, it is not something we have invented
and people were tell them that before they decided to go
into it and the other pillar was that Gibraltar was going
to be converted into a major international resort of
international repute with a closed frontier. That is what
the Chief Minister said in London in November, 1983. He said:
"With, a closed frontier we are going to do this". They fought
the election on that ticket and they got elected on it and
it is perfectly reasonable that when they are about to finish
their term of office we should examine their record on what
they claim they were going to do, on a commercial shipyard
and on tourism. That is not thwarting the Government, being
irresponsible or being nasty to them, that is doing Our job.
Independent of the importance we may attach to repairing
commercial ships or to developing tourism, we are not elected
in this House, Mr Speaker, to tell the Government what their
policy should be on tourism. We are elected in this House
to monitor their progress in doing what they claim they were
going to do and we have waited until the very last minute,
we have given them every chance to do it and now we are
monitoring it and what do we find when we monitor it? That
they come up with this, first of all, conflicting analysis,
it is not true there isn't a crisis in tourism, the tourist
in4Istry is doing very well and it is the fault of the unions,
the:SLP and Colin Jones that it is doing only as. well as.
If it wasn't for the combined plot of Colin Jones,
the--GSLP and the unions we would then instead of having three
million day visitors a year we would have six million day
visitors a year and then we would be totally incapable of
moving in the place, obviously. But the Government never
pretended in 1983 that the Gibraltar economy was going to
take off because the frontier was going to open. - In 1983
tev went to an election without the Brussels Agreement,
tha76..came later. Therefore when we- look at what was happening
in 1'i9.84 it is the first time we are seeing what success they
are 'having in implementing the Pitaluga Report before the
impact of the open frontier and, presumably, Colin Jones
was selected as part of the recommendations of the .Pitaluga
Report to bring somebody with expertise from UK for the UK
tourist market. That is why .the man was selected, he might
have been completely useless for the Andalucian market but
he wasn't being recruited for the Andalucian market, he was
being recruited for the UK market and, apparently, he was
failing in his job although he was being defended assiduously
while he was doing it. We alWays find out how bad the people
are after they have left. I often told Brian Traynor that
we will discover how bad he was as the Financial Secretary
after he has retired like we have done with every predecessor
he has had. Britain Abbott the same, the Government defended
Abbott publicly tooth and nail while he was here.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Nobody defended him.

HON J BOSSANO:
Publicly they did, privately they might have had quarrels
with him but they didn't do it publicly. Publicly they were
saying he wasn't being allowed to manage by the unions, that
is what they were saying publicly. What happened in 19847
According to the Hon Member the only thing that happened
in 1984 was the excursionists from Morocco, that is the •
explanation for 1984. Well, that is not what his survey says.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
It does.
HON J BOSSANO:
No,' it doesn't.. It says, visitor arrivals in hotels,
expenditure down. It says that visitors from yachts,
expenditure down. It says that visitors in supplementary
accommodation, expenditure down. It says in-transit visitors,
expenditure down. And it says excursionists from Spain,
expenditure down. It says that every kind of visitor including
the excursionists from Morocco, were down. The Moroccan
expenditure was down from • Eim to Om, £m, bUt .:the total
expenditure was down by £2m so, in fact, there- was still
other expenditure down. It was not just that. The drop in
guest nights sold in 1985 that the motion refers to has
nothing to do with the Port industrial action over £2 a year
and the liners not coming in because liners don't buy guest
nights, they sleep on the ship so that is not the explanation
for the drop in guest nights sold. The explanation can only
be that if the number of people arriving in hotels is up
and the number of beds sold is down, it must mean that _people
are staying less long in hotels. Since we. assume 'that- the
package tours to some extent haven't changed all that much
in their length of stay, it means that a bigger proportion
of the people staying are the people who are overniahtina
in Gibraltar because they come in and instead of coming in.
and going out on the same day they stay overnight. That might
make the hotels better off because they pay more money and
they may want that kind of traffic rather than the package.
But the point is that we are not judging the hotels, Mr
Speaker, we are judging the success of the Government's policy
which has been defended here. If the Government had come
along in 1985 and said to us: "The Pitaluga Report and the
statement we made before the election was.made in different
circumstances. The policy of the Government was this with
a closed frontier but we are now changing the policy with
an open frontier and we now think that it is a waste of money
to carry on the thrust of bringing package tours to Gibraltar
because that is not the best kind oftourisM Gibraltar needs".
We would then be looking at what their new policy was and
judging that but they haven't announced a change .of policy.
As recently as this Budget the Minister for Tourism was still
defending the policy of getting people to stay in Gibraltar
as a •resort and have it as a tourist destination where people
come and stay.
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HON H J IIAMMITT:

MR SPEAKER:

Two-.centre.

I have' called him to order.

HON J BOSSANO:

HON J BOSSANO:

Yes, alright, two-centre or whatever it is. That is the focus
that we are looking at. Our information from the people in
the trade is that that is not working. It is true to say,
as the Hon Member has said, that an important part of the
criticism of the people who come to visit Gibraltar is the
state of the place and part of the state of the place may
be linked with industrial disputes and that is what the people
who are here complain about also. You don't have to ask the
tourists to find that out. But what the Hon Member cannot
say is why was there wood all over Gibraltar? Because his
Government didn't let people take the wood to the refuse
incinerator, doesn't he know that? Doesn't he know that people
were prohibited by the Government in a Government official
press release saying: "You cannot take wood 'to the
incinerator". How can he mention a thing like that and not
know what happened then and since? I will tell him, Mr
Speaker, if you will allow me, I think you ought to because
if a statement

Yes, I know, but does he know that the Government had agreed
to what the thing was in dispute and that they have given
it backdated to February, 1986? The dispute was unnecessary.
MR SPEAKER:
Order, I will not allow any more reference.
HON J BOSSANO:
Here we have a situation, Mr Speaker, where we were talking
about £500 a year which has now been met by the Government
backdated. The other one was £2 a year.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
And a £6m generator standing there for eighteen months.

MR SPEAKER:
MR SPEAKER:
With respect, I have allowed you to answer the point. He
spoke about the wood. and you have told him -the. reason why
they had done it.

Order.
HON J BOSSANO:

HON J BOSSANO:
I will tell him about that too.
Yes, but the reason why the Government didn't allow anybody
to put it in the incinerator was because they had taken off
pay the two men employed to burn it.

MR SPEAKER:
No, you will not, order. You will talk about tourism.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
And why were they taken off pay?
HON J BOSSANO:
Because they were claiming Band A which the Government has
agreed to give them retrospectively.
MR SPEAKER:
Order, you will continue your contribution on tourism..
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Sneaker, the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister says why?
Does he know
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HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I am quite happy, if that is what the Government
wants, to have a debate on all these things any time they
want. I am here to talk abodt tourism but it is that side
that keeps on raising this as the reason why they are not
successful except that they are successful. If they are
successful and they are happy that there isn't a crisis and
that tourism is performing satisfactorily and that the money
is coming in, then why do they keep on trying to bring all
these reasons into it? They should say 'the Opposition is
wrong, we don't have a crisis, we reject the motion because
there isn't a crisis'. If they are saying yes there is a
crisis, that the crisis is because the liners don't come
and the liners don't come because there was a dispute; then
you have to find out that the dispute was about £2 a year.
You cannot just say that and leave it in the air because
then that is, in fact, given on a motion on tourism an
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MR SPEAKER:
. With respect, you can refer to industrial disputes as it.
affects tourism. We will not discuss the merits of •the
dispute, we cannot under any circumstances.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, if we cannot-discuss the merits tten, in fact,
what will happen is that the Government will be allowed to
get away with giving the impression to Gibraltar that there
are no merits to be discussed because they - aressaying'people
are doing this and nobody is being allowed to say .why people
are doing it and I am quite happy to give them an explanation
on any one that they want here or outside or any time. I
think if the Hon and Learned the. Chief. Minister'had the
honesty to go through these things in detail. then perhaps
he might be convinced. and'we' wouldn't have to argue about
it here because I find their'performance quite extraordinary,
it really baffles me and -the reason, if the Hon Mr . Canepa
wants to know why it doesn't happen in the MOD, because the
MOD don't put people off pay at the drop of,.a hat,. that is
why it doesn't happen in the MOD.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

to us by them. We have to assume that, they are accurate or,
at least, that they are „riot withholding- informa,joh
t
„from. arguments
us and therefore they are: able- to,:z.tock4htec.: ourr
because they .are privy to certain thf.ngs.tthat.,we: don't ,have.
We dons.t know what 'has happened in
: tourism except
what we 'hear. people say -1.-n the industry 'because they haven't
publAShed yhat*: happened:.
. .They'F•hame ',Pu1'rri-Shed.7- wha t
.. has 'happeried
1985, 427:th-ink • • •••it
eRandalous; -that- -in
':••UP.to
• October,. _1987, we 44610-drO t 'kno4.!/,'
but4.7.we
-So..
..zkY zthA• ;.14st
heNf.:to T
. ::Paceenber., 1986
''figures;avallable...tc; "'us
-us and that. : shows
open ' frcritioi.;.•..and ; that. .shows. 444:elk eq,4•••;
: 0-7.,pha't ,-.opening :.and .
the ekkept _of "the- VehiCulir, tref
that 4:4:,- Wh4t • that,: shows.
To.'•.what extent that ...efkpet has....been-growing
sami..rate '
in,198( and: in"1987 we cannot
.invites
—
. te1:4.•. but the Ii94--.kjember
us :- to..'look' at *the.. EMployment - Surveys - the, -minister,-, for
Tourism.
• :Has he
-frIf.:he -wants.
.
•
..• -at the g.tagloyment'•!SurVeyS2c
• lcioked
.•
•
us: to''locik it. IS • it •because-!..he,--has.;;;looked•At...rit:;.kieFause.
have 'done:what .he. told
..4pAted, -ithed ttah.ei;.
brihga -.copy -of ',the EMplOymerit.. guryey to fiAdi3OU'Fflih4
.the minister- 'w,anted.mev'tp,49 Ansi. 'Xi rook at • it and .according
to his. EMPlOYment rSurvgy Which,ehe "W#Fite-111.0
esg4by7...
• mertt-in hotels ,andsresta.!arsnis.:-skiowst Aisieg,reasea
:
•
HON CHIEF'MINISTER:•
In 1985.

Oh, come on.

•

•

HON J BOSSANO:
Well, I can provide the Hon and Learned Member with documented
evidence of identical situations in the two employers, Doesn't
the Eon Member remember that he .had a confidential memo from
Mr Joe Pitaluga telling him that he should go on the attack
in February, 1985, of which I have got a copy?

•

•

HON",T .BOSSiNO:

The one that has been., tabled., ;
That: :is ,
Bonse,
what it. • Says; I hadn!'t 'hooked •
,.unto};
.1httli AQvf:ftAit'g'.41e.-has "
invited me, to do --it...-es...e.Videnke,?4
gr:0,$•rth...o.f:.!ctourism •
and' I .look;:at
and:.4t...sy§.:,.:7!4khumblimiof2•111idg§tr;k4S- 4100W,ict''
a decrease- 'in employnient•Jev:41...:Irhe '.4most•Ztign'iticipp..?-tketng :
shipbuilding"' which,
Jule?! -.4b9g.t.•!::-10.-arfol?..quireInd•'•
• restaurantsr.-'
'
,
-• "

MR SPEAKER:
Order, order, we will come back to the motion. That is the
end of the matter, we will speak about tourism and'nothing
else and as it:affectstourism.
HON J BOSSANO:
We'll see if the other side can keep to that as well, Mr
Speaker. In 1985 and we are, of course, on'this as on many
other matters where' we are seeking to carry out our job in
the Oppositioh responsibly and monitoring the work of- the
Government which is what we said we would do when the House
was declared open, there -was a reference then to What the
Opposition would do'and I 'said, Mr Speaker, we wouldn!t bring
light matters here. We haven't brought censure motions 'every
other House, we ''do it veiY'rarely and we do it' and we put
questions that deal with facts. The facts are made available
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HON H J.7•ZAMMITT: .e
••

" .--"

•

A

i 4 4;!%

'z

-What about the spinoff, : if
Speaker,: if-hp' will
give way:, What about •ther-ispir;off
tW-dritributime.• Aradel?.•
Tourism cannot he looked at lust"; as Via' hotel'
; •-•;.•••••-•
•.•
•is a vest..humber •og spin-off'S• too;r•
'
•r
•
'
HON .J BOSSANO:

•

Yes, I accept that that is. the case • but .this. is not evidenOe
of an expanding tourist :.sector, ,.,,.a -decline: ill hotels and
t
.restaurants; I would '.subiiiit "to. :the Iorikig.intket.• If' he
_ing,anybody
:know" that he should: haVe.. l'o'Siked;e:t
-15if9ce•
kn.e"
, „that the.}.has 'to: lie' able
to: look -at it. 'If:.
to' tell' me that he. know the .sPinrokt ,and be -.-doeshtt ;know
Mr. 'Speaker, •because:.• we have -.asked him- what
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the spin-offs are and he has told us that until Dr Fletcher
completes the Input/Output Study they don't know. He says the data
of 1979 to 1981 is now out-of-date so there is no way of judging
that spin-off, it is impossible to do it until we have information
but it is quite obvious that the Hon Member hasn't got a clue
because he went on television and he argued, whether he likes it or
not, originally, that for every pound a tourist spent Government
revenues went up £1.60 and then he corrected that subsequently to
say he hadn't been talking about Government revenues, he had been
talking about national income and in Question Time in this House we
have asked about national income and the Financial and Development
Secretary cleverly tried to wriggle out of it by saying he wasn't
talking about the contribution to national income which is the
question we asked, but the effect of national income or whatever, a
totally new concept. If we say what proportion of national income
is contributed by tourism and we get told 22% then the answer, as
far as we are concerned, is that of the income earned by Gibraltar,
22% is generated by the expenditure of tourism. We then asked:
"How do you arrive at that figure?" And it is a complete mystery.
"Is it the E21.11m of 1985?" And we were told in
We said:
Question No. 2 of 1987: "Yes, that is right, that is what it is".
We then said: "Well, if that is what it is in 1985, why is it that
.in 1984 tourist expenditure is E11.65m and the contribution to
national income is £16m?" "Ah, well, then it isn't that". Why is
it that the contribution is below the 1983 figure, above the 1984
That would show
figure and the same as the 1985 figure?
multipliers fluctuating wildly from one year to the next when there
has been no analysis of that situation because the Input/Output
Study was in 1979/80. That is what it appeared to be in 1985. In
1985 it appeared to be E21.11m and therefore that being seen as
£22m which is not an unreasonable rounding off but without, of
course, any multiplier effect. The tourist expenditure being seen.
In 1984, the year before, the figure is 50% higher, that is, the
£16m given as a contribution is 50% higher than the figure for
tourist expenditure. Admittedly, the frontier opened in February,
there were six weeks but unless the Hon Member can tell us how he
computed that we find it very difficult, for example, having looked
at the imports for those months, the imports for those six weeks
were not 50% of the imports of the whole year. The imports were up
in February and March but if you are saying that people spent £12m
in a year and then the following year people spent £16m because of
six weeks of frontier opening, then you are saying that the
equivalent of six months of expenditure was spent in six weeks.
Where is the evidence for that? And we believe it and therefore
all we are trying to do is to be fair to the Hon Member and I think
he recognised from the beginning that we were not holding him
personally responsible for the effect of the tourist industry, we
say it is Government policy and therefore he is answerable to this
House on behalf of the Government on tourism. Tomorrow he
could be given a different Ministry like he was doing
housing for a number of years and somebody else could be

doing that, or the boot. No, I don't think he will be given the
boot because it is quite obvious that there isn't a crisis in
Shiprepair, there isn't a crisis in tourism and there isn't a
crisis in the AACR, that is manifest. And if there were it would
be the fault of Colin Jones, the GSLP and the unions. The point
made by the Hon Mr Canepa coincides with our analysis of the kind
of pressures that they were under and that is the point my
colleague Mr Feetham was making about the situation in which they
took a decision on the Brussels Agreement. The degree to which
the economy was on the point of collapse in 1984 we don't know
from the outside except belatedly when statistics come out a year
or a year and a half later. It may well be that in Government
and with the situation as bad as the Hon Mr Canepa claims, with
the possibility of a major loss of confidence, with the
possibility of closures of hotels, with the possibility of
redundancies left, right and centre in the tourist industry in
1984, it may well be that we might have been frightened out of
our wits and decided to accept the Brussels Agreement, I don't
know. But what I know is that if those were the grim parameters
within which a decision was taken then their tourist policy had
definitely failed in 1984, I need no further evidence. The Hon
Mr Canepa has given me the argument and the evidence that I
needed to prove conclusively that Gibraltar was on the point of
collapse in 1984, the Government had won an election in 1984,
they did paint a very gloomy picture in the post-election budget
of 1984 saying reserves were very low, it proved to be
overgloomy, they tend to be overgloomy just after elections and
overoptimistic just before for reasons that I haven't yet been
able to work out. When my colleague was saying in October, 1984,
the negative effect that the opening of the frontier would have
it wasn't as a result of GSLP research or as a result of my
producing a study, it was as a result of a consultancy financed
by the Government of Gibraltar, conducted by PEIDA, accepted by
the Government who in November shared this rather pessimistic
view of the effect to the extent that they brought legislation to
this House to allow .the Government, for the first time in its
history, to raise loan finance to cover anticipated deficits
brought about by the expected frontier opening and that was
defended by the Hon and Learned Member here who said that the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office had condescended to allow this as
temporary bridging finance - yes, it is all in Hansard, I cannot
remember the page but I remember the words. He said they had
condescended. I think it was in the Committee Stage of the Bill,
the Loans Empowering Ordinance, November, 1984, I cannot remember
the time of the day either. And he said they had condescended to
do this, it wasn't something the Government was particularly keen
to do but it was in the nature of bridging finance to get us over
the immediate deficits we were going to have in 1985 and in 1986
because the initial opening of the frontier would put a
bigger burden on Government revenues in terms of
infrastructural cost than it would bring in in terms of
visitors and spending power. • That analysis, which we
shared, was based on what the expert had said was going
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to happen. It wasn't based on any original research of mine
so therefore what the Hon Mr Canepa scoffed about my colleague
saying in October, he can now scoff about his leader saying
in November, they both said the same thing. Of course, it
didn't happen the way it was thought it was going to happen
and, clearly, one cannot entirely blame the experts in this
particular field for getting it so wrong because, after all,
it was really a shot in the dark. That is to say, who could
tell exactly what was going to happen with an open frontier,
whether we were going to have 100 coaches or 1,000 coaches,
whether people were going to spend a lot of money or too
little money, there was really no way, it was guesswork more
than genuine economic forecasting but guesswork by people
who were looking at comparative prices and comparative
markets. Those people also said that even if the situation
of tourist expenditure eventually, on balance, they produced
three scenarios I seem to remember - a medium, a low level
and a high level depending on the numbers involved and made
several projections as to what the results would be with
one of those three. The low level one was the one where the
Government would actually be in the red, the sort of middle
scenario was the one where they would more or less break
even and the high scenario was one where the Government would
actually get more money in than was coming out. Part of the
situation, of course, in 1985/86, and I don't know whether
it is that the Government knows it, I can never be sure,
Mr Speaker, even after all these years that I have been
studying the performance of the Government, I can never be
sure whether it is that they don't really understand the
issue because they haven't really gone into it in depth or
that they know it and they don't really care and they stand
up and they say what they feel is going to be politically
sufficient to get them out of the mess that they may be on
a particular point, I am never entirely sure which of the
two it is because sometimes I see them all attentively nodding
at me while I am talking and then they stand up and they
say the opposite. I think part of the situation in the last
couple of years, surely, the Government must be aware, was
due to the fact that they borrowed money and not spent it.
They cannot be unaware of the fact that their Improvement
and Development Fund predictions have constantly failed to
materialise, they must know that. Of course, they can say:
"Well, we didn't spend the money because we had a dispute",
but they cannot say: "We are doing very well because we have
aot the money" and not saying that the money they have got
is the one that the,/ haven't spent because they had a dispute.
If they didn't spend it because they had a dispute then they
should say: "Thanks to the unions we have now got money in
the kitty we would otherwise have spent", surely. They cannot
blame the union for one thing and then take the credit for
the consequences of that and I think in some areas, of course,
that is true, they didn't spend the money. One particular
area and I may be wrong, I think I disagreed slightly with
my colleague's analysis of the kind of situation the
Government got itself in with the Trade Union Movement because
I think although that was true in 1972 and from March, 1974,
to 1978, I think post-1978 there was a semi-honeymoon period
for them as well. I think the post-parity era settled this.
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HON A J CANEPA:
More than six or nine months.
HON J BOSSANO:
Longer than six or nine months. I think it started going
particularly wrong and. I believe from some evidence, I am
not going to be able to prove it conclusively, but I believe
that there was an . element of this business of the
implementation of the Pitaluga Report in January or February,
1985, which produced, if you like, if not an intolerance
and impatience with the need to persuade people to do things
which had been accepted for a number of years. If, the
Government had said for a number of years that you can take
a horse to water and you cannot 'make it drink and that therefore if there were difficulties, well, then you had to talk
and have meetings and do this and do the other. In 1985 and
1986 I honestly believe the Government changed its spots
and took a tougher line which generated a tougher response.
In fact, it started with the painting of Government buildings
recommended by the Pitaluga Report when in January or
February, 1985, they Were put out to tender without union
consultation, the buildings were blacked and people were
taken off pay and that was really the first direct
confrontation which has been carrying on almost intermittently
but with the fairly same scenario ever since. Let me say
that they didn't spend the money they had planned to spend
on the painting of some Government buildings, one of them
being the Command Education Centre. Luckily for them the
union blacked the building, they didn't paint it and therefore
it was knocked down unpainted. I don't know whether if we
had actually let it be painted it might have stuck together
and it might still be there, we never know. If that is the
case then the Conservationists have got an even greater case
against the union than the AACR has got but somehow I don't
think a coat of paint would have saved it. But there is where
it all started from my knowledge of it. I honestly believe
that if the Government can persuade itself to try and work
on the premise, for a little while, that there isn't a
concerted plot to 'bring them down, then they might find it
easier to take more rational decisions and overcome some
of these problems if these problems have a negative effect
on the tourist industry and the tourist industry is so
important to them and I commend such an approach to them.
I think that they will find that everybody is not out to
get them like they seem to think. Of course the situation
is that in all these things there are arguments for and
against. I don't want to delve into all these things because
I think, Mr Speaker, quite frankly, that is not the purpose
of the motion. We get references to asphalt workers who in
the end get what they were. arguing for because they are found
to be right. The people with the wood go to the :5-IC and the
JIC says they are right. Does the Hon Member opposite think,
for example, that if he thought the right and proper thing
was to submit a report on the GUNAC tender situation and
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the 'PCS ga an strike and that affects tourism he shouldn't
make the report? He did what he thought was the right thing
and if other people take objection, well, hard cheese. tt
is not that they have gone out because they want to hurt
the tourist industry in that case. Why should anybody else
be any different? Nobody accuses them.of that. It isn't that
the -heart of the GSLP lies in GSL, our heart is very big,
it encompasses the whole of Gibraltar, Mr Speaker. The thing
is, of course, that we consider that the Government has got
a special responsibility to GSL which it doesn't have in
the tourist industry because
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
We are talking about tourists, we 'are not talking about GSL.
HON M A PEETHAM:
You brought it up.
HON • ROSSANO:
When the Hon Member accused me of having more feeling for
GSL than for the tourist industry he said it was because
my heart was not in the tourist industry, my heart was in
-GSL or our hearts/ the GSLP hearts. If it is a question of
our commitment to working people, there are people who work
in both industries. But - we cannot hold the Government directly
responsible, for example, if there is a strike in the hotel
industry for. the industrial relations there because they
don't own - the hotels. and therefore we accept that in the
areas where they are providing support, which is what they
are providing for the tourist industry, very little of the
direct revenue other than the tourist sites comes to the
Government so what the Government is really doing is
encouraging that industry because it considers that it is
necessary or desirable for Gibraltar. But the other one they
own therefore we are touaher with them on the other one and
we make them responsible for every decision because they
are the owners. It is not that we are against them in the
Telephone Department where, of course, the operator has now
been employed and the one .year and two days lock-out could
have been avoided. It is not that we are against them there
because of one redundancy, it is that, in fact, the
Government

mu SPEAIWR:
Which is not relevant to the issue.
HON J ROSSANO:
Well, if Mr Canepa says, 'why is it', he is asking a question:
"Why in it that we don't object to redundancies in the private
sector and we object to one redundancy in the Telephone
Department?" That was the question, yes, I want to give him
the answer. The reason why we don't have the same situation
of fighting redundancies in the private sector is because
for years the AACR has been rejecting a request from the
Trade Union Movement for legislation, that is why. In 1986
or 1985, the Opposition brought the matter here and we were
promised action on legislation in keeping with the EEC
Directives on companies that are insolvent and if we had
had that legislation on companies that are insolvent we might
have been able to do something in the Bland situation but
if they close shop and they put you out what do you do to
somebody who is already bust? We have had situations where
construction companies have gone bust because the owners
have died with debts as long as their arm, with the workers'
PAYE not having been paid to the Government. What• can the
workers in that situation do? Nothing much, there is no law
to. protect them,. there is no muscle that they can exercise
and whether people like it or not it is not that that is
accepted because it is not the Government and it doesn't
matter, of-.course it matters, it is wrong, but the Government
must accept that it should be a model employer anyway and
therefore it is not unreasonable that more demand
be made on it. I also need to explain my • chuckle to the Hon
Member opposite about the Heritage Trust. The Hon - Member
said I chuckled when he stood up and said, as proof of their
commitment to tourism, that they had set up the Heritage
Trust, one of the things they did, except that he was against
it, of course, that is why I chuckled. When he stood'up in
this House on the Bill he spoke against it not in favour,
that is why I chuckled, not because I am against it, because
he is taking the credit for something he was opposed to.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give way. The motion is
not against me, it is against the Government. Therefore on
the Heritage Trust whether I agree or disagree with it is
really superfluous.

MR SPEAKER:
No, I will call you to order. Let us not go into that. You
have made your point.
HON J BOSSANO:

MR SPEAKER:
I would like to ask the Hon Leader of the Opposition whether
he is going to take much longer because if he is we will
break for tea.

But I am making a different point this time.
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HON J ROSSANO:

HON G MASCAUHNHAS:

I have made notes of things that obviously Hon Members
opposite require enlightening on, I don't think there are
many left. I think I am reasonably close to bringing my
contribution to an end. The point that I am making there
is -that I was not chuckling about the undesirability of the
Trust, I was chuckling about the fact that the Hon Member
says: "The Government set up the Trust". Well, we all set
up the Trust in this House, it wasn't a purely Government
thing.' As I understand it we all agreed, some more
enthusiastic than others and he happened to be one of the
less enthusiastic because his argument was that they were
going to take a lot of money which could then be spent in
Iceland or Reykjavik to look after Vikings, I think it was.
At the end of the day, Mr Speaker, it falls on the Hon
Member's shoulders to defend the policy and the success of
the Government, certainly, I think the,policy enunciated
by the Hon and Learned Chief Minister in November, 1983,
in London, defended in the election campaign and projected
as the answer in 1984 in the closed frontier, that is now
a dead duck. They are trying to keep it afloat as best they
can but it clearly failed in 1984 and is no longer operating.
Today what we .have is a situation where if the Hon Member
st,bpped visiting UK tomorrow it wouldn't reduce by one the
coaches coming across from the other side and that is what
is. putting the money in today. I think we need to know, at
this stage perhaps it is too late, but certainly we need
Iv.o know from the Government if circumstances change that
their policy has changed and what he will find from us, Mr
Speaker, if we are there in a few months time, that we will
spell out in a fair amount of detail what our commitment
would he to tourism, why it will be, that is, on what it
isebased and we will do it to give the House an opportunity,
i.EA-we are making a mistake, to stop us and then we will be
grateful to be stopped if we are making a mistake. And if
we find that things are not working out the way we hoped
or the way we intended, we won't need an Opposition to put
in questions and try to discover the information, we will
come back honestly and say: "Look, it is not working and
we are going to have to think again". They could have been
doing that, they haven't been doing that and that is why
they' find us calling the dust down, not because we are like
the IWEP Opposition, the 'Hon Member knows very well that
that is not the case.

Mr Speaker, after having. been involved .close•on twenty years
in the • field of tourism, I still haven't quite been able
to define tourism exactly, •I think it is virtually impossible
to define as such,, pethaps that is the difficulty that the
Hon Leader of the Opposition has in that it is not a tangible
thing which you can define exactly. I think the crux of the
matter that certainly the Hon Mr Feetham raised earlier is
the number of beds in relation to any particular market,
he quoted 1,400 whereas statistics show that it is 1,850.
I think we have to bear in mind. from the tour operator's
point of view and as far as the crisis.which is in the minds
of Hon Members opposite, it is the tour operators that have
created the crisis and who have pointed out the errors or
what is going wrong in Gibraltar. Yet we have to see- from
the point of view of the tour operator how they go about
in planning a new product, a new destination and it is
interesting that everything is inter-related in the sense
that, for example, the big boys such as Thomsons, Intasun.
and Horizon, who do not come here, they will tell the chain
of hotelier in any market: Spain, Greece, Yugoslavia, any
of the big mass markets what they are prepared to pay for .
the bed and they follow suit and they. accept that price .or •
they move somewhere else.and . the,poor* hotelier is.14ft
high and dry and this goes on year after year after year.
And if they tell you: 'We are going to pay you £3 this year,
this is what we can afford, this is what we budgeted for'
they have to accept that price'more often then not and 'it
is a very brave independent hotelier who tells the tour
operator: 'No, I am sorry, I won't have you' because he would.
have his hotel empty arid since they all do the same their
position remains the same for all the hoteliers and that
is a reality. Here ih Gibraltar,- fortunately, since the number
of beds are not there'they cannot do likewise and. therefOre
it is not a market with which they identify closely in that
they have it because they feel that commercially it. might
produce profits for them and if they come here it is because
it is in their commercial interest to come here and if they
do not, however much we can do, the Government or Gibraltar
generally, is very questionable because at the end of the
day their decision will he' determined on the profitability
of that destination. Certainly if we do lose a tour operator
and nobody wants to lose any tour operator, but I do recall
in 1983 when we lost the Exchange Travel holidays which at
the time were by far the largest tour operator operating
to Gibraltar, the only charter at the time, certainly they
pioneered the charters coming to Gibraltar and we 16st them.
And why did we lose them? Not because Gibraltar was dirty;
not because' the 'pricing was wrong, why? They were dedicating
themselves to three destination's - Malta, Cyprus and •
Gibraltar. Gibraltar happened to be the, only profitable
destination but they felt that in order to produce the
brochure, in order to go out to the market, they could not
afford to have Gibraltar on its own and therefore when they
scratched Malta and Cyprus they also scratched .Gibraltar.

MR SPEAKER:
We will now have a short recess for tea.
The House recessed at 5.20 pm.
The House resumed at 5.45 pm.
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and that is the reason for it, it is a simple reason, not
because Gibraltar was dirty, not because the pricing wasn't
right but because it was a purely commercial decision,
whatever reasons Mr McNully had at the time, I know he bought
a village in Cornwall for the English tourists, for the
domestic market and I think he had to invest in that and
that is my view of what happened and therefore something
had to be sacrificed and it was Gibraltar. Touching upon
Exchange Travel because I lived it very, very closely• at
the time, I know a commercial decision, again, which had
severe repercussions for Gibraltar, I think in 1976 or 1977,
was when Exchange Travel dropped the Caleta Palace. A pure
commercial decision between two, a hotelier and • a tour
operator and the Caleta Palace was dropped and the Exchange
Travel operations in Gibraltar .dropped from 11,000/12,000
to 7,000/8,000 in one year because the Caleta Palace had
been the mainstream of the Exchange programme and the market
that had been created for Gibraltar at the time was geared
to that particular hotel. Therefore, coming back to the
original point, if we had a market of 1,850 beds there is
no way on earth that we will be able to entice tour operators
unless, of course, that market were to develop substantially
had we had 5,000 or 6,000 beds, it is a question' of the
chicken and the egg, what comes first? We must also be careful
of certain tour operators who, through errors of judgement
in their planning, make errors on the basis of the number.
of seats, the number of hotel rooms and the product that
they put out to the market be it Gibraltar, be it anywhere
else, they don't make the acquired sales and they have to
lay the .blame somewhere and this happens with the big
onerators and with the small operators more perhaps than
with the big. ones because the big ones can switch 'markets
as they like and they have the buying power and that is the
reality of the _situation. When the frontier was closed I
think that Gibraltar could claim to be a resort in its own
right. I won't make comparisons with places outside Gibraltar
but, in my view, in my experience, Gibraltar could be
considered a resort on its own right. The description of
a resort, I am not going to go into that, there are varying
opinions, it is difficult defining what a resort is.
think
that Gibraltar today is more than a resort in the sense that
we have attributes like location, the weather and services,
by se'rvices I mean a host of services. Therefore, today,
although we like to .call it the tourist industry, my own
view is that it is more of a visitor industry where we have
the visitors coming into Gibraltar and I am not talking about
the coachloads that come in for the day, visitors generally,
people who produce revenue in all sorts of things, who come
for commercial reasons, for the finance centre, to visit
families, etc, etc, there are many different categories and
not perhaps on the pure touristic side. For example, my Hon
Friend Mr Perez quoted a very good example yesterday to
explain a point on the speedometer, I would like to do likewise and that is that, for example, New York and London are
in themselves holiday destinations but yet one could hardly
describe London• as a holiday resort but yet they receive
millions of visitors and tourists every year. Therefore
Gibraltar, in my view, transcends the touristic value that

you attach to the holidaymaker who spends two weeks In Palma
de Mallorca and the holidaymaker that will come to Gibraltar.
We are a point because of our location, because of our history
that attracts visitors of different sorts of ideas, they
come here because Gibraltar has a lot to offer, much more
than a resort, certainly, a base for them and a service area
which we have always been throughout our long history and
I think that is important and that we should harp on that
and I think we have been doing that up to a certain extent.
My Friend Mr Zammitt this morning went into what areas they
are moving into and I think the amount of money that the
Government is expending in the specialist areas I think is
important. If we can attract, for example, the Royal British
Legion for oae, these are the areas that we have to move,
because we are talking about tourists and at the same time
you are talking about'visitors who are coming for a specialist
idea. Mr Speaker, the Hon Leader of the Opposition this afternoon tried to explain certain facets of claims and I don't
want to get into details of whether it is a £2 claim or a
£500 claim, the merits or the demerits of such claims. I think
the point has to be taken that it is these sorts of things
that create industrial disputes which have a bearing on
tourism at the end of the day. For example, the taxi strike
had a bearing because if you have one tourist not being able
to get a taxi at any given time he will get a bad impression
of Gibraltar for whatever reason, and if something went wrong
in the hotel at the same-. time, you - add one and one together.
For example, .I remember recently in Torremolinos when the
Torremolinos municipality was fighting the. Malaga municipality
because they want to break away,. you had a situation where,
coachloads of tourists were • left in the roadways for hours
on end because they were biocked. Out of half a million people •
in Torremolinos on that day, I am sure • that 50,000 won't
return but, of course, they are a drop in the ocean as far
as they are concerned :oecause we are talking about large
markets. Here I think it affects us much more directly and
therefore it is important that for the purposes of having
the repeat business which I think is important to Gibraltar
and it has been proved over the years that it is the repeat
business which is the important facet for our tourism. Mr
Speaker, it is blatantly clear in which direction Members
opposite have tried to steer this session of the House of
Assembly. I don't know whether they were expecting the Chief
Minister to dissolve the House, they put themselves on a
war footing and therefore have taken us through Gibrepair
where everybody was to blame except Mr Bossano's union,
secondly, that the finance centre, again, we saw their true
colours yesterday and, thirdly, tourism which is the matter
at hand. My view is that it was a concerted effort to
discredit us months before or weeks before because we still
don't know when the Chief Minister —will dissolve the House,
but I think that in being offensive I think you have to be
a bit defensive because I think the policies as regards
tourism have succeeded. I don't think we can define one or
two policies on their own, I think that the global attitude
towards tourism in Gibraltar has to, certainly people here
are very much a part of tourism, you cannot divorce the people
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who actually work directly in tourism from the persons in the
street who walks around and throws litter, etc.
. I think we need a
certain pride in our own place. I think we have got the attributes
that I mentioned before and I think it is important that everybody
gets together in tourism. I think the Spaniards, to give credit
where credit is due, do it marvellously and I think tourism is
placed on a pedestal which we have still to reach but they have
been doing it for years and, unfortunately we haven't got the
market to compete with them and we shouldn't because we have other
things which are much more valuable. Mr Speaker, I don't believe
there is a crisis, I think it is wishful thinking on the part of
Members opposite and I don't think it was necessary, I think it was
probably an unprecedented political gimmick for two Members from
the opposite side to go to England to try and resolve the tourism
crisis. .I think it was a political move, there is no doubt about
it. I wouldn't accuse them of paying lip service to tourism over
the four years, perhaps the Hon Member was right in his
contribution when he said that he would have liked to have been
more involved if he had had the opportunity, I don't think that is
fair, it is up to him as a Member of the Opposition to chase or to
help the Minister accordingly when he so thinks for the betterment
of everyone. I think at the end of the day we have to place
Gibraltar above our own party political lines. Thank you, Mr
Speaker.
HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, the Hon Member might be twenty years in the business
but he is certainly not aware of the reality of the hotel situation
today in relation with the tour' operators. He is saying that
because we have very few beds in Gibraltar that the hotels in
Gibraltar are not being put under pressure by the tour operators.
This is total nonsense. The Hon Minister for Tourism was telling
me privately during the lunch hour that one particular hotel in
Gibraltar has to sell its English breakfast for £1.50 precisely
because of the pressure they are getting from the tour operators.
It is nonsense to suggest that because we have got very few beds in
Gibraltar that the hotels here are not being pushed by the tour
operators to get very low prices.
HON G MASCARENHAS:
If the Hon Member will give way, Mr Speaker.
HON J C PEREZ:
No, Mr Speaker, because I think that if we are going to give way
we are going to involve ourselves in a longer debate and
the debate is not going to finish.
He made reference to
the other tour operators having left the market for
different reasons suggesting that the tour operators that
are threatening or have left the Gibraltar market now is
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for similar reasons. This, again, is not the case, Mr Speaker.
The tour operators that have threatened to leave, like ThomsOns,
and the ones that are actually not featuring Gibraltar in next
summer's brochure are leaving because they are disenchanted that
all the things that the Government have promised them are not
being delivered. The market that they hold, and the market is
more or less the same that they used to hold before that
decision, they are saying that their clients are going back and
complaining more and more about Gibraltar. There are specific
reasons which the Tourist Office well knows about, about why they
are threatening to withdraw or why they'have withdrawn and it has
to do with the Government policy during the last four years. The
Government knows that so let us not pretend that it is a
financial decision, like Exchange Travel was a financial
decision. It is all very well for the Minister for Tourism to
say that there is a new operator coming in and to try and discard
the impact of Sovereign Enterprise who have been here for many
years selling Gibraltar. It is splendid if we have a new tour
operator coming in but I think we have .a responsibility to try
and hold the people that have been committed to Gibraltar over
the years of a closed frontier and to try and hold them and to
try and keep them in the market and the more the merrier. I
would like to refer to the last comment made by the Hon Mr
Mascarenhas about our visit to London. We have not come back
waving flags saying 'We have saved the tourist industry'. That
visit to London was an exercise which was very useful for the
Opposition because we wanted to learn at close hand the problems
that were being encountered by the tour operators,-we have not
attempted at all to make political capital out of that visit and
we have not come here saying we have got such a commitment or
such a commitment if we entered Government and we have maintained
the confidentiality of our conversations between the tour
operators' and ourselves as the Hon Mr Zammitt maintains the
confidentiality that he had with the hotels in Gibraltar and with
the tour operators, which is quite right. I don't think that the
Government can accuse us of trying to make political capital out
of a situation where we haven't and where it is evident that we
haven't. It has been an exercise which, I dare say, was a very
responsible one, we have got an election round the corner, we
have to plan our own ideas on tourism and we wanted to see at
close quarters what the real problem that the tour operators were
facing was. We have heard the reasons that the Government give,
now we have heard the tour operators and now we can make our own
decision on what the real problem is and where we go from here.
The point Mr Mascarenhas made and that every other Member of the
Government seeks to make, that the GSLP is coming here with a
motion of censure because it is near an election and it is
politically convenient. Well, Mr Speaker, this again is not
the case.
The Government four years ago made a
specific statement because they didn't announce their
policy, that tourism was going to be a pillar of the
economy.
At the end of the four years certain things
have happened. The hotel occupancy figures show a decline;
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the House is for. As naturally predicted, motions of ceriLures
are just one example on which to dr.hale matters of public
importance .but.. everybody knows .what the renult is going to
be and except .for decoys in places where people are sick
or something, I remember in the days of the Republic they
used .to bring . people in stretchers to go and vote in
Parliament because their majority was very small. Here we
are_ small but we are all here and you know what the answer
is,-going to be before you start. Just one point about this
question :of . enthusiasm or not and this is the only criticism
that.1 have-of the motion-and that is that whatever may be
said:now, the Opposition have never shown great enthusiasm .
for .,tourism. They live with it and, in fact, I think the
point made by my Hon colleague about the trip to London was,,
perhaps, well-timed strategically for. people to think that
they could just walk' into Thomsons and the others who would
say: ."You are. the Opposition, you are going to be the
Government, then it is alright,' all we have said we forget
and, of course, if you are going to be. the next Minister
for.. Tourism I will cancel all my arrangements of withdrawing
from. Gibraltar. You can rest assured that you can have all
the tourists. you want". Some.diehards of the party may think
so but they are.mistakeri. First of all, let me say something
else about the question. We have always said here,
particularly, at. Budget time, we have . always said here that
the economy of Gibraltar is dependent on many factors outside
its control. So many things.happen. outside that have an effect
on.Gibraltar, sometimes good, sometimes bad. We are not the
masters of our. destiny in many ways. In fact, nowadays even
big nations are not masters of their own destiny overall
let alone a little community like ours, we are not the masters
. of our own destiny. It as true that the whole concept of •
the Pitaluga Report and the whole input that was put in it
and what I told I'said at Chatham House about tourism which
I don't remember but I•am not' prepared to deny it, it was
truelbUt what else was there to be done at that time? What
else. What was.- the light at the' end of the .tunnel? It was
inevitable and .-the whole thing was made on the concert of
an .on-coins situation like we were.having because by that
tiffie the new democracy had been in power for quite .a number
of years and . there . was no sign'that there would be, not a
removal Of restrictions. but a . return to normality, which
is a different thing:. t alWays make a difference in that
because Gibraltar, normally, had been able to make its own
living. In fact, I remember in 1968 which was the first time
we had to go and ask for some money to London, I was
thoroughly ashamed, I had'been in public life for a number
of years and I would have to go begging for money to England.
It was not the way I thought public life was and, in fact,
I said I was-Most'reluctant and I- have always been reluctant.
First of all, it is very difficult -to .get it and, secondly,
when .you ask for it you have to ask for it with a certain
dignity because-Something else has happened over which you
had no cOntrol.. Thereforei, there are matters which are beyond
our control'and it is true that the whole question of tourism.
and. the strategy of tourism changed dramatically once. we
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HON CHIEF-MINISTER: -

:

had an idea that the frontier was going to open, of course,
it 'is true. One of the things that I would like to say is
that under no circumstances can it be said that my.original
consent which I obtained with the consent of my colleagues,
to the Brussels Agreement, was a caving in or the result
of our economic misfortune. Certainly, 'it was an important
factor to get that frontier opened. Anything which :was- well
within our - here is where judgement may differ - where. we
can keep our dignity and keep our rights, some have more
faith in our Government than others. In Strasbourg we heard
the Reverend Ian Paisley say: "Do not put trust on Tory
princes". Well, they were there for blood because they thought
that there was something against us which they could make
caoital out of. But the Brussels Agreement was an act of
faith and it is true that we were with our backs to;the wall
economically, of course we were, and it is true that, again,
when the question of the Dockyard closure was concerned,
we might have reached a stage where Gibraltar would have
reached a staae of grant aid which is something I have said
very clearly all my life that I would not submit myself to
grant aid because if you get grant aid, if you have ,a budget•
of.-E.,50m and they provide £5m they want to run the '£60m for
you and if you make some economies to be able te- provide
something, they 'say: "No, the first economy is towards the
£5m that we are giving you". That is a state of affairs which
I.would never be prepared to preside over insofar as Gibraltar
was concerned and we were reaching that stage in the time
of .the closure of the Dockyard. The decision then taken was
either that we went into a grant aid situation or that there
was a commercialisectDockyard and then came the negotiations
and the package and the elections and so on. I think this
is now a matter of history. But there is only one, thing I
must say and that is that the enthusiasm by the Opposition
to-tourism has mot been very marked. I only have one quotation
to make and to use and I will then show that what I am saying
is perfectly true and consistent. What I made my statement
on the Pitaluaa Report on the 26th June, 1984, first of all,
I said: "Oh the important question of finance, the Government
has decided to commit an initial sum of £300,000 frbm local
funds in pursuance of its policy on the expansion of tourism".
Then I finished off by saying: "It is also our dope that
the Opposition in this House will give their support. We
shall certainly be ready to consider carefully any
constructive suggestions they might wish to put forward".
Mr Pilcher said:
have heard the Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister and I have not had time to digest the Statement
but I am correct in assuming that the Government will
immediately pass on £300,000 from the I&D. Fund. It will also
try and get the ODA to approve £300,000 of what is left over
from the 1981/86 programme and they are also trying to get
the Committees which it has appointed to raise up, mere ideas
in order to submit to ODA further projects for some more
money from ODA for tourism". That was a question-arising
out of the statement and I said that that was right. But
then when it came to the voting of the money on which Hon
Members abstained I' said, at the end: "I was -somewhat
disappointed that yesterday's statement on tourism did not

produce at least a word of encouragement from the Opposition".
And the Hon Mr Pilcher said: "If the Uon Member will give
way.* I think the Hon and Learned. Chief Minister is referring
to'the stand taken .by the OSLP'on the tourism side. I must
remind the Hon and Learned Chief Minister that, in fact,
we did give the Goverriment the assurances in the last House
of Assembly that we would do everything - in our power not
to stand in the way of tourism. What he 'did yesterday was
give us a statement which we did not haVe time to digest
and obviciusly once that stage passes then we cannot come
back to the statement". Well, this is really almost a churlish
statement, too negative to make one positive. "We would not
stand in the way of tourism" that is all they were able to
say and after that they abstained on the vote on the funds
and then we know why, unfortunately, part of that money was
not possible to be spent. That., really, was the beginning
of the Pitaluga Report 'which. did not have any enthusiasm
or even support from the Opposition, they just did not stand
in the way very much as occasionally when they dare not oppose
a. measure which we bring because they know it is right but
they don't agree with it, they abstain. Mr Speaker, the motion
is bound to be lost and rightly so. I think it is brought,
certainly, at a time when as much heat is being generated
in anticipation of the general election. We don't know,whether
we- will still have another sally from the Leader ,of the
Opposition to the United Nations on his own to see whether
he can settle - the question of colonialism and his friends
in the Labour Party can help him and other Members may go
to other parts of the world to try and project the Opposition
side. I think eventually the 'people will dedide who should
govern our place for the next four years whenever the election
is held. This motion has helped to highlight where people
stand in this important matter of tourism.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors? I will then call on the
'Mover to reply.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, really there is very little'te answer because
there has been very little. answered on the part of the
Government. The motion which was brought by me to this Hduse
this morning had one clear motive. I explained in detail
before I started the motion so that there could be no misinterpretation that, in fact, we were moving a censure motion
on the Government because we thought our principles as far
as democratic Governments are concerned are that they should
be held responsible for their policies during the four year
term of office. Of course, it has to come a couple of months
prior to an election, in fact, if we knew that the election
was going to run until January or February we. would have
brought it in the last House because it is our contention
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that the .policies which were expounded and which got them
•
elected have failed and therefore it is our duty, as the
Opposition party, to prove that what they are saying is not
correct and we didn't bring a censure motion to this House
on GSL because by noting.the 1986 Accounts, that was enough
to censure the Government on GSL, Mr Speaker. The motive
was clear. Hon Members Opposite don't seem to have heard
me when I said that because they have been Tiving their own
interpretations as to why we have brought the motion saying
that this is electioneering. Well, it is, Mr Speaker, of
course, it is an effort on the part of the Opposition to
prove to the people of Gibraltar that as far as their two
main pillars and during election time there were only two,
the third one has grown in the meantime, the two pillars
of the economy have failed. This I explained clearly this
morning so it is not a question of asking why are they
gallivanting around the world:? We are preparing for a general
election and that is the reason of the censure _motion and
I agree with the Hon and Learned Chief Minister, a censure
mgtion..in this House of Assembly is another motion because
there is not the slightest possibility of the censure motion
being passed., Mr Speaker, because there have been other,issues
where we :know that personally the. Members opposite agree
it comes to voting 'they vote.with the
with us .arid .,when :
GoVer:nment'L. Thei • censure.:.motion . was- nothing. other .than
censuring ,the•Government-becauseo:they.. have: not been. able
to accomplish whattheTset out.to do .as far- astheir:policy
on: 'tourism is.. concerned.- There is. .no concerted effort, It
is justan,effort on- the. part of: the. Opposition to' show that.
think. the Hon
I musteddthete ageini.-they.themselyes
Members_opboiite.shoUld aearn- the lesson; ve.came:back from
our• visit, my-Hon colleague Juan Carlos Perez and myself,
and didn't make any .major song and dance about .our trip.
We thank Members opposite for having advertised the fact
so much here in the House of Assembly but the reality was
that what motivated that visit was an article in the Gibraltar
Chronicle on the 21st September which talked of a tourism
s thnt
crisis. Whether the Hon minintor for Tourinm holiev,
thern In not nnd w<: nre still in doubt on thin side of the
nouse b(:cause he tic.n Mr Mns.osrenhas reining to helinve thst
there is a crisis with tour operators, the Minister himself
helieves that: there isn't and yet we -know that Thomsons'
partial withdrawal is affecting the market, we know that
the pulling out of Sovereign Enterprise is also affecting
the market and he quoted to me yesterday or Monday, I am
not sure, figures of about sixty or seventy people per week
that -Sovereign Enterprise bring to Gibraltar. If you multiply
that by 52 we get 3,120 if it is 60, 3,640 if it is 70. Those.
are substantial numbers given that we are talking about 43,000
tourist arrivals, it is a substantial percentage although
a . small percentage. He said to me .in the last House of
Assembly that if Thomsons pull out it is a disaster for'
Gibraltar therefore the crisis is there, the crisis is looming
and it is because the AACR Government have failed to deliver
the policy on tourism that they promised, Mr Speaker. I think
the Mon Leader of the Opposition made quite a clear and
categorical statement. If, when the Government came to this

House of, Assembly they.had said to the Opposition: "We have
now scrapped our 1993 policy on tourism, Out. 1984 or 1985
policy on tourism is that which has been expounded by the
Hon Mr Mascarenhas this afternoon, a visitor industry- and
therefore we are scrapping our own policy and we are updating
Our policy". If the Hon and Learned .the Chief Minister had
done that a year ago, two years ago, at the opening, of the
frontier, then the Opposition would have looked at that policy
and perhaps today we wouldn't have a censure motion because
today the visitor industry has increased, the excursionist
market has increased, the shopping' centre element has'
increased but we are not looking at that, we are looking
at the policy' of the GoVernment to me:ce Gibraltar into a
tourist resort for long stay tourists. Not very long• ago,in the Budget, the Hon Minister for Touristh was still saving
that that was the policy of the Government. Which is it,
Mr Speaker? We are trying to do, believe it or not, a job
from the Opposition which is to monitor Government policy.
How can we monitor Government policy if different Ministers
or diffgrent Members of the Government expound different
policies? Obviously, the policy which I follow is the policy
of the:Hon Minister for Tourism and his policy continues
to be an increase in. the market in Gibraltar for long .star
touristso. overnight. stayers. That is. why the. censure motion
4.front.of .the. House.:and.ther.e is.a crisis. and the
Government, and.-I. .wont. go into It .again. because we:. have
looked at. the statistics, .we have. looked
the:figures;
this..yeat..therewas..a decrease in• guest-nights sold' 'and
.shows the start,.. Mr. Speaker; of.,.the% crisis- which' we'v. are
talking about. There is mot a lot-on what the:Hon-and Learned
Chief. Minister had. to say-which M-have.to_comment on. I.-think,
basically, he just added; perhaps with a bit aeSs.force.,.
comments'' that had been made by other Members,. Aaain,'Iwas.
particularly worried about the reaction - and I am not trying
to pick ''on him, I seem to be picking on him in this House
but I am honestly not trying to-pick on him - of the Hon
Mr Canepa because, again, as far as I am concerned from this
side of.the ROUNO he is scaromongering. Ho is back on tho
1 0A4 *carQmonguring oampAign :timilAr to th a t oXPolgta0 by
the Hon . 11nititer for Tourism at four o'clock in the morning
of that famous clay when he said: "Thera you have them, all
these longhaired louts are going to rule Gibraltar and cause
chaos". Well, I think we hhve got over that. The Hon the
Minister. for Tourism at four o'clock in the morning when
the Government had thought that we had won, gave an interview
on radio .
CHIEF. MINISTER:
You thought that you had won.
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HON J H PILCHER:
NC,'"Wlien yo1 thought that we had won as well. But; of course,
the .Hon the Minister for Tourism has, 'in his own contribution
said that as an Opposition he is happy the way we have worked.
Is theeHon Mr Canepa not happy and is he.scaremongering again?
Mr Speaker, I don't want to get into the industrial situation
bute l think if the Government, as the . Hon the Leader of the
Opvd:eition has said to them; looked at the cause and effects
of.:Thdustrial 'action they would not have as much industrial
action on .their hands as they have at the moment, but be
that as it may, Mr Speaker. I think there were also a couple
of other comments made on the cruise liners. Well, I think,
aaain, the Trade Union Movement is 'doing the Government a
favour by stopping cruise liners coming to Gibraltar because
if they come to Gibraltar and have to go to the North Mole
and wade through the North Mole and get up to their knees
in oil and have to jump over fork lifters and over containers
because the Government promised and I know that there are
difficulties, a beautification and a change in the North
mole and we cleared up the Icebox three or four years ago
ared•it is' still there-. There is no faith.in what they say
thgy. are going to do and this is what we have tried to high66t; 'In four years they have done nothing whatsoever, that
"152,
• for the censure. motion, 'Mr Speaker:. The same
'ikkthe
eee whenreason'
the Hon Minister said how can the cleaners clean
asit the cars are parked and they cannot clean underneath?
it is their responsibility. Tf the cleaners cannot
cTean because the cars are there then, as a Government,• theymust have a policy to get the cars out of there so that the
cleaners can clean or provide car parks so that the people
COn park their cars. It is a circle, Mr Speaker, you cannot
try and land the responsibility for what you are doing at
teg§bedy else's doorstep as an - excuse .because you cannot
t': The Government cannot do. that, a commercial .operator
'd
miTit'but the Government have the responsibility to see their
policies through and if there is something that is stopping
their policies then they have to take a policy decision on
that.- It is as simple as that, Mr Speaker. It has to do with
covernmental responsibility which the Members opposite do
nct seem to understand after twenty years. in Government.
Mr Speaker, they seem to he politically immature.
MR SPF.AKHR:
No, we are not going to bring new matters into the debate.
HON J. E FILCHER:
Fine. I will concentrate now on the comments• made by the
Hon Minister for Tourism because that is really what relates
to the censure motion. The other Members have mentioned anything and everything from dirt to industrial relations and
haven't really talked about tourism except for the Hon Mr
Mastarenhas who gave us an insight on what is his profession,
after all. The Hon Member attacked the GSLP various times
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reading Hansard. I think it has been explained that every
Hansard he is reading is pre-February, 1985, so obviously
. .where the Goverement should haVe,
there waS:a change in 1985
changed their policies. The Government didn't, we continued •
our line but after 1985 he won't find any more comments froM
us relating to 1984' becauSe the' reality is that' in 1954
tourists were 34% down in Gibraltar from the 1980 statistics,
It is here, all arrivals in the Hotel Occupancy Survey, Mr.
Speaker. It was an all time low but,, again that has been
admitted- today here in - the House. The Minister continues
to tell us the difference between excursionsists'and visitors
and tourists so as far as we are concerned although there
have been other contributions as far as the policy of the
Hon Minister for Tourism, .it continues to be. one of long
stay tourists with an increase of 2,000. to 3,000 beds in
the Gibraltar market. Of course, as.I said, I think, 'this
morning, the difference is that that should'have been given
at the start of the four-year term not at the end of the
four-year term because the Minister finished by saying that •
there was, a potential in the tourist industry similar to
the fact that, I think, the GSL motion finished yesterday
that GSL- Was viable. Of course, GSL-is viable, there. is a .
potential in the tourist industry but at neither one or the,
other. have the 'Government• over:-the four •Vears.:detne,:.either-::'•
one or the other. There continues to''be -a viabilifi''aild there e:!
continues 'to be as potential but the potential and ...theviability are the same now as they were four years ago, in
the case of GSL much, much worse. The Minister never explained
any single point that I had made, Mr -Speaker.. His. answer
to the censure motion was an attack on the GSLP for not'
thinking tourism was a great thing. Well, even if the
Opposition didn't think that tourism was a great thing, so
what? We were questioning his policies on. tourism, his
delivery an those policiev,*his'-commitmentS.;'—not ours:.' Our
commitment's are not'on the line, we are not te•Governmipt, •
we are the Opposition. It might be very easy tot us biit I
hope that in three months time it will be more difficult
and we have to explain them but we are not here to explain,
to move a censure. motion on Government and then end up
explaining what is our position on tourism. No, what is their
position, they were. elected on tourism, they told the people
of Gibraltar that in four years time they would do (a), (b),
(c), (d) and (e), not us. On the Pitaluga Report, well, all
that the Minister answered as far as that is concerned is
that we thought it was funny, we had .ridiculed it and we .
had attacked it. It is not true but even if it had been,
so what? ;bid he explain why the Committees have taken so
long, why the Consultative Committee hasn't met. for two years,_
why the' Consultative Committee wanted to break away because..
it hadn't met for a long - time, why now there is a further.
Committee? He never explained anything at all, Mr Speaker.
As far as the turnover is concerned he said: "That is a areat
turnover", but, of course, what he said is it is not encidah
to cover the turnover that we had last year so it is loWen:
Mr Speaker, nothing has been said in this Houee.by that 'side
of the House to convince us and I hppe convince anybody.
outside this House, that anything that the Government. ha's
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done over the last four years for tourism is other than pay
lip service to tourism. Mr Speaker, one thing that the
Minister did do, however, is what he does normally, praise
the Private sector, praise the hotels, praise the airlines,
praise the Tourist Office, obviously a public relations
exercise. We also can praise them but we don't have to, we
know, because they are producing results which the Government
is not. The airlines are producing results, both .GB Airways
and Air Europe. The hotels are producing results. If the
Government had only kept up with the refurbishment programme
of the hotels we would have the tourist resort infrastructure
in Gibraltar today in a much. better position. The private
sector, as far as the shops etc are concerned, have also
done their bit, everybody has done their bit except the
Government and the main criticism levied at the Government
is that they promised to do things, they agreed to do things,
they enter into agreements and at the end of the day they
do not deliver, Mr Speaker, that is the criticism. It is
a criticism not only locally but it is a criticism outside
Gibraltar as well, it is all promises, Mr Speaker. I think
time will tell whether there is a crisis or not. If the AACR
Government stay there tor another four years, which I hope
they don't, we will find out what the crisis is. In fact,.
we will probably find out what the crisis is in a month's
time 'when we get the Tourist Report which we haven't got
- in .this Route.. As. I said, Mr Speaker, I .thihk and .I am not
trying to bring anythingnew into it,.I think it is political
immaturity not to take the. responsibility for the actions
and for the 'commitments and for the policy decisions. We
will never hold the Government to answer if they .come here
'and say:. "This. has failed because of .1a.), (b), (c) and (d)
and we are changing our policy now and this will be our
policy". But we will hold them, Mr Speaker, to be accountable
for saving one thing four years ago and today finding excuses
for not having done it. I would just' like to remind the Hon
and Learned the Chief Minister, I like to remind him of things
that he says, to round off, Mr Speaker.. At the Ceremonial
Opening again because I think it is important for the .people
to know that everything that one says one has to ba accountable for, this is why there is a censure motion here today.
As I say, on GSL there would have been a censure motion but
for the Accounts. He said: "I want to take this first
opportunity", saying this in front of His Excellency and
the people of Gibraltar because it was live, if I am remember
correctly, on television. "I want to take this first
opportunity in the House of Assembly to pledge to the people
of Gibraltar as a whole that we will devote all our energies
and endeavours as Ministers to work unsparingly to justify
their. confidence and support and to discharge our
responsibility to the utmost". That, Mr Speaker, hasn't
happened and I am, for the second time in this sitting of
the House, asking the Government once and for all to resign
and move over.

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken •
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo:
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valeria°
H J Zammitt

The motion was accordingly defeated.

(

(

ADJOURNMENT
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that this HouSe adjourn until the
10th November when we shall be dealing with the Committee
Stage and Third Reading of a number of Bills that were left
behind during the course of this session.

(

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the House adjourned to Tuesday the. 10th
November, 1987, at 10.30 am.
(
The adjournment of the House to Tuesday the 10th November,
1987, at 10.30 am was taken at 6.43 pm on Thursday the 22nd
October, 1987.

(
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TUESDAY THE 10TH NOVEMBER, 1987

WEDNESDAY THE 11TH NOVEMBER, 1987

.- .
The House resumed at 10.30 am.

The House resumed at 10.30 am.
'COMMITTEE STAGE

PRESENT:
Mr. Speaker
(The Hon A J Vasquez CBE, QC, MA)

(In the Chair)

GOVERNMENT:
The Hon Sir'Joshua Hassan KCMG, CBE, LVO, QC, JP - Chief
Minister
The Hon A J Canape - Minister for Economic Development and
Trade
The Hon M K Featherstone OBE - Minister for Health and Housing
•
The.-Hon H.J Zammitt - Minister for Tourism
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani ED - Minister for Public Works
The Hon Dr R G Valarino - Minister for Labour and Social
Security
the Hon J B Perez - Minister for Municipal Services
The Hon G Mascarenhas -.Minister for Education, Sport and
';Postal Services
ThE'Hon E Thistlethwaite QC - Attorney-General
The Hon B Traynor - Financial and Development Secretary:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
I beg to move, Mr Speaker, that'the House should resolve
itself into Committee to consider. the Companies lAmendment)
Bill, 1987, clause by clause.
This was agreed to and. the House 'resolved itself into
• Committee.
THE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987 .
Clause 1 was agreed.to and stood part of the Sill.
Clause 2
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:.
Mr Chairman, in Clause 2, subsection (9)(iv) to delete the
word "Ordinance" and substitute "section".

OPPOSITION:
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
'P9 Hon
. Th•t- Hon
'TheHon
'The Hon

J Bossano - Leader of the Opposition
J E Filcher
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
•C Perez
•L BaldaChino
R Mor

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.
HON M A FEETHAM:

IN ATTENDANCE:

Mr Chairman, I submitted an amendment which I will introduce
after new Clause 9 and if I was given some indication from
the other side whether they Were going to support this then•
we would be prepared to support the rest of the Bill.

P A Garbarino Esq, MEE, ED - Clerk of the House of Assembly

HON A J CANEPA:

ADJOURNMENT

Sir, we are not prepared to support this amendment in its
entirety as it stands because we think that the purpose behind
this amendment can best be achieved through the legislation
which is in draft to protect employees in cases of insolvency
and. that that legislation should be closely, married .with.
the overall amendments to the Companies Ordinance which will
come to the House at a future date. What we are prepared
to do is to move an amendment of our own that will update
the situation, bring it closer in line with the UK whereby
the amount of £200 would be raised to £800 .as is the. case
in the United Kingdom and also whereby in paragraph (c) of
section 241(1), to remove the period 'during two months'
and insert instead 'during four months'. This, I think, is

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr'. Speaker, we had adjourned to deal with the end of one
or two of the Bills that were left from the last meeting
but in view of other rather pressing commitments I suggest
we recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30 to 'proceed with
the business.
MR SPEAKER:
I think the House is unanimous that this should be so and
•
therefore we will now recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30
when we will carry on with the Committee Stage of the Bills.
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a step forward and then the more general review can be undertaken and the more general Purpose behind the amendment can
be undertaken and that is in compliance with the Companies
Act of 1985. If Hon Members opposite are agreeable with that
I shall move that amendment, Mr Chairman.

HON J BOSSANO:
I am not talking about the actual amendments, I am talking
about the explanatory memorandum.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON M A FEETHAMi
We are prepared to accept that and we are prepared therefore
to support the rest of the Bill.
Clauses 3 to 7 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
New Clause 8
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:.
.Mr Chairman, I move that after Clause 7 a further Clause,
which I will describe as Clause 8, and which I have, in fact,
given advance notice to yourself and to Hon Members so I
hope that Hon Members .will not expect me to read it out in
toto. It is the Clause headed Clause 8 on my notice of the
3rd November and I move that this be inserted, after ,Clause
7.

The explanatory memorandum not the amendments. I.would like
to make a point. I thought that in view of the fact that
the amendments dealt with another subject which might have
well been another Ordinance, that what-is aiven normally
in an Ordinance should be given for the benefit of Hon
Members. In fact, I think we have gone a little further than
that because it has been an ifi-house memorandum which had
been explained to Ministers and had been slightly shortened
for the purpose of convenience but I thought Members should
have the aist of the thing explained to them in view of the
fact that it isn't easy anyhow but the amendments, of course,
were circulated on the 3rd November and this, to my mind,
has been circulated some days ago.
HON J BOSSANO:
Could I ask, is it, in fact, that the Goyernmefit'as had
an indication of somebody actually wanting toregister unit
trusts.and-is waiting for. this- legiSlation to go through?

MR SPEAKER:
I' am sure that the House does not wish. the Hon the Financial
and. Development . Secretarv.'to . read the full amendment, it
has been circulated but, of course, we can .entertain any
debate on this.
EON J BOSSANO:
The only difficulty, Mr Chairman, is that we have just had
this morning the explanatory memorandum 'telling us what it
is all about.
MR SPEAKER:
Not this morning, I think it was. distributed yesterday.
HON J BOSSANO:
It has been here before, has it?
MR SPEAKER: . •
Yds, it was distributed the day before yesterday.
HON M A FEETHAM:

HON FINANCIAL'AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, Mr Chairman, if I might perhaps saY8a few words on thiS.
During the last couple of years the-.Binance •Centre Group
has been making representations to the 'Government that- we
ought to introduce the necessary legislation to allow for
open-ended investment companies 'to be set up in Gibraltar.
Unless steps are taken to amend the Companies Ordinance before
the end of the Year to enable such companies to be
incorporated, Gibraltar will lose the opportunity which it
has bV. virtue of its membership of the EEC to. attract such
companies many of which by then will have been set up or
the sponsors will have decided to set up in other
jurisdictions, particularly, Luxembourg. Luxembourg is, in
fact, 'the only other territory within the EEC which offers
fiscal advantages' to corporate funds under the umbrella of
the EEC Directive on undertakings for collective investment
in transferable securities which are known as UCITS for short,
there is an EEC Directive in English translation which comas
out as UCITS. This Directive enables collective investment
schemes authorised by a Member State to market their units
throughout the Community without reauiring authorisation
from other Member. States. I certainly have had enquiries,
not applications because as the law now stands such an
application could not he entertained because of the
inhibitions which are built into our companies legislation
and the Finance Centre Group or individual members of the
Finance Centre Group have also had enquiries of a similar

We got it yesterday.
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nature. We understand that many fund managers would, in fact,
prefer Gibraltar to Luxembourg because we are a common law
jurisdiction rather than a civil law jurisdiction 'and the
procedure for setting up open-ended investment companies
would be less cumbersome than in other Member States. It
is only rarely that an EEC Directive does, in fact,.provide
Gibraltar with an opportunity to expand its finance centre
activities and in the view of the Finance Centre Group,
Gibraltar is already missing the opportunity to a very large
extent of participating in what could be an important growth
atdA. The Government hen considered the reproeentntionn from
the Finance Centre Group and believes that we ought..to give
some priority to providing for open-ended investment companies
by amending the Companies Ordinance before the end of the
year although I should say that• the legislation Will not
be brought into operation until there is adequate regulation
and control over collective investment schemes. In this
respect the House will wish to know that work is In hand
with the preparation of proposals for legislation to control
all forms of collective investment schemes and financial
ihtermediaries which will take account of the UCITS Directive
which needs to be implemented before the 1st October, 1989.
-I:think I could identify four main areas. This is a highly
technical matter but I could identify four main areas in
ewhich our existing company law which, as Hon Membets know,
need of revision anyway, would not allow, as the law
now stands, open-ended investment companies to be -set up.
think the first point is the question of redeemable shares
and this is essential to the whole feature of an open-ended
-investment company as, indeed, it would be 'for a unit trust
Which is on a slightly different basis. At the moment the
;
Companies Ordinance does permit a company to issue redeemable
.preference shares, there is no Problem about that but such
shares can only be redeemed at the option of the: company
•
s the law now stands. In other words, the legislation doesn't
41ow for the redemption of shares at the option of the sharehelder. and that is quite an important feature of an investment
trust. The second point is that, again, as the section 46
new stands, the redemption price including the premium*Payable
on redemption, must be paid either out of profits .or out
of the proceeds of a fresh issue of shares and this doesn't
permit the use of the share premium account for that purpose.
Those two features in themselves make it impractical to
establish an open-ended investment company in Gibraltar.
Furthermore, the Ordinance doesn't prpvide for premiums
received on the issue of shares to be transferred to a share
premium account. In normal company law, as I am sure Mr Mor
will know, if shares are issued at a premium then the price
which is additional to the hominal value of the shares goes
into a share premium account but historically restrictions
have been placed on the use that can be made of the funds
which are in the share premium account. With an open-ended
investment company you wish to remove those restrictions
so that the use can be made of the money in the share premium
account for the issue and redemption of .subsequent shares.
It is a liberating measure in that respect. A fourth feature
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is, the question of prospectuses. SeCtion• 35(1) of the
Ordinance provides that every prospectus issued by or on
behalf of a company must state the matters specified in Part'
I of Schedule 3 and paragraph (6) in Part I of Schedule 3,
in fact, requires particulars to be given as to the amount.
payable on application and allotment on each share and details
of each previous allotment made within the preceding two
years. An open-ended investment company will normally issue
two prospectuses. Tho ftrst will rolnte solely to. the initial
offer' of nhearnn Ourl.nq an Inttlel subeeription period - and
aftnr . th
thin in normnl in company floatatIon.
tihncription pc rind ln ctoaed the company will 1.2311e a further
prospectus relating to the continuoun offering of its shares.
There will he no difficulty in registering the initial
prospectus in Gibraltar, as I say, that is common form, but
in the case of the continuing prospectuses it. will not be
possible to comply, with the requirements of paragraph (6)
of Schedule 3 as the amount payable on application and
allotment will clearly vary from one dealing day to the next
because it is based on the net asset value of the company.
With a publicly quoted company, of course, the value of the
shares in the company will go up and down in much the same
way as any other shares of any other publicly quoted compare'y
can go up.or down. We are not necessarily here-talking ab6ut
a publicly quoted company but the same principlef theory,,''
would apply except that it wouldn't be the view ofthe marke4'
the price would fluctuate depending on the underlying net
asset value. In theory, of course, the two should be the
same, the market view of the net asset value but it is never
like that with a publicly quoted company. As I Say, it would
be impossible for the .company to register what is called
a compliant prospectus in Gibraltar and hence.the need for
legislative changes.
HON J BOSSANO:
Could I ask the Hon Member one question?' Am I right in
thinking that this would, in fact, be public companies and '
not private companies because it would be offering a
prospectus inviting everybody to'invest, is that correct?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, Sir. The amendments proposed by what I think will be
the new Clause 8 of the Bill are essentially as follows:
to enable shares to be redeemed at the option of the shareholders; to require that the terms of redemption must provide
for payment on redemption; to require that the amount of
profits to 'be transferred to the capital redemption reserve
fund must be equal to the nominal amount of the shares
redeemed; to permit the premium payable on redemption of
shares to be provided for either out of profits or out'of
the share premium account before the shares' are redeemed;
to require the cancellation of shares redeemed and to provide
that the redemption of shares under the section shall not
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be taken as reducing the company's authorised share capital.
That is a fairly obvious proviso, I think, in the
circumstances. Then, finally, to require premiums received
on the issue of shares to be transferred to a share premium
account and also to prescribe the use of such an account.
We haven't actually come to Clause 9 of the Bill, Mr Chairman,
because I-have only moved Clause 8. Perhaps I should, en
passant, that Clause 9 of the Bill will modify the requirements of paragraph (6) in Part I of Schedule 3 'to the
Ordinance in relation to open-ended investment companies
regarding.the matters to be stated in a prospectus relating
to a second and subsequent offer of shares.

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and new Clause 10 was agreed.to and stood part
of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THIRD READING
(

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

HON M A FEETHAM:

Sir, I have the honour to report that the Companies
(Amendment) Bill, 1987, with amendments, has been considered
in Committee and agreed to and I now move that it be read•
a third time and passed.

Mr Chairman, the Hon Financial Secretary has made reference
to a Directive and I wonder whether he could make available
to me a copy of the Directive he has referred to.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a third time and passed.

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS

Yes, Mr Chairman, certainly.

HON J BOSSANO:

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and.new..Clause 8 was agreed to and stood part'
of the Bill.
New Clause 9
EON FINANCIAL AND.DEVELOPMENT.SECRETARY:
May I move that new Clause 9 as already circulated and to
which I have referred, Mr Chairman, also be inserted in terms
of the notice which I have already given to Members. This
refers to the requirements in the prospectus.
'J.t. Speaker then put the auestion which was resolved.in the
affirmative and new Clause 9 was agreed to and stood part
of the Bill.
New Clause 10
HON A J CANEPA:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that the following Clause be now
inserted after new Clause 9 Of the Bill: "10. Section 241(1)
of the principal Ordinance is amended as follows:- (a) by
deleting the expression "E200" from paragraphs (b) and (c)
of the section and inserting therefor the expression 'S800";
and (b) by deleting from paragraph (c) of the section the
words "during two months" and inserting therefor the words
"during four months".
•
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I wish to move the suspension of Standing Orders toe•enable
. the _House:. to •consider,..a*. motion, _whicheIehave *circulated a
few. minutes .ago. I regret the .lack .ofe:enotice.. -but ,matters
have.ebeen-.rather precipitateesinee';theeereasoning for .the
motion first .arose. I .consider that, in• fact, the matter
.under ...question .is• one: which cannot beCedebated.- effectively
in December. because- of thee timescale ineeehich • these etleings
are being. decided and, certainly,..fromethe..point. of - View
of. the 'Opposition, .ere. have* information available. to us.
yesterday as a result of, an hour long meeting with.Mr.Ratford
which we didn't have prior to yesterday and which- we have
only discussed last night and consequently we.ourselves have
not been in a position to propose bringing the matter to
the House with any prior consideration because, as far as
we are concerned, there was nothing new to consider prior
to yesterday. From our point of' view, the meeting with Mr
Ratford did bring new material which we feel we should be
making public and we feel we. should be making public in the
House as the appropriate forum to do it and we think there
are compelling reasons for not losing the opportunity that
we are afforded by being here to debate this matter.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I heard about this about quarter to eleven from
the Leader of the Opposition who Was quickly drafting the
motion. I would have thought that since this is so substantial
there might have been a little more time given. I appreciate
the question of the time element. I am not prepared to accede
to the thing being suspended and be dealt with now because,
first of all, I have. got to look at the motion much more
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(

(

(

carefully' and -11aVing:':just glanced - at it I see that
historiCally there-. is any error in the first paragraph which
I propose'to correCtIBut, anybow,'I am not going to go into
themerita%of'it butriPprciatethat -the matter is impOrtant
and-shouldihe debated liefore"certain events could take place
todAY:I afiOaCdordingly prepared to offer
but
•
that- thematter:-te , fdisCVSiedYnext'-TUesday at 1T o'clock.
opPOrtunity to look at the
That,: first
-implicationa,.:SaVi'Agseld'tliat'/-don't mind' it 'being discussed
Of'a cheek 'on'. the part of this House
a
to'Sak thailve endeirse whit the 'people haVe endorsed that
we'bave -done7tb that after the whole of Gibraltar has been
out 'making certaifi views; to say now that we agree with the
demonstratiOn seems a little naive, if I may say so, or
perhape politically -convenient; But, be that as it may
HON 3MssAiiai ; .
We are haVing.a•debate now, Mr Speaker.

I had in mind the Ministerial meeting at the end of the month.
Whatever else happens is, to my mind, of little consequence
after yesterday. This Is just another aspect of the broader
matter which has already been covered, it is a nicety that
you want to add to it. I .don't know anything more than the
fact that it is well known that the Ministerial meeting is
at the end of the month and I consider that that is the
'essence why anything to be debated on that matter should
be done before then. I now move that the House adjourn to
the 17th November at 11 am.

•
• Mr Speaker .put, the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the House adjourned to Tuesday the 17th
November, 1987, at 11 am.
The adjournment of the House to Tuesday the 17th November,
1987, was taken at 11.15 am on Wednesday the 11th November,
1967..

HON CHIEFAUNISTER:

•

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:

•

'

weiare',1566.dbating it' now. If that is the'attitude the
Hom:Meiber,:takee.theM;'of'course;:the.answeris'we will Say
that' 'it: irdut cof order': and we 7are - not prepared to, agree
be-• accOmmOdating and I want to make things
but
clear too:-Iberefore'/ am saying that 'I am prepared to'allow
the enspention, Of -standing orders for the matter to be debated
next Tuetday'at 116o':clock, for that pirpose:and that purpose
only'and.We'will adjourn after' that. I hope that there won't
be- ,anotherZ.Auipension because this House has already, been
adjourned'e,' I 'am . quite prepared tO do that and I
appreciate that a denial'- of the. susPensioM.of Standing Orders
would previent':'the Matter being debated until December by
which 'time' events will' have already taken place and I do
not Want--to-preveht -anything from being discussed in. this
House that is cif.impertance to. Gibraltar. Certainly, I would
notdo--itand. certainIv-not .iter -yeaterday's demonstration.
.
• • •....
My only ..comment is. that since. we are going to adjourn until
Tuesday . there will be no need to suspend Standing Orders
becauSe-five.clear day's notice- will have been given.

M* SPEAKER:

HON J-BOSSANdt

. .

••••

-TUit takeT it —Ajoint,... Mr Speaker? The Hon Member,
obViouglia "'better ;informed than• I amh of. the timetable
of - the'Wthings...;2:•aM'•assuming that .he 'knows that- nothing
is -goinTto'happen-between now and-Tuesday.

Could
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TUESDAY THE 17TH NOVEMBER, 1987 '
The House resumed at 11.10 a.m.
PRIVATE MEMBERS' MOTIONS
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that:
"This House 1.

Endorses the demonstration of Tuesday 10th November, 1987,
organised by the Gibraltar Trades Council and supported by
all the representative bodies, the group known as "Action
for Gibraltar" and overwhelmingly by the people of
Gibraltar as a whole

2.

Considers that the freely and democratically expressed
wishes of the people of Gibraltar as endorsed by the same
demonstration are:-

3.

(a)

that no concessions should be made to Spain on the
airport

(b)

that Her Majesty's Government should not conclude an
agreement with the Government of the Kingdom of
Spain for the joint use of the Gibraltar airport.

Fu1lyy_ supports the views and wishes of the people of
Gibraltar and calls on Her Majesty's Government to make
them and the text of this motion known to the Government of
the Kingdom of Spain".

Mr Speaker, you will recall that I sought to suspend Standing
Orders on Wednesday last week, the day after the demonstration and,
in fact, the Hon and Learned Chief Minister instead proposed that
we should meet today to give the Government time to consider their
position to the motion and in the knowledge that nothing dramatic
was going to happen in the intervening period. Of course, we all
know that nothing dramatic has happened in the intervening period
not even last night because, in fact, we do not know anything now
that we didn't know a week ago. Perhaps it might have come as a
surprise to some other people but certainly the position as put
before the demonstration by Mr Ratford to the Opposition of which i
gave a public explanation last Friday in an interview because I
felt I should share the information I had with the people since it
was a matter that was put to us without any restrictions on
confidentiality, we were free to say, that position is the position
of which Her Majesty's Government's representative in the
negotiations tried to convince us about by reference to the
supposed benefits that would derive from a deal sharing the use of
our airport with Spain. Before I deal with that I think I
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would like to place on record the position as we understand it in
respect of paragraph No.1 although, quite frankly, I believe that
we should not get drawn into a debate about paragraph No.1
because I believe that the people of Gibraltar want leadership
from this House on paragraph No. 2 of the motion and not on
paragraph No.1. Both the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister and
myself have had correspondence addressed to us from both the
Trades Council this morning and yesterday from Action for
Gibraltar and I think.all I would like to do is to share the
information that I have with Members opposite of what I know took
place. I think it is important to understand that, in fact, the
six individuals that are publicly known to have been the driving
force in setting up Action for Gibraltar are, of course, all
members of the Trades Council. They are all Government civil
servants, five of them are members of GGCA and one is a member of
ACTSS. So it isn't that we are talking about two organisations
which have got nothing to do with each other, we are talking
about six individual trade unionists who decided that it looked
as if nothing was going to happen and though that they should
come out publicly, as it were, setting the ball rolling and I
think that was their intention, I have no doubt knowing the
persons concerned myself as I do, that they were acting from the
best possible motives with no intention other than to ensure that
the moment did not go by and there was no public expression from
the people reflecting what we all know to be the mood of
Gibraltar on this issue. It is also interesting, Mr Speaker, I
think, to be aware of the fact that, as I said, not only were
five out of the six members of the GGCA but, in fact, the GGCA
was the proposer of the motion in the Annual General Meeting of
the Gibraltar Trades Council on the airport issue. That is the
source, the impetus has come from the same quarter both for
Action for Gibraltar and for the Trades Council. That is, the
initiators of the policy of the Trades Council on the use of the
airfield were the GGCA. The motion was moved by the GGCA at the
Annual General Meeting and was carried unanimously by the 39
delegates representing the seven unions that make up the Trades
Council. The Trades Council met on the Thursday before the visit
of Mr Ratford and at that meeting the group Action for Gibraltar
approached the Trades Council and asked the Trades Council to
give it support. That is to say, they were saying to the Trades
Council:
"Will you support a demonstration we are trying to
organise?" But at that stage what Action for Gibraltar was
planning to do or seeking support for was a demonstration to meet
Mr Ratford on arrival at the airport. That was what was proposed
to the Trades Council by Action for Gibraltar.
The Trades
Council told Action for Gibraltar that although they fully agreed
with the sentiments they didn't think that that was the right way
to do it because the Trades Council was already
scheduled to
meet Mr Ratford on Tuesday, the proposal
from Action for Gibraltar was for a demonstration on
Monday.
The Trades Council told Action for Gibraltar that
they were already planning to call out their own members
in support of the policy passed at the Annual General Meeting
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and with a view to giving a back-up to the memorandum that
was going to be handed to Mr Ratford at 10.30 on Tuesday
morning and that the idea was to convene a meeting outside
The Convent to coincide with the handing of the memorandum.
That was the position of the Thursday before and Action for
Gibraltar was told that within the constitution of. the
Gibraltar Trades Council member unions could only be asked
to instruct their members to leave their places of work in
pursuance of a policy direCtive of the Trades Council. That
is to say, that the Trades Council could not put itself in
the difficult position of creating a precedent that today
it might be Action for Gibraltar and tomorrow it might be
Action for Housing who could come along and say to the Trades
Council: Ne think the Government isn't doing enough houses
so we want the Trades Council to call everybody out on. a
demonstration to persuade the Government to build more
houses", and that therefore the Trades Council considered
that there was an identity of purpose between what Action
for Gibraltar wanted and what the Trades Council was already
planning and rather than do one demonstration on the Monday
by Action for Gibraltar and one demonstration on the Tuesday
by. GTC, in fact, the two things should be brought together.
Since Action for Gibraltar was concentrating on seeking public
support by the collection of signatures and by appeal to
all sectors of the community, since the Women's Association,
bOth political parties represented in this House had' come
out in favour already and, in fact, at a later stage the
Chamber of Commerce and the Indian Merchants Association
also did, it was clear that there was a situation where the
Trades Council could concentrate its effdrts through its
own union machinery at places of work and it was left to
Action for Gibraltar to distribute leaflets to people, to
collect signatures and to go round Housing Estates with equipment provided by the Gibraltar Trades Council. Clearly-, there
was no conflict of interest, conflict of purpose or people
working at cross purposes although there were a number of
changes of plans since the Trades Council met on the Friday,
on the Saturday, on the Sunday and on the Monday updating
the ,situation partly because the result of the response that
was coming hack clearly showed that original plans could
not be carried through without a fairly•chaotic situation
developing. That is to say, what the Trades Council was
finding as a result of the response over the weekend was
that having originally planned for the demonstration to be
consisting of two groups, for example, one coming up Main
Street from the north area and the other one coming up from
the south area via Referendum Gates, that such was the
response from people even just from the Trade Union side,
that that situation would have created a bottleneck with
two massive demonstrations meeting head on at The Convent
and then not being able to move in other directions. So the
logistics, the planning and the movement of people was
constantly being updated. At the end of the day it involved
the provision of fifty buses to move people around. I think,
clearly, the organisation was provided by the Gibraltar. Trades
Council but I think it is also correct to say that the size
of the demonstration would not have been as great without,

in fact, the impetus given to it by Action for Gibraltar.
I think if there had been two separate demonstrations then
it would have been a less effective way of expressing the
sentiments of the people. Again, I think it is clear that
the petition on which the signatures were collected which
simply said that there should he no concessions on the airport
which is virtually the same as clause 2(a), clearly, are
not in conflict with what GTC was saying although GTC's own
memorandum was more specific. And the programme which,
unfortunately, did not get fulfilled, for reasons that we*
all know, was that once the whole' demonstration had filed
past The Convent and Mr Ratford had seen for himself just
how great the support for it was, it would have then been
dispersed at Alameda Parade after the Gibraltar Trades Council
President had addressed it, explained the policy of the GTC
in the context of the memorandum and then gone off to The
Convent to give the memorandum to Mr Ratford while the meeting
.at Alameda Parade continued where it was due to be addressed
by Mr Mick Martin who is, in fact, the National Secretary
for Airports in the United Kingdom and who has got a
professional knowledge of the air liberalisation deal as
such and was also coincidental in Gibraltar on a conference
organised which the Tourist Office kindly gave a lot of
assistance to, and stayed behind especially in order to be
able to address that .meeting and to say.to.them that on behalf
of the National Executive of the Transport and General Workers
Union the stand of the Gibraltar Trades CoUncil and, indeed,
of the people of Gibraltar as a whole was fully supported
by Trade Unions in UK as we expect that we shall be finding
out from other unions who are being approached by their own
local branches here to support the stand that we want taken
on this issue. Given the magnitude of the task I think the
whole thing with retrospect can be seen to have been carried
out remarkably well and there were very few hiccups really
at the end of the day although it didn't go perfectly because
it is very difficult to produce a plan and to carry it through
to perfection. Therefore, I would say that at the end of
the day we do not wish to be deviated from the main task
before the House by any controversy as to who gets more or
less cre.lYc in this thing and, secondly, I would endorse
fully the last paragraph of the letter of Action for Gibraltar
to the Chief Minister and myself that we must not do anything
ourselves in this House, Mr speaker, to destroy the feeling
of unity. If I may quote from the last paragraph of the letter
signed by the six people who organised the group initially,
saying: "Finally, we would implore elected Members in' the
House of Assembly not to destroy the feeling of unity that
today is alive in Gibraltar. It is. the people who are to
be congratulated for dispelling the previous air of apathy
that engulfed our island and for supporting you" - that is
us - "on that day". So I would say we endorse fully those
sentiments and we do not want to say or do anything in moving
this motion that can bring about the diminution of the
strength of the position that we achiei/ed last Tuesday. We
believe that last Tuesday's response from the people of
Gibraltar was historic. We believe that the peciple of
Gibraltar came out last Tuesday as they came out in the 1967
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Referendum with the same feeling. I think, perhaps, the
regtettable thing is that not everybody outside Gibraltar
is today as they were in 1967. The'people of Gibraltar have
not changed our Spots in the twenty years that have gone
by and I believe we won't
change for a very long time
to come if ever and I think that is the clear message that
needs to go out. We can- be wooed till the cows come home
and we'll still be the same, Mr Speaker. I recall that in
-a previouS motion on this subject the Hon Mr Canepa said
that one of the disadvantages' of being a political leader
in a small community such as ours is that you cannot escape
your constituents when there were problems but that one of
the advantages was that you cannot be remote and distant
and unaware of their feelings. I am sure Hon Members opposite
have been stopped on the way here as many times as we have
this morning by people who are already wanting reassuring
that nothing has changed from last Tuesday. I don't think
Members opposite need to be persuaded by us that whatever
oraanisational element there was in the demonstration of
last Tuesday if the feeling of the people had not been there
the people would not have responded the way they did. You
can ask people to come out of work and if people don't feel
themselves in their own hearts a strong feeling on the issue
then instead of going to the demonstration they disappear
hope, that" is the reality of it. The organisational work
was there -but tho , feeling was genuine, spontaneous and a
true'reflectiom ofwhat Gibraltar feels and we are Gibraltar's
Parliament and. because. we are Gibraltar's Parliament we cannot
speak a different voice, we can do nothing whether it pleases
Her Majesty's Goyernmeht. or whether. it pleases the Government
of the Kingdom of Spain or whether it pleases the European
Community. or the United Nations, at the. end of the day we
are - the •organ• that speaks for the people of Gibraltar and
we must mot, I. believe, Mr Speaker, ourselves in thig House
give up that responsibility and let the fight be. carried
on by the Trade Union Movement or by anybody else. It will
certainly be carried on by somebody else if it isn't carried
on by us. I believe it is right that we should do it. I
believe that the primary task of this House is not simply
to pass legislation but on fundamental issues such as this,
to show that we are totally united as our people are totally
united above party differences, above trade union differences.
If the Trade Union Movement spends most of the time
quarrelling with each other about poaching each others
members, can close ranks on this issue, surely we can do
the same. Therefore, is it that we are being unreasonable
in saying that there should be no concessions made to Spain
on the airport? Are what is on offer concessions? Is it right
to call them concessions or is it just practical things about
peoole having their baggage taken over the other side of
the frontier without going through customs and without goihg
through immigration?.Are these just peripheral minor details
or are they concessions? Well, I think the answer' is very
simple. What we are being subjected to is sheer unadulterated
blackmail, there is no other word for it because we have
got a legal right to something, that is not in dispute, that

was defended by Her Majesty's Government in Luxembourg in
July and in this House we applauded their stand,. we
congratulated Her Majesty's Government for being very clearcut
and very firm and saying to the Government of the Kingdom
of Spain and to the other Member States: "Gibraltar is a
regional British airport like any other one and the air
liberalisation Must apply to Gibraltar like it applies
anywhere else and nobody else is being asked to make any
sort of special bilateral concessions to get it". So what
we are saying is in order to get what is ours by right we
have to pay a price so that we are hot left out illegally.
That is the real situation. Other people exercise EEC rights
in Gibraltar which a lot of the population of Gibraltar are
distinctly unhappy with. Spain came along and said on the
1st January, 1986: "I am entitled to the same pensions as
you are paying local pensioners under EEC law" and we didn't
say: "And what are you going to give us in exchange?" We
said: "If that is whAt we are required to do by law that
is what we are required to do by law". And we are constantly
debating in this House the degree to which we implement or
do not implement directives. We don't go round saying to
other people: "Well, if I am going to implement the directive
what concessions are you giving me for implementing the
directive?" It is quite simple. If we are entitled to have
flights from Frankfurt to Gibraltar then why should .we
a bilateral deal on a second terminal, on joint use,'. on
Spanish air zone:or on anything else. to be allowed to have
a 'flight. from Frankfurt 'to.Gibraltar: and if it is good. to
have flights from Frankfurt to Gibraltar. and it is- going
to enhance our position and•• be so. good::for the development
of the Finance Centre .then, - clearly -.and 'manifestly, it is
a greater good . to have it without. concessions than. with
concessions for .the very simple reason that if.•we. have a
flight from Frankfurt to Gibraltar with 100 Germans, - on.
and one gets out at the Gibraltar Terminal and 99 ,get out
at 'the other one, then we stand to gain less than if. the
100 get out on our side and then 99 of them are bused to
the other side on our coaches by our companies with our
workers paying our taxes and our insurance. Clearly, we are
far better off by entering the air liberalisation deal without
giving anything up which we are entitled legally to dc and
that must be the - clear position . that we must take whether
we win at the end of the dal/ or'we don't win at the end of
the day will depend on the degree to which we can persuade
other people of our view or .the muscle we are able to lever
on the situation. But what we must not do is to make it an
internal quarrel and fight each other because there is no
need to do it. There is no need to do that and we must not
allow ourselves to be put in that situation and I can assure
the Government that if they can see their way to supporting
this motion they will be able to count on the loyal
Opposition, on this occasion without qualification, we will
be loyal in act as well as in name, Mr Speaker. Thank you
very much, I commend the motion to the HOuse.
Mr Speaker then proposed the question in the terms of the
motion as moved by the Hon J Bossano.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr -Speaker, I am very glad and, indeed, that was our
intention, to deal with this motion on the basis of our own
views and on the basis of how we 'feel about it irrespective
of What anybody else may say. And whilst it is true that
there was• a television appearance by the Secretary of State
which: when passed into script we will have to consider very
carefully and react very carefully as to certain matters_
that have been said and perhaps welcome others, I am glad
th'it there has only been a passing reference to that because,
as far as we are concerned, we come here with a policy that
was decided on Sunday night by Ministers and when we had
no idea, in fact, I had no idea until about midday yesterday
that there was going to be an appearance on television by
the Secretary of State. The timing of it and the way it was
done is a matter for those who have organised it, I. would
like. to say that .I have had nothing to do with it at all.
If.anybody thought it would help, it is anything but a help
insofar as this debate is concerned. I would like to reiterate
that therefore our reaction to this motion and the. way in
which we propose to deal with it was decided by Ministers
from seven o'clock on Sunday evening irrespective of what
aiiYbody else may say. I am also glad that there has been'
ii7eference to the. question of bickering that there has been
because I think there has been criticism of the bickering,
whoever may be at fault but I am not going to analyse that.
because that would he bickering itself. But there has been
.criticism from the people about the bickering that took place
subsequent to the demonstration and I therefore feel and
I would agree with the. Leader of the Opposition that we should
try and attempt to do what the last paragraph of the Action
.for Gibraltar letter says, that we should avoid that and
certainly we will do nothing against that idea. But, of
Course, we have a duty because we were involved in this.
m.itter,.. we have a duty to state the facts regarding.the
demonstration, as the Leader of the Opposition has spoken
at length, how we saw it. I think, with respect, it matters
little that the six members were members of the Trades'Council
or not because, of course, they were people who were mainly
workers or employed people, according to the union, but that,
of- course, did not make them representatives of the Trades
Council and therefore, I think, that there is something there
which .has to be put right as I said the first time- that I
saw the motion. In a diffe'rent context because it has a
bearing on the results of the demonstration, I have to go
into some detail of what I thought and I think and I think
I was right, in demonstrating for and that is that when I
was first approached on the question of the demonstration
I was told. that its objective was to support the stand
previously taken by the .elected Members of the House of
Assembly on the question of the airport. In fact, I saw the
draft.letter that was going to be delivered by Action for
Gibraltar - I was going to say AG but since the AttorneyGeneral is not here I want to avoid confusion - by the Action
for Gibraltar Group that this would be the message on the
petition which they intended to organise. That was the way
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it was presented to me by two of the members. of the Group
asking for my support and the support of my colleagues. And
the idea as it was told to me was to impress upon Mr Ratford
who is the leading British negotiator with the Spaniards
at official level and who reports directly to the Secretary
of State and who had come to Gibraltar precisely to.atsess
public opinion for himself, that there was very strong feeling
in Gibraltar on this issue and that virtually the whole
population agreed with.tPe resolutions on the airport adopted
by the House of Assembly in the past. As we all know the
objective was fully achieved and I have no doubt that whether
it was sooner or later, Mr Ratford will have been impressed
and will have reported accordingly and, in fact, we do know,
as a matter of fact if it has derived any benefit out of
the interview last night that the Secretary of State said,
that he had studied the petition very carefully and he was
conscious of what had happened. On Monday of last week I
learned that the message on the petition for which the Actionfor Gibraltar Group was collecting signatures had been changed
to one of no concessions. I contacted representatives of
the Group and was told that by doing this they would be able
to use on the banners in the demonstration a short and snappy
slogan. In addition, there is, of course, a general feeling
in Gibraltar that concessions should not, in fact, be.made..
I think we should consider exactly what that phrase means,
in a way because I agree with it literally and absolutely'
insofar as we are all adamant in our view that no concessions
on sovereignty should be made in respect of the airport or
the isthmus or in any other matter, But we want to make quite
clear and we make no apologies for it, that we want to pursue,
if possible, the question of the practical use of the airport
in our own terms in the wav that will best benefit Gibraltar
and if the question of no concessions means that there can
be no .agreement that would not impinge on the• sovereignty.
or the joint control of the airport then we feel. that that
must be clarified and, as I say,. that must be clarified in
the result of the text, when it is considered, of the
Secretary of State's interview yesterday. It is against this
background, particularly on the issue of sovereignty or joint
control that any agreement in respect of which would, in
fact, clearly represent a concession that I was able to march
in last week's demonstration behind the banner of 'No
concessions' and 'it is on that basis that I an fully
supporting that element of the motion before the House. I
think that this is perfectly proper, in explanation of votes
as is done in many places because it is important that people
should know where people stand. My colleagues and I admire
the motives which led a handful of our young men to organise
a petition and demonstration, the skill and hard work with.
which. they achieved their objectives and the manner in which
virtually the whole population took part. I think these
elements should also be included in the motion not as an
endorsement, both 'sides endorsed the demonstration by
attending it, but as an expression of appreciation.. The talks
on the airport have been going on for over two and a half
years and during that period there has been extensive
correspondence between London and Gibraltar and there have
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beep numerous meetings with senior FCO officials and with
the Secretary of State. I will be able later on because of
the disclosures - that the Secretary . of. State has seen fit
to make, on another occasion and precisely because we don't
want any intervention in this House and we have to look at
it on the merits of our own performance, that I am not going
to deal with those but I oan assure Members that when they
see the on-going representations that we .have made, I am
not going to say that they will subscribe to everything that
we have said but that they would not be unpleasantly surprised
to put it at the lowest. That is to say, we have been fighting
as much as possible within the context of our relationship
with Britain, we have been fighting against what we consider
to be,matters that might impinge on sovereignty throughout.
We have also to be careful that we have to ask Britain what
we think is reasonable to expect ourselves and we 'expect
them to do, not only the Government but the British/Gibraltar
Group and whoever supports 'us, we have to make sure that
our interests are safeguarded and that our representations
are well-founded. We have the right to tell Britain what
we feel and Britain has the duty to take this into account.
Britain has the responsibility for the conduct of our foreign
affairs and also the responsibility to advise us on possible
consequences. 3ritain has to do this and if •we think .that
the way it is being done is not to our liking we have to
tell - them—That is the, way in which we can keep. a dialogue
interests well.. As to the motion, the
going and
first paragraph of the motion I said earlier that I thought
it should be amended and I propose to move an amendment which
covers the whole but Members should not be surprised, I.think,
they will find that in .some respects I have strengthened
the. motion. I have not touched on the subject. of the
demonstration. I have left that untouched and I have added
something which I think will be useful. Anyhow, in due course
I will explain- it and Members will know. But despite what
has been said, first of all, I think that that should be
amended to remove the sort of endorsement of what has been
done to endorse what we do and I think the original thought
behind the petition was itself to endorse the stand taken
by the elected Members and we cannot go on endorsing each
other for what we do. Secondly, the first paragraph of the
motion as it stands refers to the Gibraltar Trades Council
having organised the demonstration and being supported by
all the representative bodies including the group known as
'Action for Gibraltar' and by the people of Gibraltar as
a whole. Without in any way attempting to minimise the efforts
made by the Trades Council I think, historically, the matter
is slightly different as has been clearly explained in the
letter from the group. itself from which the Hon Member. has
quoted the last paragraph. But I do, not want to go into that
because I think that is the last thing that they would like
us to do and .that is to carry on the bickering. But facts
are facts and we must put the information we have in .its
proper perspective in this House. My information, as I said
before, borne out by the facts known to the whole community
as is, in fact, reflected in the letter to which the Hon
Member has referred, is that Action for Gibraltar Group not
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only conceived the petition and the demonstration but, in
fact, drew up the petition, organised the collection of
signatures at the PiazZa and in the Housing Estates and
approached first the Gibraltar Trades Council very properly
and then other representative bodies. I understand that the
Gibraltar Trades Council had considered and it is confirmed
by the letter we have received this morning, even requested
meetings of the representative bodies but not to organise
a demonstration. Let me say that the request which was made
to me by the Chairman of the Trades Council when they sought
out an interview was to call a meeting of the representative
bodies. The question of the demonstration was not then
mentioned as the minutes of the meeting will show. I don't
want to be controverisal but the facts I think should be
made clear. I then said that the calling of representative
bodies for nothing else than to write a letter and so on
had to be carefully chosen in order to make sure that it
Was convened when there was some danger. That is really.my
response and that is something that my meeting with the Trades
Council of which there are minutes will reflect. What the
Group was seeking in approaching the Gibraltar Trades Council,
as I understand it, and other bodies was for all of these
to organise and stimulate the attendance of as many of their
members as possible and therefore I will be moving an
appropriate amendment to the first paragraph of the motion
in this.respect. As. to the:. second paragraph of the motion
I have already.explained my. interpretation_ of- the - word
/concession' in the - present context and ,my '.use of..this word
in the amendment which I. shall be moving to. the second.paragraph has to be. seen against :the background of what ..I might
call, I have. already described, as - explanation of Notes.
With regard to the. second paragraph, Iedon't-.think that. the
approach should •be to interpret the wishes of • the.people
of Gibraltar, I think that that has been done by the people
themselves, but to state the views of the House as stated
on previous occasions and as supported by the - demonstration.
My view on the third paragraph of the motion is similar,
it is riot for the House to support the views and wishes of
the people of Gibraltar in a situation in which the people
of Gibraltar are supporting the resolutions of the House.
Mr Speaker, the amendments I propose are that all the words
after the words "This House" be deleted and should be
substituted for the following: "(1) applauds the imitative
of the Action for Gibraltar Group in organising a petition
and demonstration on the question of the airport in support
of the stand taken by the House of Assembly and thanks the
Gibraltar Trades Council, the representative bodies and the
thousands of persons who signed the petition and participated
in the demonstration". I think that these are not
controversial words and this really is nbt bickering but
purely, as I said the other day when I saw the motion for
the first time, in my mind it was historically incorrect.
"(2) reiterates the views expressed by this House in the
resolutions adopted on 25 March and 16 December, 1986". That
is a necessity if we are going. to do justice to the'people
who conceived the demonstration. "(3) calls on Her Majesty's
Government not to conclude an agreement with the Spanish
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Government, on the question of the ,Gibraltar airport, which.
would involve any concessions being made to Spain or which
would in any way establish, or at any. time in the.-future
lead to, any form of joint control of the airport". The 'joint
control of the airport' is to-my 'mind much more fundamentally
important than the question of the joint user which:would.
not be joint user but could be cooperation in a 'way that.
is acceptable to us. I do not think. that we'should . close:
the doors if resolutions of the House of Assembly are.going.
to be properly respected and influence opiniOn we have to
make sure that we are asking for what we can-support and
what derives quite clearly from the 'commitments which are•
contained in the Constitution. I move accordingly, 'MrSpeaker..
Mr Speaker proposed the question in .the. terms of the Hon •
the Chief Minister's amendment.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, it seems to me that the position of the Government
which was decided on Sunday didn't just continue irrespective_
of what Sir Geoffrey Hos4e said last night, I think it has
continued irrespective of what I have 'said 'this morning.
because I don't see any reflection in this of the. argument
that I have put in the House that when we are entitled to
something if we agree' to a bilateral agreement with Spain
which .gives them in exchange for being allowed to have what
we are entitled to, a concession then that is a concession
although it may not be a concession of sovereignty. It is
still a concession because we are paying.a price for' something
we are entitled to have for nothing. That argument which_
I have used this morning has been totally ignored by: the
Government, as if it had never been put and,' in fact,'. what
thit amendment does, as far as I am concerned, is to'reflect
entirely the view put by Mr Ratford before the demonstration
when he arrived as put to us. That is to say, as I explained
on Friday Her Majesty's Government without any'motion 'from
this House has already decided that they are'not .prepared
to concede control of the airport because the RAF is against
it anyway so even if we passed a motion here saying "We .agree
to joint control" there would not be joint control, 'our
colonial masters have already dictated otherwise, Mr .Speeker.
Either we are being serious about where we stand on this
issue or we are .playing silly games, one of . the two.
Obviously, we are not against the position of the Government
to say 'we don't have any form of joint control'. We 'arein favour of not having any form of joint control except
that it doesn't go far enough, that is as far ap the British,
Government is prepared to go. The people of Gibraltar ao
further than that. The Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
is mistaken in reading the signals of public opinion if he
thinks that people in Gibraltar would be satisfied. with having
a situation where on the 7th December the price" for being
allowed to enter under the EEC liberalisation agreement is
that we have 'flights from Madrid to Gibraltar which are not

under anybody's control but -which land in GibraLtar!and.are
treated..as domestic flights,..as! I have.expiainedJ.on many
moEJ:.ods before,; the people:of,GihraltarAo4notk-want.that: —

.

.•

,.

HON' CHIEF MINISTER:

• -

-:

•

If" the Hon Member will' give way. I think that- we. can save
time in the argument • because I reserved the popition on ' the:modalities and. I said" that when the, record, was -made publicof "the attitude' that we had taken on.inattert of that nature
they - woad be' seen to :he- against. -that ki,Ad of arrangement"didn I:t want •wds,-.•
completely and =that 'is. on record. What
precisely es I said at, thd beginning; to • get:- involved— in '
think. ?thee; we
an argument on 'last' night's performance.
may! have another motion •herR, on ?that:: .,acnOtilila. bl4t- . .I %think
the' answer may • be : different. -The answer ',may:. he, • es. "far;i:as •
and as I bay., because:-,the--• issue has- -been:
we'-are..'.honcerned:'•and
raised in public,
we'. • will :no :-.•Ipnger.. --I ke • :hound ',to'
confidentiality on' whatever advice.ym-:;gime ;_on what- has :beensaid. •inl. public . and tharefore we -will .,stand .14,fr,skur record .
s4d-u•
and' by what We aa. Nothing in -.the.amotiop.'that.',a'
in any way „accepts any: kind p_f
twe say,:is we: are:. prepared '.:.to consider Wayi wa\i4h h,a,;:!ina:-.-1Tegerd.i'zto the views.;
of the people of Gibraltar.; we Are %,preper:ed.,to!.:O,onsider ,ways•.-;
made oftheiin . which' better and more profitable,..mse,.F..can •
r:to,j: say"
wcg,?..d.:
airport for• the benefit of Gitireltar-,
that '.that : is ' not an' :endortement 9f -.Anything
they;- .'say-;
abont - •joint" use. We:. would' 'have • to see tliat:7;:„It :- an•IpaSi- now •
that the 'Government of Gibraltar has not -agreed' sh -;'fer''-toany kind of agreement at the airport different •-'cp‘what there'
can say that- firmly.' On the otHer'shand;'
is on 'now.
said and. I am not afraid to 'say'-that I will look at any agree' reement "ment- or .the Government -ha's to ;look at any proposed- ea
on the merits of it, how it -affects Gibraltar, how:-•it 'affehts
our commitment, how it affects the airport,' -how
sovereignty and how 'it affects the people 'of • Gibraltar: I
would like to make. that . clear.
HON J BOSSANO:

•
I welcome that clarification from the .ffom•'and,'Learned .Member
because, in fact, in his .original q9p4i4plaiipp:7irk
this amendment by constantly referring -Ao. theeptioh..,Of".
sovereignty and to the question 'of' the' motion previot!s,lv
carried by this House in December, 1986.; he was giving;; us`
the wrong' impression, Mr ppakdr, beolise, .in fact as I. '
mentioned,- I think • publicly.4- ",when-weetir •RatfOrd
not referring to 'what • Sir--- -Geoffrey. -HoWetsaid
when we met Mr Ratford, we had,.a.situatiOnHothen'ife. ve:7i1:th •
him one hour ,and - twenty` minutes andLihzt:he:•CoUrPe'of
hour and twenty minutet- he - mentioned%about"..ten . timeshin
control And joint%Use, end then.went - On:tP,Say.:'andthritish'fl
Government will never, agree',to' joint ceptror:'-!--And - then, ,.he,..
went.....on to say- !joint control-andjoint-ute`7-end''-then%-aaain
'and, the'. British Government',will . not ,:accept.ljoint.:2hontr911-.:.
.
•
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.
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By implication he was saying they would accept joint use and then
he said that the British Government fully supported and stood by my
motion of December, 1986, upon which statement I said to him could
he point out where I had gone wrong in December, 1986, if they were
so enthusiastic about my motion of December, 1986, which he fished
out of his file and obviously had at fingertips and he pointed out
that there was the word control. Obviously in December, 1986, we
said that the airport should remain under the sole control of the
British Gibraltar authorities. What we cannot have is a situation
where the British Government plays semantics with full stops and
commas and individual words because whether we call it control'or
whether we call it use what the people of Gibraltar want is crystal
clear. I accept that the position of the Government is that they
will look at any proposals that are put in front of them. I am not
saying to them they mustn't look at it, it is their prerogative to
do that if they think that they shouldn't discard something without
considering the merits of the thing. Fine, but my concern is that
the message of this House should appear to be a less strong message
than the one we sent a week ago. Although, I think, what the Hon
Member has said just now, in fact, makes the content stronger than
would have been obvious from reading it, what I don't want, Mr
Speaker, is that we face a situation on the 30th November where we
then have'an agreement that has been concluded on the question of
Gibraltar which in the opinion of those concluding it, and not
necessarily in our opinion, that is, in the opinion of the
Gibraltarians
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Or of ours.
HON J BOSSANO:
Yes, of the Gibraltarians including the Members opposite who are
also Gibraltarians. In the opinion of all of us ...
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
For a longer time, some of us.

being made to Spain with the qualification that concessions means
concessions on sovereignty where it will be in their judgement
Are we
whether there is concession of sovereignty or not.
talking about a situation where provided they retain control of
the Gibraltar airfield which satisfies them there is no
concession of sovereignty even if, in fact, what is allowed to
come out of their control is then described not as control but as
use and then by definition because it is use and not control it
doesn't have any implication of sovereignty? I don't think the
people that came out with placards and Union Jacks and Gibraltar
flags where, in fact, saying they were supporting the motion of
December like the Foreign Office does because it was about
control but they wouldn't have come out if the motion had been
about use. That is a complete misrepresentation of what the
people of Gibraltar have said. What they said quite clearly is
that they want the status quo to remain and they want greater
use. There was a phone in on this by GBC and everybody that rang
up and was asked by GBC: "Are you. objecting to Spanish airlines
using Gibraltar?" Everybody said "No, we are not objecting". We
have said so on many occasions ourselves, they are welcome to
They can all come here,
come here any time, they want.
Lufthansa, Sabena, Iberia, the lot, but they land in our country
on our terms in our airport. Fine, and then if they need to have
a situation where the passengers having landed in Gibraltar
decide to go somewhere else, they go somewhere else and if we
cannot have it on that basis we don't want it, it's quite simple.
And in any case if they decide to leave us out of the
liberalisation agreement we then challenge the legality of being
left out because we have not been willing to make concessions
which we have no need to make. It is important, Mr Speaker, that
it has to be understood that if the Government is supporting the
motion with their redraft on the basis that any concessions being
made to Spain means any concessions on sovereignty and that the
only thing that they are against is anything that would lead to
any form of joint control, then that is open to subsequent
interpretation and it then becomes a question of value judgement.
In whose view is a concession being made on sovereignty? In
whose view would it lead to joint control? In the view of the
Government of the day or in the view of the House of Assembly or
in the view of the British Foreign Office, in the view of whom?

HON J BOSSANO:
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
And I hope the Hon Member may be so for many, many more years. But
it seems to me that it is conceivable because we have had this
situation before on other aspects where there has been a situation
where the advice of the Government of Gibraltar has not been
accepted by Her Majesty's Government who, effectively, have
It happened with the frontier
said they knew better.
guard where the Hon Member had to come out publicly
saying his advice had, in fact, been disregarded in this
Are we saying in this motion that they must
respect.
not conclude an agreement which will not involve concessions
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Perhaps you might deal with paragraph (2).
HON J BOSSANO:
I think paragraph (2), Mr Speaker, first of all, the motion of
the 16 December, 1986, to which I have already referred is the
one which the Foreign Office is so enthusiastic about.
Mr
Ratford carries the thing around with him.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well, alright, let him carry it, I don't mind.
HON J BOSSANO:
Obviously, it doesn't inhibit his room of maneouvre in the
least because he was for an hour and twenty minutes trying
to persuade us of the bonanza that we were going to get by
going along the road that he thought was necessary. The man
was quite explicit, Mr Speaker, and he. said, as we have always
understood the case to be - 'There is not going to be a deal
unless every side is prepared to make concessions. In any
negotiation people must be prepared to give and the situation
is that there could well not be a deal because what we are
willing to give so far is insufficient to satisfy Spain'.
Let us be clear. It is reassuring to learn from the Hon and
Learned Member that the views that they have put to the
British Government to date, in fact, in reference to
immigration and customs control are consistent with what
the public opinion of Gibraltar is demanding, that there
should be no weakening of those controls at all and it is
reassuring to know that!he is doing that. But, in fact, what
Mr Ratford was saying is that on that issue the British
Government has already indicated to Spain that they are
prepared to move independent of the views that the Hon and
Learned Member may have put but Spain is not willing to settle
for as little as that, that is the position. I agree with
the Hon Member that we can be grateful to our colleagues
across the road that they have stopped the deal so far but
suppose they become more reasonable or suppose the British
Government wants more. Where does that leave us? Are we then
stuck high and dry and do we then have a row in Gibraltar
with one side of the House defending the deal and the other
side of the House attacking it? That is not the road We want,
to follow, we don't think that is good for Gibraltar and
we don't think that we can afford the luxury, forget
bickering, we cannot afford the luxury of being fundamentally
diVided on this issue because if we are divided we will be
conquered. At the end of the day, Mr Speaker, let me make
clear that the GSLP's position will be that they will pursue
the course of action of opposing a deal together with all
the rest or on their own. We have got a clear mandate ourselves from our own supporters of what is expected of us,
we are very clear. Let me say as well and I am sure that
I am not telling Members opposite something they don't know,
that I have had reflected to me an equally strong feeling
on that issue from rank and file members of the AACR, people
that I have known all my life and people who feel equally
strongly so-it isn't that at grass roots level, as far as
I can tell, the people who support the governing party and
the people who support us feel differently_ and therefore
it is important that we should not be appearing in this House
to, in fact, be taking fundamentally different positions
and I think the qualification of the Hon and Learned Member
when he spoke just now in interrupting me, quite frankly,
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is more important than the actual amendment itself because
I don't think the amendment reflects that qualification even
with the reference in clause (2) to the previous resolutions
because the British Government clearly is able quite happily
to .iive with the resolutions that. we have passed before
because perhaps the technical drafting of it has left one
loophole which they as experts can pinpoint and slip through
what they would like us to accept. Let's be clear, they are,
in fact, and Mr Ratford came here undoubtedly to do an
exercise of persuasion which he obviously failed to do. He
certainly failed to convince us, I would have thought he
failed to convince the Government, he manifestly failed to
convince the people of Gibraltar, no question about that
one. And the people of Gibraltar, I .think, in looking to
our reaction today in this House expect from us a reaction
which will take us forward from where we were on Tuesday
and not, in fact, leave us where we were on Tuesday or, even
worse, take us back. Frankly, we would not vote against this,
all that we can do with this is what we have done before
when we have brought other motions which in our view start
off saying one thing and finish off saying something else
except that on this occasion the only thing that it started
off saying that is still there is "This House". We can do
one of two things on this matter, Mt Speaker, either we
abstain or we can try and reach agreement with the Government
on a joint position on this matter. If the Government is
not prepared to take the line because for us the crucial
deletion is the removal of 'joint use' from paragraph 2(b)
of the original motion, Mr Speaker. Quite frankly, the rest
of it, the motion doesn't say 'concessions on sovereignty'.
The Hon Member in his opening paragraph said the concessions
he understood to be made on the question of sovereignty and
on the question of control but we are saying that joint use
may, ip the opinion 'of Her Majesty's Government- according
to Mr Ratford, not have implication for sovereignty, in the
opinion of us and in the opinion of the people of Gibraltar
it does. Therefore, if the Government itself so far has been
resisting the definitions of 'joint use' that have been put
in front of them it must be because they are more suspicious
of it than the Foreign Office itself is or wouli like us
to be. If the Government were able to accept any form of
joint use or perhaps any form of joint use is perhaps too
wide a definition so rather than have 'any form of joint
control and the joint use of the airport'. I think we would
much rather, Mr Speaker, have a situation where the motion
is carried unanimously because it is strengthened if the
Government is clear and fundamentals were in agreement, than
that it should be carried by a Government vote and an
abstention on our part. Obviously we are not going to vote
against it because, as I say, if we are not even in favour
of joint use by definition, ipso facto, we can hardly be
in favour of any form of control, logically. - Perhaps if we
can have some indidation from the Government otherwise we
can ourselves move an amendment and debate the amendment.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON J BOSSANO:

I would like to make it quite clear that the Government has
got a bigger responsibility than the Opposition in this matter
because ultimately we finally have to give our advice on
this matter. And whilst I have expressed my feelings quite
clearly and how we feel about matters which are more or less
the same as the others, I have said and I have to stand by
that, that I will:be prepared to look at any kind of arrangements,- and I won't call it joint use, I think the joint use
definition lends itself to quite a number of different interpretations, it has a bad meaning and it could not have a
bad. meaning. I say that it has a bad meaning but it need
not necessarily have but I want to get away from that in
orde'r not to appear not to support the positive side of what
we think or rather the side that we don't like about it but
we cannot and, I think, it is not in the interest of this
House, in fact, if the Hon Member says that in respect of
the last resolution that they were appearing to living with it,
well, I don't know how they can live with this in the eyes
of what is happening if, in fact, they want to respect it.
What we have to be sure about is that. our resolutions are
such that we dont put ourselves out of our own court in
getting them to refuse them or to ignore them and that is
why thestrength of. what we .decide in this House, I agree,
is areater if we can have unanimity and we would like to
do that but, we have- to have, as far as we are concerned .and
I don't make any- apologies for this, as far as we are
concerned we-have to have an open mind as to what might or
might not be acceptable as to what could happen at that airport
well knowing, well bound by this resolution and by all the
statements' that I have made both here and to the British
Government. So there is no lessening of our stand but we
have a responsibility to allow the British Government to
put propOsals to us that we might consider and might be of
interest and perhaps even might be of interest to the other
side. I have always said that any ideas, and this is sometimes
misinterpreted in other respects, any ideas on this matter
that would be of interest to Gibraltar and which will not
impinge on any of the principles to which we hold ourselves
so strongly, has to be considered. The Government, in our
view, cannot bind or rather will not successfully bind, I
will put it that way, and we would lose credibility, we cannot
successfully bind the British Government from exercising
its own judgement and putting it to us about matters in
connection with the airport. What we do not want is to reach
a stage where decisions are taken which are against what
Hon Members opposite and we feel are not acceptable and are
taken over our heads. That is what we have to he careful
of and in being careful about that we have to make sure that
we do not close all the doors to the possibility of coming
to something that is acceptable and is good for Gibraltar.
If it is good for the other side, just as well.

I think, Mr Speaker, the position is clear. I think there
would be little to be gained by redebating the whole issue
by moving any further amendments and we shall be abstaining
on the Hon Member's amendment.
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HON A J CANEPA:
I am going to speak once, Mr Speaker. I would like at the
outset: of my contribution to express my heartfelt thanks
and associate myself with the remarks of• appreciation for
the organisers of the demonstration of last Tuesday and the
resounding success of the petition. I think that if there
had been any hint of the demonstration and/or the petition
being organised on a party political basis it would simply
not have had the enormous success, in my view, that it
actually achieved. What I am saying is that if we, the
Government party, if we in the AACR had been behind that
organisdtion or if we had been the instigators of the
demonsttation it would not have achieved the success that
it did or for that matter if the Hon Members opposite, -if
their party, the GSLP, had been similarly involved .again
we would not have achieved the tremendous success which the
people of Gibraltar as a whole achieved. I say that mindful,
for instance, of the difficulty, and I am not making the
point in a derogatory sense, but mindful of the difficulty
which Hon Members- opposite had in collecting signatures at
the time of the Brussels Agreement, I_ don't know whether
it was :finally after a couple of weeks or so that they
achieved a total of about nine or twelve thousand, I think
it was of that order, as against the sixteen thousand
signatdres achieved over a very wet weekend and I think that
success was indicative of the spontaneous and uninhibited
fashion in which the people of Gibraltar as a whole were
able to respond and rally to the. call. Mr Speaker, the Hon
Mr BosSano in his earlier contribution made a remark, I found
that I - could express my sympathetic response to virtually
everything that he was saying but there was a phrase that
he used near the end which I would like to turn somewhat.
He said 'we can be wooed till the cows come home but it will
not change our feelings'. Well, we are not being wooed until
the cows come home, we are being antagonised until the cows
come home except, of course, that the cows which used to
be there on what is Spanish neutral ground many years ago
when I ,Was a child are no longer there, there is something
else in its place. But perhaps it is just as well because
our friends across the way seem to be incapable of wooing
us and therefore if there were ever to be a countdown, as
it were, it would not be reckoned from the start of
restrictions in 1964 or from the end of restrictions in 1985
but, in fact, the clock is being put forward all the time
and we are always reckoning from a current date and therefore
the new generation that is growing up in Gibraltar today
feels just as strongly as the generation that was growing
up at the height of the restrictions about matters to do

with the stand that we are taking on Gibraltar and on our
future. Mr Bossano in his second contribution, speaking on
the amendment, said the amendment of the Chief Minister
reflects entirely the view put to Hon Members opposite by
Mr Ratford. I really don't see how it can do that, Mr Speaker,
when the resolution adopted by the House on the 25th March,
1987, in the first paragraph,' and I quote, says: "Should
proposals be put forward in connection with greater civilian
use of the Gibraltar airport which might, in the view of
the Gibraltar House of Assembly, make it possible to represent
or interpret such use as being an encroachment on British
sovereignty over the isthmus, such proposals would be
unacceptable to this House and to the people of Gibraltar".
That is what the House, in my view, was saying on the 25th
March about joint use. This is how we saw that, in fact,
we didn't use the phrase 'joint use' we spoke about 'greater
civilian use'. Then in the second motion of December, 1986,
we went on to say: "That any flight from or to any foreign
country should be governed bv - the rules applicable to
international.flights". In other words, we want to see flights
arriving at Gibraltar from destination points from Spain
being treated as any other international flight and perhaps
all along the use of 'international use' would have been
A. far better phrase to use than 'joint use'. I don't see
;that if we keep in mind that we are reiterating these motions,
-fthat we are in any way reflecting the view of Mr Ratford,
aulte the contrary. But the crux of the matter perhaps might
well be in whose view, whose interpretation? And, undoubtedly,
,and this is where perhaps it is rather sad though not entirely
:.unexpected,. undoubtedly, the ultimate view is that of the
Foreign. Office. It is their interpretation on whether there
is any infringement of sovereignty and not the interpretation
of Members of this House which appears to be the deciding
fLctor. We, in the motion of March, 1986, spoke about 'such
proposals being unacceptable to this House and to the people
of Gibraltar' and the British Government may well turn round
and say: "Well, ultimately it is British sovereignty that
we are talking about, we have got sovereignty over Gibraltar
and over the isthmus and if we are satisfied that that
interpretation cannot be put on the arrangements, * then we
are perfectly satisfied and it is not for you to be the final
arbiters on the matter". I deplore that view if that is the
case. I think that we are the ones who are living here,
ultimately Gibraltar is ours de facto regardless of what
the de jure position might be but this is the difficulty
that we have, I think this is what we are up against. I think
that the Chief Minister's amendment covers the point about
joint use that Mr Bossano is not very happy about because
of the fact that the motion previously approved by the House
is being reiterated and we laid down the constraints that
we wanted to see on any greater civilian use as being in
line with the normal rules applicable to international flights
and that therefore there should be no special arrangements
of what might be joint use. In other words, I think what
the House had in mind was that if there were international
flights to Gibraltar from other.points, say, Frankfurt or
. Brussels or Zurich, is the British Government going to enter
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into special arrangements for joint use with Brussels and
with Germany and with Switzerland or is it that it only does
so in the case of Spain because Spain happens to be next
door? This, I think, really is the fundamental problem that we
are faced with. Sir, I am not going to allow this opportunity
today of not taking issue with Sir Geoffrey Howe on two points
where I feel that I cannot wait, where .I feel that I have
a captive audience and I am entitled to express my disagreement with him at least with regard to two points that he
made. And that is, in the first place, I disagree with the
Secretary of State's interpretation as to who are passengers
in transit. I have no doubt in my mind that passengers getting
on a flight in Madrid that flies to Gibraltar and then those
of them that were to then take a flight Gibraltar Airways
on to Tangier then it would be in transit, I have no doubt
about that. But what I do not think, I do not agree, are
passengers who are in transit are those who were to get on
in a flight in Madrid, alight at Gibraltar and go on to
Sotogrande by land or go on to Sotogrande by sea, for that
matter. Those people, in my view, are nct in transit and
I think that the argument is being stretched in an unacceptable manner. If you fly from Gibraltar to Gatwick and then
two hours later you are going to get at Gatwick a flight
that is going to take you to Strasbourg then arrangements.
will be made for. your luggage, your luggage will' not hate
to go through customs. But if you get off at Gatwick and
go on to Heathrow in order to go to Geneva you are going
to have to pass through immigration and customs at Gatwick
and then after you go on to Heathrow you are going to have
to pass through customs and immigration at Heathrow. Those
passengers are not in transit therefore. So I quarrel with
the Secretary of State about that and when he draws the
parallel of ,Basle and Geneva where there are those arrangements, yes, at Geneva Air Terminal you can either. get off
in Switzerland or in France and I think the arrangements
are similar about Basle but, .of -course, the essential
difference is that the French and the Swiss and the French,
and in the case of Basle the Germans, do not have on each
other claims about the sovereignty of the land on which. the
airport at Basle or about the land on which the airport at
Geneva is built. Again, that is a difficulty and I am saying
that today because I have told Mr Ratford that I disagree
with him, I told him twice last week. The Secretary of State
then went on also, he made a remark very early on - I have
the full text here of yesterday's interview, it was
transcribed last night and this morning - he said: "1 fully
understand the strength of anxiety and feeling about this
and I have studied, of course, the petition and I have studied
the resolutions of the HoUse there so I understand all the
feelings that have been strongly expressed". With all due
respect to the Secretary of State, I don't think he understands the strength of feeling in Gibraltar last week or
today on the matter, he doesn't. And he talked about being
cool, we have got to keep cool, it is very easy to keep cool.
in London, you have no choice but to keep cool in London
but the situation is far different here in Gibraltar.
Therefore, Mr Speaker, he doesn't understand the feelings
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or the mood of. the people that took pert In the demonstration
and I am not just talking about those whom one could describe
as the more militant people because it is extraordinary the
number of people and the kind of people that felt that they
should form part of that demonstration. People of a quiet
disposition who, perhaps, have never taken part in a
demonstration of that nature before in their lives but who
are very worried, very anxious and very concerned that nothing
should be done at that airport that would undermine in any way
the struggle of the last twenty years and the fight that
we have been putting up with. Then the Secretary of State
in answering the same question, went on to say: "And at the
same time I think it is important to understand the prize
that we are trying to work for Gibraltar" - prize with a
'z' - "which is moving into a future as a financial centre,
as a tourist centre, where defence expenditure, where aid
expenditure is running out". Of course we want to see
expansion of Gibraltar as a financial centre and of course
we want to see a development of the tourist industry but
what we don't want, thank vou, is that it should be at the
expense of something else. That it should be at a price with a 'c' and not with a 'z'. This is what the people of
Gibraltar are not prepared to have and, again, I told Mr
Ratford last week that if the people of Gibraltar were to
be given a. choice as between unacceptable concessions at
the airport in order to have flights from all these far-off
places and, undoubtedly, flights from Zurich and Frankfurt
-would. be of great benefit to the financial centre and if
we were to be able to have.- flights from Gibraltar to -Madrid
and other airports in Spain, again, it would be of great
benefit to the tourist industry. But if the choice is between
that which is.going to.bring about a better standard of living
but an .unacceptable sacrifice on our part, then I have no
doubt that the answer of the. people of Gibraltar is 'No,
thank you, we don't want it, we are happy with the way that
the financial centre is going' and if there is going• to be
retrogression in the economy, if there is going to be a lower
standard of living it is a price that we have paid in the
past and if it comes to the crunch I think the people of
Gibraltar are prepared to pay that price again. During the
twenty years of restrictions we paid the price in economic
terms, undoubtedly we ware taxing ourselves more heavily
than 'what we had. to, undoubtedly we didn't enjoy as high
a standard of living as we could have enjoyed if the fiontier
had been open and we' also paid a price in that the quality
of life in Gibi..altar within our confined area was not what
it is today when people have the normal aspirations of any
human being of the expansion for recreational and for
touristic purposes of the Spanish hinterland. But that is
where I quarrel with the Secretary of State in that-there
does not seem after all that we have said, after all that
they 'were told last week and the message has been
communicated;I don't think that anyone can be in any doubt
that the Secretary of State on television last night was
extremely well-briefed. He was absolutely up to the date.
He knew about the programme on Spanish television the previous
evening 'En Portada' when Sefior Ordoilez had used the phrase

'active pnlienntil . The Secretary of tat w.oi.Rxlromely wollbriefed but
aoen not: seem to he a full appreciation,
a full understanding and a full response to the essential
views and aspirations of the people of Gibraltar which are
that our self respect, our dignity count above all and that
we do not want to see concessions made which are. going to
be interpreted, which are the thin edge of the wedge, and
which are going to be interpreted as concessions on the
sovereignty of the isthmus on which the Spaniards take a
very peculiar view as against the view that they take about
Gibraltar generally under the Treaty of Utrecht. I support
the amendment of the Chief Minister, Mr Speaker, because
it is stronger in sum total, I think, because it includes
and it reiterates the motions that have been passed in the
House previously, in spite of my reservation about the
interpretation that is put on them because the problem can
arise again, it can happen again. I feel sincerely that the
amendment in sum total is stronger than the original motion
and if Hon Members opposite cannot see their way after that
explanation to voting with the Government then I think that
we will have gone hack, the position generally would be weaker
than what it was last Tuesday whereas if we were to be.able
to agree to pass the motion unanimously then, in spite of
whatever interpretation is put on the motions that we pass
in this House, seen from the point of view of the people'
of Gibraltar we at least within Gibraltar would feel* that
we. have ..not gone a step back but - that we have, indeed,
maintained the position so I would appealeto the. Hon Members
opposite to. try and.give the matter every consideration.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker, certainly I would like to follow up from where
the Hon Member has leftit.
MR SPEAKER:
You are going to speak generally, are you?
HON M A FEETHAM:
I am going to speak on our motion. Let me say that it was
clear from our meeting with Mr Ratford that the whole object
of the exercise of Mr Ratford's visit was, as my colleague
has already said, a very' subtle form of intimidation of the
people of Gibraltar through their elected representatives
aimed at achieving a deal which the British Government feel,
from their point of view, they can at the end of • the day
through their own maneouvring make the Government of
Gibraltar, the Opposition and the people accept as being
mutually beneficial to the people of Gibraltar and the Campo
of Gibraltar. Let me explain exactly what I mean by this
viewpoint. First of all, it is a fact that the air
liberalisation agreement has been under discussion for two
years at least. It was a proposal which was initiated by.
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Britain and all along Britain have been maintaining the only
view and the only position that they could maintain and that
was "that we in Gibraltar under the legal terms of our membership of the European Community are lawfully entitled to be
in that air liberalisation agreement. .Having therefore
maintained that position and at no time Spain vetoed that
position because they are not entitled and haven't got the
power to veto that position because no Member State has got
the right to veto anything which goes egainst the Treaty
of Rom* which makee up the European Community, legally we
are: cuttitled to form part of that: aerr ement. lr we look ht
that agreement in the context of Gibraltar today what will
it achieve? It will achieve expansion and development for
Gibraltar which will be unprecedented in the whole history
of Gibraltar, and as a result 'of that development and
expansion which will take place by liberalising air fares
and introducing flights it will mean that Gibraltar will
once again retain the position it had before the frontier
closed where we were the servicing industry for the Costa
del Sol and the result of that will be that we would benefit
and the whole of the Campo de Gibraltar will benefit because
we would be servicing the whole area and consequently the
effect of that deal, Mr Speaker, is that we would be entitled
to 100% of the effect in economic terms of being part of
that liberalisation agreement. From oa - position of achieving
liaximum potential we are accepting by conceding .any-. form
of joint use or concessions whereby we are allowing transit
traffic as defined by Sir Geoffrey Howe to enter Spain, we
'are putting ourselves in a position .ofelowering:that.maximum
potential for Gibraltar from 100% to 20% or 30%. The message
is that we are losing 70% of that air liberalisation agreement
and that is what concessions mean for Spain. They are going
to gain 70%, we are going to lose 70%. And it is very simple
because whereas now we are providing services, those services
would increase if we went ahead with the agreement but if
we:didn't go ahead with the agreement as envisaged, all these
services would- he provided by the other side. I have compiled
a list from memory overnight and one could then be talking
about fuel, aircraft handling, passenger taxes, duty free
shops, restaurant facilities, aircraft catering, banking,
car hire, taxis, coaches,' travel agents, importers, tobacco
importers, perfume importers, all those things, Mr Speaker,
would be provided by the people of Gibraltar and all those
things would be lost- Not only that hut, of course, they
would get also what they would get'with us if we had that
agreement, 100% benefit, they would still get the expansion
because hotels .will be built and it is only natural. If we
are expanding the airport in Gibraltar that would he of mutual
benefit to the people across the way. That is what we have
to analyse in economic terms if we are not talking about
the question of sovereignty. Should we or should we not give
up maximum potential of the development of the area through
Gibraltar? That is what we should be discussing. Therefore
when• we are faced with the attitude of Mr Ratford and the
Foreign Office during the recent visit one gets the distinct
imoression that we are being put in a tight corner in
Gibraltar strictly for appeasement of Spain because it is

a necessity to follow that policy because there .are very
large commercial social and political reasons in the national
interest of Britain and Spain that•rit 'one side or the other
should lose faith in this - on-going process of discussion.
Therefore the aim is to let one side or the other off the
hook. In my opinion it is just to have a face-saver for 'Spain
at our expense but when it comes to other considerations,
Mr. Speaker, when it comes to the consideration of the
of NATO and military :Aspects, nritnin stands firm and it
In only loolral that they should stand firm, Spain is in
the nyea of Wentern military connifIeratlneo not a gtahle
contributor, it Ls not a full me!mbr of NATO ,Ind no on no
Britain will always stand firm on the military aspect hut
everything else is on play because the national interest
of Britain is more important than the people of Gibraltar
and that is what we 'have to stand firm on if we are gqing
to stand firm once in our lifetime, together, both sides
and the people of Gibraltar as expressed in that
demonstration, that is what we have to do. Therefore the
message that Howe gave to us yesterday which we weren't going
to deal with but it has been raised by the Hon Member
opposite, was that we • have to toe the line because Britain
knows what is best for, us and since they are responsible
for foreign affairs they are the ones who will not listen
to our advice and discuss it with us and dome-to aneegreementi
they will tell us what is good for us. That is why there
is a difference in approach between both sides of the .House,
We, on this side and this is, perhaps, characteristic of
us, try to make sure that .whatever- we bring to the House
is tightly knit because it is a fact that the British Foreign
Office are experts in untying knots and coming out of sticky
situations and putting the blame or the responsibility or.
others. One distinct message that we got was, for example,
and the Hon Member was opposite when we had dinner with Mr
Ratford at the Deputy Governor's residence where •on being
questioned by some members at dinner the first thing he said
was: "I am surprised that there hasn't been enough dissemination of information for the people of Gibraltar. 'Why is.
all this a surprise?" Of course, the Hon Member opposite,
Mr Canepa, said: "What do you mean, not enough information,
you haven't even wanted to meet the press. You haven't given
any information, how can we, the Government of Gibraltar,
be informing the people if we are bo,;nd by confidentiality
and you are not prepared to inform the people of Gibraltar".
Therefore they will, when they are in a tight corner, ensure
that somebody else takes the responsibility for it and that
is why we will stand by our motion because the people of
Gibraltar are quite clear. Concessions in any form, .and it
is a concession to lose a 70% or 60%. The Hon Member is
witness to the fast that at that dinner I asked Mr Ratford:
"You are trying to sell to the lawyers"- because there were
mostly lawyers at that dinner - "that it is good for the
Finance Centre" and, clearly, from the nods of one or two
of them, our colleague there is a witness, they were agreeing.
that it was good for the Finance Centre. But what he couldn't
answer, with respect, was the question that I asked him:
"Well, if it is good for Gibraltar's tourism and'Finance
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Centre, can you as our negotiator quantify in real terms
how good this deal is for the people of Gibraltar as a whole,
if we are going to lose out on what we have got already?"
And of course, as a negotiator and I would say a very poor
one at that, he certainly didn't have any figures in real
terms how much a worker in Gibraltar would benefit by this
.deal in the long term. He didn't, he was there to sell something to get Britain ofE the hook, to get Spain off the hook
and to keep the negotiating process going which has been
going round in circles for the last twelve months, that was
his role here. Of course, we have to make it clear, we have
to keep the impetus and we have to make it clear that nothing
which we have a right to should be given up. Having said
that, I say it with the greatest sincerity, it is my opinion
and the opinion of my colleagues that if the air liberalisation agreement goes through and if the Gibraltar airport
expands as it naturally will do, it would not only be of
the greatest unprecedented benefit to Gibraltar but it will
be of unprecedented benefit for the Campo de Gibraltar and
further afield and therefore if that is so important, if
Spain considers .that the development of this area is so
important to the 25% of unemployment there is on that side,
they, should agree if they have the interests of their people
across the road at heart, the. welfare and economic benefit
that they will derive, they should agree to go along with
the air liberalisation agreement, not veto Gibraltar and
accept the realities of. the situation and not try to make
political capital out of a situation which will be of great
consequence for their own people as well.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors?
HON E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I would like to intervene in the motion but seeing
it is almost one o'clock.
MR SPEAKER:
Yeu are going to be much longer?
HOH E PraCHR:
Certainly much morn than five minutes, yes.
MR SPEAKER:
We will then recess until this afternoon at quarter past
three.
The House recessed at 1.00 pm.
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The House resumed at 3.30 pm.
MR SPEAKER:
I. believe that Mr Pilcher wanted to contribute to the debate.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, in contributing to the motion, I am speaking
on. the amendment to the motion. I think it will be my only
contribution but I .have to reserve my position in case I
wish to speak later on.
MR SPEAKER:
You are entitled to and I will most certainly take note of
what yoU say.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, first of all, I would like to comment:-on -the .
amendment moved by the Hon'and Learned the Chief Minister
and in doing so I would like to analyse the reasons why the
Gibraltar Socialist Labour Party brought our initial motion
to this House. I don't want to go into any lengthy
explanations- of this because this has been covered, I think,
to a point by the submission of the Leader of the Opposition.
and also by my colleague Mr Feetham, but I think I have to
say quite clearly that the reason why the Orposition.bronght
this motion to the House was as a clear result of our meeting
with Mr. Ratford at The Convent on Tuesday morning. Obvidusly,
in doing so it also was as a direct result of the mass
demonstration by the people of Gibraltar in response to both
Action for Gibraltar and the Gibraltar Trades Council, something which I will seek to amend during my contribution,
but as I say, precisely because there was an element in our
discussion with Mr. Ratford which we felt was quite clear
and that was, Mr Speaker, that the British Government were
looking at the joint use of the airport. It is also true
that when the House was adjourned last week the Leader of
the Opposition did ask the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
whether in his opinion there would be anything important
that would happen between then and the discussion of the
motion today. And we all know, Mr Speaker. that there was
last night a television interview by Sir Geoffrey Howe, which'
one has to take into account. I do not believe, Mr Speaker,
in political coincidences. There is no way that I am going
to believe that the fact that last night some ten or twelve
hours before this House was due to meet, the Foreign Minister
of the United Kingdom Government gives an exclusive interview
to Gibraltar Television without realising that he was doing
so in advance of a motion that was going to be tabled in
this House of Assembly today.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Will the Hon Member give way? I hope that he is not implying
that when I said that nothing would happen between then and
today that I knew that the Secretary of State was going to
speak last night.
HON J E FILCHER:
.That is certainly not my intention, Mr- Speaker, and if that
is the impression I want to clear it up. What has happened
is that, obviously, Sir Geoffrey Howe wanted to ensure, after
last night's interview, that he left us in the House of
Assembly in no doubt as to what was going to be the United
Kingdom's position on this. Mr Speaker, in so doing .I think
he echoed - well, he didn't echo because, in fact, Mr Ratford
is supposedly his echo - but in so doing he echoed what Mr
Ratford had, been saying to us in The Convent a week
previously. And there is no way that certainly the Opposition
,party and we consider we are a responsible Opposition, were
.going to come to today's House of Assembly meeting, Mr
. Speaker, without taking into account what Sir Geoffrey Howe
had said and therefore it was to a point illogical to me
that the Hon and Learned Chief Minister said in his initial
-1
';-contribution that what Sir Geoffrey Howe had said was a matter
to be looked at in the future and perhaps there will even
•
" be motions in the future. I think that is what he said: We,
Mr Speaker, called an emergency meeting of the GSLP Executive
last night and we spent until about two o'clock in the, morning
analysing what Sir Geoffrey Howe had said and to us it was
' very, very important because Sir Geoffrey Howe made a lot
.of very important comments in his interview. He certainly
....made the comment which has been made at various intervals
during the whole of the discussions over the Gibraltar
question and that is his commitment to honour the wishes
of - the people of Gibraltar, particularly on the question
of sovereignty, that is obviously to be expected and we agree
and thank the British Government for continuing to honour
our wishes. But after having said that he went on to make
a lot of what we consider very important points and although
.he was evasive in some of his answers he certainly made a
lot of clear comments to very clear questions. When he was
asked: "Are you definitely looking for a deal?" His answer
was: "Yes, we are definitely looking for a deal". The comments
made and the transcript of the interview will certainly show
that because I have just spent some half.an hour checking
again the video which I have at home, Mr Speaker, so it is,
in fact, said so clearly there - "Are you definitely looking
for a deal?" The answer was: "Yes". He also made a lot of
important'points, Mr Speaker, as regards hidden points which
I think he threw out to the people of Gibraltar and to this
House to make sure that we understood how the thing was being
viewed by the British Government. Hence one of his comments
which is a purely, I suppose, innocent comment but which
certainly is a comment which highlights the situation we
are today. He said: "aid expenditure and defence expenditure
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is running out". I think that is a clear pointer that the
defence expenditure and the aid expenditure .will be very,
very heavily scrutinised by the 'British Government if the
people of Gibraltar don't do what it is that they have been
asked to do. He also mentioned the famous words. which are
now being changed slightly and it gets changed depending
on the mood and depending on the terminology, we 'are no«
calling it what the Spanish are now calling it "active
patience". It was the wooing process, the process of osmosis,
now it is being called "active patience". And he said quite
clearly: "We want the people of Gibraltar and the people
of Spain to be working for a future increasingly together".
Again, Mr Speaker, quite a clear message to the people of
Gibraltar and to the people of Spain that, as far as the
British Government is concerned, the future of the people
of Gibraltar lies increasingly with the future of the people
of Spain, Mr Speaker. He also said quite clearly: "Our
proposals are to seek a basis on which we can achieve joint
use", a quote from what Sir Geoffrey Howe said. "Our proposals
are to seek a basis on which we can achieve joint use" and
he went on to explain what 'joint use' meant to him - management of air traffic control, management of the airfield,
management of the people, that is where he used his famous
'in transit'. He spoke about all these things and he
elaborated slightly on some ofthem.like;' for.:examole,;the
in transit situation for passengers coming to Gibraltar and
he said after all that: "It's perfectly reasonable to give
it to them". In fact, he asked "Isn't it?" to Mr Golt. He
said it is a perfectly reasonable thing. Then he said: "If
we want to achieve what is good for Gibraltar" and this,
Mr Speaker, I think I am to a point also mentioning what
the Hon Mr Canepa said this morning, if we want to achieve
what is good for Gibraltar, this is exactly the same as we
said.to Mr Ratford in The Convent, how do we define 'we',
who is the 'we'? If we want to decide. what isgood for
Gibraltar then this is the forum where we decide it. If 'we'
meaning 'they' want to decide what is good for Gibraltar
then 'we' meaning 'they' will decide it there. That is the
difference, Mr Speaker. I think the British Government
continues to treat us, Mr Speaker, as if we were young kids
who cannot decide for ourselves where our benefits lie. He
continued to talk about, and it was mentioned by the Leader
of the Opposition this morning, the flights from Frankfurt
for the financial centre, the flights from tourist resorts
for a boom in tourism, and on the other hand, he mentioned
the fact that being left out would mean, perhaps, not such
a big boom for Gibraltar and his comments on the aid
expenditure and defence expenditure. The point is it is up
to us, Mr Speaker, to decide what is good for us. tie will
decide what is good for us. We told Mr Ratford "We will
decide", the people of Gibraltar, by 'we' I am not talking
obviously about we in the Opposition, I dm talking about
we in this House and the people of Gibraltar will have to
decide what is good for them and not what happen's to be good
for Sir Geoffrey Howe or for any UK Government or Spanish
Government, Mr Speaker. I think that is the point that we
have to make in this House today. He also spoke for the first
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time, at least for the first time that I have heard it, of
their commitments to Spain. He mentioned it various times,
their commitment, .the commitment of the British Government
to Spain. The commitment, I think he mentioned quite clearly,
to negotiate and to him after two and a half years of
negotiating on the airport it was time now for those
negotiations to come to an end. Obviously, the end would
be a deal. I am mentioning all these factors, Mr Speaker,
because they are factors to be taken into account when we
have to decide here today what position we are going to take
on the motion in front of us and the amendments in frcnt
of us and what I hope will be an amendment which I am going
to move at the end of my contribution, Mr Speaker. / want
to pick up a point that the Hon Mr Canepa said because he
spoke of the value of the prize - prize with a 'z' and in
looking at the prize with a 'z', I immediately remembered
the programme of the night before, on Sunday night, the
Programme "En Portada" in Spanish television which ended
by saying "Whilst.we are talking of sovereignty the Spanish
Government will continue to talk". I think that is the prize
that Spain is interested in, the prize being the sovereignty
of Gibraltar and we are quite clear that to allow any deal
to go through that will give an inch will eventually undermine
the position of Gibraltar. This is what Sir Geoffrey Howe
doesn't seem to understand and I think I voice what the Hon
Mr Canepa said this morning because he sidestepped well the
auestion asked .by CliYe Golt on the difference between the
fact that there is no crisis between France, Switzerland
and Germany in the bilateral agreements that they have at
each airport but there would be a tremendous difference in
Gibraltar because the airport which obviously they are talking
about is an airport which is part of our little piece of
the world which Spain wants to take over. I think that is
an important point which Sir Geoffrey Howe does not understand
and I think the British Government doesn't understand. The
Spanish Government certainly understand it. Having said all.
this and having painted a very clear scenario last night,
Sir Geoffrey Howe then mentioned that he understood the
feeling and the mood of the Gibraltarians. I don't know how
he could understand the feeling and the mood of the
Gibraltarians after having said something which went totally
contrary to what the 16,000 Gibraltarians were saying in
the demonstration and what the fifteen elected leaders have
been saying in the past and I hope will say so today here
in this House of Assembly, Mr Speaker. But what was slightly
more confusing, to me certainly, was that it appeared that
the Hon Leader and Chief Minister of Gibraltar didn't understand it either. In his contribution this morning he said
that as far as he was concerned, when he was holding on to
the banner of 'No concessions' he meant no concessions on
sovereignty: If that is what the Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister thinks that the people that were coming behind him
were saving, I dare say to him, Mr Speaker, today that he
was wrong. The people of Gibraltar were saying 'No
concessions, period'. The people of Gibraltar were saying
'No concessions at all, no Spanish aircraft entering into
Gibraltar air space as if it was Spanish air space, no
international flights to Gibraltar as if it was a Spanish

airport, no national flights from Spain, no customs control,
no immigration control' and I can go into a list of things
that the people walking behind Sir Joshua Hassan in that
mass demonstration were saying and that is not that there
should be no concessions on sovereignty, that was that there
should be no concessions at all. If Sir Joshua believed that
this was what he was doing in front of the demonstratiOn,
he should have made it clear to the people of Gibraltar there
that his leadership in that demonstration meant that what
he was saying was 'No concessions on sovereignty, the other
matters could be discussed'. Mr Speaker, the Hon and. Learned
Chief Minister sometimes forgets that there was a sequence
of events leading up to the demonstration which, in fact,
negate the no concessions on sovereignty because the reaction
to that mass demonstration by the GTC, by Action, for
Gibraltar, by whoever it was that organised it, was a reaction
to the article in 'El Pais' which was afterwards agreed to
by the British Government as an accurate report of what had
happened er the negotiations. And it was that that the people
of Gibraltar were saying 'No' to, it was those neaotiating
ploys, it was those proposals that the Spanish Government
had put on the negotiating table that the people of Gibraltar
were saying 'No' to .and those, Mr Speaker, ware not
concessions on sovereignty, they were all those things that
Sir Geoffrey Howe last night was saying on television 'that
he was prepared to give the Spanish Government. There Was,
.Mr..Speaker, .as far as we .were concerned, a. clear conflict
between what the people, of. Gibraltar had said clearly in.
the.. demonstration .which we hope we have captivated in our
motion, to what the Hon and Learned Chief Minister was. saying
in his watered down. motion. But, .of.course, whilst he was
watering it down, he was saying to us that •it.was a stronger
motion. It was this spontaneous_ rally behind..the. elected
leaders of Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, that was the key for ue,
to understand what really was happening in Gibraltar. . I
believe firmly, Mr Speaker, that what we say in .Gibraltar
last Tuesday was a reaffirmation of the referendum in
Gibraltar. I honestly believe that if last Tuesday we would
have had a referendum instead of a mass demonstration the'
result would have been the same last Tuesday as it was in
1967, twenty years after. And it will he the same, and this
is the message clear to the British Government, in twenty-one
years' time, in forty-two years' time, in sixty-three years'
time and in as many multiples as they want because I know
what I feel, I know what my children feel, I know what my
father feels and it is exactly the same. The wooing or 'active
patience' process does not work because the'Spanish Government
are incapable of patience, anyway. In fact, 1 was very moved,
Mr Speaker, beCause sometimes when one is inside a
demonstration it is difficult for one to assimilate the
immensity of the thing. One is in one's sort of little
particle and people are shouting around you but you cannot
feel the immensity' of the thing. When I watched it on
television afterwards I was moved by the immensity and' when
people started saying 'We say no' the immensity of that was
to me quite clear and particularly the phraseology used very
264.
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ably by the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation when they
said "Gibraltar has spoken". Gibraltar spoke last Tuesday
but a week later nobody seems to have paid the slightest
W.I. of attention to it. The British Government certainly
hasn't, the Spanish Government certainly hasn't and, from
what I, at that stage this morning after the intervention
of the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister, I was afraid that
the-Government of Gibraltar hadn't heard the message
either, that was my position up to that moment, Mr Speaker.
When I looked at the amendment, Mr Speaker, you could - if
I may use the phrase - you could drive a juggernaut through
this amendment, Mr Speaker. What Mr Ratford was saying to
us last Tuesday, what Sir Geoffrey Howe was saying to us
yesterday clearly is not in conflict with this at all. It
wasn't.a week ago, it wasn't today and it won't be in ten
day's time when the twb Foreign Ministers meet. They can
drive any agreement through this. Obviously, they will have
to drive it through the Gibraltar Government but that is
not the point. The point is if we pass this amendment or
this motion, this is what the House of Assembly of Gibraltar
will be saying and I think this, Mr Speaker, is clearly not
whit the people of Gibraltar said, as far as we are concerned,
and therefore this is why we said this morning that there
was no way, obviously we couldn't vote against this but we
couldn't support this amendment either because we felt it
was a weak amendment. I was thinking to myself this morning,
Mr: Speaker, sometimes a Spanish phrase which we use which
was "Se le ye el plumero". That is what I was thinking when
I was sitting here, "Se le ve el plumero". T honestly felt
that this was another cosmetic exercise to allow a dpor to
be kept open just in case we weren't able to convince the
British Government that it wasn't in our best interest to
strike a no deal over the airport and they forced it down
our throats. I felt very hurt when he said that this was
doing justice to the people of Gibraltar. This amendment,
Mr,'Speaker, does not do justice to the people of Gibraltar,
it does not do justice to the 16,000 people that demonstrated
outside this House of Assembly waiting for us to leave and
adjourn the House and, certainly, to the 16,000 people that
walked down Main Street to The Convent. This amendment, Mr
Speaker, what it does is clearly make it.easier, leave a
door open, it does justice but to the British and Spanish
Governments to be able to concoct a deal which is not in
direct contravention to this amended motion of the House
of Assembly. •
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Will the Hon Member give way? Perhaps he might address himself
to the second paragraph. Is he saying that the resolutions
of the House of Assembly mean nothing at all on which we
have-been relying for so long?
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HON J E PILCHER:
I will lead 'up to that, Mr Speaker, but obviously the clear
answer" to that is Sir . Geoffrey Howe last night obviously
felt that what he was doing was not in contravention of the
motions of the 25th March and 16th December because if not
there would have been a reaction immediately by the Government
of. Gibraltar or there should have been. I do not feel that
what he is doing at this moment is in direct contravention
to the motions passed on the 25th March and the 16th December
nor does the GSLP and that is why we brought this motion
to the House which sought to close the door on joint use,
Mr Speaker. What seemed to worry the Hon and Learned the
Chief Minister which is what has been worrying him now for
a long, long time and I wish he would learn from his mistakes,
is that he doesn't want to pass_ a motion in the House that
will be - I think his words were - refused or ignored by
the British Government: Mr Speaker, if that is what the people
of Gibraltar ask for, if that is what this House should pass,
it doesn't really matter whether it will be refused or ignored
by the British Government because it will be the voice of
Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, as exercised here in the House of
Assembly of Gibraltar. Therefore, if that is what it takes
then that is what we should do and then there will be a united
Gibraltar on an issue. Even if the deal is sold off over
our heads, we will have a'united Gibraltar and we'could fight
united against one cause. If what we are going to do is open
up at the end of it, after all that it took' to bring that
demonstration forward and bring Gibraltar to this unity which
is reflected by the letters from Action for Gibraltar and,
I think, a lot of letters in the press and in phone-ins,
then this unity must be maintained and it cannot be maintained
by keeping doors open and allowing people maneouvrability
because that is not what the House of Assembly is here for.
I would like to take the Hon and Learned Chief Minister back
to the motion that he so very much wishes us to remember.
I would just like to remind the Hon and Learned Chief Minister
that even on the 24th March, 1986, there were moves afoot
to try and move the airport discussions into a political
arena where Spain would and were looking at the sovereignty
aspect. If I may, .Mr Speaker, remind the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister: "The talks; of'course, have their origins
in the provisions of the Brussels Agreement which speaks
about promoting cooperation on a mutually beneficial basis
in a number of touristic 'matters", etc, etc. "At the
suggestion of the British Government I agreed that the
Administrative Secretary should attend on the August, 1985,
and February, 1986, talks as part of the British delegation.
As announced on both occasions the Administrative Secretary
would, obviously, report to me on his return. He did not
attend the talks held locally in March". The Chief Minister
added: "When the Administrative Secretary reported to me
on the talks held in Madrid on the 10ttr and 11th.February,
it seemed to me that there existed the possibility of
political undertones creeping into the discussion". Clearly,
Spain is saying what their position is. clearly and
realistically and it is about time that we, the elected
leaders of the people of Gibraltar, did exactly the same
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and told the British Government and the Spanish Government
what we realistically believe and want. I think what .the
Government of Gibraltar is looking at, I think what the
Government of Gibraltar is banking on is for Spain to stop
that agreement not because it is too much but because it
is too little. I think that is the way out.for the Government
of Gibraltar, certainly if one looks at this motion because
this motion clearly says: "which would involve any concessions
being made to Spain or which would in any way establish,
or at any time in the future lead to, any form of joint
control of the airport". Sir Geoffrey Howe clearly said 'joint
control is out'. Mr Ratford clearly said 'joint control is
out'. Therefore there is no possibility that joint control
will appear not because the people of Gibraltar want it one
way or the other but because the British Military Authorities
will not accept joint control over a military airfield, that
is the only reason. The key is 'joint use' it is not 'joint
control'. Now that I have given quite a clear scenario, I
would like to remind the Hon and Learned Chief Minister of
a placard that appeared the first moment we saw the report
of GBC'on the demonstration which read "AACR says no deal"
and I would just like to tell the Chief Minister that that
was a placard taken by prominent people in his Executive
and I 'would just like to remind him that last night Sir
Geoffrey Howe clearly said that they were working towards
a. deal. Then, Mr Speaker, something happened which was in
direct conflict with the mood which the Hon and. Learned Chief
Minister .had, in my mind,. brought about as a result of the
movement of his motion. He had, I think, dampened certainly
as far as I was concerned and on this side of - the House,
left the door open and dampened the aggressive mood of
Gibraltar - and I .use. 'aggressive' in inverted commas aggressive meaning certainly' not in a violent way but in
the way of wanting to take action and to stand up and be
counted. And that was the intervention by the Hon Mr Canepa
which was in direct conflict to the intervention of the Hon
and Learned Chief Minister. Mr Canepa was aggressive and
strong, his mood was much more clear and much more in keeping
with our motion, Mr Speaker. Our motion that spoke of no
concessions to be made to Spain, no concessions on joint
use. It was a much more strong approach to the motion. Re
also 'went on to make what I consider to be an attack on
certain aspects of what Sir Geoffrey Howe had said although
the Leader of his party, the Chief Minister, had said in
his contribution at the start that he would not look at what
Sir Geoffrey Howe had said because that was to be looked
at in the future. The Hon Mr Canepa reflected what the
Opposition were saying - I'll rephrase that because I don't
want to make it a party political thing - the Hon Mr. Canepa
was saying what was the mood of the people last Tuesday,
not today, not after the intervention of the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister. He was strong, aggressive and saying
quite clearly 'Gibraltar is ours de facto. No joint use,
maybe international use, but no joint use'. It was in direct
conflict to what we had heard earlier on from the Hon and
Learned the Chief Minister, He said 'no' clearly to to transit

traffid and I think he mentioned various examples but I think
he left one thing out which certainly to me is also illogical
and that is the fact that Sir Geoffrey last night was talking
about in transit traffic out of Gibraltar ie a Spanish airline
comes into • the airport and the passengers would go to a
Spanish air terminal and exit from the Gibraltar airport
in that way. What would happen to passengers coming into
Gibraltar? Would they go to the Spanish air terminal and
go to the Spanish aircraft? Who would then have security
of the passengers, security of the airfield, security of
knowing which passengers were there? Obviously, that would
be the'responsibility of an airport authority. in which case
the airport authority would have to be managed by Spanish
officials as well because you cbuldn't guarantee security
if we had the airport authority on this side and we didn't
know who was getting into the aircraft on the other side.
That is a point which Sir Geoffrey Howe certainly didn't
answer. That was, I think, the mood reflected on this side
of the House and the mood which reflected what the people
of Gibraltar were saying last Tuesday. But, of course, again,
it was. illogical because after having gone down that path
of aggressive mood and, to a point, patriotism and there
is nothing wrong with that when everybody else does it,. was
to say . at the end of all that that this motion was stronger
than the motion that.we had put and that he would support
this amendment because it was a much stronger motion than
the weak motion that we had produced..• I dare say that if
Mr Canepa looks at the two motions and takes heed of everything We have said on this side and although I accept and
I do not put in doubt that when it comes to • the crunch the
Government will .put the position of the people of Gibraltar
clearly to the British Government, I think what has to emanate
from this House is that that position is clear here sos that
it is blear to the people of Gibraltar which, after all,
are the people who count as far as we are concerned.
Therefore, Mr Speaker, what I would like to do is to take
the Members on the other side of the House to what was, in
fact, agreed in the motion on the 24th March, 1986. The
version of the motion as it ended after certain amendments
read: "This House affirms that, should pronosals be put
forward in connection with greater civilian use of the
Gibraltar airport, which might in the view of the Gibraltar
House of.Assembly make it possible to represent or interpret
such use as being an encroachment on British sovereignty
over the isthmus, such proposals would be unacceptable to
this House and to the people of Gibraltar". I feel that
certainly we are now at that stage. We are now at the stage
where proposals have been put to the British Government,
where those proposals represent to us an encroachment on
British sovereignty over the isthmus and therefore, I think
as a follow-up to this motion, we should clearly spell out
today that what we said in that motion is happening already
today and that the people of Gibraltar now want to take this
motion'a step further. In so doing, Mr Speaker, I wouldliketh
move an amendment to the Chief Minister's amendment. Basically
what I am dealing with at the moment is paragraph 3 in the
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note I have just passed to them which is: the deletion of
all the words after the word "involve" in the fourth line
of the third paragraph and the substitution of the following
-which would make the motion, as amended, amended again,
”
to read: "calls on Her Majesty's Government
MR SPEAKER:
No, please read your amendment as you propose to move it.
HON J E FILCHER:
I amend therefore, the substitution of the following after
the word "involve" - "(a) any concessions being made to
Spain", obviously it has to be understood and that.is why
I was trying to read it, that the words previously said 'and
not to enter into any agreement which would involve' - "(a)
any concessions being made to Spain (b) in any way establish,
or at any time in the future lead to, any form of joint
.control of the airport". And if Members opposite look at
'those two they are a direct quote of what is already there
. in the amendment. "(c) allowing passengers arriving at
;. Gibraltar but with a .Spanish destination to exit Gibraltar
.Athout passing through Gibraltarians customs and immigration
:
,
.controls, and (d) provision for the joint management of any
.airport facility now or at any time in the future". That,
Mr Speaker, I think, reflects what the Hon Mr Canepa was
• saying this morning; I think, clearly, reflects the mood
• of the motion as was originally moved by us and .certainly
.-2 reflects the mood of the people of Gibraltar and is, if I
may say so, Mr Speaker, a direct follow-up to the motion
of the 24th March because now there have been proposals and
this is the answer of this House of Assembly and of the people
!.„of Gibraltar to those proposals. And this is a way, Mr
, of providing unity because, after all, all we are
Speaker,
doing here is adding on to what was already there and taking
into account our mood and the words of the Hon Mr Canepa
this morning and put those on paper. That, Mr Speaker, can
giVe us the unity that we are seeking. There is also another
small amendment, Mr Speaker, and that is an amendment in
paragraph (1) of the initial amendment by the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister and that is an amendment in trying to
move away, Mr. Speaker, from this situation of perhaps
bickering which is what I think it was called this morning
about who organised what. We feel that the demonstration
as expounded by the Leader of the Opposition, was organised
by the GTC. The Hon and Learned the Chief Minister continues
to believe from his information that the demonstration was
organised by Action for Gibraltar and I feel that a good
cempromise., seeing that what is important is not that but
what is important is paragraphs (2) and (3) of the motion,
I' feel that perhaps by the deletion .of, the words "in
organising a petition and" where they appear in the second
line of the first paragraph and the inclusion of the words
"and the Gibraltar Trades Council in organising a" therein

and with the deletion of the words "the Gibraltar Trades
Council" wherein they appear in line five of the first paragraph, should do away with that. If I can remind the Hon
and Learned Chief Minister of the contents of the letter
sent to him and to the Leader of the Opposition by the Group
calling themselves Action for Gibraltar who said:
"organisationlly, the Gibraltar Trades Council were the
primary factor in ensuring its 'success". Taking that into
account, taking the spirit of both the GTC and Action for
Gibraltar, I feel that if we amend the motion to read:
"applauds the initiative of the Action forGibraltar Group
and the Gibraltar Trades Council in organising a petition
and demonstration on the question of the airport", that,
Mr Speaker, should cater for both sides and I think should
do away with the petty bickering over this minor item when
we are really discussing the unity or otherwise of this House
of Assembly over what is certainly to us and to the people
of Gibraltar a primordial point of where we go from here
for our future as far as any concessions and as far as our
position clearly both in the eyes of the British Government
and the Spanish Government. I would just like to remind the
Hon and Learned Chief Minister that there are only ten days
from now to the position where there will or there will not
be a deal struck. I feel that unity on this is of. the utmost
importance, Mr Speaker, if not the Government will not iget
support from this side of the House and will be' forced dpon
to abstain which will mean that if a deal or anything else
is arrived at we certainly will not be there •to sell it to
the people of Gibraltar, Mr Speaker. I feel that having laid
the policy down very clearly, that does not prohibit the
Gibraltar Government from looking at any type of arrangements
that they want to have looked at at the frontier. 'Technical
arrangements' I think the Hon and Learned Chief Minister
called it a year ago, there is nothing wrong 'with. technical
arrangements but the policy..matter,.the matter, of principle
is as laid down in my amendment, Mr Speaker, and I hope that
the Government can support that so that we can have one united
front on this matter.
HON A J CANEPA:
Before the Hon Member sits down, Mr Speaker. I would invite
him to clarify the use of the word 'management' in paragraph
3(d). I say that because it is a new word and it is a word
that was used by the Secretary of State last night when he
spoke about management of the aeroplanes., management of the
airfield, management of people and I wonder whether it is
being used by the Hon Member opposite because of 'that. He
might also look at earlier on in the interview where, in
fact, by the use of another word I think it is clear, I hope
it is clear, what the Secretary of State means by management
of airplanes, management of the airfield, when he spoke
earlier on about 'handling aeroplanes, handling, people and
handling the airfield'. I wonder whether that is what is
meant and I would therefore like to invite the Hon Mover
of the amendment to clarify in. what context the word 'management' is being used and why.
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HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, the point is quite clear. What we are trying
to get is an aareement or a set of words by which both sides
of the Housd can agree but what I think we mean by 'joint
management' is, in fact, joint use. 'The 'provision for the
joint use of any' airport facility' is not acceptable to this
side of the House and to the people of Gibraltar. The joint
use and therefore joint management as it was intimated in
the interview'. Sir Geoffrey Howe spoke .about• management of
air traffic control, management of the airfield which is
what I was referring'to a minute ago as an airport authority.
Therefore if you are going to have a joint management of
the airport you have to have a joint authority or, airport
authority. That is completely out of the question. So what
I was trying to find was a word that would reflect that but
would not tie completely the hands of the Government to any
type of arrangement that did not go against a policy decision
which is no joint use. Arrangements by all means like any
arrangements for any other international flight from anywhere
around the world to Gibraltar. But the joint use and the
joint management, we put 'management' there to reflect the
joint use without using 'the word •'use'. It is really exactly
the same, what we mean is joint use or joint management.
It is trying to find a- word that will encompass the feeling
that they ..cannot share. in the .responsibility of administering
any .facility whatsoever. Perhaps 'joint administration' if
you like, it is finding •a word and that was the essence of
it, Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
J EPilcher's amendment to the Hon the Chief Minister's amendment.

toting of it the morning after. That proposal was proposed
apart from the top ones which are not acceptable because
we sti6k, to the story as we• know it about the origins of
this, are really unacceptable to us. I thought that there
might have been an attempt at some consultation with a view
to something that would.be acceptable but this is less acceptable even than the present motion.
HON J BOSSANO:
I think, ,Mr Speaker, the Hon and Learned Member really has
come up with the flimsiest excuse that I have ever heard
him come up with in fifteen years for trying to make what
is black look white. If the Hon Member finds that the amendment suggests that there are proposals allowing passengers
arriving at Gibraltar to exit which he says is not true,
does his amendment suggest that there are proposals about
giving concessions to Spain which is (a) in my Hon colleague's
amendment and is included in his?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
There are the 'El Pais' proposals, ves.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the. Hon and Learned Member has said that the
amendment that we are moving which has got four elements
in it, two of which are his.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I accept that.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I would like to speak on this amendment only subject to my
right to reply. First of all, I am not going to reply to
the Mover in respect of his general comments because I want
to go back to that later on in a wider sense. Following on
what he has read from Hansard it looks as if there are
proposals to' allow passengers arriving at Gibraltar with
Spanish destination to exit Gibraltar• without passing through
Gibraltarian customs. Th.ere are no such proposals, all that
is mentioned in the thing is that that is the sort of thing
that they would discuss. The only real proposals that there
are known for the purposes of the airport are the Spanish
proposals published in 'El Pais'. We are prepared to say
that we oppose those proposals published in 'El Pais' quite
clearly. Those are formal proposals, this is talk and we
cannot start making amendments on formal motions in matters
of what comments are made and the reason why, and I will
not dwell on this more because I will go back to it, the
reason why I say that we should leave, I didn't say we should
ignore the Secretary 'of State, what I said was that that
should be subject of something much more deeply than the
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HON J BOSSANO:
•
But, surely, if (c) and (d) in his view would bY implication
mean that such proposals are being made by UK which it doesn't
say here, it must follow logically that (a) and (b) by
implicatiOn mean that such proposals are being .made by UK
and that has been said by him not by us. If his amendment
calls on Her Majesty's Government not to conclude an agreement
with Spain on the question of the airport which would involve
any concessions being made to Spain, is he saying that he
knows that Her Majesty's Government is intending to do it?
No, he is not saving that. We don't impute that motive to
him, we don't say 'we cannot accept your amendment because
somebody might think that you are saying that this is what
the BritiSh Government is thinking of doing or we might be
putting it in their minds if it is not the idea'. Let me
make absolutely clear what the situation is. The people'of
Gibraltar have come.out with a clearcut position. That clearcut position is known to all of us and has been clearly
reflected in the contribution of the Hon Mr Canepa. Sir
Geoffrey Howe came out last night specifically to make sure
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that we understood what the position of the British Government
was. The position of the British Government was and is that
they don't want us to pass a motion in this House of Assembly
which will reflect what the people of Gibraltar were saying
in the demonstration and what the people of Gibraltar have
said to Ratford. That is the message from Sir Geoffrey Howe
and we have got to send a message back to him, that we take
orders from the 16,000 people that signed the petition, from
the 12,000 people that took to the streets and not from him
or the Foreign Office. That is the need for the motion today
and it is one of the most important motions we thave debated
in this House because if we try and be all things to all
men and wriggle out of this one we send back a message that
dilutes the efforts of our people of last Tuesday and we
will hhve no part of it, If that is what the Government wants
to do they will have to defend it on their own becaUse we
are totally convinced that the people of Gibraltar are
absolutely united on this matter, that Sir Geoffrey Howe,
as the Hon Mr Canepa said, has studied very carefully everything, he studied the memorandum from the Gibraltar Trades
Council, he studied the petition, he studied the motions
of this House, he studied the programme on Spanish television
on Sunday and, having studied everything, has made it a point
of being interviewed - let's face it, nobody in Gibraltar
is going to believe that GBC successfully twisted:the arm
of the Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom to the extent
that the programme was beamed by satellite here so'that it
would get in time yesterday rather than being put in the
mail and aet here today.

MR SPEAKER:
May I perhaps suggest that we have a short recess.which might
he helpful for consultation and come back in a quarter of
an hour's time.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I suggested to the Leader of the Opposition before lunch
that if he had any proposals that we could get together.but
obviously this has been produced without any consultation
and I wouldn't mind having some attempt at trying to find
some formula.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, can I just point out to the Hon and Learned Member
that he had an opportunity of making proposals to us since
last Tuesday seeking an amendment to the original motion
instead of coming here and presenting us with something that
removes everything after "This House". It could have been
done that way.
MR SPEAKER:
Fair enough. We will have a short recess and then come back.
The House recessed at 4.25 pm.

HON A J CANEPA:

The House resumed at 5.50 pm.

We wouldn't be here now.
MR SPEAKER:
HON J BOSSANO:
Yes, precisely. Therefore it 'is not accidental,' it is
deliberate and clear and either we say because Sir .Geoffrey
Howe has expressed 'the views that he has expressed which
we consider to be in complete conflict with the wishes of
the people of Gibraltar and I regret that that part of.the
original motion has been eliminated because we think what
we saw last Tuesday was a very clear manifestation of the
freely and democratically expressed wishes of the people.
If Sir Geoffrey Howe chooses to ignore those wishes the House
of Assembly of Gibraltar will not ignore the wishes of the
people who put us here. We do not have the right. We have
got a right to pass a motion here if we have got a situation
where the Government, the eight who sit on that side of the
fence, have one interpretation of what has taken place and
the seven have got a different one and then as a matter of
judgement their judgement right or wrong will dominate the
situation by a majority of one, the two ex-officio Members
being notoriously absent on this occasion.

Gentlemen, I understand that there is a consensus on the
manner in which we are to proceed and I understand that Mr
Baldachin° wishes to address the House.
HON J L BALDACHINO:.
Mr Speaker, I would like to move a negotiated amendment. to
the amendment moved by the Hon Joe Filcher to the amendment
moved by the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister to the motion
moved by the Hon the Leader of the Opposition. Delete paragraph 3 in its entirety and replace it with a new paragraph
3 to read as follows: "4. Rejects the following proposals
made by the Spanish negotiators as published in El Pais on
the 29th October, 1987, ie (a) Access for Spaniards •to the
airport without passing through British Customs and
Immigration (b) Construction of another terminal (c) Spanish
.participation in the control of Gibraltar Air 'Space (d)
Possible presence of Spanish Air Traffic Controllers in the
Gibraltar Control Tower (e)' Spain's eventual association
with the management of the airport".
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Mr Sneaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
J L Baldachino's amendment to the amendment to the amendment.

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmatiVe and the Hon J E Piicher's amendment, as amended,
was accordingly passed.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
MR SPEAKER:
I want to reply to Mr Pilcher generally because I think now
he has finished his contribution by putting his amendment
and therefore we have a discussion on his amendment.
MR SPEANER:

Any Member who has not spoken to the amendment of the Chief
Minister or to the general debate, for that matter, is still
free to do so. Does any Member wish to speak? Then I will
call on the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister to reply to
his amendMent.

Mr Pilcher will have the right to reply on his amendment.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
But then I have a right to reply.
HON J BOSSANO:
And I have the right to reply on the original motion.
HON 'CHIEF MINISTER:
I would like to reply to some general remarks made by Mr
•
Pilcher.
MR SPEAKER:
You will have the right to reply to your amendment in due
course.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment to the amendment to the
amendment was accordingly passed.
MR SPEAKER:
Eavinc voted on Mr Baldachino's amendment we now have, an
amendment which was moved by the Hon Mr Pilcher, as amended.
That is the cuestion before the House. Does any Member wish
to debate that?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I am only going to speak now to the first amendment and I
will speak generally on the debate on my amendment. I would
like to say that we felt like resisting these amendments
because I think it is stretching it too much, the two amendments, but in a gesture of goodwill because we have been
able to get agreement on the other one, we will not oppose
it.
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Mr Speaker, I will not be very long. I am very glad that
we have been able to find a consensus motion which I think
safeguardS- everybody's interest in this matter and mine was
no more than that we wanted not to close the door insofar
as facilities and arrangements for the future were concerned
to any further discussions on the matter which the original
motion would appear to do. I don't propose to go into the
matter which we have been discussing all day but the last
speaker, that is, Mr Pilcher, made a few hard hitting remarks
which I. .have to reply to. In the first place, the reason'
why I .said that we should look-at-the transcript of the
Secretary of State in the future, I didn't mean to avoid
that but I was very glad, indeed,• when the Leader of the
Opposition opened the debate and only referred to it because
my feeling was that we should run this debate taking into
account what other people say as we have .taken account even
what a paper said but we should run the debate on our ground
and in our way and we should not be dominated or overpowered
by an interview which took place last night because then
it would be a much more ostensible attempt at influencing
the proceedings of the House. That was my intention, it was
not an intention to avoid it, in' fact, I have done nothing
to do with it at all. I only heard about it half way through
the day that there was going to be an interview in the
evening. Again, I welcome the acceptance of Mr Pilcher that
when said that we should meet today and nothing major would
happen I, of course, said there were no talks of importance
that would happen. We know that there have been talks at
coordinator level and, certainly, I had no idea that the
Secretary of State would be preparing an interviews the day
before for the purpose, I didn't know that. Nor, perhaps;
even if I had known, though I don't think these things are
arranged in that way, would I have thought that that was
something that had to be avoided because if he wants to talk
he wants to talk and it is only fair that we should recognise
that ultimately in the constitutional position we can express
all our intentions and our desires and other than respecting
the letter.of the preamble to.the Constitution on sovereignty,
something which now is taken for granted but there were days
when even that undertaking was questioned and people worried
about it. Now the Secretary of State made a number of
references to the commitment by the British Government to

.the wishes of the people and we just take it for granted
that that is so. That is, of course, progress but it is a
fact that sometimes people have wondered whether that pledge
would be honoured or not and now it is part of the scene
and therefore we don't attach too much importance to it.
But in the overall picture of the situation, we should take
account of the number. of references that the Secretary of
State makes to that for our own sake, I am not'saying for
his sake, 'for our own sake. That and the fact that he said
that thee were certain things that were not acceptable to
the British Government. Of course, we have to decide what
we think is best but I think we have also to remember that
we are not completely sovereign in our own sphere and that
what we have to try to do and this is what my attempt has
been, to go as far as we can without breaking off the links
in proper ordinary terms with those who are responsible in the
:final analysis. Insofar as the remarks made by Mr Pilcher
about the demonstration, I explained in great detail in my
.opening remarks how the matter was brought to me and how
-I'understood it. Whether all the things that are attributed
to what. the demonstration was about was in the minds of every;body "dr not, that is another academic matter because the
b1:11k of the people there, it is rathei- difficult to explain,
.a'sa.re know what they wanted but we cannot 'attribute, in fact,
there wasn't an opinion poll, we know that they didn't want
-.anything to be given up but you can interpret the things
according to where they come from and what you are thinking.
I want to make it quite clear that I was not there under
' any false pretences, I was there fully understanding the
basis of which the approach had been made to me and I am
not turning back on anything that I did, I am just exercising
my responsibilities in Government at any particular time
ilia the way that in my estimation and with the support of
mi colleagues, I think, it is in the best interest of
Gibraltar. That is a matter that has also permeated in the
"course of the debate that finally we should not and we do
not attribute improper motives on this important matter.
We may be mistaken or we may differ but I think that the
motives behind our minds are the same and that is why, again,
I am pleased that there has been a consensus on this matter
which makes it unnecessary to put the matter to the test
and it is not the kind of debate on which one would want
to exercise the Government majority and impose it on anybody
because we are dealing with matters of great import not only
for, ourselves but for those who come after us and we have
to play it that way. Finally, after haying said all that.
I think that we can be pro u d of the way by any nt:ntiOntrIti
from ihm Hootim of Common4 dowlwardo, by any sLcmdmrds, Of
the exemplary way in which the conduct of these proceedings
are carried out and perhaps some Members of the House of
Commons should come for a course here instead of our having
a course on Parliamentary Practice at Westminster. Thank
you, Mr Speaker.
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Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon
the Chief Minister's amendment, as amended, which was resolved
in the affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
MR SPEAKER:
Now we.come back to' the original motion which we started
this morning, as amended, which we have been debating all
day.
HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, I am only going to-make a short contribution
but I feel it is necessary because of the'importance of the
motion that we are debating and we are going to pass here
today. I would like to refer to a sdggestion by Sir Geoffrey
Howe last night in his interview that we should perhaps look
at these things coolly and departing from my characteristic
temperamental attitude in such sensitive matters as this,
I take the advice of the Foreign Secretary' and remain cool
because . I think the affair is of sufficient importance so
that it is not interpreted in Whitehall that the House ,of
Assembly has taken a rash decision in the heat of the moment
but has taken a cool decision in the full knowledge of what
the Foreign Secretary said yesterday. I accept that the motion
as the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister said, is about
the sentiments expressed by the people last Tuesday and how
to express them in the context of the motion that we have
moved today and what happened last Tuesday but it would be
unrealistic to forget what the British Foieign Secretary
said yesterday. We are. talking. about moving a motion
reaffirming the position of the demonstration when they were
shouting outside The Convent 'We say no' last Tuesday and
we are saying today, after having heard the British Foreign
Secretary, 'We are still saying no'. I think, Mr Speaker,
that we have done our duty as the elected representatives
of the people of Gibraltar in reaffirming their position,
in giving leadership to the 16,000 strong demonstration that
came out last Tuesday and in making it quite clear that our
primary job is to represent the views of the people of
Gibraltar and not to represent the views of anyone else.
I think 'we have achieved this and it is commendable that
after all this toing and froing we have been able to achieve
this. I think it is a historic occasion in the.parliamentary
history of Gibraltar in that we aro quite clearly taking
he views
a firm stand, WC are enring that t4.741ardit'sg of
of :34.v (71c5terey 'Iowa O
the Airport W4 are Otilt ComPtetelY
sure of the stand we have adopted, we are still completely
sure of the stand that the people of Gibraltar have adopted•
and we continue to stand firm on that 'line and we are still
united on it notwithstanding the difference of opinion that .
might have arisen during the day. That is all I have to say.
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MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors? I will then call on the Hon Mr Bossano
to reply to the motion.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I won't take up much longer of the time of the
House. Clearly, we have achieved a negotiated settlement
on the airport issue in two hours which is more than the
Spanish and the British Governments have been able to achieve
in two years. Perhaps they ought to leave it to us to
negotiate with each other instead. I think, Mr Speaker, the
importance, from our point of view, of achieving a motion
which was carried unanimously in the House and the fact that
the Government of Gibraltar shares that sentiment, 'should
be an indication to the rest of Gibraltar which I think they
are entitled to expect from. us that although in this House
we have made mo secret on the very many occasions since 1984
that there are many issues on which we may differ and where
sometimes we get auite cross with each other, we both
recognise that there is an underlying responsibility on
specific occasions when Gibraltar is under threat that we
should be capable of trying to accommodate each other's views
and try and achieve something that both of us can defend
and, consequently, although obviously our position on the
question of no•joint use of the.. airport is as indicated in
the original motion, we have taken on board the difficulty
that the Government has in expressing that in the particular
way that we wanted and we consider that, in•fact, the final
version is as close as it is possible for the Government
to move in the constraints that it is under which they know
better than we do. However, the important thing is that the
demonstration, we felt, was asking something of us as well
as asking something of Mr Ratford. Mr Ratford was being asked
to note the strength of feeling in Gibraltar and T think
the House of Assembly was being asked to be able to do what
it has done today and embrace that strength of feeling in
a way that spans the different positions of the governing
party and ourselves. Let me say that when we consider the
position of the British Government and it is important to
put that on record, so far Her Majesty's Government it appears
from the discussions we held with Mr Ratford, had felt that
nothing that they had done was in conflict with the motion
of December. 1986, which referred to international flights
being governed by the rules applicable to international
flights and which referred to the airport' remaining under
the sole control of the British and Gibraltarian authorities
and that position is one which the British Government
considers they are still defending notwithstanding the fact
that there is a clear attempt by the British Government to
find an accommodation with Spain on the airport issue. I
don't think that I can entirely agree with the- Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister in the sense that no importance is now
given and that it is taken for granted that Her Majesty's
Government makes clear that the question of sovereignty is
not under threat because, in fact, we disagreed With Mr
Ratford when he seemed to be saying only in cases of joint
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control would there be a threat of sovereignty but there
wouldn't be a threat to sovereignty in cases of joint use
or joint management or whatever. And I think, in fact,
probably the most dramatic expression of that view that this
House has produced was the March, 1986, motion which we also
carried unanimously and which went through a similar but
shorter process than the one we have gone in today with the
Hon and Learned the Chief Minister saying, as he often does,
that he agreed in spirit with everything that we had said
but that he was amending everything after the words "This
House". But, eventually, perhaps the most important statement,
if you like, of Gibraltarian identity produced by this House
was that there I eventually moved a motion sayinc that any
proposals which were put forward for the greater civilian
use of the airport - and .we didn't mention from which nation
they emanated - should not proceed if in the view of the
Gibraltar House of Assembly, they constituted an encroachment
on British sovereignty and the Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister said he was delighted to accept that amendment.
I think that was probably the most important statement this
House has ever made in terms cf saying 'We are the final
arbiters of deciding what affects us'. I think if that is
true in terms of the definition, the Hon and Learned Member
said he was delighted to accept the statement and I am holding
him to that so I am not giving way in case he changes his
mind now.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, I said final to ourselves.
HON J BOSSANO:
Final -to ourselves, right, and I think that the important
thing is that we ourselves• have been taking a consistent
stand on a number of motions in the House and I honestly'
believe that no British Government can, in fact, realistically
in today's world not just ignore the preamble to the Constitution but ignore blatantly the unanimous views of this House
of Assembly. I think that is why it is so important that
we should try and achieve the kind of consensus that we have
achieved even if it means giving way some way on what we
both believe to be the correct way to proceed because it
is important for our people in Gibraltar and it is important
that we face Her Majesty's Government or the Spanish
Government or whoever with a united standoto the extent that
we can and the fact that we have been able to do it today,
I think, is good. The Government is, I think, well aware
that should they feel that they are in difficulties which
requires that they should approach us then our doors are
open, I have made that position clear to the Non and Learned
the Chief Minister. and I don't think there is a need to
emphasis it, he knows what the position is and we are ready
to be counted when the time comes. I commend the motion to
the House.
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Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon
J Bossano's motion, as amended, which now read as follows:
"This House (1)applauds the initiative of the Action for Gibraltar Group
and the Gibraltar Trades Council in organising a
demonstration on the question of the airport in support
of the stand taken by the House of Assembly and thanks
the representative bodies and the thousands of persons
who signed the petition and participated in the
demonstration;
(2)reiterates the views expressed by this House in the
resolutions adopted on 25 March and 16 December, 1986;
(3)calls on Her Majesty's Government not to conclude an
agreement with the Spanish Government, on the question
of the Gibraltar airport, which would involve any.
concessions Peing made to Spain or which would*in any
way establish, or at any time in the future lead to,
any form of joint control of the airport; and
(4)rejects the following proposals made by the Spanish
negotiators as published in El Pais on the 29 October,
(a) Access for Spaniards to the airport without passing
through British Customs and Immigration
'>P1.

(b)- Construction of another terminal
(c) Spanish participation in the control of Gikraltar
Air Space
(d) Possible presence of Spanish Air Traffic Controllers
in the Gibraltar Control Tower
(e) Spain's eventual association .with the management
of the airport".
The question was resolved in the affirmative and the motion,
as amended, was unanimously passed.
The Hon the Attorney-General- and the Hon the Financial and
Development Secretary were absent from the Chamber.
ADJOURNMENT
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I now move that this House do now adjourn sine-die.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative and the House adjourned sine die.
The adjournment of the House sine die was taken at 6.15 Pm
on Tuesday the 17th November, 1987.
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